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Introduction 

G.M. Goshgarian 

-

I 

Louis Althusser wrote the studies collected in the present vol
ume between June 1966 and July 1967. Except for the ten 
pages of 'The Humanist Controversy' incorporated into 
'Marx/s Relation to Hegel' in 1968, and a version of 'The 
Historical Task of Marxist Philosophy' published in Hungar
ian the same year, all were stranded in his archives until after 
his death in 1990.1 Of the completed texts of any importance 
that their author did release in this fourteen-month span, only 
an anonymous paean to the Chinese Cultural Revolution 
dates from it; the others are light revisions of earlier work.2 

As for Althusser's most substantial manuscript of the day, a 
I vast, shapeless mass' of writing on the union of theory and 
practice (here called Theory and Practice) that had swelled into 
'matter for two or three books' by mid-1966, all but two chap
ters were abandoned to the gnawing criticism of the mice, 
together with. some dozen shorter pieces and the materials 
a~sembled below.] While many of the Wlpublished writings 
dId enjoy, in the form of lectures or circulating papers, what 
has aptly been termed 'semi-public status',4 this hardly alters 
t~e general picture, dominated by the contrast between the 
rich production of 1966-67 and the smattering that made its 
way into print. 

~et Althusser was persuaded, after the auhlmn 1965 publi
cation of For Marx and Reading Capital had catapulted him 
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from respectable academic obscurity at Paris's Ecole normal' 
superieure to the centre of French intellectual life, and fro 
nearly twenty years on the fringes of the Communist Party t 
his moment of glory as one of its 'three great men',s that th 
'theoretico-political' situation urgently required a statemen 
from his camp. 'Between now and . February-March-April'~ 
he wrote to his lover Franca Madonia in August 1966, 'it is 
impossible that nothing appear, given what we've already writ
ten, the way some people are reading it . and the ambigui
ties and omissions in our publications.' The 'ambiguities' had 
bred an alarming perception of his work as 'a counter-signa
ture of the structuralist claim/, although he had been decrying 
structuralism, 'idealism's last hope', as a philosophical fraud 
since his 1962-63 seminar on the subject.6 In the spring, the 
Party's General Secretary had joined the chorus of those 
bewailing his 'omission' of the problem of the union of theory 
and practice, although Althusser had 'anticipated the possi
bility. even necessity of a materialist definition' of it, doing 
no more only because one could not do everything at once. 
Marxist Theory and the Communists would fill in the blanks 
that autumn, he assured other Party intellectuals at a 
'Homeric' dinner-debate on May Day? The ambiguities would 
be laid to rest in a long-planned Althusserian review (later 
baptized Theorie, but never born); the first issue, it was 
decided over the summer, would focus on the difference 
between structuralist and Marxist conceptions of structure.H 

These concessions aside, Althusser initially stood by the 
positions staked out in For Marx and Reading Capital. They 
were commanded by the thesis, adapted from Gaston Bache
lard, that the major sciences had emerged from revolutionary 
'epistemological breaks' with the practically motivated sys
tems of thought that their emergence retrospectively identified 
as ideologies. Marxism had originated in one such 'theoretical 
revolution', which transformed the raw material of its three 
sources - German idealism, French utopian socialism, English 
political economy - into a pair of new sciences, historical and 
dialectical materialism. The object of the first was the history 
of social formations, a realm opened up to scientific analysiS 
by 'Marx's fundamental discovery I , 'the topography' of dis
tinct practices combined in distinct ways in distinct modes of 
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f n Dialectical materialism, or Marxist philosophy, 
produ~ l~eory of theoretical practice; it studied 'the relation 
was t e theoretical practice and the other practices, and there-
benNeen ·fi f h h . imultaneously, the specI c nature 0 t e ot er practIces 
fore, ~d the types of determination linking them'.<} Like the 

. ace of history, then, philosophy, too, took all the practices 
SClen · b- b ' 1· f h d their relations as its 0 Ject, ut on Y m so ar as t ey 
an rticipated in the production of knowledge as knowledge'. ft: main task was to construct, using means of analysis analo
ous to those that historical materialism brought to bear on 

~cial modes of production, the science of the modes of pro-
duction of theory. 

It followed that dialectical materialism was engendered by 
historical materialism, which practised a break with ideology 
whose history and results philosophy had to theorize. This 
exemplified the law that a nascent philosophy necessarily lags 
behind the science that calls it into being, the Althusserian 
variation on the theme that the owl of Minerva takes wing at 
dusk. Yet a science depended for its continued existence on 
the philosophical 'guide' that depended on it. Unless it was 
armed by philosophy with the theory of its own theoretical 
practice, any science, although its discoveries were irreversi
ble, had to fear the 'constantly recurring ideological tempta
tions' that could always reverse it, drawing it back within the 
embrace of the ideology from which it had tom itself. The 
danger was acute in the case of historical materialism, given 
its novelty and the obvious reasons for the hostility to it. Dia
lectical materialism's lag behind its sister science therefore 
implied a politics: philosophy's task was to save Marx's theo
retical revolution by finishing it. But to save the theoretical 
revolution was to save the revolution tout court: without rev
olutionary theory, as Althusser never tired of repeating after 
Lenin, there could be no revolutionary practice. 10 

By summer 1966, Althusser had admitted that his critics 
Were right in one crucial respect: the logic of the break iso
lated the theory required to make the revolution from the 
realm of the non-theoretical practices in which the revolution 
h~d (also) to be made. Theory became theory by virtue of a 
~lstantiation that ruled out both its internal determination by 
Ideology and its direct intervention in ideology: a theory, by 
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definition, had no practical relation to the ideological practices 
with which it broke. This put philosophy, 'the highest form of 
the theorization of ideologyl, 1 1 at a double remove from all 
other practices. It had no practical relation to ideology, one of 
its objects; nor did it have, as the science of the Irelation 
between [ theoretical] practice and the other practices', any 
practical relation to that relation - which, since philosophy, 
too, was a theoretical practice, included its own relation to 
itself. Althusser's philosophy thus found itself at odds with 
two basic contentions of the science on which it claimed to be . 
based: that theory was co-determined - indeed, primarily' 
determined - by its non-theoretical outside, specifically by the . 
ideologies, where 'the class struggle figures in person';12 and 
that the vocation of revolutionary theory was to intervene in ~ 
the ideological class struggle. What Althusser had called t 

I omissions' thus turned out to be symptoms of the fact that! 
he could think the 'union of theory and practice', of theoreti- I 
cal and non-theoretical practice, only as the impOSSible J 

encounter of two heterogeneous orders ('our union of the 1 
body and soul', he quipped in a letter»)3 or the tautological I 

~ 

consequence of their prior identification. ~ 

He concluded, in retrospect, that he had proceeded by \ 
identifying them, 'posing the theoretical question in place of . 
the political' and thus, if not quite calling theory politics, 
demoting politics to the rank of an 'extension of theory'.14 
This 'theoreticism', a term he began applying to his work in 
mid-1966, sprang from an overreaction to the historicism that' 
defined Marxism as an immediate expression of history, 
rather than an autonomous theory irreducible to it. Histori
cism led, as in Gramsci, to an identification of history and the 
Marxist 'philosophy of history'; it collapsed dialectical materi
alism into historical materialism and treated the result as the 
world-view of a class possessed of the Marxist science of 
itself. Thus, at least tendentially, it made Marxism a form of I 
absolute knowledge, one which differed from Hegel's only in ~, 
that it situated the union of history and the theory of history 1 

in the historical process rather than at its term. The crux of 
Althusserls self-criticism of 1966 was that he had finally only 
inverted this schema, absorbing history in theory rather than 
the reverse, to produce what was, tendentially, another Marx-
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. t theory of absolut.e knowledge. Wi.t.:'ess his treatment of t~e 
IS 1 ti n between philosophy and politics: the attempt to aVOId 
r~ a ~arnscian conclusion (which, if for different reasons, was 
tie Stalin's) that 'the real philosopher is simply the politi
a. so 'I~ had ended up standing it on its head. 'It is the bearers 
ciaO .... f h h·· d f theory', ran his lromc summary 0 t e t eoreticlst ten ency 
ok' h k h· t '1& . his early wor , W 0 ma e IS ory. 
Ul Althusser would, in 1966-67, mobilize Spinoza against his 
theoreticism, which, however, his appeal to Spinoza also, 
reinforced. Against the conception of knowledge as a shad
owy reflection of a real lying outside it, For Marx and Reading 
Capital silently invoke the Spinozist principle that 'substance 
thinking and substance extended are one and the same sub
stance', insisting that ideas, no less than their real objects, are 
also the real, albeit in the form of thought}7 But this material
ist defence of the materiality of both ideological and theo
retical practice came at a price, set by the quest for an 
equivalent of substance that runs through Althusser's work of 
the 1960s. In For Marx and Reading Capital, this equivalent is 
production, supposed to have a general structure common to 
all its forms, theoretical and non-theoretical alike; it exorcizes 
the spectre of the parallelism that might otherwise haunt 
attempts to contestJ via the thesis that ideas are quite as real 
as their objects, the historicist empiricism for which theory is 
simply a reflection or an expression of its times. Philosophy is 
accordingly conceived as the 'science' that provides knowl
edge of this general structure, and, with it, of the unity-in
diversity of the whole of the real. Even after Althusser begins 
to criticize his own theoreticism, he explicitly reaffirms this 
theory of philosophy on the basis of a (mis)reading of Spi
~oza's Ethics summed up in the affirmation that 'the parallel
Ism of the attributes is tempered and corrected in Spinoza by 
the. concept of substance .. it is the concept of substance 
w~ch plays the role of the concept of the articulation of the 
a:nb~tes' 'Our attributes', he adds, are the general scientific 
th~ones Whose articulation it is philosophy's business to 
t Ink; only by doing so can it avoid the dilemma of the par
allelism of the attributes}" A year later, in mid-1967, Althus
se~ Was still contending that philosophy must concern itself 
WIth the unity-in-diversity of all the theoretical and also the 
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non-theoretical practices. it) It was above all by way of this 
contention that his theoreticism continued to resist his ongo.. 
ing break with it. 

The idea that the general structure of production is com- .. 
mon to Isubstance thinking and substance extended' provides 
the point of departure for Althusser's first, theoreticist ~ 

approach to the relation between Theory and politics. Thus 
For Marx, borrowing its concept of the conjuncture ('current i 

situation') from Lenin's political writings, affirms that 'the: 
essence of the object (the raw material) of political and tizeoreti .. : 
cal practice [is] the structure of the IIcurrent situation" (in the
ory or politics) to which these practices apply'.20 Althusser I 

doubtless considered this one of the places in which he had 
I 

lanticipated the necessity of a materialist definition' of the 
problem of the union of theory and practice. Here it is clearly 
posed in terms of the 'parallelism of the conjunchlres'; for we . 
are dealing with two, political and theoretical. Or, rather, with 
three, since the I raw material' of politics proper must be dis
tinguished from political theory, as a letter of Althusser's . 
spells out: 'the science of the political is a different practice 
[than politics]; it is a theoretical practice by nature indepen
dent of its application in politics, i.e., of political practice'.21 
On closer inspection, it turns out that there is yet another . 
pole in this dual mirror structure: the theory of the political 
conjuncture is in its tum an element in the structure of the 
theoretical conjuncture, which has its own Theory. Yet the 
passage draws these distinctions only to efface them. For we 
have two conjunctures and two theories, but only one Theory. I 

The reason is not that the essence of both conjunctures is a 
structure, but that the structure of both conjunctures is an 
essence, and that only Theory knows it. Theory is the science of . 
this essence or general structure, to which political science, . 
however inventive - and Althusser's aim here is precisely to 
stress the potential contribution of Lenin's political thought to '1 

philosophy - has access, like any other science, via Theory 
alone. The Theory of theoretical practice (dialectical material- . 
ism) meets no corresponding limitation in the practice it theo
rizes: it is independent of its application in theory (historical I 

materialism), which is in tum independent of its application 
in politics. Theory alone, to cite Althusserls 1976 self-criticism, 
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'tv the whole under its aegis and 'speak the Truth 
can ~~( human practices'Y Thus the same essay that assigns 
abou ~IOsophical and political 'attributes' their distinct con
~he r res and theories but a common substance/essence 
)un1 c u in advance, the problem it might seem to pose, 
sO ve5, h d· I . 1 · t· · 'th 1 ely affirming t at la ectica materIa Ism Ise genera seren . 
Theory in which is theoretically ex~ressed the essence of .the?-

tical practice in general, through It the essence of practice In 
r:neral, and through it the essence of the transformations, of 
g II f h·· I' 21 the "development 0 t mgs m genera .' 

Althusser's critique of the epistemological essentialism that 
bred this species of speculative 'Spinozism' unfolds in the 
texts collected below, as well as Theory and Practice and a 
handful of others. It is carried out in the name of a defence 
of the singularity of Marxism that is only the most conspicu
ous figure of a Marxism of the singular whose presiding 
spirit in this period, is also Spinoza, read through a prism 
provided by Machiavelli, Marx, Lenin and Mao. It issues in a 
philosophy that proposes to account for itself as the always 
singular effect of a singular political 'conjuncture' on a singu
lar philosophical 'conjunction': a philosophy that takes its 
place within the field of what Althusser christens, in notes 
dating from summer 1966, the 'theory of the encounter'.24 
What disappears from this new conception of philosophy is 
the notion, at the heart of the old, of the general as 'essence'. 
What takes its place is a theory of the singularity of 
generality. 

The way to the philosophy of the encounter was paved by 
the argument, developed in Theory and Practice, that casting 
Theory as both philosophy and science inevitably made it a 
~orm of absolute knowledge. On the one hand, Althusser said, 
In sum, that the sciences and ideologies were the objects of 
the Theory of theory, which was therefore distinct from both. 
On the other, because it was itself a science, it took its place 
among the objects it studied. It established the scientificity of 
the otizer sciences, and thus their difference from ideology, on 
the basis of criteria laid down by their own historical practice, 
not With reference to the kind of (ideological) a priori guaran
~es .provided by classicaJ epistemology. But by what criteria 

Id It then distinguish itself, the scientific theory of scientific-
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ity, from the ideological theories of science - for instance, 
classical epistemology - that it set out to combat? These crite .. ': 
ria could be provided only by its own theoretical practice, for 
no other science studied scientificity as such. What counted as 
scientificity, however, could be determined only by these eri .. 
teria. Theory accordingly intervened in a field encompassing 
Theory in order to define Theory by its intervention. It was ~ 
thus the self-creating science of itself: the theoreticist equiva- ~ 
lent of Gramscrs historicist absolute knowledge. 25 

The condition for elaborating an alternative to both con ... 
sisted in situating philosophy in the conjuncture without ben- I 

efit of the transcendental guarantee provided by its I. 

extra-conjunctural double, scientific Theory. Althusser takes 
this step in the earliest of the texts below, the June 1966 lec
ture 'The Philosophical Conjuncture and Marxist Theoretical 
Research', when, in passing, he faults his earlier work for fail
ing to distinguish the 'theoretical status' of historical material
ism, which is a science, from that of philosophy, which is not. 
Attending to this distinction, he predicts, will generate 'a long 
string of related developments'. The most important is encap
sulated in a jotting that probably dates from the same sum
mer - 'in the broad sense, every philosophy is practical or 
political: an Ethics'.26 The beginning of the break that sepa
rates the two halves of Althusser's philosophical career might 
well be dated to that note. 

What justified calling philosophy political? Althusser's, as 
he saw in retrospect, was political by its own involuntary 
confession, and in this it was typical. Its pretension to being 
the science of itself was the very symptom of what denied it 
scientific status: like any other philosophy, it forged its iden
tity in a struggle with its adversaries, participating in a war 
of ideas precisely by virtue of its claim to judge it from a 
position above the fray. Thus it was, as Althusser had said of 
ideology in a May revision of Theory and Practice, 'both judge 

• 
and party to the action'.27 This implied more than that materi- ~ 

alist philosophy was immersed in the philosophical conjuncture; 
fOf, in that conjuncture, it contended with the philosophical 
'detachments' of the ideologies, in which the 'class struggle -
and, with it, politics - 'figure in person' In a word, a very 
short road led from the demise of Theory to the birth of the I 

I 

i 
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. that philosophy had an 'intimate, organic relationship 
th~~5 oliticS'.28 It is short enough to awaken the suspicion 
Wit taving first demoted politics to the rank of an extension 
tha t, · h d· · f hi .. of hilosophy in reaction to ~ e lstortiO~s 0 storlClsm, 
Alt:usser contritely re~t~red ~hdosophy ~o. ~ts suba1te~ place 

n extension of politics. Hls new definition of philosophy 
as ~d be, and has been, held up as evidence that he did: 
~o~i10SOphY" he wrote early in 1968, 'represents the people's 
)ass struggle in theory'. 29 But philosophy was saved from 
~hiS 'politicism' by the fact that, ev.en aft~r i~ had ceas~d. to be 
the scientific Theory of theory, it mamtamed a pnvIleged 
relationship with the sciences: it represented the sciences in 
politics, Althusser said, while simultaneously representing pol
itics in the sciences. Thus it was itself an element in the 
'union', or, at least, articulation, of (scientific) theory with 
(political-ideological) practice. With this, Althusser had negoti
ated the tum initiated, not quite two years earlier, in 'The 
Philosophical Conjuncture l 

Few of his previous positions survived it intact. By Febru
ary 19681 philosophy was said to operate not with concepts, 
but with categories; to produce not verifiable truths, but the
ses; and, in the sense that it generated no cumulative body of 
knowledge, to have no real history. Its 'object' disappeared 
along with the idea that it had one: the unity of the 'two 
great systems' comprising the theoretical and non-theoretical 
practices - finally only another name for 'what is improperly 
called the totality of the real'3() - was no longer, under any 
name, a possible object of knowledge. Indeed, the sciences 
themselves no longer formed a totalizable whole: they could 
perfectly well subsist as isolated 'continents', islands in the 
void of the ideologies from which they emerged. Their his
tory, previously assigned to dialectical materialism as if the 
Theo~ of theory transcended the study of concrete theoretical 
p~actices, was now put under the jurisdiction of the science of 
hist~~. Even the 'law' according to which philosophies are 
preCIpItated by the appearance of new sciences was called 
Into question: in November 1967, Althusser privately 
endorsed the idea - although he retreated from it soon after, 
a~d Was not to defend it publicly until 197331 - that the birth 
o the science of history had been induced by the change in 
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Marx's philosophical position which came about when he 
threw in his lot with the Parisian communists. This attested 
both the key role still attributed to philosophy, and the logical 
priority of what Althusser now thought under that name to 
the break between science and ideology, redefined as the 
beginning of an endless process, a 'continuing break' 'Politics 
in the broad sense' or 'in the last instance' had come to sig
nify something akin to the idea of the primacy of opposition, 
and thus to Derridean differance: no longer conceived as a 
product of the break, philosophy was, rather, the activity of 
the continuing break itself, a purely differential operation that 
consisted in drawing and redrawing a line within itself 
between the idealist/ideological tendencies that blocked the 
advance of science and the materialist tendencies that 
opposed them. It was, said Althusser, the 'repetition of a 
"'nothing" , 

Some of these theses are to be found in 'The Historical 
Task' and the nearly contemporaneous 'Humanist Contro
versy', alongside others incompatible with them. The rest 
crystallized with implausible rapidity in a 'theoretical aggior
namento' undertaken shortly after Althusser abandoned 'The 
Humanist Controversy' in July. The first fruits of the 'theoreti
cally rigorous summer'J2 of 1967 were harvested in his intro
duction to an autumn lecture course on the spontaneous 
philosophy of scientists as well as a celebrated February 1968 
lecture, 'Lenin and Philosophy'.33 The same period yielded a 
long reassessment of his work which contained much of the 
matter, and even something of the manner, of the well-known 
self-critical texts that he released only in 1973-74; the guarded 
reconsiderations that begall appearing in print in 1968 do not 
begin to capture the flavour and force of this still unpubli
shed 'rectification' (probably destined to appear in the journal 
Tlzeorie).14 The kernel of it was the charge that Althusser's 
neglect of the union of theory and practice had been, not a 
sin of omission, but a 'stupendous mistake'. It was attested, 
added a related text, by the assumption that Theory could 
simply be 'applied' to the class struggle from outside it.~5 

Yet if the 'omissions' of May 1966 had become stupendous 
mistakes, the 'ambiguities' remained ambiguities: the sheer 
mass of structuralist terminology purged from the 1968 sec" 
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d dition of Reading Capital notwithstanding,36 Althusser 
o~ d:d from first to last, and always in the same terms, a 
p ea unding not guilty to the charge of structuralism. The 
re~ ment polemics against Claude Levi-Strauss included in v: e resent volume show that he protested his innocence in 
t lle ;'ood faith - the more so as his earlier judgements of 'the 
a ost dangerous fellow around' are quite as one-sidedly hos
~eY Whether he was a structuralist none the less is a ques
tion that need not detain us. The relevance of his critique of 
structural anthropology to his own development lies else
where: in his 1966 discovery that the commitment to 'the pri
macy of unity'31\ which he took to be the chief manifestation 
of Levi-Strauss's idealism also haunted his own. The mark of 
this complicity was, however, less his concept of structure 
than his Theory of theory, a bastion of the primacy of unity in 
a philosophy whose basic tendency was to affirm the primacy 
of opposition. Thus it is no accident that Althusser's settling 
of accounts with Levi-Strauss, a central concern of three of the 
texts below, should have ushered in his tum of 1966-67: it 
was a critique of his own theoreticism avant la lettre. 

There was another: Althusser's 1959 discussion of Montes
quieu's 'mythical notion of the nature of the State', which was 
based on the premiss 'that a political power [could] be estab
lished and exercised outside classes and over them' Theoreti
cism was the philosophical equivalent, the mythical notion 
that Theory could establish and exercise its power outside 
(class) ideologies and over them; it was the native doctrine of 
what Althusser would later describe as the party of the state 
in philosophy. 'Every ideology is also a practice': Althusser's, 
p.ractised on the terrain of the party of the state tout court, 
aImed to establish the power of Theory over politics by fusing 
the 'party of the theoretical' with the Party of Maurice Tho
r~z. The ultimate objective was to bring ithe masses on to the 
historical stage, not only to make the revolution, but to 
remain there afterwards .. so that the dictatorship of the 
proletariat would be the power of the masses'. But Althusser's 
:::empt to realize this objective ignored the masses; it took 
F e form of a campaign to convince the leadership of the 

rench Communist Party to let him create the conditions re . 
qUlred to make its activists into (Althusserian) theoreti-
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cians.3~ The resulting organizational battle intensified from 
1963 on. It peaked, in mid-1966, in a resounding defeat for 
the partisans of Theory. It was in the conjuncture shaped by 
this defeat of Althusser's theoreticist practice that his anti
structuralism helped to precipitate the anti-theoreticist theory 
capable of accounting, among other things, for the encounter 
between philosophy and politics that spawned his 1966-67 
tum. 

This would seem to warrant a departure from the practice of 
the now immortal, if otherwise unknown titular figure of JReply 
to John Lewis', whose unconcern for 'such concrete things as 
politics' has been diligently emulated by most of Althusser's 
other critics, and unabashedly endorsed by the last to date.40 It is, 
at any rate, more in keeping with the spirit of Althusser's enter
prise to consider his 'theoretical qualities' as they appear, not 
when 'detached from the political debates of his day',41 but, 
rather, when firmly reattached to them. We shall therefore say a 
word about Theory's long march through the French Communist 
Party before sketching the beginnings of Althusser's break with 
the party of the state in philosophy. 

II 

Stalinisnl with a hunlanist face 

'In real history,' For Marx affirms, 'determination in the last 
instance by the economy is exercised precisely in the permuta
tions of the principal role between the economy, politics, theory, 
etc.' The last example is not on the list by accident. For Althusser, 
who - like his Machiavelli, thought in extremes - the 'note
worthy interest shown in Marx's Early Works by young 
Soviet scholars', as he diplomatically stated the matter in For 
Marx - that is, the 'pitiful ideological rumination of the works of 
Marx's youth' - was 'an important sign of the present direction 
of cultural development in the USSR' - that is, the symptom of a 
'catastrophic' revision of Marxism that implied nothing less than 
the imminent collapse of socialism.42 Such revisionism repre
sented, at the level of theory, the alarming progress of the 
offensive against the socialist camp. But it was more than just an 
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. f the inauspiCious course of the global class struggle; the 
If1de~ ~o overtuID the revolution in society was proceeding by 
batt e if a reversal of the Marxist theoretical revolution being 
way. °d out on the authority of the early Marx. Under these 
carrIe · th f d · tions, interpreting the world was e astest way to chang-
~on .: Indeed, interpreting Marx was: in the post-Stalin era, the 
~£~gle for a correct conception of Marxist theory' would 
;ecide 'the fate of the socialist revolution itself', 

The seeds of the disaster that theory had to avert had been 
sown by Lenin's direct he~s, Thei~ failure to finish,the revolution 
by carrying it into the .. de~logIcal realm had ~~sur[ ed] the 
survivat that is, the reactivation, of older elements m the super
structures of Soviet society, while blocking the development of 
Marxist thought needed to transform them. Stalin's 'crimes and 
repression' were one consequence of the marriage between the 
revolution and the barbarism that had survived it; the dogmatic 
sleep he had imposed on Marxism was another. Thus Stalin had 
Isnuffed out not only thousands upon thousands of lives, but 
also, for a long time if not for ever, the theoretical existence of a 
whole series of major problems', eliminating Ifrom the field of 
Marxist research and discovery questions that fell by rights to 
the province of Marxism'. After 1956, bourgeois ideologies rushed 
to fill the resulting theoretical vacuum; reactivating 'old petty
bourgeois reflexes', they sowed the illusion that protest couched 
in terms of 'alienation, freedom, or man' could produce social 
change. This was the 'ultimate posthumous effect of the dogma
tism' of the Stalin period: the moral-liberal 'diversions' that took 
the place vacated by Marxist analysis, beginning with Khru
shchev's denunciations of Iviolations of socialist legality' and Ithe 
personality cult', reinforced a depoliticization that shored up the 
foundations of the social system they were supposed to help 
reform. Truly to put Stalin's legacy behind it, the post-Stalin 
CPSU would have to resume active leadership of the class 
struggle, at home and abroad. But its Twenty-Second Congress 
preferred to declare the USSR a 'state of the whole people', while 
~spousing the ostensibly Marxist humanist ideology ('everything 
~ the nam~ of man') that stifled class-based political initiative in 

~l USSR Itself, and, at the international level, justified class 
co .aboration. In both respects, the Stalinist regime that had never 
sefiOusly come forward in humanist garb, according to the 
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Althusser of the 19605, was perpetuated by the KhrushcheVite 
regime that did.43 What was emerging after Stalin was less aa 
alternative to Stalinism than Stalinism with a humanist face. 

Theory's historical task was therefore to overcome the poverty 
to which Stalin had condemned it, while combating the ideology 
with which Khrushchev was replacing it. Instead, what passed 
for Marxist theory, East and West, was colluding with what it 
should have been countering. Its celebration of a Feuerbachian ... 
Hegelian Marx revived the twin ideological problematics with 
which Marxls revolution in thought had broken: the economisIn 
('the poor man's' Hegelianism) which assumed that the iautodev_ 
elopment' of the economy would by itself bring indefinite pro-
gress in every other social sphere, and thus implied, tendentially, 
the outright suppression of political practice; and economism's 
'theoretical complement', the humanism which, putting a ghost 
in the economic machine, cast it as the motor of the continuous 
self-realization of a universal 'human spirit', thus tending to the 
same endt 'negation or attenuation' of class struggle. But these 
were bourgeois ideologies. What loomed on the post-Stalinist 
horizon was, accordingly, capitalism: Ithe revolution in society, 
like the revolution in thought, runs a very great risk: that of being 
smothered by the old world, and .. directly or indirectly, falling 
back under its sway' 44 

This was why it was crucial to develop dialectical materialism, 
which alone could draw the line between theory and the human
ist/ evolutionist ideology threatening to engulf both Marxism and 
socialism. But only the Party could lead the fight to translate 
theory into revolutionary practice; that was why it was crucial to 
win it over to revolutionary positions by importing Marxist 
science into it, at the price of an organizational battle against the 
foes of theory squatting in its ranks. At mid-decade, Althusser 
found himself in the thick of this battle. 

The profound noxiousness of Althusser's ideas 

Since the late 1950s, the PCF had been lumbering towards a d~ 
Stalinization that lent some semblance of plausibility to efforts to 
hoist it back on to the rails of a class-based revolutionary social
ism. There were two main reasons for its new-found desire for 
change. One was that its deep-seated loyalty to Moscow had 
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t the better of its faith in Stalin: by late 1961, the Party 
fjrIally ~ had endorsed the Khrushchev reforms and begun 
leade~ t adopting them. The second was a revival of its elec
seleC~V~~djtions: in 1962, still smarting from a 1958 setback that 
torah~ rply reduced its usual quarter of the postwar vote, the 
ha~ 5 : off in pursuit of an alliance and a common programme 
p~ h ~e socialists, confident that it could dominate a left coalition 
Wlt nunent after a victory at the polls. The need to win over 
go~el1'st and Catholic voters, especially from the then burgeoning soCla . 
white-collar strata, was thought to mandate bo~ doc~mal and 

rganizational change. It would be necessary, m particular, to 
o tress the commonalities between Marxist and progressive non
~arxist thought, advocate a peaceful, gradual, parliamentary 
transition to socialism, and lift, wherever possible, the bureau
cratic constraints still imposed on Communist thinkers and 
artists. 

The policy of the outstretched hand, as the bid for socialist 
and Catholic support was called, found its spontaneous transla
tion in the language of humanism and evolutionism. 'Unity of 
action with Catholic workers,' said one of its leading Communist 
partisans, Gilbert Mury, 'is a necessary moment in our march 
towards, first, democracy, and then socialism; it naturally means 
that Christian humanism is not wholly alien to us the unity 
of history is that of a [humanist] project that runs through it, 
and if Marxism is not the application of this project in the age of 
the rise of the working class, what is it?'45 The peF's advances in 
the mid-1960s plugged the gaps in this logic. The Party registered 
solid gains in legislative and local elections in 1962-64, saw its 
membership figures swell, and, most importantly, negotiated its 
SUpport, albeit without a common programme, for Franc;ois Mit
~erran~'s bid to unseat de Gaulle in the 1965 preSidential elections, 
in which the socialist candidate polled a promising third of the 
vot . h . 
b es ~ t e first round. These successes came in a climate warmed l Vahcan II, a papal call to ban the bomb, and intensifying 
d~alogue between the PCF and a Church that had, in the not-too-
~stant past, excommunicated Party members and put Commu

~.t publications on the index. French CommlU\ism's 'official 
Fa/losoPher', the Marxist-humanist Roger Garaudy (who would 
th er cO~fess that he had wanted to widen 'the spiritual opening 

at Chnst Could bring to Marxism' in order to 'hasten the advent 
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of man'), eagerly exploited the new philosophical opportunities 
jointly afforded him by Khrushchev and the Pope. His Feuerba .. 
cho-Marxian 'creed of the whole man', whose first article of faith 
was that the aim of proletarian revolution was to overcOIl\e 
alienation so that man, Marxism's alpha and omega, could returrt 
to himself and live a universal life as the true subject of his 
history,46 seemed, to many Communists, admirably suited to 
ensuring both that the Christian-Marxist dialogue would deepen 
and that the Communist-Socialist alliance would eventually 
reach the end of the parliamentary road to socialism. 

In the face of these massively practical arguments for Marxist 
humanism, Althusser's hair-splitting Jgobbledygook' (to cite the 
Party's literary eminence Louis Aragon) about the early Marx's 
relation to Feuerbach and Hegel carried little weight indeed. As 
for his 'revolutioneering' (Aragon again) to the effect that, say, 
'the fight for peace implied anti-imperialist struggle', not 'peace
ful coexistence and ecumenism', it could be dismissed out of 
hand for making it 'virtually impossible' to apply a Party line 
calculated to gamer the magic 51 per cent of the vote.47 Moreover, 
the revolutioneering had, off the record, acquired a conspicuous 
JChinese' tinge that was highly suspect in a Party which had, 
from early on in the Sino-Soviet split, outdone Moscow in exco
riating Beijing's lsectarianism'. If not in 1963, when he had gone 
on 'theoretical trial' for, in sum, hiding his true (Maoist) aspira
tions from the Party, then certainly by mid-decade, Althusser 
richly deserved the "'Chinese" albatross" that his judges had 
hung around his neck,"~ and the PCF's leaders could no doubt 
prove it. Thus they had solid reasons to turn a deaf ear to his 
'theoretical anti-humanism'; and, despite his claims to the con
trary, there is scant evidence that it cost them a struggle to do it. 
'There is no question but that', the Party's Secretary General 
Waldeck Rochet noted in his voluminous philosophical papers 
under the rubric IAlthusser's theories', 'we mean to fight for the 
most consistent humanism pOSSible.' All indications are that he 
spoke for the vast majority of his peers.49 Yet, in 1965, the Partyls 
real deciSion-making body, the Political Bureau, chose to fan the 
flames of the humanist controversy, promoting a major inner' 
Party debate around Althusser's claim that Marxist humanisl1l 
was a contradiction in terms. 

If everything militated against giving this claim a fair hearing 
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everything militated in favour of pretending to. To 
in ~e P~~~' the excitement generated by Althusser's work had 
b~g1l1 ~1 r~isrn new respectability in the University, where it had 
given b an a poor cousin; by launching its own discussion of 
long t~;al anti-humanism, the Party could improve its position 
theore 1 .• • t d" · th f J h . academia, while raIsIng Its s an illg m e eyes o. t e ~any 
in urost teachers and college professors, along wlth a fringe 
C:~:llectuals around them', over whom he had 'real authority' 
o 1Jl n inner-Party affidavit in his defence put it).50 Second, the 
(as :rel about humanism flared up at a time when the Political 
~~~eau had resolved to discipline its unruly student union, the 
Union des etudiants communistes, which included an influential 
proto-Maoist grouping (the 'Chinese') whose leaders were p~lit
ically, and in some cases personally, close to Althusser. Movmg 
his anti-humanism stage centre might - and eventually did -
disarm the UEC's young Althusserians, making it more likely 
that they would countenance manoeuvres designed to neutralize 
their rivals in the organization, the Trotskyists and 'Italians' (so 
called because they sought their political models among the 
reformist currents of the Italian CPl. Third, and most important, 
Althusser and his humanist antagonists in the Party could be 
played off against one another; in the prevailing political con
juncture, this proved an opportune means of both implementing 
and limiting the de-Stalinization on the peF's agenda. 

Key to this strategy was the fact that Stalinism wore a humanist 
face in Paris as well as in Moscow. The point is almost too 
~onveniently demonstrated by the political career of Mury., who! 
~ November 1966, nine months after making the ringing profes
Sion .of humanist faith quoted a moment ago, left the PCF for a 
MaOist group out of the sort of Ideep, tragic attachment to the 
Work of Stalin'51 that had, by the early 1960s, disappeared from 
~e Party's discourse, but still flourished in its methods of quelling 
h~ssent: These methods were also Garaudy's, Althusser had 
MInted ~ a 1963 review of the Marxist-humanist Bible, the 1844 
fu anuscrzpts: it was not surprising that the humanists who con-
tn se~ the ~?ung Marx's un-Marxist philosophy with his comth:Ust ,p.ohtiCs should regard theory as a pliant tool for realizing 
\vh P10hti.cal t.asks of the hour, given that their attachment to a 
Sub 0 e 1~lstorlcal past' encouraged them in their ways. As if to 

stantiate the charge, Garaudy promptly shot back, in an organ 
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of man'), eagerly exploited the new philosophical 0PP0I1uni.tiea 
jointly afforded him by Khrushchev and the Pope. His Feuerb 
cho-Marxian 'creed of the whole man', whose first article of fai~ 
was that the aim of proletarian revolution was to overc0ll\e 
alienation so that man, Marxism's alpha and omega, could re~ 
to himself and live a universal life as the true subject of his 
history,4b seemed, to many Communists, admirably suited to I 

ensuring both that the Christian-Marxist dialogue would deeJ>en 
and that the Communist-Socialist alliance would eventually 
reach the end of the parliamentary road to socialism. 

In the face of these massively practical arguments for Marxist 
humanism, Althusser's hair-splitting 'gobbledygook' (to cite the 
Party's literary eminence Louis Aragon) about the early Marx's 
relation to Feuerbach and Hegel carried little weight indeed. As 
for his 'revolutioneering' (Aragon again) to the effect that, say, 
'the fight for peace implied anti-imperialist struggle', not 'peace
ful coexistence and ecumenism', it could be dismissed out of 
hand for making it ~virtually impossible' to apply a Party line 
calculated to gamer the magic 51 per cent of the vote.47 Moreover, 
the revolutioneermg had, off the record, acquired a conspicuous 
'Chinese' tinge that was highly suspect in a Party which had, 
from early on in the SincrSoviet split, outdone Moscow in exco
riating Beijing's Isectarianism' If not in 1963, when he had gone 
on Jtheoretical trial' for, in sum, hiding his true (Maoist) aspira
tions from the Party, then certainly by mid-decade, Althusser 
richly deserved the "'Chinese" albatross' that his judges had 
hung around his neck,48 and the peF's leaders could no doubt 
prove it. Thus they had solid reasons to tum a deaf ear to his 
'theoretical anti-humanism'; and, despite his claims to the con
trary, there is scant evidence that it cost them a struggle to do it. 
'There is no question but that', the Party's Secretary General 
Waldeck Rochet noted in his voluminous philosophical papers 
under the rubric i Althusser' s theories', 'we mean to fight for the 
most consistent humanism possible.' All indications are that he 
spoke for the vast majority of his peers.49 Yet, in 1965, the Party's 
real decision-making body, the Political Bureau, chose to fan the 
flames of the humanist controversy, promoting a major inner'"' 
Party debate around Althusseris claim that Marxist humanis[l1 
was a contradiction in terms. 

If everything militated against giving this claim a fair hearing 
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everything militated in favour of pretending to. To 
in the I'~rty, h excitement generated by Althusser's work had 
begin With,. t e neW respectability in the University, where it had 
giVen Marxism oor cousin; by launching its own discussion of 
long b~~ a n~~humanism, the Party could improve its position 
theorehca . a while raising its standing in the eyes of 'the many 
in acaden:ll:'teachers and college professors, along with a fringe 
co?,ml¥nt~als around them', over whom he had 'real authority' 
of Ulte .~er-Party affidavit in his defence put it).5!1 Second, the 
(as an 11 about humanism flared up at a time when the Political 
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disarm the VEC's young Althusserians, making it more likely 
that they would cOWltenance manoeuvres designed to neutralize 
their rivals in the organization, the Trotskyists and 'Italians' (so 
called because they sought their political models among the 
reformist currents of the Italian CPl. Third, and most important, 
Althusser and his humanist antagonists in the Party could be 
played off against one another; in the prevailing political con
juncture, this proved an opportune means of both implementing 
and limiting the de-Stalinization on the PCF's agenda. 

Key to this strategy was the fact that Stalinism wore a humanist 
face in Paris as well as in Moscow. The point is almost too 
~onveniently demonstrated by the political career of Mury, who, 
u: November 1966, nine months after making the ringing profes
Sion ,of humanist faith quoted a moment ago, left the PCF for a 
MaolSt group out of the sort of 'deep, tragic attachment to the 
Work of Stalin'51 that had, by the early 1960s, disappeared from 
~e Party's discourse, but still flourished in its methods of quelling 
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M ted I~ a 1963 review of the Marxist-humanist Bible, the 1844 
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ntiate the charge, Garaudy promptly shot back, in an organ 
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of the Political Bureau directed by none other than Garaudy (Who 
was himself a member of the Political Bureau), that 'the c0l\se. 
quences [of Althusser's work] seem to me grave from both _ 
theoretical and a practical standpoint' Three years later, he w~ 
substantiating the same charge with a vengeance: 'all the co~ 
rades have recognized', he wrote to the head of the Party, 'the 
profound noxiousness of Althusser's ideas, and even the fact that 
they have the character of an organized platform'52 - that is 
constituted grounds for expulsion. ' 

Althusser's defence of the autonomy of theory was thus nota 
purely theoretical affair; it was also a call to break the Stalinist~ 
humanist stranglehold on the Party's intellectual life. On a widel1 
shared view I the garrotte was in the hands of the peF's 'official 
philosopher', who used it to establish an 'intolerable, dangero",* , 
monopoly' redounding to the benefit of the Feuerbacho-MarxiaJi 
religion of man.53 By mid-decade, prevailing opinion in the PCF'~ 
upper echelons was - de-Stalinization oblige - that Garaudy'C 
power had to be curbed; granting his anti-humanist adversari~ 
a forum was the shortest way to curbing it. They had, howeveri 
to be curbed in their tum: if one of the objectives was to bridle 
Garaudy's increasingly religiose enthusiasms, this must not be 
done in such a way as to give free rein to his adversaries' anti
humanism. Nor should the advocates of the autonomy of theory 
be encouraged to make a habit of contesting the Party line, as 
Althusser all but openly had; the Political Bureau's monopoly on 
political discussion had to be restored with all deliberate speed. 
A relatively free debate between Garaudy's and Althusser's par
tisans, which the leadership could easily close off whenever it 
threatened to get out of hand, was the likeliest means of checking 
Garaudy at small risk to Marxist-humanist orthodoxy, while 
establishing freedom of expression with all the requisite reser
vations. The humanist controversy was, from the Political 
Bureau's standpoint, intended to serve these limited ends. As it 
turned out, it did. 

The debate proper began early in 1965. The year before, 
Althusser had had difficulty publishing in the French Communist 
press.54 It was a Party monthly for politics and culture, the 
Nouvelle critique (NC), which stepped in to redress the sihtatiol1 
after the July 1964 death of long-time Party leader Maurice 
Thorez. Its editor, Jacques Arnault, accepted one of the texts 
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h d been unable to place, 'Freud and Lacan'. He 
AlthUSser a in December, before the ink was dry on Jorge 
followed ,:f irited attack on another, 'Marxism and Humanism', 
5e!l1P~~ his editorial board to conduct a written debate on 
by inVl.onlg nti-humanism. In March, the NC reprinted Semprun's 
theore~~a :Ser's essays, together with a rejoinder by Althusser-G5 

and A ~e neutral piece. The humanist controversy was on; it 
and a mo f h Id fill the pages of the NC or t e next year. 
wO~h re is nO space here to review the contributions to this 
d b t: which brought together diverse and diversely informed. 
e:a~ua~ions, more of t~em pro-Althusserian than not, of the idea 
that Marx's philosophIcal development had been marked by a 
break with humanism and Hegel. More important for present 
purposes is the fact that the debate took place at all, and Althus-
ser's reactions to it. 

Allowing the controversy about humanism to go forward in 
the NC, the Party leadership was, as all involved understood, 
striking a blow for Althusser. For the NC was not neutral. It had 
taken up the cudgels for the autonomy of theory in a December 
1963 issue on the Ipersonality cult' that had earned it a rebuke 
from the Political Bureau instigated, in the opinion of its editorial 
board, by Roger Garaudy; and it continued to trespass on grounds 
'reserved for those in positions of political responsibility', some 
of its editors going so far as to endorse the heresy, as one wrote 
in a memorandum sent to Rochet, that 'democratic centralism 
does not apply in the realm of theory' 5h Moreover, if the review 
Was hardly 'animated by a sectarian current that defended 
Althusser',:;7 it was no secret that there were close ties between 
him and many of those associated with it. Some were former 
students of his from the early 1950s. One, a member of the Central 
COmmittee, had declared himself to be in basic political agree
~ent ~ith his former teacher in a theoretical correspondence 
e~un In 1964; another, a confidant since 1948, published the first 

:aJor popularization of his work, submitting it to his scrutiny in 
ugust 1966.";~ Aragon's condemnation,· after the fact, of 'the 

~~f~~t1y unwarranted, scandalous scope' of the discussion in the 
I ,Ike Garaudy's charge that it was 'a muted version' of the 
system ti · . philo . a c at!ack on the pohtics of the Party led by the group of 

an sophers mfluenced by Althusser', suggest how bitter resist
Ce to the debate must have been when there was still hope of 
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repairing 'the very bad mistake' the Political Bureau had matte 
in 'letting the Ne's campaign against humanism go on (eve.. 
encouraging it)'. 5l} 

Garaudy was not wrong: at stake in this campaign was, in tht 
view of Althusser and many of his allies, the post-Stalinist refol1lt
ism for which humanism and a vulgar Hegelianism provided 
ideological cover. But if it was at stake, it was never in questiOtt 
The proof was that a Political Bureau whose unconcern for inner .. 
Party democracy was matched only by its devotion to the grad. 
ualist, electoralist strategy that Ithe most consistent humanisJrl 
possible' underpinned did not hesitate to widen the scope of the 
humanist controversy, moving it beyond the venue of the NC to 
the far more prestigious arena of the Party's Central Committee. 
It did so in two stages, convening, in Choisy-le-Roi, a January 
1966 assembly of Communist philosophers conceived as a dress 
rehearsal for a Central Committee meeting on iproblems of ide
ology and culture' held in Argenteuil two months later. Althusser 
seized the chance to rally the PCF to the 'left-wing anti-Stalinist 
positions'60 he had been defending for years. Everything suggests 
that he thought he could succeed, if only because his predictable 
failure to make the slightest dent in the Party's politics worked a 
revolution in his own. In the direct aftermath of Argenteuil, he 
began moving towards a rupture with French Communism 
which, in the event, begot a politically paralysing compromise 
with it - while prompting, in philosophy, his resignation from 
the party of theory. 

Although he was absent from Choisy-le-Roi because of illness, 
and from Argenteuil because he was not a member of the Central 
Committee, Althusser had the starring role at both. The January 
assembly, held in the presence of the assembled Political Bureau, 
showed that he enjoyed far greater support among the Party'S 
philosophers than he had thought: the Stalinist-humanist tirade 
that Garaudy delivered against him provoked unusually sharp 
replies in his defence, and even sharper critiques of his rival'S 
methods of muzzling dissent. The hostilities engaged at Choisy 
were pursued in long volleys of mostly invidious letters for and 
against Althusser addressed to Party authorities; inside a coII1.-
mittee appointed to draft the resolution of the forthcoming Cen~ 
tral Committee meeting; and in a series of Byzantine manoeuvreS 
and counter-manoeuvres which signalled, on balance, that a 
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. f constraints on free expression was in the offing, and 
rela"a:o~ ~ersonal power on the wane. The climax, Argenteuil, 
Gara.u ~ sin three days of oral jousting that was at once erudite 
Cooslsteb·tter that the order was later given to purge the version 
and so d 1 for public consumption of 'polemical passages of a 
release 1 nature'. IMuch of the debate', as Aragon maliciously 
Persona 

ked 'revolved around a proper name comrade Althus-
remar , f hi . · · d' nf 

I , Yet the defence 0 . S positions was restrame I m co orm-
~er s. ith what he later understood to be the meeting's general 
Ity ;ose: to strike 'a blow to the left, a blow to the right' The 
pu shot was a resolution which roundly declared that 'there is a 
~arxist humanism', while seif-contradictorily promising an end 
to bureaucratic interference in intellectual debate.61 Thus Argen
teuil both closed the door to left-wing anti-Stalinism and limited 
the freedom needed to prise it back open: the resolution itself, 
intervening in the debate on humanism in violation of its own 
promise, was proof that the unrestricted liberties it granted in 
most spheres did not include that of questioning the Party line. 

The same message had been broadcast even more loudly well 
before Argenteuil, when the Party leadership seized on the Ne's 
chronic insolvency to push through a restrictive 'modernization' 
of it. If it were carried out as planned, its editor-in-chief warned, 
'there would no longer be room' in the review for the equivalent 
of the debate about humanism. In the event, there no longer was. 
On the day Althusser delivered 'The Philosophical Conjuncture', 
Amault's staff were giving him a farewell banquet. A note in his 
successor's archives sums up the limits on the de-Stalinization 
approved at Argenteuil: the new NC was to contain 'nothing 
OPP?sed to the Party's political line (nor even anything differ
ent) 62 Althusser's reaction was to make it known that he would 
not be contributing anything to the 'new Nouvelle critique'.b3 

Theoreticist practice 

; an ~posted November 1963 letter, Althusser imagines the 
t~YI,wttn:ss at the investigation that preceded his 'theoretical 
te a h pemtently reciting an Althusserian lesson before his former 
its:~f e~. The '.theoretical dead-end' in which Marxist thought finds 
inte I a ter thIrty years of Stalinist repression and dogmatism, his 

r Ocutor admits, 
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can be~Omef un~er defined 'circumst~n~es/, ~ the .s~nse ~ which YOil 
use this word m 'On the Matenahst Dlalectic I LOUiS more 
important politically than the political contradiction itself (and ulti. 
mately, Louis, that is what you were thinking, deep down, when y~ 
told me that, in your view, 'today everything depends on Theo~ 
which simply means that, in your view, Theory is today the 'decisiv~ 
link' in the Leninist sense). 

A statement Althusser probably read at his trial leaves no 
doubt as to which branch of Theory he had in mind: 'everything 
ultimately depends on Marxist Philosophy' Yet Althusseta 
'everything depends on philosophy' did not spring from a faith 
in the 'critical omnipotence' of a theory that could IbecOD\e 
practical by dissipating the aberrations of History in the name of 
its truth'; he by no means believed that 'a general reform could 
be obtained by what might be called the Improvement of the 
Understanding' That had been the error of the Enlightenment or 
the neo-Hegelians, labouring under the crippling illusion, as For 
Marx notes, that 'e\rerything depends on philosophy'. Emerging, 
like them, 'from the world of reflection to transform the political 
world', but aware, as they had not been, that Theory's objective 
was not to convert 'History to History's truth', or even the Party 
to the Party's, Althusser set himself a properly political task: 
converting the Party to Theory's.04 

This theoretical distinction made no practical difference. 
Althusserian philosophy's historical task was the transformation 
of ideology; to transform ideology, it had to reform the Party'S 
understanding, translating philosophy into politics by tutoring 
the modem Prince. Concretely, this called for the development 
of two parallel programmes. The curriculum for one was set by 
Althusser's writings and seminars. His and his co-authors' ldif· 
ficult, austere' work, he confessed in 1967, was read mainly by 
intellectuals without 'organic (in the Gramscian sense) links to 
the workers' movement'. Yet, as he saw it in 1963, this by no 
means precluded their sallying forth from the world of reflection 
to revolutionize the political world. Was he not training up la 
mass of theoreticians' in whom Theory would one day take flesht 
acquiring the 'historical existence' that neither Party nor class had 
yet succeeded in giving it?b~ What was more, matters we:e 
proceeding apace. In 1964, students of his had created a hea"~Y 
attended School for Theoretical Formation in which the claSSIcS 
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rian Marxism stood high on the syllabus, and founded 
of AI~USS~e Cahiers Marxistes-ieninistes, that bore their mentor's 
a reVieW, very page. As for the faction of the VEC piloted by the 
marl< on ~ans it had, by March 1965, climbed its way into the 
AlthUs~.n 0/ the organization on the backs of the revisionist 
lead.ers ,IPwhose exit it had helped to engineer a few months after 
'Itahans I . • . 0d I Khrushchev's fall from grace. The 'young lIons' of the 
theIr 1 0 d · E I rmale would now procee , theIr professor exulted, to 

cOke n~practical application' of his principles. This 'direct tran-
ma e a I· 0' 'h II · hin h ' .' from theory to po ItlCS was W 0 Y Wit t e norms: no 
sitlon h °d db' 0 arms were as powerful as t ose provl e y a correct conception 

f hi s' hh 

o t ng 1'"1 N OJ h The Party proper was a ess receptive pUpl · ot unti t e 
changing of the ~ard after Thorez's death di? A1~~ser ev~n 
risk broaching - m February 1965 - a plan for obtalrung certam 
key modifications required for the indispensable work of theo
retico-political formation' in the peF. Heartened by the response, 
he turned out, in three days, a forty-page memorandum combin
ing a simplified review of key points of Althusserian doctrine, a 
vigorous plea for freedom of research and expression, and 
instructions how to 'build theoretical activity into the practice of 
the Party itself/.o7 He followed up with a primer that he submitted 
to French Communism's official theoretical joumat Entitled 'The
ory, Theoretical Practice and Theoretical Formation', it argued 
that 'it is theoretical formation that governs ideological 
struggle'.t~ 

'GenUinely optimistic' when he initiated this bid to become 
the guide of the future French Revolution, Althusser was jubilant 
by Aprit convinced by recent developments that the union of 
Althusserian Theory and Communist practice was now squarely 
On the historical agenda. 'Things were only just getting under 
Way" h th In t e VEC; the debate on humanism had commenced in 

e pages of the Nouvelle critique, whose editors were living 'proof 
o ~hat people older' than his normaliens could hold their own 
~ the front lines of the battle for theory'; lecturing once-mis
ha~t~ Communist colleagues on the teaching of philosophy, he 
itself~ ~rved that his 'ideas were making their way' 'in the Party 
an i Very SOOn' the Althusserian 'ranks would be swelled' by 
the~~sh of new recruits; 'the union of generations' would give 

great force'. His work had 'triggered . .. an irreversible 
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movement much bigger than he was'; 'events continued to cOil" 
firm all his certainties and predictions'.69 

A year later, his enthusiasm was unabated. Was the inter .. 
national response to For Marx and Reading Capital not proof thqt 
theory was indeed the decisive link in the present conjuncture 

I 

as he had proclaimed four years earlier? Even the fact that his 
essay on theoretical formation was still 'sleeping in a drawer' 
months after he had expected it to appear in the PCF's theoretiCal 
review could not dampen his optimism. He had arranged to have 
part of it read out at the January assembly of Communist philos
ophers at Choisy, hopeful of convincing the members of the Party 
leadership in attendance of 'the importance of philosophy', and 
was now rewriting it into a book (Theory and Practice) destined, 
for reasons of 'theoretical politics', for the Party's publishing 
house. Although one had 'to keep in mind what the Party was', 
the reports on the proceedings at Choisy furnished by several of 
the editors of the NC were grounds for 'deep satisfaction'. 
'Nothing would be as it had been before in the French Party,' 
Amault had told him, after this 'historic event' All Althusser's 
correspondence of the day suggests that he believed it. io 

In the immediate aftermath of Argenteuil, he quite unambig
uously changed his mind. Calculated public statements notwifu. 
standing, he was conscious, from the first, that he had been dealt 
a major defeat. His reaction was one of 'indignation' over what 
'he and his team-mates unmistakably regarded as the triumph' 
of their philosophical antagonists.71 The first public expression of 
his disenchantment came by way of his Maoist students, whose 
uneasy alliance with the VEC's Party orthodox had already 
foundered early in 1966. After a secret conclave with their tutor 
on the eve of the UEe's 2-3 April Congress, they roared out their 
disapproval of the PCF's 'revisionism' in a ferocious broadsi~e 
strikingly similar, in content if not in its 'Chinese' style, to hiS 
own (probably unsent) letter to the Central Committee blasting 
the Argenteuil resolution in no uncertain terms. Althusser, toOt 
vowed to 'go on the offensive', for there was 'no question 0 

accepting the revisionist theoretical compromise contained in th~ 
resolution'; it would be necessary to 'co-ordinate the initiatiV'~ 
of those opposed to it, and 'fight the battle to the bitter end · 
This was more than a reaction of the first hour. As surely as we 
course Althusser steered down to Argenteuil was that of someoJ'le 
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cted to redeem the Party, the course he struck after the 
who ex~eMarch was that of someone who had consigned it to 
fiasco 0 

perdition. 

Objective anti-Stalinism 

h conjuncture would have it, while the Althusserians in the 
~~~ :ere grouping for their final battle with the PCF, Chinese 
students, defying the (Soviet) party of the state and shaking off 
h tutelage of even the Chmese Party and state, set about 

; ealizing a Marxist thesis' advanced. in 'Contradiction and Over
:etermina tion , In a revolution 'of and by the masses', they 
carried the class struggle into the relatively autonomous instance 
in which the CPSU had failed to 'liberate mass initiative', 'the 
ideological superstructure'. Althusser promptly concluded that 
the Chinese masses were practising the left-wing anti-Stalinism 
of which his Marxism offered the theory. But if they confirmed 
that theory in one sense, they exposed, in another, the ideology 
sapping it from within: China provided living refutation of the 
notion that it was the bearers of theory who made history. It was, 
plainly, the massesl making what was plainly an 'ideological 
revolution'; what was more, indications were that they were 
making it without benefit of any vanguard, that of the working 
class not excepted?? So, at all events, ran the Althusserian myth 
of the Chinese Cultural Revolution, anti-Stalinist 'not in words 
but in deeds'?" 

Althusser elaborated this version of events under the dual 
i~p.act of Argenteuil and the news arriving from Beijing, system
atizing it in the autumn 1966 essay on China which, had its 
authorls identity been revealed, would have been sufficient pre
~ext. for expelling him from the PCF. Was he, like the UEC's 
~hinese" courting expulsion? A t~te-a-tete with Rochet that took r ;ce a week after his lecture on 'The Philosophical Conjuncture' 
~ t no dOUbt that the Political Bureau had opted for a form of 

araudyism ·th em WI out Garaudy. In Althusser's view, the Party that 
con~ged fr~m the battle of Argenteuil must have offered a sorry 
futur a~;5 WIth his young lions, 'the embryo of a revolutionary 
the r:' ~ere could be no question of helping the PCF to quash 
closes;~!uti~n, in Paris or Beijing. In July, Althusser and his 

SOclates agreed among themselves that they would not 
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actively seek a break with the PCF, but would not 'pubUd) 
criticize the Chinese' either.7" Around the same time, the UEC', 
rebels (already stigmatized as 'oppositional elements' by the 
Party) held a cloak-and-dagger conclave to lay the groundwor~ 
for an independent organization. On one account, AlthuSSer 
originally planned to attend; on another, Etienne Balibar, who 
did, read a message to the assembly on his behalf, to the effect 
that he disagreed with their tactics but approved their gener~ 
political line.77 By autumn, as the Party manoeuvred to torpedo 
the core Althusserian section of its student union while giving a 
wide berth to its prestigious helmsman, it seemed to Balibar, 
writing from Alger after a summer in France, that the motives 
for 'abandoning ship' had become 'powerful'; they indicated that 
Althusser should bailout of the Party 'at the head of a creW' 
including 'the people in the UEC'.7~ If Althusser was not of the 
same mind, it is hard to see why he hailed the Cultural Revolution 
in the Cahiers Marxistes-ieninistes, which had become the enSign 
of the 'Marxist-Leninist' vanguard organization launched by the 
Maoist rebels in December. 

His essay on China was more, in any case, than the fruit of a 
momentary enthusiasm; it crowned a shift in his assessment of 
the political situation amply attested by the metamorphosis that 
comes over his private correspondence in the wake of Argenteuil. 
The same friends and allies he had cheered, a few months earlier, 
with sanguine accounts of the swift gains Marxist Theory was 
making on impending disaster were now, and for a long time to 
come, assailed with prognostications as dark as those featured in 
the Chinese Communist Party's Pekin Information. 'Ninety-nine 
per cent of the economic bases of Soviet ideology', warns an 
August letter, lie 'outside the USSR', in which 'bourgeois ideology 
is spreading into so many areas that there is no counting thetn 
all.' 'It may well be that ours is a day in which the union of 
Marxist theory and the workers' movement is breaking up,' a left 
Catholic group heard Althusser say in May 1967; lit is a highly 
precarious historical achievement that can literally be lost.' Even 
the occasional burst of optimism of the will came out sounding 
rather like a dirge: 'yes, socialism too can perish, as Marx knew; 
we have to theorize the possibility of its death precisely so as to 
prevent it - nothing less' An August gloss on 'The Philosophical 
Conjuncture' points to the source of the threat without mincit18 
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" 'F Howing the Soviet CP, the French and Italian CPs are 
word~. 10 pursuing reformist, revisionist policies; they are 
objectl~e Y Social-Democratic parties: they have ceased to be rev
beC~rtllng in their present state, our parties are all but lost.' 
olUbo~arrdespite its often very dogmatic form't the Chinese 
Tha t IS, 'b . II t' A dB· .. " ht . of them was . aSlca y ... correc n elJmg was ng 

iticlsm · cr ore than what was wrong With the Moscow-loyal Com-
about m Th I , b th Alth " I . t movement. . e encounter etween e ussenans 
IllUOlS f th Chin I·· "h" gs and the pronouncements 0 e ese revo utionanes wrl n , 

ke volumes. Indeed, a good part of Althusser s future task 
5pould consist in providing a 'theoretical foundation' for 'what 
wo ffir [d]1 7lJ ertain Chinese theses a me. 
C The stage was thus set for a collective exit from the PCF jUEC. 
It would have to be, Balibar argued in November, 'unambiguous, 
well-explained, and public' In the event, it was, in Althusser's 
case, private, unexplained, and ambiguous in the extreme. It was, 
moreover, not an exit properly so called, but an inner emigration; 
and, far from being co-ordinated by Althusser and his collabor
ators on the one hand and Paris's junior Red Guards on the other, 
it materialized amid a series of manipulations designed by the 
rebels to push him into their camp by forcing his and his associ
ates' hand. These machinations backfired. Hospitalized for a 
depression in November, Al thusse r concluded in January, while 
still ill, that he and his collaborators 'had to stay in the Party for 
as long as possible in order to fulfil, for as long as possible . . . the 
long-term theoretical function that the conjuncture had assigned' 
~hem - for they were 'currently irreplaceable'. He had, he added, 
been truly reckless' the year before; he had nearly 'squandered 

the theoretical credit' patiently amassed over the years. Letters 
sent to friends at the NC gently but firmly disowned the Althus
~r~Maoists and their new 'Marxist-Leninist' vanguard organ
~~ation. His 'whelps' had, for lack of anything better, 'thrown 
th:mselves o~ his writings', bending them and everything else 
c y ~ould find to their own uses; unfortunately, they 'were 
omp etely out of his contror.MtJ . 

If the 1 t . · 
neither as ~ct ",:,as not an open break With Fr~nch Commuru~m, 
plan d,:"as It qUite a return to the fold. In sprmg 1967, pursumg 
of ~ Iscussed the previous June, Althusser welded a handful 
POlitiS ~O-thi~er~ into a vaguely 'clandestine' philosophical-

ca organization (the 'Groupe Spinoza') in which it would 
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at last be possible to speak freely - behind closed doors. 1'hlla 
one of the group/s founding documents, drawn up by AlthUSser 
uncompromisingly condemns the peF's slide towards a 'petty: 
bourgeois, Social-Democratic socialism' associated with the 
CPSU's 'right-opportunist, petty-bourgeois revisionism' and con.. 
trasted with Beijing's 'Marxist-Leninist positions' Yet the GrouPe 
Spinoza's political colour did not, in its founder's view, imply 
that members who also belonged to the Communist Party shOuld 
tum in their cards; they could occupy the 'empty place' of 
Marxist-Leninist philosophy 'from outside the Party without 
necessarily quitting' its ranks.HI It was a good retrospective defi
nition of what Althusser had, as Argenteuil must have taught 
him, been doing all along. 

How did the change in Althusser's politics affect his philos
ophy? In sum, it yielded the argument that politics shapes phil
osophy and, more generally, that, by way of philosophy, the 
ideological must continue to affect the theoretical even after the 
birth of Marxist science. For the Althusser of 1966-67, 'the ideo
logical' had come to mean, not primarily discourse, but the non .. 
discursive practices - l1ehaviours and practical attitudes', or 
moeurs - that are sometimes embodied, as well, in the 'systems 
of ideas' he called theoretical ideologies. To say that politicsl 
ideology shapes philosophy was therefore also to acknowledge 
the formative influence of non-theoretical on theoretical practice. 
But this was by no means to abandon the thesis that Marxist 
philosophy's task is to transform politics/ideology; Althusser's 
new argument was, rather, that philosophy's implication in the 
transformation of ideological practice transformed philosophY 
itself. His own philosophical evolution was a case in point. 
Coming on the heels of his failure to advance the cause of left .. 
wing Stalinism with the sole weapon of theory, had the Chinese 
struggle to do so by transforming 'ideological social relations' 
not also sparked the transformation of Marxist philosophy inau~
urated with Althusserian Marxism's 1966-67 tum? Marx's 'phil-
osophical evolution', Althusser would soon conclude, 'was based 
on his political evolution'.82 The political evolution that yielded 
this insight was Althusser's. 

Yet if, in Marx's case as well, nothing would have happened 
without the politics, without the philosophy, the politics would 
not have found its theoretical expression. Finding it was a mattet 
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. the extemal logic that led from Choisy-le-Roi to the 
of rnaldnt ·noza over into the internal logic that saw scientific 
Groupe hPI become class struggle in theory.1I3 It is to that inner 

hilosoP Y 
P . that we now tum. 
logiC ' 

III 

1 h ser takes his distance from the party of the state in phil
A t Uh5y in 'The Philosophical Conjuncture and Marxist Theoreti-
osop d 
cal Research' with th~ rem~rk, note . a~ove, th~t he had. been 

. taken in calling dlalectical matenallsm a SCIence. It IS not 
~~~orated. But 'there is a way of not talking about B when 
discussing only A', to cite a 1967 fragment, 'that takes account of 
B in one's discussion of A'~84 Like everything Althusser wrote in 
1966-67, 'The Philosophical Conjuncture' provides an illus
tration: it takes account of Althusser's incipient break with the 
idealist tendencies in Althusserian Marxism in a critical discus
sion of the idealist philosophies dominating the philosophical 
conjuncture in France. Better: it effects that break, drawing a 
dividing line in Althusser's own work in the act of drawing up 
battle lines between it and that of his adversaries. Moreover, by 
way of its sketch of the philosophical conjuncture, it figures the 
results of the break it only begins to theorize: the idea that Lenin's 
conception of the 'current situation' in politics applies to philos
ophy as well finds, at the descriptive level, an astonishingly 
complete realization here. 

The germ of Althusser's lecture is contained in a 1963 letter 
~etailing plans for a theoretical review. Letter and lecture envi
SlOn a broad philosophical alliance along lines cutting conspicu
Ously ~c~oss the frontiers of what counted as Marxism: both range 
~ert~lism and its prospective non-Marxist allies - notably 

a .gullhem, Lacan, Foucault and, 'somewhat later', Derrida -
galnst 'th d·· h . ~ ommant French philosophy' (phenomenology and 

be~m~neutics, Marxist or not) and the '''philosophical'' ideolooies' rlngmg . o· 
techn up Its rear (both structuralism and, more generally, the 
1963 oc~atic thought with which Althusser associated it). Between 
Alth~n 1966,. however, the terms of the alliance change. In 1963, 
0phy ser en.vl~ages rallying all the partisans of rational philos-

I materIalIsts and idealists alike, to a broad 'party of the 
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theoretical' After all, they have a common foe in ideology; th~ 
is no pressing need Ito shoot down aU idealist philosoPhe~~ 
flames'.HS That, however, is a fair statement of the aim of lta 
lecture. Yet if Althusser now issues a polite declaration of w'aJ: tJt.. 
his allies within the party of the theoretical, he has no intenij 011 
of dissolving the alliance: his objective is, rather, to open an 'an~ 
critical-idealist Front' in a complex war of position pitting mate
rialists and close confederates (for example, Derrida) against 
others fighting alongside them in a subordinate struggle against 
a reactionary French spiritualism. It is in this context that he 
allusively traces the corresponding lines of demarcation between 
theoreticism and materialism in his own work, and predicts the 
long string of developments to which it must lead. 

In a sense, the prophecy is fulfilled as soon as it is made, as 
even a cursory comparison of 'The Philosophical Conjuncture' 
with the 1972 'Elements of Self-Criticism' suffices to show. Froll\ 
the idea that the history of philosophy is that of an endlessly 
renewed battle betvveen its materialist and idealist tendendes, 
through the claim that, in. this struggle, neither is realized in a 
pure form in any philosophy, to the affirmation that philosophy's 
divisions and subdivisions are 'fixed in a series of meeting-points', 
or a main 'front' and secondary 'fronts', the view that the task of 
Marxist philosophy is to wage a war of position on the idealist 
adversary it (in both senses) contains emerges in the practical 
state as soon as Althusser begins to question his theoreticism.86 

To produce it, he had only to theorize his own theoretical practice. 
More exactly, he had to extend the theorization of it begun 

elsewhere. To For Marx's assertion that the diverse practices have 
in common the 'general essence of practice', Reading Capital adds 
- or objects - that ~there is no production in general, there is no 
history in general'. History, like production, can be thought only 
as singularity: as the lalways exceptional' situation of 'Contradic" 
tion and Overdetermination', whose necessity is that of its COO" 

tingency, the structure of its conjuncture, a 'cause immanent jJ1 

its effects' - all expressions of 'the principle', attributed to MaoJ 
that 'the universal only exists in the particular'.K7 Sihlating phil'" 
osophy in the conjuncture, 'The Philosophical Conjuncture' effeC
tively affirms that this principle holds for philosophy too: there 
is, its author might have said, no philosophy in general. The tasi' 
before Althusserian theory was thus that of thinking its oWfl 
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I • 't would have to bring itself under the sway of its 
sillgulanty·l~ ing its theory of a now fully historicized philos
owll la~'ha.:gntheory of history, politics, or the social formation. 
ophy .\"'It 1~~5ser would have to 'rectify' the early Althusser as 
That IS, :e early Marx: via 'the application of his works to themselves 
he had ht . more elaborated forms to their less elaborated forms 

of t elr · t f h · d" , In . theoretical system to certam erms 0 t elf lscourse. 
th.elc this 'folding back'xs was carried out incognito: in 

ractlce, 
p. 67 and beyond, Althusser took aCcoUllt of Althusser by 
19b6- h L d M . 'ng Levi-Strauss, Feuerbac, acan an arx. 
dlSCUSSl 

Initially, he did so unaw~res .. Although he d~voted .much. of 
1966 to criticizing struc~rali~m, it was har~l~ With the mtention 
f settling accounts Wlth hiS own theoreticlsm by proxy but, 

°ather, in order to show, in an unambiguous attack on Levi
~trauss, that the structuralist 'ambiguities' in his previous work 
were that and no more. The new onslaught on structuralism was 
to have been the opening battle in a campaign to concretize the 
anti-critical-idealist, anti-structuralist alliance proposed in 'The 
Philosophical Conjuncture' by creating a national network of 
'theoretical study groups' Althusser drew up fliers promoting 
these study groups in the autumn, but the project, overtaken by 
events, fOW1dered soon after; it is unlikely even that the fliers 
were ever sent out. 

One of the motives for the renewal of Althusser's quarrel with 
structuralism, and the broader campaign it was meant to spear
head, was his long-standing desire to seal an alliance with Jacques 
Lacan. If only by offering 'the science of history' lessons on the 
non-teleological narure of historical process that Althusser had 
b~n shouting from the rooftops, Lacan/s 1965-66 course on the 
obJect of psychoanalysis, the opening lecture in which had 
appeared in a review founded in January 1966 by students of his 
~d ~lthusser's, had fuelled visions of joint initiatives with the 
AJ~~man school. But the materialist strands in Lacan were, 
o . .usser thought, interwoven with others of Levi-Straussian 
u~gtn t~at tied him to a subjectivist, intentionalist notion of the 
no~onsclo~S. After seeing Lacan in July, he said as much in a 
'thee Co~enng a copy of 'The Philosophical Conjuncture'; Lacan's 
extt'1~;etical relations with Levi-Strauss' could be, 'to a certain 
one i a ,Problem' for him and his associates, who, unlike 'every-

e se , had no interest in 'confusing [him], under the term of 
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structuralism, with Levi-Strauss'.89 Thus when, over the sunun 
Althusscr revived plans to launch the review Theorie, he opted ~ 
give questions related to structuralism and psychoanalysis a lar8 
place in it; the firs~ issue was t.o include work on the relatio~ 
between strUcturalIsm and LeVi-Strauss, Lacan, linguistics, a"..J 

II' M ' 4.)0 --. "'l 
I Ii stru.ctlJre 1n arx. 

The task of leading the anti-structuralist charge - or counter_ 
attack, since structuralism was 'invading everything' - was Uti. 
tially entJ1lsted to one of the co-authors of Reading Capital, Roger 
Establet. Establet, however, demonstrated the urgency of his task 
by example: he defecte.d, per~uaded of the 'genuinely materialist 
character of structure m LeVI-Strauss For Althusser, this apos
tasy was merely further co~fi~~tion t~at the Fr~nch Party and 
left in gener~l were becommg ":creasmgly Levi-Straussian' It 
was in thiS clImate that, after setting Theory and Practice aside in 
July, he dashed off 'On Levi-Strauss', originally part of a 20 
August letter that even its author considered 'extreme' - though 
not extreme enough to prevent him from distributing it widely 
in the autumn to anthropologists and others likely to rally the 
anti-structuralist offensive. 91 

The gra"a~~n of ~thu~ser's charge against s~uctural anthro
pology is an?Clpa!e~ m his book ~n Montes~U1eu: Levi-Strauss 
explains the prodl?lOuS and daunting diversity of manners and 
morals' that constitutes the anthropologist's basic problem by 
reducing them (as.Montesquie.u does not) to 'ru: ideal and abstract 
model/.o: Everything that resists such reduction he consigns to 
the realIll of contingency. Thus he alUluls the historical'diversity' 
(whether that of distinct cultures or the distinct levels of a 
particular culture). from ~hic? he sets. ou~: the characteristiC 
structuralist operatIon COnsIsts In producmgexplanations of real 
history' th~o~gh an appeal to the 'varied combination . .. of 
"elements" 1n a combmatory, deemed capable of 'explaining 
historical effeCts by itself This latter-day Platonism is animated 
by a 'spiritualist c~nceptio~' that makes structure a principle ~ 
coherence ilatent' In what it structures, typically identifying It 
with the unconsCiously operating 'laws of the human mind'. 
Althusscr's other criticisms of Levi-Strauss are all predicated on 
these tv.,(t 

The first. however, is quoted here from Etienne Balibar's 1913 
assessment of his own contribution to Reading Capital - faulted 
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other things, its reliance on something suspiciously 
fo~, atIlongcombinatory. The second occurs in a 1966 letter in 
a~ to/ rre Macherey questions Althusser's conception of the 
whICh led whole' on the grounds that it is tied to a notion of 
'strllctur:ucture' reminiscent of the structuralists'. Balibar goes 
'latent s eject the 'temptation' of constructing what Althusser 
on ~o rp in 1966, as an example of the legitimate formalism that 
hal s uts' with its structuralist parody: 'a formalized theory of 
contras .. l' 5 h f I" ti B li~"b d s of production In genera uc a orma lza on, a ar 
mo ~ 1973, 'can only be a theory of the mode of production in 
~Y:ral and its possible "variations"';93 in other words (Althus
~;/S, protesting his. in~ocen~e of struc~ralism), it c~ only lead 
to 'the crazy formalIst Ideallsm of the ldea of producmg the real 
by a combinatory of elements'.94 As for the notion of Ithe struc
tural whole', Althusser himself acknowledged that it was 
'ambiguous': it could be construed as an I interiority' and 'the 

f ., 95 
correlate " 0 a uruty · 

Why does Althusser approve a 'formalized theory of modes 
of production in general' while condemning structuralism for 
'explaining' social phenomena as I mere variations of a purely 
formal n10de of combination' - and affirming that 'to understand a 
real phenomenon is not " a matter of producing the concept of 
its possibility, [but] the concept of its necessity'? The reason, in 
brief, is that he had from the beginnings of his enterprise Iset out 
to think singularity', while acknowledging that 'it is possible to 
~k the singular and concrete only in concepts (which are thus 
a~stract" and IIgeneral/)' The general concept he mobilized to 

think this way of thinking the singular was the Spinozist 'singu
lar essence',"''' which might be defined as a complex unity itself 
?,ad~ up of internally complex unities that nothing beyond the 
. Contingent necessity' of their encounter predestines to coalesce 
~ an organized whole. From the overdetermined social forma
p o~ .to the conjunction of Marxism's three sources, from the 
;: Ihcal/philosophical conjuncture to its complement, the struc-
bl~~~re7nt only in its effects, a great many of the basic building
refer 0 For Marx and Reading Capital had been conceived with 
cOnd ence to this idea. The formalism that 'On Levi-Strauss' both 
atte:n;ns and exemplifies stems, paradoxically, from the 
(and ~ to conceptualize the 'question of empirical knowledge'97 

Us the union of theory and practice) in its terms. 
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This yielded a new insistence that there could be no knoW1. 
edge of anything 'other than the singular and particular', since 
'a general principle yields knowledge only if specified in the 
forms required by its singular object' Singular objects were nOl, 
named 'empirical concepts', an equivalent for 'sinSUlar 
essences' that brought out the dependence of the knowledge Of 
'facts' on the system of concepts that produced it. This clarifi .. 
cation gave rise to another, worked out in notes dating frOtll 
summer 1966; it bore on the relation benveen 'theoretica) 
objects' and the singular objects of which they produced knoWl_ 
edge. The crux of it was that a particular theory produced, not 
knowledge of 'its' object, but new relations among 'theoretical 
objects' situated within a field whose limits it defined; the field 
contained both real and virtual objects, and could thus produce 
knowledge of (real) singular essences only if it was combined 
with '(empirical) knowledge of the determinate forms of exist .. 
ence that make for the singularity of these essences' As each 
particular or 'regionaY theory transformed relations between the 
theoretical objects in its field, so it was itself one of the objects 
of another, more comprehensive 'general theory' which, in its 
turn, transformed the relations among a number of regional 
theories. 

The task of philosophy, at this point in Althusser's thinking, 
was to combine existing general theories, identified as the 
Althusserian 'attributes', by theorizing the conjunctural relations 
between them. Since philosophy was now also conceived as 
contained in the conjuncture it theorized, 'to say that it is the 
Theory of the conjuncture of all existing Theories does not mean 
that it is their General Theory = there is no general theory of 
General Theories, for, if there were, it would be absolute knowl· 
edge; it is merely the Theory of the combination of existing 
Theories in their present conjuncture' qs In the philosophical 
conjuncture, philosophy thus had its singular object, apparently 
analogous with those of all other forms of knowledge. ThiS 
particular 'singularity', however, was a manifestation of the 
unity of the totality of the real, testifying to the still transcen~e~ 
narure of a philosophy which, albeit 'conjunctural', provld 
knowledge of the 'combination of [all] existing Theories' ot 
'attributes' The singularity of the object of Theory was thOS 

deceptive; philosophy concerned itself with the present momeot 
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t0ty whose universality could not be said to 'exist only in 
f a tota 1 

o . far' 
the partl~~ctu~alist potential of this scheme is plain: if General 

Th~ 5 are conceived as subsuming regional theories which in 
TheOnesbsume the fields containing their (real and virtual) 
tu~ su one can perfectly well conclude that in this version of 
obJects, . 1· 0 ° t h· .. d ' h Althusserian dla ectlc, as m 1 s t eoreticlst pre ecessor, t e 
the ·ot of the "pure" theory of historically representable sets 
rnorn~ecedes the theory of historical structures'."" As for the 

~so that theoretical objects must be combined with 'empirical 
~~wledge' to produce the co,:cept of 't~e n~cessity. of ~ real 

henomenon', it begs the question: how IS thIS combinatlon to 
~ thought, if not, in Levi-Straussian fashion, as knowledge of a 
necessary form supplemented by knowledge of its contingent 
content? Althusser's response was to eliminate the question (his 
own) by replacing it with another: how could the 'conjunctural' 
combination of theories be conceived without recourse to notions 
of generality that cast it in terms of genus and species? The new 
question begins to materialize in 'Three Notes on the Theory of 
Discourses', in which his thinking about general and regional 
theories moves centre stage. 

Dated September-October 1966, 'Three Notes' opened a for
mal exchange between Althusser and his associates that he 
initiated in the course of writing it, in the unrealized hope of 
turning out a book by several hands, Elements of Dialectical 
Materialism ° The text is a taxonomy of the types of discourse 
specific to theory, ideology, art and the unconscious. It focuses 
on ~he production of the Singular essence Althusser calls the 
~ubJect of ideology, which is one way of defining the theory of 
~terp~llation it introduces. Developing ideas indebted less to 
o:c;n s essay ~n the mirror stage than to a symptomatic reading 
tr euerbach, It describes the ideological mirror structure that 
A~~rms. t~~ conflictual encoun.ter at the origins ?f what 
ree . ser ° llUtially terms the 'subject of the unconsclous' by Su:.stlng It as the ideological subject's 'subsumption' under a 
psy~~~~ It al~o pursues an attempt, begun in 1963, to assign 
P nalYS1S Its general theoryoiOO and in the process it 

resses th ", 
the Illi e attack on Levi-Strauss-in-Lacan. Attributing to Lacan 
has its SCOnception that the 'regional theory' of psychoanalysis 

general theory in linguistics, which, says Althusser, he 
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intermittently conceives, after Levi-Strauss, as the 'mother~ 
pline of the human sciences', 'Three Notes' objects that ~ 
theory of the unconscious must, rather, be assigned to histori~ 
materialism, but also to a nascent general theory of 'the signifier" 
It moves towards the fundamentally anti-Lacanian conclUSion: 
which the third note opposes to what the first affirms, that onI 
one type of discourse, the ideologicat has a subject properly ~ 
called. 

If so, ideology is one thing and the unconscious is something 
else entirely - a premiss that makes it possible to think the effects 
of each on the other: that is, their articulated combination. This 
might be regarded as Althusser's posthumous contribution to 
the ongoing debate about the thesis for which he is best known 
in the Anglophone world: 'ideology interpellates individuals as 
subjects'. Broached in a 1963 discussion of the 'imputation of 
forms of behaviour' to the subject, the mechanism of interpella. 
tion is here named and sketched in the context of a critique of 
Lacan that is absent from the canonical text on the topic, 
although that critique remained central to Althusser's project.101 

'Three Notes' thus points to the need for a reinterpretation of his 
thinking on the relations between the unconscious and ideology, 
attested by the fact that a knowledgeable critic could write, 
shortly before the text was published, that the Althusserian 
school never made any 'real attempt to uarticulate" historical 
materialism and psychoanalysis' - precisely what 'Three Notes' 
tries to do. Thus Althusser anticipates the objection that he lacks 
a theory of the subject, or misses the dimension of desire 
underpinning interpellation, with the argument that ideological 
discourse is overdetermined by those effects of the unconscious 
to which it offers a 'hold', even as certain effects of the uncon
scious are in tum overdetermined by the ideological subject ... 
·effect. As if to refute the charge that he nurtures 'hegemoni: 
ambitions' at the expense of psychoanalysis,102 'Three NoteS 
leaves it to a psychoanalytic theory that has ceded the category 
of the subject to ideology to explain how the process of interpel
lation is conditioned by the unconscious, present in the subject .. 
centred mirror structure of ideology only in the form of its 
absence - an absence masked, precisely, by the presence of the 
ideological subject-effect. To the end of his life, Althusser con
tinued to plead for the division of labour outlined here. lo3 
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h idea that psychoanalysis has two general theories, 
About t e .. 
rt- 1'1 t s' remarks, In passlng: 

'Three 0 e 
Il this case will seem 'special' to us if we cling to an idea of 

Naturr Y'ral) T[heory] mired in the Aristotelian categories of inclu
~e G e~esubsumption. On this conception of 'generality', which it 
Slon a~ us absolutely necessary to reject, the GT maintains relations 
seem: °sion with its RTs (since every RT is included in its GT, one 
ofTe~ e:nough to account for an RT). On this conception, an RT 
G IS T' d d . cannot depend on two G 5; It can epen on Just one. 

The relationship be~een the ~o general theories on which 
tain regional theories depend IS, Althusser adds, comparable 

~:r the 'overlap' between two machines; one of the French terms 
he uses (empietement) suggests, more clearly than the English, 
that what is involved is interference or encroachment rather than 
mere redundancy. In an aside reminiscent of For Marx's affirma
tion that the 'exceptional' social formation is not an exception 
but the rule, he suggests that the case of a regional theory 
ascribable to two general theories is not an 'isolated instance' 
Further discussion of the subject is postponed. 

Althusser returned to it in spring 1967, which saw him 
working on a spate of projects after the depression that afflicted 
him from November to March: the creation of the Groupe 
Spinoza; plans to launch the review Theorie under its auspices; a 
revision of Theory and Practice, which he hoped to publish as two 
separate books that autumn; and the last three of our texts, 'On 
~euerbach', IThe Historical Task of Marxist Philosophy', and 
The Humanist Controversy'. 'On Feuerbach' is part of a spring 
1967 lecture Course based on his translations of Feuerbach's early 
:eor~ and eight-year-old draft chapters of a monograph On it; a 
b rSlOn of the course was earmarked for a (never completed) 
l~~:l~n The German Ideology, on the drawing board since early 

. As the course was beginning, a 'summary of Althusser's 
research' 
refu Was unexpectedly commissioned (only to be later 
seiz:~d) by the ~eading Soviet philoso~hic~l journal; ~lthusser 
as the the occa~lOn to turn out 'The Hlstoncal Ta~~', mt~nded, 
COrn l:~~agogtcal style shows, for readers unfamIlIar With the 
the 1 Xlties of Western Marxist debate. In May, he rounded off 
phil rst draft of this essay with an innovative chapter On 

OSophy and politics, born of the reflections he had been 
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pursuing in Theory and Practice, and decided to issue tit 
expanded text in France; the result was a projected monograph 
wllich reached proof stage before it was abandoned. In June 
after dispatching 'The Historical Task' to Moscow, he beg~ 
planning a French version of a collection proposed by a Mexican 
publisher the previous auhtmn; it was to include his 1963 
'Marxism and Humanism' and selections from the debate that 
the essay had touched off in the NC. What exists of 4"The 
Humanist Controversy' was produced at a furious pace early in 
the summer to introduce the (abortive) French book. 11l5 It is not 
surprising, then, that the last three texts in the present volume 
should share many of the same themes. Among them - although 
this is rarely explicit - is the search for a new 'conception of 
generality' capable of accommodating the new conception of a 
'conjunctural' philosophy. 

'Thought', we read in IOn Feuerbach', 'that useeks to encroach 
upon its other" - and the "other of thought" is being - is thought 
that oversteps its natural boundaries. This encroaching upon its 
other on the part of thought means that it claims for itself that 
which does not properly belong to thought but to being. That which 
belongs to being is particularity and individuality, whereas that 
which belongs to thought is generality.' Taken from Feuerbach/s 
critique of Hegel, this Althusserian passage, says Althusser, 
raises the spectre of nominalism: if Feuerbach admits that only 
individuals exist, he risks making his version of essence, the 
human genus, nothing but a name, 'bound up with history and 
the politico-ideological conjuncture' But 'Feuerbach is not a 
nominalist' He has a theory of 'the unity', under reason, of the 
'attributes of the human essence' (reason, will, and the heart), 
such that 'everything that is an object of reason simultaneously 
is, or can be, an object of [non-theoretical] practice'. Feuerbach's 
philosophy is thus 'simultaneously a theory of knowledge and 
of practice' 'This, of course, has implications', remarks his critic, 
'not only for the nature of ideologies, philosophy, and the 
sciences, but also for politics, which is reduced to a critique of 
the illusions of consciousness about itself, with the whole resting 
on the thesis of the practical and theoretical primacy of coo'" 
sciousness.' Feuerbach is not a nominalist, but a theoreticist}06 

Yet it is not his thcoreticisrn which founds his realism, but the 
reverse. Feuerbach's basic claim, according to Althusser, is that 
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lithe essential exists as the human genus, which 
the ~enera the essence of each individual. Man has an existential 
coosh,tute; of this in sexuality and an alienated consciousness of 
e,,~ene~~ ion, which, objectifying his essence, constitutes his 
it 10 ~e/~bject, The founding principle of Feuerbach's philos
essenh~ accordingly that man's relationship to his fellow 
ophY) 1~ like his relationship to the objects of his consciousness, 
(WO ma I h" "b h· h' " lationship to IS own attrl utes, t at IS to say, to IS 
IS a re 
eneric essence. .. 

g I making this demonstration, Althusser says, Feuerbach pro-
d 0 s an account of ideology which, albeit ideological, neverthe
le~~elays bare the ~peculary struc,ture informing all ideology, 
Feuerbachian man flllds the reflectIon of Man everywhere; Feu
erbach iputs all humanity through the mirror stage'.107 So, 
Althu5ser adds, does Levi-Strauss. The characteristic operation 
of structural anthropology is to show that apparently diverse or 
even contradictory practices of a society (or of several) are 
structurally equivalent - that is, result from determinate, if 
unconscious, transformations of a set of unvarying rules. iOn 
Feuerbach' identifies this isomorphism, the 'homology of structure 
that makes it possible to think unity through convertibility', with 
the Feuerbachian mirror structure that makes all man's objects 
reflections of his essence. Since Levi-Strauss is said to trace the 
isomorphism of only apparently diverse practices to the oper
ations of the immutable, unconscious 'laws of the human mind', 
~t is a short step to the argument that the dean of the structural
Ists, who had declared in a polemic with Sartre that 'the ultimate 
goal of the human sciences [is] not to constitute, but to dissolve 
man',lllH is a secret sharer in the (Feuerbachian) humanism he 
Contests. iOn Feuerbach' extends the argument to phenomenol
?? and hermeneutics, emphasizing the fact that all three are 
~uerbachian' philosophies of consciousness conceived as a 

mIrror st tu B · rue reo ut the text also shows that the question of 
consciou ' sness IS not essential to its argument; the more funda-lllental . . 
pr' pOInt IS that the mirror structure as such ensures the 
un~acy of unity over diversity, the 'imposition of difference 

er non-difference' 
St 

unw~ in ,those terms, the criticism of Feuerbach and his 
For M g ~etrs applies to its author as well. In the Althusser of 

arx, It Was theoreticist theory which ensured the primacy 
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of unity over diversity by assigning all the social practices theit 
subordinate place within the totality of which theory al~ 
provided the knowledge. But the resulting mirror structure 
which invested Theory with the unity of the totality and ~ 
other way around, did not disappear as soon as Alth\1Sser 
rejected his theoreticist definition of philosophy; rather, it sur. 
vived in a form which sought to compensate for the fact that 
there was now no Igeneral theory of General Theories'. Witness 
the attemptJ in 'Three Notes', to find a functional equivalent fOr 
the supposedly unifying role of Spinozist substance: 'if we do 
not think the possibility of an articulation between GTs, we Will 
remain at the level of the parallelism of the attributes and of the 
temptation that constantly accompanies it, the conflation of the 
attributes' That is, the only way not to fall back into theoreticislll 
of the kind that made theory 'simultaneously a theory of knowl
edge and of practice' - or, according to Feuerbach-in-Althusser, 
an expression of 'the essence of theoretical practice in general' 
and thus of 'the essence of practice in general' - was to produce 
a substitute for it: philosophy had, at all events, to be charged 
with preserving the unity of the whole of which it was supposed 
to be a reflection. Moreover, the persistence of philosophy's 
unifying function at the 'horizontal' level, that occupied by the 
major sciences (or General Theories) and philosophy itself, had 
its counterpart in the 'vertical' unity between the various 'theo
retical objects' and their real and virtual II variations" : that is, in 
the persistence of something not unlike an originary essence 
down through the long line of transformations that ultimately 
culminate in something rather like their phenomena. The previ
ous sentence paraphrases the criticism of the ideology of genesis 
sketched in 'On Feuerbach' - which thus marks out a place for 
its author in the Feuerbacho-phenomenologico-hermeneutic faxn
ily portrait it paints. 

The contradiction this points to is not resolved but exacer'" 
bated in 'The Historical Task of Marxist Philosophy' It is here 
that Althusser first elaborates the twin insights that to make 
dialectical materialism a science is to make it a species of 
absolute knowledge, whereas to recognize that it is not a scien~ 
because ideology is a 'squatter' inside it is to recognize that Jt 
has an 'intimate, organic relation' to politicS.109 But these n~ 
ideas remain tied to others commanded by both the variant 0 
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.' that sets out from a 'theoretical object' only to find it 
geo~t1~lS~itSI variations, and the affirmation that philosophy, 
aga10 l~ 00 longer a science, provides knowledge of 'what is 
althoug 1 called the "totality" of the real'. Indeed, geneticism 
i]tlpr~pe~IheoreticiSm' are increasingly intertwined: the totality 
aJ1~ JO:hatever its alias, is still both philosophy's 'theoretical 
W~~~t: and 'the real': has its variation~ in the conju.nchtre~ which 
ob, ly be 'determlnate forms of eXistence' of thIS totallty. The 
can on. 1 hi h · f f· . ncture is thus a slngu ar essence w C IS a arm 0 eXlst-
conJuof a higher unity. Philosophy in Althusser, like struchtre in 
ence . 'd·ff d d·ff Levi-Strauss, continues to impose 1 erence un er non- 1 er-
ence': the non-difference it imposes is indifferently the totality's 

and its own. 
How is this squared with the thesis that materialist philos-

ophy is caught up, in constant. combat with !he ~deology ~t 
contains - that, as The Humarust Controversy affirms, a SCI

ence/s break with ideology is Ian event of very long duration 
that, in a sense, never ends'? The answer is that the 'continuing 
break' is here conceived as secondary; it has its origins in 
another, inaugural break, which institutes a science that must be 
further developed on the one hand and protected, on the other, 
from the ideologies that 'besiege' it. The theory of the encounter, 
then, applies only up to the moment of the emergence of a 
science. Thereafter, philosophy's defence of the sciences against 
the ideologies it contains - that is, fends off - is the purely 
external confrontation required by a defence of the scientific 
fortress against the incursions of its foes. The metaphor is on 
prominent display in 'The Historical Task' 110 

L The conception of philosophy that sustained it was, however, 
a ~eady under attack from within Althusser's own work. The 
cntiq~e of the ideology of genesis, or of Igenus' in Feuerbach, 
Was Implicitly a rejection of it. An alternative had begun to 
~merge in the thesis that the regional theory of psychoanalysis 
A~~ roote? in the conflichtal conjunction of two general theories. 
ilar .~sser s work on Levi-Strauss contained the structurally sirn
gra~hiea th~t even 'primitive' societies, invested by 'the ethno
COne . C a~tude' with an 'originary simplicity', had to be 
leaste~d, hke all others, as resulting from the combination of at 
Were 0 modes of production;111 thus they represented, as it 

I an originary duplicity or multiplicity. These concrete 
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instances of 'the unevenness of origins' (the subtitle of the 1963 
'On the Materialist Dialectic') I 12 prefigure the affirmationl in 'The 
Humanist Controversy', of the 'non-originary nature of ~ 
origin', an idea whose paternity Althusser here rather inconsis
tently attributes to a single father l Jacques Derrida, even while 
arguing that concepts, like modes of production and most other 
things of consequence, tend to have several. Althusser's seCond 
definition of philosophy - a statement of its non-originary Origin 
in science and ideology - would crystallize when this concept 
got the better of the geneticism informing his theory of theory. 

Once it had, Althusser possessed the means for thinking his 
politically determined insight into the political nature of philos. 
ophy. The alternative to the theoreticism for which Marxist 
philosophy had been fathered by the theoretical revolution that 
spawned the twin sciences of historical and dialectical material. 
ism was not regression to the historicism for which philosophy 
was a mere extension of politics. Philosophy could, rather, be 
conceived as originating in an origin that is not one, in and as 
the conflictual encounter between science and politics/ideology. 
The concept of generality adumbrated in IThree Notes', in other 
words, was the condition for extending the theory of the encoun
ter beyond the moment of the break: philosophy could then be 
thought as a continuing break with the ideological that cease
lessly constitutes and reconstitutes itself through the process of 
the break, rather than as its result. The principle underlying this 
conception of its activity as a division or dividing neither pre
ceded nor followed by a unity is spelled out in a well-known 
passage of Althusser's self-criticism: 

It is impossible to separate the classes from class struggle. The class 
struggle and the existence of classes are one and the same thing. In 
order for there to be classes in a I society', the society has to be divided 
into classes; this division does not come later in the story it is the 
class struggle which constitutes the division into classes. 

The passage dates, it is true, from 1972. But here is anotherl 
written early in 1966: 

The opposition of particular interests [in Rousseau's Social contract] 
means that particular interest is constituted by the universal op~~ 
sition which is the essence of the state of war. There are not fitS 
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"d Is each with his own particular interest, opposition inter
indtVl ua bsequently as an accident. The opposition is primary.l13 
vening sU 

th realm of theory as well, opposition is primary. lhis is 
In e the shortest way of summarizing Althusser's turn of 

perh~~;, whose concrete implications can be restated in the 
1966 f his 1972 remark on the primacy of class struggle: 
te~S o~hY and the existence of the division between the sciences 
p~ ~~e ideologies are one and the same thing. Fundamentally, 
aho is not, contrary to what he had maintained down to the 
t ere b d· fi · dId h . m and even a little eyon It, rst I eo ogy, an t en SCience, 
to d 'then the opposition between them. Rather, the opposition 
:~tween the scientific and the ideological stems from a process 
of division that does not come later in the story, but is consti
tuted by philosophy, the class struggle in theory; it takes the 
form of an internal division between philosophy and the ideol
ogy it contains, carried out in the name of a defence of the 
scientific that is, in the last instance, political. In philosophy, the 
'second' Althusser might have said, opposition is alL 

Before he could say anything of the sort, however, he had to 
establish the primacy of opposition within his own theory of 
theory. He would do so explicitly only with the first formulation, 
in autumn 1967, of his new definition of philosophy. The new 
and deeper self-criticism that cleared the way for it was fully 
stated only afterwards. But, although Althusser might not have 
realized it at the time, it was presented indirectly in the July 
1~67 'Humanist Controversy', by way of a discussion of the 
tribute that the Marx of the 1844 Manuscripts paid to an ideologi
cal c~nception of unity even as he struggled to formulate, on the 
te~ra~ of the emergent science of historical materialism, the 
pnnclple.that opposition is primary. 
'Th ConceIVed. as a rejoinder to Althusser's critics at Argenteuil, 
II be HUmanISt Controversy' claims to be nothing more than a 
a OUr of 'f 1 and th crl lea repetition' of Marx's break with Feu erba ch, 

ism fUS.Of Althusser's own polemic against the Marxist human
paveo ~s OWn day. But, as in 'The Historical Task', repetition 
CQPit~, th e way for a major innovation. For Marx and Reading 
obstacle ~d treated the Hegelian dialectic as an epistemological 
l-Iurna · hat Marx had to clear away to become Marx; 'The 

nlst Controversy' says, rather, that Marx owes Hegel the 
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key concept of the tprocess without a subject'. More generaU 
Althusser suggests that, purged of the teleology that is nevertt!: 
less built into its very structures, the Hegelian dialectic can be 
rewritten in materialist terms. As a process whose only sUbject: 
is 'the process itself', it offers an alternative to the humanislll 
that was the lynchpin of bourgeois ideology; the Hegelian con .. 
ception of the non-originary nature of the origin is incompatible 
with the geneticisrn, and thus with the evolutionism, which 
Hegel is more commonly taken to underwrite. To combat the 
resurgence of humanism and carry out the concomitant 'radical 
critique of the ideology of genesis' called for in 'On Feuerbach' , 
the implicit thesis would seem to runl Marxism could do worse 
than to make, following Marx, a critical return to Hegel. 

Any such return mustl however, set out from a criticism of 
Marx's. The early Marx contracted his debt to Hegel, AlthUSSer 
says, while trying to historicize Feuerbachian humanism by 
grafting the Hegelian dialectic onto it. The result was an impasse, 
because it proved impossible to marry Hegelian process to the 
inherently ahistorical categories of Feuerbach/s philosophy, 
above all the one that epitomized its 'radical negation of history', 
Man. Hegelianized, humanism could only yield an essentially 
religious ideology of genesis, a version of process that always 
began with a subject always discovered again at the end, because 
everything that lay in between was a reflection or emanation of 
it. Man, in other words, ensured the primacy of unity over a 
historical dialectic which, in a certain Hegel, a Hegel read against 
the grain, proceeded from the idea that opposition is primary .. 

It was this genuinely materialist notion of process that Marx 
put beyond his reach by imprisoning Hegel in Feuerbach in the 
1844 Manuscripts. He continued to suffer the consequences in The 
German Ideology, in which an incipiently Marxist conception of 
dialectic is lamed by a geneticism that subordinates historical 
difference to a principle of unity represented, not now by Man, 
but by tconcrete individuals'l historicized representatives of the 
transhistorical Feuerbachian Subject. Such historicization of th~ 
inherently transhistorical involved a contradiction in termS; d 
was the form in which, in Marx, the (Feuerbachian) attack 011 

history survived Marx's critique of it, although that critique had 
already initiated the revolutionary break that would issue in the 
Marxist dialectic. 
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. . an accurate account of Marx's theoretical crisis of 
It this IS as Althusser's turn of 1966-67 not a 'critical rep-

1~_~5~f~t in a sense that he could scarcely have intended? 
etitlOIl Marx of the 1844 Manuscripts, Althusser too had put a 
Like ~he 'epistemological obstacle' in the path he had himself 
rnasslV~ open Up.1I4 Moreover, it was, broadly speaking, the 
begun ~stade, a transhistorical category implying a radical 
same . on of history; and, in Althusser as in Marx, it checked the 
negati

l °pment of the key category of process. The difference was 
deve 0 . hi· 1 M b th t in Althusser, this trans storlca category was not an, ut 
~~ry, and that it thwarted ~e p~ogress not of historica.l, but 
f dialectical materialism, standmg m the way of a conception of 

;/lilosophy as process initiated by his recognition of its basically 
political nature. In A1~~sser too, the epistemolo.gical. obstacle 
briefly survived the cntique that would lead to Its dlsappear
ancel and for much the same reason: Althusser's 'conjuncturali
zation l of philosophy, like Marx's historicization of Feuerbachian 
Man, was predicated on a contradictory union of transcendence 
and immanence that situated philosophy in the historical singu
larity of a conjuncture while also making it the guardian of an 
always already given totality of which the conjuncture was the 
ephemeral manifestation. So conceived, the philosophical con
juncture was, like the 'co·ncrete individual' of The German Ideol
ogy, the idealist 'premissl squatting within a tendentially 
~aterialist theory of theory - even while it pointed the way to 
Its ~wn suppression, as do many of the ideological obstacles 
w~ch, Althusser notes in 'The Humanist Controversy', have a 
Cunous kinship with the theoretical concepts whose emergence 
they block. 

. If it is legitimate to associate this relation of a still-transhistor
IC~ theo~ to 'its' conjuncture with the conception of generality 
:: t the Ideology of genesis that, in one way or another, all the 
of;es collected below contest, then 'The Humanist Controversy' 
atte rs a clue as to why its author abandoned this unfinished 
the rnpt at .founding what 'On Feuerbach' calls a 'non-genetic 
rna~7 of historical irruption' in order to attend to more urgent 
attackrs. Althusser no doubt realized, in the course of the witty 
end of ~~ the Marxist variant of geneticism that comes near the 
still in I e Humanist Controversy' as we have it, that he was 

eague with the adversaries he was trying to drive from 
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the field: in a con~is!entl~ non-genetic theory - a .theory of the 
encounter - materiahst philosophy had to be conceived as den\, ... 
ative of nothing but the encounter that engendered it, while its 
'historical irruption' had to be approached less as a datable eVent 
than as an endlessly ongoing process. It followed that the notion 
of the continuing break put forward in 'The Humanist Contro
versy' had to be invested with a meaning very different frorn the 
one that it had there, another way of saying that AlthuSSer's 
continuing break with himself had only been initiated in his 
writings and political struggles of 1966-67. We have barely 
begun to come to terms with the transformation of philosophy 
that it augured. 
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The Philosophical Conjuncture and 
Marxist Theoretical Research 

(26 June 1966) 

---

Altllusser's archives contain two very different versions of the lecture 
IThe Philosophical Conjuncture and Marxist Theoretical Research'. The 
one published here is taken from a mimeographed tex.t that bears the 
notation 'lecture delivered at the tcole norma Ie superieure on 26 June 
1966; There are no handwritten modifications on this copy, which 
closely matches the lecture that Althusser actually gave, as is indicated 
by a tape-recording he kept in his files. (Also recorded was part of the 
often spirited discussion that followed Althusser's talk, notably an 
exchange with Jean-Pierre Vernant.) Several copies of the text of the 
l~cture were foun.d in Althusser's archives after his death. All indica
hons are that it circulated widely, that is, enjoyed semi-public status. 

The other extant version of 'The Philosophical Conjuncture' (eight 
typed pages, preceded by the handwritten words 'not delivered' and 
covered with handwritten emendations) is older, and shorter only 
~ecQuse it was left unfinished. The substance of it has been incorporated 
Into the first two pages of the final version, the style of which is much 

fimorte con~ise. We saw no compelling reason to publish the whole of the 
rs version. 

Franfois Matheron 

I take the fl 
1he bo oar for two reasons: a bogus reason, and a real one. 
questiogu~ reason is that someone has to start, after all. But that 
reason ~ t~S been settled, because I've already started. The real 

lOWe at lowe you certain explanations. 
you certain explanations, quite simply, by way of 
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response to a question we are all asking ourselves; it is ~ 
question of this meeting. Why this meeting? What have ~ 
French philosophers come here to do, in June 1966? What ~ 
and what will come of this meeting? 

If I'm to give you the explanations lowe you, I shall have ta 
say things without beating about the bush, bluntly, perhaps elJl!I\ 
harshly - both to save time and also to eliminate all possib~ 
confusions, ambiguities and lingering dOtlbts. We all have art 
interest in calling a spade a spade.! 

So: why this meeting? Let me tell you how it came about. I 
personally invited some of you. I invited certain philosophers of 
my acquaintance because I know that they are working in the 
field of Marxist theory. I also invited certain non-Marxist philOs
ophers because I know that they take an interest in the work of 
Marxist scholars. Lastly, I put up a Ilotice in the Ecole [n0rmaIe 
superieure] announcing this meeting and indicating that it was 
open to the public. In the invitations and the notice, I said that 
the purpose of the meeting was to allow Marxist scholars to 
come together and bring each other up to date on their work, 
and also to take stock of the major theoretical questions that 
Marxist research has by all means to address. 

In deciding to call this meeting, in signing the invitations and 
the agenda, I was not acting on my own behalf, but neither did 
I make this decision on the suggestion of any authority. The 
decision was made for us by the effects of the theoretical 
conjuncture itself: it had become necessary. I drew the appropri
ate conclusions. And I would also suggest that we draw the 
appropriate conclusions as to the object of our meeting: to define 
this, it is enough analyse the structure of the theoretical 
conjuncture.2 

I am going to be extremely schematic. The most we can do 
here is to set out, very roughly, the elements that make up the 
basic structure of the theoretical conjuncture prevailing in the 
field that interests us, French philosophy and Marxist theOrY 
today.. VI 

It seems to me that we can set out, very roughly, a fe 
elements, and, at the same time, indicate the relations betw~ 
them. BaSically, my analysis will bear on two areas: (a) Frert ell 
philosophy and (b) Marxist theory. I shall be using the term 'Fretl.ct 
philosophy' broadly, to include both philosophy in the sttl 
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d Iso disciplines still associated with it for historical 
seose an ~h as the sciences known as the 'human' sciences -
rea:on5, 5U sychology, and so on. I shall be using the term 
5OClo~Ogyth:ary in the twofold sense of Marxist philosophy or 
Marx1s.t I materialism, and the Marxist science of history or 
dialec~C~ materialism. Hence the two areas that I shall analyse 
~5to~C~atic terms will be distinguished, but will also overlap. 
In sc edi~tinctions and these intersections can serve us as perti
These. L 

nent indices. 

A. French philosophy 

It seems to me that we can describe the theoretical structure of 
French philosophy in 1966 by setting out the following elements. 
We shall see that, in order to define them, we have to tum back 
to the past, going a very long way back indeed. We shall 
therefore define these different elements and the relationship 
between them both as elements and, at the same time, as 
sedimented historical layers. What will be of the greatest interest 
to us is the relationship among these different elements today. 

1. At the very deepest level of the theoretical conjuncture of 
present-day French philosophy, we still find a persistent, sedi
men ted layer whose origins can be traced back to the philosophy 
of the Middle Ages. Certain forms of medieval philosophy 
subsist in explicit and sometimes rigorous form in the contem
porary, Thomist and Augustinian schools. In general, however, 
the philosophy of the Middle Ages does not survive in person 
~~ay: rather, it serves as the support for what can be called a 
elIglolls and spiritualist tradition that we will encounter again in 
~ ~o;ent, for this tradition was revived by another historical 

no of French philosophy. 

gO~ ~~ngSi.de the religious-sp!ritualist element, ~ith a ~erit~ge 
ideQl~t . lck, In par~, to the Middle Ages, there IS a ratlOnailst
the th e e~ent denving from Descartes which also features in 
knowneO~etical. conjuncture of French philosophy. As is well 
differe~t . artesian philosophy has served as the basis for two 
Qlis»z on ~~terpretations, the interpretation of mechanistic materi-

e one hand and that of critical idealisn1 on the other. 
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As in the previous case, we are dealing here not with DeSCar+. 
in person but with philosophies that have taken up and de--\\1 
oped his thought, interpreting it in a particular direction ~ 
thus giving it a particular bent. 

The Cartesian machinery is still flourishing today in 
whole sector of the human science~, first ?nd foren:~st e~ 
~ental psychology, an~ also emp~rlcal so.cl~lo~. C~tic~l ideal. 
Ism of narrowly Cartesian - that 15, dualistic - InspIration \V 

incarnated in Alain's philosophy; tod~y it is dying a na~ 
death. However, a form of critical idealIsm of broadly CarteSian 
inspiration was taken up and developed by Kant and Husserl.lt 
is very much alive today, and currently constitutes what is 
doubtless the dOlninant element in the theoretical conjuncture of 
French philosophy. 

3. Alongside these two elements - religious-spiritualist and 
rationalist-idealist - there subsists another element, another theo. 
reticallayer, whose origins may be traced back to the eighteenth 
century: rationalist empiricism in its two forms, idealist and mate
rialist. Materialist rationalist empiricism lives on in the ideology 
of certain scientific practices (psycho-physiology, etc.). Idealist
rationalist empiricism does too, and has produced the more 
interesting results. It was this current which, setting out from 
other, materialist aspects of Descartes's work, spawned the great 
work of the Encyc/opedie, d' Alembert, Diderot, and so on. This 
tradition was taken up by the only great French philosopher of 
the nineteenth century, Auguste Comte. It saved the honour of 
French philosophy, if one may use a term from the sports world 
here, during the terrible spiritualist reaction of the nineteenth 
century. It has given us the only philosophical tradition that we 
can trace, almost uninterruptedly, from the seventeenth centurY 
down to our own day: the tradition of the philosophy of the 
sciences to which we owe such great names as Comte, Co~ 
Couturat, Duhem, and, closer to our own time, Cavailles, Bach-
elard, Koyre, and Canguilhem. 

4. After setting out these elements, in the perspective arisitlS 
from their very historical distance from us, we can now begirt tfl 
approach our own period. Let us, then, say something about ~ 
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Philosophically s~ 
in~ this period is massively dominated by a profound philO' 
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Ction that is, a profoundly reactionary philosophy. 
h ' cal rea ' '1 d-sop 1 . de Biran to Bergson, we can compl e, to our Ismay, 

from ~alnef names: Vidor Cousin, Ravaisson, Boutroux, Lache-
I ng bst 0 Thi' d' · 'd fin db' a ·0 d all their epigones. s tra ltion 15 e . e y Its 

lier, an iciouS theoretical crusade against all forms of ration-
d~·lJle~~e:list or materialist. It is this tradition that takes up - ~ 
ahsrn, hich, moreover, shows only contempt for the authenti
a fO~; oretical aspects of medieval thought - the religious 
cally li~m preserved for us by the Church, its theologians and 
"p,r,tua 'h hit hi I . - I : 'd logues. This nineteent -century p osop ca splrltua-
Its 1 eO . d d th· . d h . d I' t C . . as so narrow-min e at It twlste t· e 1 ea IS artesian 
Ism W nkl" li t d" d'· 1 d·tion in a fra y splrltua S lrection, an qUite sunp y 
~a ~red a philosopher like Kant; the only one of Kant's works it 
~~iliarized itself with ~ an~ belatedly, at that - was the Critique 
of Practical Reason. Suffice It to say that Bergson, for example, 
never really took the trouble to read Kant, and in any event, did 
not understand anything of what he read. This spiritualism 
compromised the tradition of the philosophy of the sciences in 
apologetic works such as Boutroux's and Lachelier's. It fought, 
unremittingly, a battle to the death with the one great philos
opher of the nineteenth century, Auguste Comte, and, as can be 
seen in the work of Peguy and Bergson, also relentlessly attacked 
a very great mind, Emile Durkheim, who was, moreover, a 
disciple of Comte. There is no need to add that these pseudo
philosophers, who did not even take the trouble to read Des
cartes seriously, scorned the philosophy of the eighteenth 
centuryr and knew neither Kant nor Hegel (remember Cousin's 
bon mot!), while regaling themselves on the scraps of Schelling 
~nd Schopenhauer that served them in place of thoughts - there 
IS no need to add that the ignorance, scorn and hatred of these 
~s~Udo-p~i1osoPhers, veritable watchdogs of religious ideology M:r reactio~ary political ideology, was extended to the work of 
still ~honce It had acqUired objective existence. Our existence is 
this. aped by the effects of these sweeping condemnations and 
of a~gno~nce, which - albeit explicable for class reasons - are 
cOnde un earable shtpidity. Many were those who were thus 
blows Inned to philosophical death, covered with insults and 

Or COvered . h h ful h Current f ,over Wit t e earth of forget ness: t e whole 
CournotO Autoplan philosophy, notably Fourier and Saint-Simon; 

, uguste Comtel Nietzsche, Freud and Durkheim; and, 
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of course, Marx. We should also be aware that these philosop . 
cal auto-da-jes were celebrated to religious and moralistic ~ 
ing, Of, once religion had become a little too embarraSSing, .. 
the chants of the secular religion of modem times, the religi tQ 
of art. ~ 

We should be aware of all of this, because this reactiollat) 
spiritualist philosophy still weighs heavy on us today, and also 
because our task is to struggle against it and rehabilitate its 
victims. It is the conjuncture that sets even our philosophical 
tasks for us, and identifies them as necessary. Thus I include 
among these tasks, along with the struggle against spiritualism 
in all its forms - particularly religious ideology and the ideology 
of art, and all the aesthetic treatises it has spawned in OUr 
country - the task of philosophically rehabilitating Saint-Simon , 
Fourier, Auguste Comte, Coumot, Durkheim, and others. 

5. The fact that philosophical spiritualism massively dOmi
nates our recent heritage accounts for the present philosophical 
conjuncture. For certain things have happened, after all, since 
Maine de Biran and Victor Cousin, and even Lachelier and 
Bergson. A number of minor historical events have occurredt 

known as the Revolution of 1848, the Commune, World War IJ 
the 1917 Revolution, the rise of Fascism, the Popular Frontsl the 
Spanish Civil War, World War II, the Resistance, the defeat of 
Hitler, the Chinese Revolution, the liberation of the Third World, 
and so on. A few events that have somewhat unsettled the world 
of religious, moral, aesthetic, chauvinistic and, quite simplYt 
ignorant and inane spiritualism bequeathed us by the nineteenth 
century. Starting thirty years ago, after Alain's timid Cartesian
Radical-Socialist reaction and the half-baked beginning made by 
Brunschvicg, who sought to bend the tradition of the history of 
the sciences to the service of a supposedly rationalist religiOUS 
ideology, something has begun to happen in French philosophY, 
and the balance of power has begun, hesitantly, to swing the 
other way. lc 

It is still in the process of swinging the other way; the w~r 
of history is still in gestation, before our very eyes. I would ~ 
to try to sketch the features and also the moments of the presetl 

conjuncture. 
I will distinguish two essential nlOtnel1ts. 
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say that in a first moment, whose effects are there for 
We may iritualism had to give ground under the pressure of 

all to see'l s~f French philosophy: to be very precise, under the 
a renewa f a movement inspired by critical, rationalist idealism. 
pressuret 0 Descartes, return to Kant, discovery of Hegel and 
Return I 0 serious readings of these authors, and studies and 
Busser'taries on them. We can draw a fairly complete map of 
co.mr;~osophical Front, which I shall call Front number 1, and 
thIS the spiritualists who are still carrying on the good fight, 
~~me'sed as old Descartes or Husserl, Heidegger and Freud, 
.1tSguplreted in their fashion (unfortunately, this is the direction 
In er p · · 1 t d· d · hi h . which Merleau- onty was mcreasmg y en mg, an m w c 
~creur has frankly struck out). But we can also mention the 
critical rationalist idealists on this Front who have forced the 
enemy to retreat: besides the Marxist philosophers who, like 
polit;er, Mougin' and others, played their part in this battle, we 
can name Sartre, our Rousseau, a man of the eighteenth century, 
more of a moralist and political thinker than a philosopher, and 
yet a rationalist idealist; we can name Jean Hyppolite, thanks to 
whom French philosophy has recognized the importance of 
Hegel and Husserl; Gueroult, a master at teaching the basics of 
how truly to read texts; and others as well. And we can single 
out a few great names among them: Cavailles, Bachelard, Koyre, 
Canguilhem, and others, epistemologists and historians of the 
sciences, with the small yet very important reservation that they 
often conSCiously associated themselves with the tradition of 
critical idealism, even if much of their work actually tends in a 
totally different direction. Such, then, is the first moment of the 
:a~sformation of the conjuncture, a transformation that has 
t~SI~~lly been accomplished: the retreat of spiritualism under 
~ .J0lnt pressure and combined blows of rationalist idealism or 

en tical idealism and Marxism, on Front number 1. 
so~oday, no doubt, we are living through a second moment. To 
I sh e l~xtent, this moment exists only in a latent state: the element 
Obvi~ fO on to discuss is still defining itself, and there can 
'Ibe i~s r be no question of suggesting that it is at all domirJllnt. 
there ,ea 1St element, rationalist or critical, is still dominant. Yet 
taken ~s, t at least, something new in the making that has to be 
becaus.:' 0 account - something which is of great interest to us, 

we, too, are playing a certain role in it. 
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What is in the making is the discovery that the problematic: 
critical, rationalist idealism no longer answers to the profo Of 
needs of the theoretical conjuncture: the crisis of critical, ratiOf!Q' 
idealism has now begun. It has begun, but it has not yet ~ 
resolved. Whence a profusion of attempts to seek out ne\v Paths. 
whence the presence of philosophy everywhere, and a fecog: 
nition of philosophy's leading role in the attempts at reneWal 
springing up left and right, in literary criticism, the novel 
cinema, painting, ethnology, the history of knowledge, the ms: 
tory of culrural formations, and so on, generally under UVj ... 
Strauss's aegis but also under Bachelard's. Philosophies of this 
and that are now shooting up like mushrooms, overnight, in all 
the private gardens of official culture, and preventing even 
academic worthies like Picard4 from cultivating their gardens_ 
that is, their rubbish [navet, which literally means turnip] - in 
peace. What interests us is not the mushrooms - after all, most 
of them aren't even edible - what interests us is the terrain. 

If we leave aside the manifestations of typically Parisian 
culture and the culture of the 'Parisian Internationale' in order 
to discuss what is taking place at the properly philosophical level, 
we can plainly perceive a situation of objective crisis. Gueroult 
taught us how to read, but he too often commits the 'blunder' of 
taking the disorder of reasons for the 'order of reasons'.5 Mer ... 
leau-Ponty went over to spirihlalism. Sartre is alive and kicking. 
combative and generous, but he does not teach us anything 
about anything, especially not the authors and subjects he dis
cusses: Marx, Freud, sociology, politics, and so on. Sartre will 
not have any posterity whatsoever: he is already philosophically 
dead, although he may suddenly be born again, as we hope he 
will. The truly vital work that is now being done is being don~ 
elsewhere - around Marx, Freud, and also Nietzsche; aroun 
Russell, Frege and Heidegger; around linguistics, epistemolo~ 
and the history of the sciences. What is truly vital in what ~ 
under way is challenging, profoundly, the theoretical probletrUl~ 
not only of spiritualism (Front number 1), but also, on F~ 
number 2, of critical rationalist idealism. By the same token, It iJ5 
challenging the ideological problematic of the 'human' sciences, 
they are called. . at! 

We can provide a fairly accurate measure of the revolutlotl ttt 
theoretical import of this nascent renewal by gauging the e"te 
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. h the critical-idealist problematic has been challenged, 
to W~Ct rrnining the direction the challenge is taking. This 
and . e e authorizes diagnoses that are independent of mere 
critertO~ success. Thus we can already say that Levi-Strauss, his 
cultura ientific merits notwithstanding, will not, philosophically 
gre:~~g, play a role commensurate with the highly suspect 
spe 5 he has been accorded; whereas other authors - well 
~ucces · . less well known or unknown - already hold, and m 
known, 
. cases have long held, keys, or, at least, some of the keys to 
50m~ture (I have in mind the real Bachelard, Canguilhem, the 
OU~ Lacan, etc.). But enough of these questions of individuals, 
~~~ rather, of the variations of individual structural effects pro
duced by the theoretical conjuncture. 

At all events, it is in the ·context of this second moment that 
the Marxist philosophical enterprise can take its place - indeed, 
has already begun to take its place. As we conceive it, Marxist 
philosophy naturally has a part to play in the anti-spiritualist 
struggle on Front number 1/ side by side with the critical 
rationalist philosophies; but it also struggles on Front number 2, 
the anti-critical-idealist Front, against the problematic of critical, 
rationalist idealism and for a new materialist problematic. There 
can be no doubt that this struggles poses strategic and tactical 
problems, especially the problem of alliances in the theoretical 
and ideological struggle. We make no bones about this. We 
~OWI and our friends do too, that the problems are rather 
s~p.le on a Front as sharply defined as the anti-spirihlalist or 
anti-Irrationalist Front number 1. We do not hide the fact, from 
~~r~lves or from others, that these problems are much more 
b Ifficult on the anti-critical-idealist Front, Front number 2, 
d e~ause it is a Front which is still confused and sometimes iU
o e n~d, so that we have to take into consideration not only the 
p:e!~ I development of the philosophical situation, fashionable 
tio~slan ideological by-products included, but also the hesita
ing ~nd e~perimentation of all the actors, carefully distinguish
from t~ actIons that represent real commitments on their part 
identity OSe by which they simply continue to search for their 
criteria · Our non-Marxist friends should be aware that these 
to take ~nd sc:ruples apply to us as wel~, and that we are striving 

But . em Into account for our own Internal use. 
I In saying all that, I have just defined new objectives for 
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us Marxist philosophers: to have it out not only with Merle 
Ponty and Ricreur (Front number 1), but also with Same a~ 
Gueroult (Front number 2), and to try to gain as dear a sense ibld 
possible of the work of those who, like us, albeit sometimes ~ 
very different ways, seek [to] challenge the critical-idealist p~ 
lematic that we are struggling against on Front number 2. For 
the stout of heart, then, there is a long list of pressing tasks in 

• view. 
In saying all that, I have also just indicated some of the urgent 

tasks facing Marxist philosophy, which must make a thorOUgh 
critique of the empiricist, formalist and idealist ideology that 
holds sway in most of the human sciences; distinguish, in the 
field of the human sciences, between the real objects and the 
imaginary ones; and identify our objective allies, the specialists 
who are in reality fighting alongside us - either because their 
practice corresponds to a real object, as in sociology and linguis
tics; or because they derive from their practice concepts that can 
contribute to the philosophical transformation currently in pro
gress; or, again, because they have already taken their place on 
the two Fronts of the philosophical struggle. 

B. Marxist Theory 

But, in saying all that, I have in effect already broached the 
question as to which elements of the conjuncture are pertinent 
to Marxist theory. As I have already written quite a few pages 
explaining my views on the matter, I shall be more concise, but, 
at the same time, much more explicit and precise. 

The basic task of Marxist theory, its strategic task, has Marxist 
theory itself for its object. I mean, to be quite precise, that Marxist 
theory has to know exactly what it is as a theory, and to knoW 
exactly what point it has reached in its development, in order to 
know what kind of theoretical work it must and can accomplish. 

This task is not exactly an easy one, a simple matter of 
definition. Or, more exactly, defining the specifiCity of MarxiSt 
theory as rigorously as we can today, in 1966, is an undertaking 
that can be carried out only in struggle and through struggle. 
There can be 110 defining Marxist theory in the absence of 8 

struggle against ideological interpretations of Marxist theory ." 
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the misinterpretations, distortions, prejudices and 
(lot only f Marxism that reign outside the Marxist context, but 
igttoraflC~sinterpretations, ideological distortions, and so on, 
also ~e within it, nationally and internationally. We, too, have 
that rel.~tualists - to be quite precise, our ideologues of the 
ollr ~pln of man by man, who define man in terms of his 
creab?nusness of the future, and interpret Marxism as a human
~onsc~e too, have our critical or rationalist idealists and our 
Ism· tv' Kantian or Husserlian ideologues of transcendental 
\'ag~:: it sometimes even happens that the spiritualists and 
prax I h' d· h "d lists lend one anot er, as Clrcumstances lctate, t e concepts ;h:; need. We, too, have our. rationalis! em~iricists (who are 
often, incidentally, also humarusts), especially m the ranks of the 
psychologists, psychiatrists, and so on. We, too, have our parti
sans of mechanistic materialism, monism, and economism, in all 
fields, not just in political economy. It is impossible to define 
Marxist theory with any precision if we do not wage a rigorous 
critical struggle, in both senses of the word 'rigorous' 1 against all 
these ideological distortions of Marxism. The struggle has to be 
waged on the anti-ideological Front (anti-spirirualist and anti
critical-idealist, anti-mechanistic, anti-economistic, anti-volunta
rist, etc.), which means that we have to study these ideological 
distortions at the same time as we undertake to define Marxist 
theory. We will therefore constantly find ourselves writing texts 
in two columns; if, in what follows, I say nothing about column 
~ (works of anti-ideological criticism) and speak only about the 
first column (works of definition and positive research), I would 
as~ that the existence of the second column be kept constantly in 
mmd. It, too, requires its specialists. 
!hi The number one task consists, then, in defining Marxist theory. 
hi s means, above all, distinguishing the Marxist science of 
~~ory or historical materialism, which is a science, from Marxist 
~ osophy or dialectical materialism, which is a philosophy. It 
re eans .defining the specific object of each discipline and the 
anS~ctive status of each of the two disciplines; defining, first 
oph oremost, that which makes Marxist philosophy a philos
a sere a~~ not a science in the strict sense, albeit a philosophy of 

ntific character. 6 

diff~~t me. note str.aight away ~at ~~ las~ point - ~at is,. the 
ce zn theoretlcal status which dIstinguishes MarxIst philos-
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ophy from Marxist science - was in fact evaded in my publish... ~ 
works. I distinguished the Marxist science of history frorn ~ 
ist philosophy solely with regard to the difference in their objects' 
without bringing out, as I should have, the difference in t1reh 
theoretical status. Among the important questions that need. to be 
examined, therefore, I include the question of the specific differ; 
ence in theoretical status between Marxist science and ~ 
philosophy. 

Naturally, this question could open the door to a long s~ 
of related developments and questions, but I cannot go into 
them here. 

Once we have defined the Marxist science of history and. 
Marxist philosophy, once we have defined the difference in their 
objects and theoretical status, we can broach two important 
subjects: the theoretical work to be done in the field of Marxist 
philosophy on the one hand and the Marxist science of history 
on the other. I shall use the traditional terms: in the fields of 
dialectical and historical materialism. 

Let me say right away that my aim is not to provide an 
exhaustive list of possible questions: there are an infinite number 
of them. I would merely like to note the major questions that in 
fact occupy a strategic theoretical position in the development of 
Marxist theory today. 

1. In the field of dialectical materialism 

Strategic questions: I will provide a list of these questions and 
comment on some of them. 

Strategic question number 1: Tile difference in theoretical statuS 
between Marxist science and Marxist philosophy. 

Strategic question number 2: The theory of structural causality· 
Experience has shown that this question commands eve~ 
else - if not at the primary, then at the secondary level [en sec~ 
instance, sinon en premiere]. It commands the theory of practice jtl 
general, and thus the theory of theoretical practice itself. It coDY 
mands the general theory of practice and, at the same time, Ute 
theory of the dialectic (including the theory of the tradition).701' 
this question, we have more and more elements that stand as ~ 
many signs of its decisive importance, but the more of thetn \4 
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d the more closely we home in on the question, the more 
fjJl~ an 't appears. What was said on the subject in Reading 
diifi.c~l~SI quite rudimentary; but we have at least identified the 
()lptt~ and called it, I hope, by the right name. 
quesbOn . . 

t gic question number 3: The theory of theoretlcal practrce, 
5~a eof the practice productive of knowledge [con na issances]. 

that IS~OO I draw attention to a point that was - I am to blame 
Her~iS -'evaded in the published works. There, the question of 
f~r retical practice was posed much more than it was resolved, 
t ~ it was posed, as is always the case (reflection and research 
an ogress in nO other way), both to bring out certain features that 
~~d been only poorly distinguished in the past, and to combat 
ideological interpretations. In the published works, it was a matter 
of combating, above all, an empiricist and pragmatist conception of 
Marxist theory. This explainS the fact that the accent fell, as they 
saYI on the specificity of theoretical practice. This ideological 
opposition, which is, I think, basically correct Uuste], induced an 
effect of elision: I failed to deal with an extremely important 
question, which we can provisionally term 'the question of empiri
cal knowledge' Lenin, for example, says that the soul of Marxism 
is 'the concrete analysis of a concrete situation' I did not produce 
the theory of this formulation, or even outline such a theory. I 
do not say that what I wrote makes it impossible to produce it: 
~ut the absence of the theory of empirical knowledge generates, 
hke all absences, effects of distortion and displacement even in 
what is present, that is, in what was said. One can state this 
:iffe~~~tly by saying that putting the accent squarely on the 
peclfi~lty of theory and theoretical practice resulted in a few 

(troublmg) silences, or even ambiguities, in what was written. Let 
Ine say right away that this elision was not without conse
!~e~ces. The main consequence was to put us at daggers drawn 
thlt. t~e histOrians and especially the sociologists, who spend 
_elr time. and their lives - at any rate, a good part of their time 
di~rod~cmg empirical knowledge. The upshot was Homeric 
gist:~sI~ns Wit~ our friends among the historians and sociolo
of 0 ~Irect dIscussions or discussions pursued in the absence 
aSso~r mterlocutors, that is to say, via third parties and the 
ertou I~ed rumours. While these friends have been charitable 

g to say nothing about this in public to date, that hardly 
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means they have no objections to raise. ~ They are right aka ~ 
this elision. I am currently trying to make up for this defici;~ 
in a text that will, I hope, see the light some day.9 -'1 

On the question of the theory of theoretical practice, researtl! 
is already in progress. IO 

Strategic question number 4: This question is bound up With 
the preceding one, but I believe that we are well advised to treat 
them separately. I have in mind a theory of the knowledge-ef!ect 
Such a theory presupposes a general theory of discourse and ~ 
distinction between the specific types of discourses that WOuld 
bring out the characteristic features of scientific discourse. On 
this problem, too, researchers are already at work; some of thent 
have been working for quite some time. 

Strategic question number 5: The theory of ideology. On this 
point as well, what was said in the published works is important, 
but marked by the struggle against empiricism and pragmatism. 
Whence possible silences and distortions. It is necessary, first, to 
undertake to produce a general theory of ideology, and, to this end, 
to note that it is possible to identify something as ideology only 
retrospectively, from the vantage point of non-ideological 
knowledge. One must also note that the science-ideology 
relationship constitutes a field of variations, marked off by two 
limit-positions (that of science on the one hand and ideology on 
the other), a vector field orientated by the retrospection I have just 
mentioned. Finally, it has to be noted that this field is itself one 
moment (in constant transformation) of a process, and that it is 
this process which defines the existence and nature of the field. 

One could conjointly pursue other studies bearing on ideology, 
its place or places of implantation in the social structure, and alsO 
on the different regions of ideology. Work is in progress here 
too. 

Strategic question number 6: The theory of a particular strUc" 
rural effect: what we might call the subjectivity-effect or theory ~f 
the subject. This is a problem of great consequence, but it is 
extremely difficult; some of us have already done some work 011 
·t 11 1 . 

Strategic question number 7: The theory of individualitY' 
which is indispensable for developing, in historical materiaJjstJ'i 
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f the historical forms of individuality (including not 
the the<>7: 0 problems of what is ordinarily called the individual, 
ottly all t ~ derable number of other problems as well, first and 

t a conSl th· Ie' ). bU the theory of e SOCIa Jormation. 
foreI110st 

re many other questions; I have mentioned only those 
11here a . 
. h erned to me to be the most nnportant. 

whlC se 

2. In historical materialism 

H again, I shall give a list of questions that seem to me to be 
ere fr h · I d· of strategic importance om a t eoretica stan pomt. 

Strategic question number 1: A systematic definition of the 
currently available, tried-and-tested concepts of the general the
ory12 of historical materialism. 

Strategic question number 2: The theory of social classes and 
political parties. 

Strategic question number 3: The theory of the legal-political 
superstructure (theory of law, theory of state power, theory of 
the state apparatus). 

Strategic question number 4: The theory of political practice. 

Strategic question number 5: The theory of transitional forms. 

Strategic question number 6: The theory of the forms of 
historical individuality (including the social formation). 

Here again, countless questions need to be addressed, but we 
have !o limit ourselves. Be it noted that the questions we have to 
pose In historical materialism are infinitely better defined than 
those in dialectical materialism; we have many more elements 
and theoretical and practical experiences on the basis of which 
~ pose them. This is one effect of the theoretical lead that 

storical materialism has over dialectical materialism. 

c. 

~r~~OSing, 1 would like to mention a few questions that are 
Inent to tlte history of tile historians, whether they are histori-
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ans of philosophy, ideology, politics or the economy. lh 
ques~ons are ~uestions that have to be treated histOricau~ 
certam theoretical problems are to be posed and solved; at tt! 
same time, they are questions that can be treated historican 
only if certain theoretical. co~cepts are developed. I believe it 
would be useful to turn thIS CIrcle to our advantage, regarding 0t 
not as an impasse but as the condition for joint progress ~ 
empirical history and in theory. 

These questions are: 

1. A theoretical and political history of the Second Inter. 
national, in broad outline. 

2. A history of the Third International, in broad outline. 
3. The personality cultl3 (a typical example of an empirical 

impasse due to the lack of a theory of politics and transi .. 
tional forms). 

4. Imperialism,14 and so on. 

To conclude, I shall return to my point of departure. lowed you 
explanations. I was about to say that I have given them to you. 
In fact, it is the analysis of the structure of the theoretical 
conjuncture that has given them to us. 

I submit this analysis and its conclusions to you for 
discussion. 

Notes 

1. In the first draft of the text, the first three paragraphs differ considerably: 

My dear friends, you are as familiar as I am with the profound an~ 
incidentally, apocryphal aphorism in which Machiavelli defines the utU
versa! Law that governs men: what goes without saying goes even better 
unsaid [ee qui va sans dire va encore nlieux en ne Ie disant pas; the second 
part of the saying usually runs Iva encore mieux en Ie disant', 'goes even 
better if it is said']. 

This aphorism states a principle that informs not only official meetings 
and the thoughts we keep to ourselves in everyday encounters, but a~ 
classical philosoph~ .and the. classical dialectic. As. our enc?unter haS to 
the marks of an officIal meeting, as we are all keepmg certam though~ 
ourselves, if only because we are wondering what thoughts our nelS::; 
bours are keeping to themselves, and as we are about to talk a.b~ 
philosophy} I propose that we apply Machiavelli's law in order to abo 
its effects. 
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graph condenses in a few lines a passage developed at length 
ThiS para " 

2· iJ1 the first draft. 

move on to another kind of presentation, which will acquaint us 
I ~~w the object of our meeting. For we are to some extent in the position wt ople who have been invited to a play that nobody has seen or talked 
~b~:t yet; they have a vague notion of its title but no idea of what it is 
b t and do not even know who the author is. 

a o~~ will attend to the question of the author first. This play is a play 
"thout an author. If we are here, it is as the effects of a theoretical 

Wlnjuncture. The person who is addressing you is, like all the rest of us, 
COerelya particular structural effect of this conjuncture, an effect that, like 
:ch and every one of us, has a proper name. The theoretical conjuncture 
that dominates us has produced an Althusser-effect, as it has produced a 
Ranciere-effect, a Balibar-effect, a Macherey-effect, an Establet-effect, a 
8etteiheim-effect; and so on. Of course, this effect exhibits variations: thus 
the Vemant-effect and the Althusser-effect do not coincide - which means 
that we have serious prulosophical differences of opinion. Without wish
ing to presume on their personal motivations in any way, I would even 
hazard the statement that our philosophical friends who are not Marxists 
but take an interest in Marxism also feature here as effects of the 
theoretical conjuncture, each in a particular form} though in a form 
different from that of the Marxist philosophers 1 have just named. My 
friend Jacques Derrida will not take it amiss, I hope, when I say that if he 
is here today} it is not only out of friendship and philosophical indul
gence, but also as a structural effect of the philosophical conjuncture. 
There is therefore also a Derrida-effect. 

I am not joking when I say that the play performed here is a play 
without an author, and that we are all particular structural effects of the 
conjuncture. It is the philosophical conjuncture which brings us together 
here, and provides our meeting with its object. No one should be 
surprised it in order to provide a precise definition of the object of our 
meeting, I dwell on the conjuncture. Here, too, I should like to try to say 
what naturally goes without saying, and lend my voice to an analysis of 
the philosophical conjuncture that dominates us. 

3. ~enri Mougin is the author of La Sainte Famille existmtialiste (Paris, 
~7), among other works. Althusser may be thinking of Mougin's 

~rtiCle '~' esprit encyclopedique et la tradition philosophique franc;aise/, 
4. ese:ensee, nos 5,6, and 7, October 1945-April1946. 

pole ~ym~nd Picard,. Nouvelle critique, nouvell~. i'!"posture, ~aris, 1965, a 
B ~u~ directed agaInSt the French New Cnticlsm, especially Roland 
(~r't'~ s Sur Racine. In 1966, Barthes riposted with Critique et virite 
1981~clsrn and Truth, trans. Katrine P. Keuneman, Minneapolis, MN, 

S. An ail . 
1953 ~on to Martial Gu~roult, Descartes selon l'oTdre des raisons, Paris, 

6. 'Phi' FM 69. 
A.I~OSoPhy of a scientific character' is a transitional formula that reflects 

7. prob~:r's conception of philosophy at this stage in his thinking. 
Y an error for Ithe transition' [TratJs.]. 
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8. Here Althusser is probably thinking of Jean-Pierre Vemant and Pi 
Vilar in particular. Vemant attended Althusser's lecture and took ~ 
with it in the ensuing discussion. Vilar later published an essay 
Althusser (to which Althusser began to write a response): 'HiSto?tl 
marxiste, histoire en construction', Anllales ESC, 1, January-Febl11a~ 
1973, partially translated as 'Marxist History, a History in the M~Y 
trans. anon., in Gregory Elliott, ed., Althusser: A Critical Reader, Oxto~ 
1994, pp. 10-43. 

9. Althusser is no . doubt thinking of his projected book on the union Of 
theory and practice (1966-67), which he ultimately abandoned. 

10. See 'NSP' 
11. See especially 'Three Notes on the Theory of Discourses' below. 
12. On the concept of Jgeneral theory', see ibid. 
13. In 1964, Althusser began working on a book he planned to call HOlD to 

Pose the Problet11 of the Cult. The first three chapters are extant. This text 
is closely related to an untitled book which undertakes a critical analysis 
of theories of alienation. That book, too, was left unfinished. 

14. In 1973, Althusser began working on a book on imperialism; he 
intended, in particular, to refute the theory of Jrnonopoly state capital .. 
ism' which then held sway in the French Communist Party, and also to 
criticize the notion of a Isocialist mode of production'. 



On Levi-Strauss 

(20 August 1966) 

--

Onlv one version of the text Althusser entitled 'On Levi-Strauss' 
exists. It was typed by a secretary at the Ecole normale superieure, 
probably from a letter whose salutation and closing signature were 
dropped. Althusser's archives contain many mimeographed copies of 
tlJis text, which seems to have been rather widely distributed. Thus 
Emmanuel Terray acknowledges receipt of a copy in a 12 January 1967 
letter to Altltusser itl which he comments on the text at length, and 
announces that he plans to put it on the syllabus of his seminars at the 
University of Abidjan, where he was then teaching. In a letter dated 13 
Marcil 1968, Althusser asks Alain Badiou what he thinks of Terray's 
proposal to include this text in an appendix to Terray's book Le 
Marxisme devant les societes 'primitives/, which ultimately 
appeared lvithout it in the series, 'Theorie', that Althusser edited for 
Franrois Maspero's publishing house. Badiou's response, if there was 
one, has not been found. 

Franfois Matheron 

!he question of Levi-Strauss and structuralism is of the utmost 
:portance today, and will continue to be important for a long 

me. 

ad!asically, the criticism that I would address (that I do in fact 
epi ress) to Levi-Strauss (there'S no point in talking about his 
\vo~~nes, because he is partially responsible for them - in other 
epig s, there are certain tllings in Levi-Strauss that authorize his 

ones to utter and write inanities) is the fact that he claims to 
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dralV his inspiration from Marx, but doesn't know him (not 0t\l 
doesn't know him, but thinks he .does, and so declares that ul 
or that thesis of his is Marxist, and that his ultimate aim is t 
produce a theory of ideologies).] Since that is his ambition, We Illa; 
examine his qualifications for the task; it is, at least on a firSt 
approach, legitimate to examine Levi-Strauss in relation to Marx. 

In speaking of Levi-Strauss's misunderstanding of Marx, I azn 
stating my basic criticism of him here in deliberately limited 
fashion. But you2 will see that I could (and shall) make the Sante 
criticism without nJentioning Marx. In other words, I criticize hUn 
not because his thought fails to conform to that of an individual , 
however great that individual might be, but, in the final analysis, 
because it fails to attain its object (which can be defined altogether 
independently of Marx). Thus I merely utilize Marx as a refer
ence point and guidepost in order to situate a criticism that can 
be formulated altogether independently of Marx. So don't be 
misled by the /or1" my criticism takes. 

Very schematically, to adopt the terms Levi-Strauss uses when 
he calls himself a Marxist and claims to be producing a theory of 
ideology (he sometimes stretches the term to take in the 'super
structure' or 'superstructures' in general), I would say that Levi
Strauss's thought is 

1. formal; and 
2. misses its object; 
3. w11ich means that there is a serious defect in the formalism 

of his thought. 

These are necessary distinctions, because I would not for a 
moment consider criticizing anyone's thinking for being formal, 
or, more precisely, for bearing on forms and seeking to /ormaliztl 
as fully as possible, the concepts in which it thinks those foI1Jl.S· 
Any body of thought qualifying as knowledge thinks in terms of 
forms, that is, relationships which combine determinate elements. 
If Marx ranked Aristotle as high as he tells us he does in Capitall 
it is because Aristotle is the thinker of forms par excellence, and of 
form in general. Marx, too, repeatedly called himself a thinker 
and 'developer' (a barbarism, but Jim taking short cuts) of fo~· 
And nothing prevents the thought of forms (which is scientific 
thought itself) from rising one level higher than that of the fotJ1lS 
it brings to light, and thinking the (theoretical) form of existence, 
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bination, of these forms: it is then that thought becomes 
of CO~zing thought, and rightly so. There are not only partial 
fo[1llal~zatiOns in Capital, but also all the prerequisites for a 
fo[1llal~zed theory of modes of production in general, together 
fo~a II their internal forms of articulation (on this crucial point, 
\'/1t B~libar's text in Reading [Capital] II, a text of the greatest 
~ rtance). Don't be misled on this point either. I'm not criticiz
~mpoLevi-Strauss for formalism in general, but for tile wrong kind 
U1g 
of formalism. . . 

That said, let us go mto detail. 
Levi-Strauss hasn't the slightest idea what a mode of production 

. He is unfamiliar with Marx's thought. The first result of this 
IS. 
ignorance is that he conceives the 'primitive societies' he deals 
with (and practically, or in any case originally, he deals only with 
thettl - 'originally' means that when he talks about non-primitive 
societies, all he does is transfer to non-primitive societies the 
categories and results of his work on primitive societies, that 
much is plain) - the first result of this ignorance is that he 
conceives the phenomena of the 'primitive societies' he deals 
with in the basic, classical categories of ethnology, without 
criticizing those categories. The fundamental source of ethnologi
cal prejudices, and thus of ethnological ideology, consists, basi
cally, in the belief that 'primitive' societies are of a very special 
sort that sets them apart from others and prevents us from 
applying to them the categories, particularly the Marxist categor
ies, in which we can think the others- Basically, in the ethnologi
cal ideology of 'primitive societies', we find, besides this notion 
of the irreducible specificity of the nature of these societies and 
t~e phenomena peculiar to them, the notion that they are prirni
~'V~ not only in a relative, but also in an absolute sense: in 
P~l11itive SOCiety', the word primitive always more or less means 
-r ?r the ethnological ideologue and for Levi-Strauss as well (see 

rzstes t . o '. ropzques and his lecture at the College [de France])3 -
:r'~I.nQry. Not only are primitive societies primitive, they are also 
a ~gl~ry: they contain the truth in empirical, perceptible form, 
co~\ that. i~ ~asked and alienated today, in our non-primitive, 
(lev~~;X' CIVlhzed, etc., societies. This is Rousseau's old myth 
Rou~ trauss often refers to it, taking only this myth from 
Rous seau, although there are so many other things of genius in 

seau), resuscitated by the bad conscience of the ethnologists, 
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those sons of the colonial conquest who, to assuage their b 
consciences, discover that the primitives are 'human beings. lid 
the dawn of human civilization, and then cultivate their ~ ill 
ship (see Levi-Strauss's evocations of the friendships that spranQ. 
up between him and his primitives). I know that all this rna g 
seem 'facile', but that's how it is: the difficult thing is to see wh1' 
the consequences of this 'facileness' are. t 

The basic consequence of the fact that Levi-Strauss rnakes 
things easy for himself - by omitting to call the very foundati01!s 
of ethnological ideology into question, and so succumbing to it 
in his tum - is that he is prevented from attending to the essence 
of what Marx says. If we really read and listen to Marx, we have 
no choice but to draw the following conclusions: 

1. there are no 'primitive societies' (this is not a scientific 
concept); there are, however, 'social formations' (a scientific 
concept) which we can provisionally call primitive, in a 
sense wholly uncontaminated by the idea of origin (of pure, 
nascent civilization, of the truth of transparent, pure, native 
human relations, and so on); 

2. like any other social jornlatioll, a primitive social formation 
comprises a structure that can be thought only with the 
help of the concept of mode of production, and all the 
subordinate concepts implied by it and contained in it (i.e. a 
mode of production consists of an economic base, a legal
political superstructure, and an ideological superstructure); 

3. like any other social formation, a primitive social formation 
possesses a structure that results from the combination ot 
at least two distinct modes of production, one dominant and 
the other subordinate (for example, hunting and cattle
raising, hunting and farming of such-and-such a typfl 
hunting and gathering, gathering and fishing, or faraunS 
and gathering and hunting or cattle-raising, etc.);" 

4. as in any other social formation, this combination of twO or 
more modes of production (one of which dominateS me 
other or others) produces specific effects that accoUIlt ~ 
the concrete form taken by the legal-political and ideo10lge 
cal superstructures. The effects of the dominance of o~ 
mode of production over the other or others often prod1l . 

paradoxical effects at the level of superstructural fott¢' 
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rti ularly of the ideological superstructure, the only 
pa ~5trUctural form Levi-Strauss ever really considers. By 
s;te I mean that every mode of production necessarily 
~ l ces the existence of the (superstructural) instances that 
tn ~ificallY [en propre] correspond to it, and that the hierar
~t:cal combination of .~v~ral modes of produ~tion, each 
. ducing its own specIfic mstances, produces as Its actually 
~isting result a combination of different (superstructural) 
~nstances induced by the different modes of production 
~hich are combined in a given social formation. It follows 
that the superstructural instances that actually exist in this 
particular social formation have forms that are intelligible 
only as the specific combination of the instances induced by 
the different modes of production involved (combined in 
the social formation under consideration) and by the effects 
of the dominance of one over the others. This effect of 
dominance can be paradoxical: this means, as history shows 
us time and again, that a mode of production which is 
dominant (economically speaking) can nevertheless exist in 
a social formation under the dominance of superstructural 
instances that derive from some other, subordinate mode of 
production. (For example, the form of the Prussian state in 
the mid-nineteenth century was induced by the feudal mode 
of production, which was none the less subordinate to the 
capitalist mode of production in the Prussian social forma
tion: what dominated in the superstructure was a form of 
state corresponding to the feudal mode of production, 
which was nevertheless dominated in the economy by the 
cap.italist mode of production.) It is these cross-effects 
~hich account, even in 'primitive' societies, for ideological 
diffe;ences (in the structure of ideologies; differences that 
~Vl-Strauss quite simply associates with purely possible 
~rmal Variations, that is, with the merely logical categories 

o OPposition, substitution, etc., without once pausing to 
~onder about the reasons for these substitution[sJ, vari
a ~ns, etc., precisely because he does not know what a 
~al formation or a mode of a production or the combi
~t on of modes of production and their superstructural 

5 ances is) . 
. If thi . 

S IS so, then we are no longer entitled to use the 
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concept of anthropology, as Levi-Strauss does in the wake 
all other ethnologists. There can be no such thing as an~ 
pology. It is a concept which simply sums up ethnologi 
ideology (see my remarks above) in the illusory belief th: 
the object of ethnology is constituted by phenomena diffe t 
ent from those studied by the science of history (of ~ 
formations, of whatever kind). That Levi-Strauss calls hUn. 
self an anthropologist gives him his membership card in 
ethnological ideology, and, at the same time, a theoretical 
programme: a claim to forging the specific concepts appro.. 
priate to the unique (and exemplary) reality called a Primi .. 
tive [prinlitij] society, and a claim to forging, with these 
concepts, concepts that are primordial [primitij] (that is, 
originary) with respect to all the others with whose help We 

think the reality of other 'social formations' - Marxist 
concepts in particular. 

(What I have just laid out for you concerning 'primitive 
social formations', modes of production, their necessary coexis
tence and combination in any social formation, the effects 
induced by each mode of production and, lastly, the combi
nation of the effects induced by each mode of production on 
their superstructurallevels, together with the possibly paradox
ical effects of this combination - none of this, if I may be 
permitted to say so, is for sale in the shops. These are ideas that 
we have drawn, that I have drawn, from our studies of Marx· 
They are, in and of themselves, a small 'discovery' that] will 
present in my book.5 In particular, the conclusions about 
anthropology that we derive from this are of very great theoret
ical, and therefore, indirectly, ideological, and of course political 
consequence. You can see, too, that this gives us, for the firSt 
time, something with which we can think what transpires at the 
level of the forms of the superstructure, especially their o~ 
paradoxical forms, not just at the level of the state or the poJj~ 
ical in general - the political does not always take the fo~ 0 

the state! - but also at the level of the forms of the ideologtcal· 
This has certain major political consequences.) 

My basic criticism of Levi-Strauss is that he d~s ~ 
ideological and aspires to provide a theory of it without knoVJlns 
what it is or being able to say what it is. 
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sequences of this are incalculable, if you recall that 110t 
The con I . I' t b· ·th kn· . what the ideo ogzca IS means, 0 egm WI ,not owmg 

/(110Wmg ocial formation is, or what a mode of production is, or 
what ah

s instances (economic, political, ideological) of a mode of 
what t :on are, or what their combination (primary, secondary) 
produc 
is and soon. del ·d ·fi bl · L' - S I 

J Th e consequences are rea 1 y 1 enti a e m eVl- trauss s 
es · h . b"d h II ry Let me mention t e most lmportant, est es t ose ve 

theo . 
already pointed out. 

1. When Levi-Strauss analyses the structure or structures of 
kinship relations, what he fails to say is that if kinship relations 

lay so important a role in primi~ve societies,. this is. precisely 
~ause they play the role of relatIOns of productIon - relations of 
production that are intelligible only as a function of the modes of 
production whose relations of production they are (and as a 
function of the combination of these modes of production)_ As a 
result, in Levi-Strauss, kinship relations are Ileft hanging in the 
air' They depend, when one reads his texts, on two different 
conditions; he shifts constantly back and forth between them. 
Either they depend on a formal condition (the effect of a formal 
combinatory that depends, in the final analysis, on the 'human 
spirit', the 'structure of the human spirit', and ultimately the. . 
'bram'6 - this is Levi-Strauss's 'materialist' side, which combines 
a binary linguistic approach with a cybernetic conception of the 
human brain, and so on; you get the picture), which is, ulti
ma~ely, a logical 'principle' or a brute material reality (Boolean 
lo~c as revised by binary linguists, or the physiology of the 
~m: · .) 'incarnated' in kinship structures. Or, on the contrary, 

~lP structures depend in Levi-Strauss on another, purely 
~"ChOnalist condition that can be summed up as follows: if 
~~~ rules governing marriage, and so forth, exist in primitive 
(AC: es,. it is.so that these societies can live, survive, and so on. 
SCious,Ctio~ahst biologist subjectivism: there is a 'social uncon
that' ~~~h ensures, exactly as an acute intelligence would, 
survi~runltive SOCiety' possesses the means it needs to live and 
the th e. lust as one must criticize this functionalism, which, on 
that c~O~etical plane, invariably takes the form of a subjectivism 
endow~ ers. up~n 'society' the form of existence of a subject 

With Intentions and goals, so one must criticize and 
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reject the concept of the unconscious, its indispensable correiati 
of which Levi-Strauss is conlpelled to make liberal use. I w 'Ie, 
go so far as to say that the concept of the unconscious is no ~ 
scientific a concept in psychoanalysis than in sociology art 
anthropology or history: you see how far I am prepared to ~ 
In short, because Levi-Strauss does not know that kinship s:':')' 
tures play the role of relations of production in primitive s~ 
formations (for he does not know what relations of production 
are, since he does not know what a social formation Or a mOde 
of production is, and so on), he is compelled to think them either 
in relation to the 'human spirit' or the 'brain' and their cOIlUnon 
(binary) formal principle, or else in relation to a social uncon
scious that accomplishes the functions necessary to the surviVal 
of a society. 

One of the most spectacular consequences of his theory is that 
it leaves him utterly incapable of accounting for the fact that 
kinship structures in primitive societies are not always and 
everywhere the same, but exhibit significant variations. For him, 
these variations are merely the variations of a purely formal _ 
of combination - which is simply tautological and explains 
nothing. When you grant yourself a mode of combination that 
allows for an infinity of possible forms in its combinatory matrix, 
the relevant question is not whether the possibility of such-and
such a real phenomenon (such-and-such an observable kinship 
structure) is from the outset already included among the vari
ations of the combinatory (for that is tautological, and consists 
in establishing that what is real was possible). The pertinent 
question is, rather, the following: why is it this possibility and not 
another which has come about, and is therefore real? 

But Levi-Strauss never answers this question, because he never 
asks it. It is entirely beyond the confines of his theoretical 
horizon, of the field delimited by his basic concepts. He takeS; 
on the one hand, the real as he observes it and, on the oth~r, ; 
possibilities that he has generated with his type of untve J 
combinatory: when he comes up against a real, the whO,e 
problem consists, for him, in constructing the possibility of ~ 
real, setting out from the play of the combinatory. Yet it is f\~ 
by producing the possibility of an existing real that you ret'~11 
it intelligible but, rather, by producing the concept of its necCSS',J 
(this particular possibility and not another). To understand a re 
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is not, I would say, a matter of producing the 
pltenotnen~n possibility (that is still classical philosophical ideol
cO/Jeept of It:cal juridical operation that I denounce in the ?reface 
og'f' the. tyP[Capital] I; it 1S, rather, a matter of produang the 
to Readm;f its necessity. That Levi-Strauss'~ formalis~ is t.he 
concept t of formalism can be seen, now, m connection Wlth 
atrollg soY recise point: Levi-Strauss takes the formalism of 
thiS. ~l~ry f~r the formalization of necessity. 
possfbl fly . ., 

2 What I have just sa~d about. ~vI-S~auss. s .a~lyses of 
. ·h. tructures also applIes, a fortlorl and m an mfinitely more 

\dJ1S ')l~g way, to his analyses of the ideological. Yet I know that 
cornP;eople who would go along with what I say about kinship 
S::~tures would be much more reticent when it comes to 
~deology and Levi-Strauss's analysis of it. For his formalism 
~erns better adapted to his analyses of myths, since he does not 
appear to confuse. things in the case of myths the way he d.oes ~ 
the case of kinship structures. If he doesn't know that kinship 
structures function as relations of production (that is why they 
display the observable structures, structures that disappeared in 
our societies once relations of production were no longer conflated 
witiz kinship structures) - if, that is, Levi-Strauss is wrong about 
the nature and role of kinship structures - he seems, on the other 
hand, to be right about myths, because he takes them for what 
they are: myths, forms of the ideological. He himself says that they 
are forms of the ideological! He appears to have going for him, 
then,. the fact that his object is a real one, and that he has found 
th~ nght name for it. Unfortunately, a name is not ipso facto a 
SCle tifi 1 .n c concept. As Levi-Strauss does not know what the ideo-
s~g,cal is (although he says he is dealing with the ideological), 
c nee he does not know what the ideological level is in the 

thomplex articulation of a mode of production and, Q fiortiori, in 
e Comb' . 

SOcial f tna~on of several modes of production within one 
the °d ormation, he falls back - instead of giving us a theory of 

1 eologic I th ° • • l1ecessit . a,. at IS, mstead of producmg the concept of the 
ternpta~ of Its differential forms - on the procedure and ideological 
tures. lho~ that worked (so well!) in the case of kinship struc
ical' proc~~ why ~e find him going through the same 'theoret
to TJossibil't' re again. He traces the forms of the ideological back 

I res constructed on the basis of a combinatory (with its 
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classical, ultimately binary procedures); the combinatory itself. 
in tum traced back either to a 'faculty' of the human sPirit ~ 
this combinatory were one of its effects, or, when hop~ ~_If 
within him (or begins to stir again), to . the brain! Rather ~ 
retreating, then, he forges ahead under the banner of the 'N~ 
sort of formalization (once again, that of the possible, a fo ~ 
zation that is fundamentally ideological). Either the same ~ 
are identified as homologous with other existin? forms (by \TUtu 
of the 'Virtues' of the procedures of the combmatory), the f~ 
of kinship or economic or linguistic exchange; or they are 
ultimately identified with certain 'economistic' factors ('mode of 
life', 'geographical conditions't etc.) which Levi-Strauss takes for 
the equivalent of a Marxist theory of the economic level of a 
mode of production, whose conceptual existence he knows 
nothing about. Here too, the 'sticking-point' for Levi-Strauss is 
that he is absolutely incapable of accounting for the real diversity 
of the existence of a given form of the ideological in a given 
primitive social formation: he only ever accounts for the possible, 
and once he has produced the concept of pOSSibility, he assumes 
that he need no longer worry about the concept of necessity, to 
which he is royally indifferent. 

I do not say that it is easy to see one's way clearly in all of 
this. In particular, it does not work very well at aU simply to 
take for good coin the handful of Marxist concepts circulating in 
the market, and then try to 'apply' them as found to so-called 
'primitive' societies. But Marx explains at sufficient length that 
the laws governing the mechanism of a social formation vary.as 
a function of the structure of this social formation; this implies 
that one has to produce the concepts required to account for the 
specific social formations known as primitive social formati~ns. 
When we observe them, we discover that while, in prinC1P~e, 
things function in accordance with the same laws of necessi~ 
primitive social formations, they take different forms. We . tI 
cover, for instance, that thefunction of the relations of prodU~~ 
is not accomplished by the same 'elements' in primitive soctebtJ!e 
as in ours; that the political, the ideolOgical and, in generaL y 
instances do not take the same form or, consequently, oC~, 
exactly the same fields as they do in our societies, but, ra cP' 
include other elements, relations, and forms. These differel1 
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intelligible only on the basis of Marx's fundamental 
howev~r, ~:~ncepts (soci~l formation, m.ode of production, etc.), 
theOrebca iate differential forms of whIch have to be produced 
the apP;:?:hanisms of primitive social formations are to be 
jf the d intelligible. 
render;uld say, then, that .the whole of Levi-S~au~'~ tho~ght, 

.1 ~ merits as well as Its defects, becomes mtelligtble If we 
with Its from his misunderstanding of Marx; not because Marx is 
set OU~ut because Marx thought the very object that Levi-Strauss 
Marx, ts himself from thinking when he sets out to think it (and 
preven .. 
affirms that he thm~ It). . . . 

Levi-Strauss fUrnIshes very good descrzptlons of certam mecha-
nisms (kinship structures, the forms in which one myth is trans
formed into another, and so forth), but he never knows what the 
object whose mechanism he is describing is, because what makes 
it possible to define this objec~ in the. exis~g science (M~rx's 
concepts) is a dead letter for him. He IS talking about relations 
of production when he describes kinship structures, but is 
unaware that he is talking about relations of production. When 
he talks about myths, he is talking about an instance (the result 
of a complex and often paradoxical combination) that takes its 
place in a social formation structured by a combination of modes 
of production, but he is unaware that he is talking about this 
determinate, real, necessary instance: he thinks he is talking 
about the human spirit! This profound 'blunder' has very serious 
consequences. The most serious is that Levi-Strauss is forced to . 
mvent an object out of whole cloth (or, rather, to scavenge it from 
~e most vulgar ideology, where it has been lying around for 
d.ousands of years of religion) - ostensibly the object of his 
~~ourse: the 'human spirit'! The other consequences are no less 
co~ob~s:. this 'human spirit' is endowed with the 'faculty' of 
spi "tlnlng Possibilities, in binary fashion (either this human 

n or the ~ .,) . Produ ti . . uraln , WIth the result that, for Levi-Strauss, the 
by th C on of th~ concept of the necessity of an object is replaced 
describ: ~roduction of the concept of its pOSSibility. What he 
Cent w~th often very well) is thus associated one hundred per 
POssibil\' the mystical power of a human spirit combining 
ciistillgu; ~es and producing them as possibilities. Everything that 
thing ~ :s the reals from one another, in other words, every-

a makes for the differential necessity of existing 
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phenomena, of distinct instances - all this is glossed oVer 
that all that we encounter in the world is homologies, iso~ Sa 
phisms: words, women, goods, and so on, are all exchanged ,r. 
the same way, because they have the same 'form' (isomorp~ 
forms by virtue of their common birth: isomorphic because ~ 
are born ~f the same combinatory matrix o,f 'pure possibilities!) 
We then fmd one and the same 'human SpIrlt' everywhere; ~ 
is the proof that the 'Savage Mind' thinks,i a proof that puts 
Levi-Strauss's philosophical ignorance on display. I'll give You 
just one example for the sake of a laugh; it's worth its weight in 
gold. Levi-Strauss has taken it into his head that, in certain 
respects, the Isavage mind' is far in advance of the 'non-savage' 
mind - for example, when it comes to conceiving 'secondary 
qualities', individuaisl singularity, and so forth.H This is practi
cally Bergson! It is an ideological myth in the true sense. It 
would be easy to show that modem scientific thought sets out to 
think singularity, not only in history (Marx and Lenin: 'the soul 
of Marxism is the concrete analysis of a concrete situation') and 
psychoanalysis, but also in physics, chemistry, biology, and so 
on. The one little problem (for Bergson and Levi-Strauss!!) is that 
it is possible to think the singular and concrete only in concepts 
(which are thus 'abstract' and 'general'); but that is the very 
condition for thinking the singular, since there can be no thinking 
without concepts (which are, consequently, abstract and 'gen
eral'). Philosophers such as Spinoza (the 'singular essences') and 
Leibniz did not wait until our day to assign the non-savage 
mind the task of thinking singularity (that is, to register the 
reality of modem science in philosophy)!! Of course, Levi-StraUSS 
is unaware of this; he prides himself on having revealed to the 
world that modem science, too, is in the process of graduallY 
drawing closer to the savage mind and thinking the singular, 
when it has been doing so from the very beginning of its existence· 
It as if he were to reveal that we shall, at last, begin inching our 
way down the path that will lead to the discovery of America ~ 
which was, alas, for better or for worsel discovered a very long 
time ago. 

Of course, the critique I have just outlined, like any critiQ\1e; 
is to some extent unjust, because it is one-sided. I have said tita 
Levi-Strauss describes certain mechanisms very well indeed. It o~ 
happens that, in describing something, he goes beyond deSCflJT 
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. ·s especially true of his studies of kinship structures, 
tioo: thIS·1

11 endure as an important discovery. His analyses of 
which ~1 0 sometimes contain things of great value. And the fact 
nlyth~ a :hat he is a thinker with a concern for rigour who knows 
retIlalns·entific work is. In short, I would have to rectify and 
what 5C~y criticism with all sorts of qualifications to make it 
tetIlpe~le But I do not think that the points I have just developed 
eqUl: left out of a just [juste] evaluation of Levi-Strauss's work. 
can ~f some of my formulations are too hasty, I believe that 
Even 1 . • • 

are 071 the 11lark [tollchent Jltste]: they touch on the precise 
th~Y t that distinguishes us from Levi-Strauss himself and, a 
pom '1- , 
forHori, from all the structura Ists 

Notes 

1. See especially Claude L~vi-Strauss, Structural A"thropology, trans. 
Monique Layton, Chicago, 1983. 

2. See the Editor's Introduction above. 
3. The 5 January 1960 inaugural lecture that Levi-Strauss delivered after 

being appointed to the newly created Chair of Social Anthropology at the 
College de France. See Levi-Strauss, 'The Scope of Anthropology', Struc
trlral Anthropology II, trans. Monique Layton, Harmondsworth, 1976, 
pp. 3-32. (Trans.] 

4. Althusser asked a secretary at the Ecole nonnale sup~rieure to type out 
an extract from a letter written by Emmanuel Terray in which Terray 
c~mments on this paragraph in particular. While indicating his agreement 
WIth ~Ithusser's basic argument, Terray insists that the examples Althus-
ser gives leave something to be desired, for they can lead to confusion 
betw~en. a "mode of production' and a 'sphere of production': hunting 
~nd fishing are not, in themselves, modes of production. The original 

5 etter has not been preserved . 
. Al~hUsser is probably referring to one of his unfinished works on the 
:lon of th~ry and practice, which originated in a mimeographed text, 

6 Se unpubhshed in French, dated 20 April 19651 ,url'P'fF' . ~. ~4!~~ example, Claude levi-Strauss, The SallQge Mind, Chicago, 1966, 

!~:a~he~atiCal thought .at any ra~. reflects the free functioning of the 
reI ti [I esprIt llllmarn[, that IS, the activity of the cells of the cerebral cortex, 
owa ~ely emanCipated from any external constraint and obeying only its 
Us ~ a\vs .. As the mind too is a thingl the functioning of this thing teaches 

rnethmg about the nature of things. 
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7 'La denrO'lstratiolt de La Pensee sauvage': LA Pel1see sauvage is the French ~ 
of the book that appeared in English under the title The Savage Af 
[Trails.] bIG, 

8. See in particular ibid., p. 22: 

Physics and chemistry are already striving to become qualitative a . 
that is, to account also for secondary qualities which when they have::; 
explained will in their tum become means of explanation. And bio~ 
may perhaps be marking time waiting for this before it can itself explaift 
life. 
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Three Notes on the 
Theory of Discourses 

(1966) 

A1tltusser delivered his 26 June 1966 lecture 'The Philosophical Con
juncture and Marxist Theoretical Research' with two objectives in 
~nind: to assess, some eight months after the publication of For Marx 
and Reading Capitat the prevailing theoretical conjuncture, and to 
lay the groundwork for the organization of a broad national structure 
in W11ich it would be possible to carry out collective theoretical work. 
In November, he drw up a text he called 'Circular No.1', and had it 
typed. The stated purpose of this circular was 'to organize this collective 
work': it called for the 1ormation afTheoretical Work Groups' through
out France. These were to be based on the following principle: 'We 
believe that a Theoretical Work Group, at least given the present state 
of philosophical and epistemological problems, cannot be straightfor
wardly organized on the basis of the existing II disciplines ", that is, on 
t/I~ basis of divisions that in many cases must rather be criticized and 
rh:cted. Today most of the decisive theoretical problems, at least in 
: 1~~oPhy and the "Human Sciences", are obfuscated by "disciplin
e 1 dIVisions and their effects. We therefore propose that the Theoreti
.. ~ t W?r~ Group be organized around, not a diScipline or th: erdl~Ctplinary theme", but a theoretical object, a fundamental 
Of sorehcal problem which, while it may well touch on the domains 
any ev;~~1 existing diSciplines, will not necessarily appear in person in 
Alth~ ~em, whether in its content or the form of its theoretical object. ' 
i2ed ~ hthe organization envisaged in this 'circular' never material
hitn~elf. ~T usser did indeed create a co~lective r;'0rk ~oup around 
stQge in . 1zr~e Notes on the Theory of Dzscourses constztutes the first 

Its hlstory. 
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In a letter preserved in his files , dated 7 October 1966 and add 
to· Alain Badiou, Etienne Balibar, Yves Duroux and Pierre !\.fa ,.~ 
Althusser outlined his conception of the work that he prOp:he,,~, 
undertake witlt them. He began by noting that the object was to: ~ 
a 'work of Philosophy (Elements of Dialectical Materialism) fJu,~ 
will publish collectively, say, a year from now, or, at the latest ~fIrr 
year and a half' - a work which, he added in a 14 October let~ III Q 

Balibar, in an explicit reference to Spinoza, was to be 'a true ~ tc 
philosoplzy that can stand as our Ethics' He went on to define thelci OJ 

of research that he had in mind. 'At the present stage,' he wrote, 'f~ 
collective work should be carried out in written form, via an exchan 
of research notes drawn up btJ each of us and distributed to alll 
collaborators.' 'So as to avoid provoking reactions from certain overse,.. 
sitive people,' he added, 'it should be a matter of strict agreement 
among us that we will maintain the most complete secrecy about 
our agreement, that is, our project, our collective work and its organi. 
zational forms. I want a formal comnlitment from you on this poi,.,. 
You can easily see why.' He further explained what he meant by 
Iresearch notes': lit should be understood that these are research notesl 

that is, essays, tentative approaches, reflections that involve theoretial 
risks of error and invite corrections and criticism. Thus we should not 
be at all afraid to engage il1 attempts that may go awry, or put forward 
hypotheses thnt may be risky and have to be rejected or put to rights.' 
Finally, Althusser insisted on what was, in his view, the basic condition 
for tile success of the project: 'everything depends on our awareness of 
tlte importa11ce of what is at stake in this undertaking; without fhllt 
there is every chance that the circuit will soon be interrupted. Each ~ 
us should pledge not to leave a Note he has received unanswered· 
Each of us should put in writing, ill a Note, thoughts and remarks M 
whatever kind) that stand in direct or indirect relation to the projectd 
Elements.' 

As is well known, the projected book never saw the light. yeti in ~ 
certain sense, it exists. In the space of two years, Althusser and h; 
collaborators exchanged more than four hundred pages of Notes. 
greatly varying lengths. And, however ambiguous the undertaking: 
given tIre institutional rank of the now internationally famous AlIh; 
ser, the facts are there for all to see: an unprecedented intellec 
adventure did indeed take place. One would be hard pressed to naJI1l 
others like it. . " 

Posted on 28 October 1966, Three Notes on the Theory of [)i$ 
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.. tl e first Note to be exchanged. It was followed, in 
courses' UI~~66~JallUary 1967, by Etien?e Bal~barrs fifty-seve~-page 
NOVet1lber Tlleory of Discourse But, since things are never szmple, 
'Note on tll~. cert~in that Althusser initially wrote his text with a 
ill( eat~l1ot iect in mi11d. As he himself says in the accompanying 
cI,l/eetIV:. pr~t Note was written 'over the mont" of September'; typed 
letter, 111!>;~ 1 it was one of the three Notes sent in a single batch to 
/1y a seerI' ~'aborators, and probably also to Michel Tort, who partici
Ids ~Ii.r ~~e organized excllange. We have, however, found an earlier 
pate. lII.ftheftrst Note in Althu.5ser'sfiles. Entitled 'On Psychoanal-
versIon OJ .. 

4" it ,vas typed by Althusser htmself and dated 13 September. 
Y~I'tSI sser sent this text to Rene Diatkine on 5 October 1966; alluding 
A 'u [. k' }' h ITh · °11 I ;s recent 'Letters to D tat lne I e says: IS text, as you Wl see, 
if I/~U have the patiroc~ (and time) to r~ad it, rectifies a n.umber of the 
tJ.cstS tllat I proposed In my letters thiS summer. In partlcular, I now 
think that what I said earlier about the universality of the Jltwo 
storevs"~ does not stand up. The "two storeys" of the economic are not 
of th~ satne nature as the "two storeys" of discourses.' 

A1tlzusser sent the sante text to Franca Madonia 011 13 September, 
along with a detailed commentary on its statu5 and stakes: 

Bear in ",ind that this lvriti,tg exercise is research in the true sense, not an 
exposition of tllings already knOlvtt. One result is that there are modifica
tions (tending towards il1creased precision) between the terminology used 
in the beginning and tJuzt used at the end. The 'thesis' defended here 
depends to a large extent on a point of theory that I've been working out for 
Q few months 11010, concerl1ing the difference between a general theory and 
tht regional theories that depend on it. The need for this distinction has 
made itse~f felt ill connection with Marx's works. Let me tell you, to give 
you the general idea, that 1 would today say that historical materialism is 
the general theory of which the theory of the capitalist mode of production l 

~; the . theory of the political and of politics or the theory of the 
l eologlca/, or the theory of the stages of the transition towards the socialist 
mode of production, or the theory of the economic instance of the capitalist 
~o~e of prodllctiOIl (which Marx explicitly discllsses in Capital), etc., are 
o~~onal theories. These regional theories are theories of a theoretical 
(t~ect a.he ~apitalist mode of production, etc.), not know/edge of real objects 
on e capztallst rnode of production is not a real object, for it exists only in 
R.: ~r ~l1othf'r historical social formation, nineteenth-century England, 
lUl;:za In 1917, France and Italy in 1966, etc.). Tlult which exists, in the 
Q c ow sense of the word 'to exist', is real objects (which I today call, using 

Otlcept of Spinoza's, 'sil1gular essences'): Ole knowledge of real objects 
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presupposes the intervention of the concepts of the general theory RPid 
regional theories involved, plus the (empirical) knowledge of the det ~ 
nate forms of existence that make for the singularity of these essences.~" 
a record of allQ[ytical practice (one or another episode of a cure as de~ 
by a psychoanalyst) presupposes - in order to be understood as s 
situated and brough~ into reiation with the mec~nism. tmz.t produces ~ 
an appeal to the regional theory of psychoanalysIs, whIch In turn ~ 
poses an appeal to the general theory. In the text I've sent you to read f~ 
emphasis is on the absolutely indispensable nature of an appeal td 'he 
general theory, and on the fact that (this is its theoretical tragedy) the 
regional theory of psychoanalysis still has no general theory at its dispos"J 
for it does not know which general theory it depends on. 1 try to ~ 
which one it depends on, and I show that this general theory is Q 

combination of two general theories, one known (historical materialism) lind 
another whose existence is as yet unsuspected, or t'ery nearly so, and in 
any case confused, eve'l today, with either linguistics or psychoQlUJJysis 
(this confusion is to be found even in Laean): the general theory of the 
signifier, which studies the lnechauisms and possible effects of every 
discourse (signifier). 

If all this is true, it should, despite its aridity, have the effect of a bomb. 
I'm going to get as many guarantees as I call by consulting a few, but only 
a very few, knowledgeable young lads before publishing it, in a form I've yet 
to decide on. For J'm advancing here in a field bristling with people packing 
pistols of every imaginable calibre; they fire without warning and without 
,nercy, and, if I don't uJatch out, I risk being shot down in cold blood.3 

Not long after producing the first text, Althusser came to the 
conclusion that certain points in it required modification. He proceeded 
to write the other two Notes, which he dated 12 October 1966, and had 
a secretary type all three. He did not modify his first Note before t1t! 
12th, but the typed version of it bears many critical comments in htS 
hand. If another passage in the letter to Madonia just quoted is to be 
believed, these emendations were made before he began to compose th! 
last two Notes: 'There are in this text not only terminological va~" 
ations, but one or two passages that contain quite a few impreciSt 
statements and are sprinkled with question marks - passages ~1rtII 
didn't stand up in my own view even as I was writing them. s,nce 
then I've refined a few ideas which can help put these passages to rights 
- but I haven't had a chance to revise my text.'4 

The very fact that the texts published here were left unfinished hl~ 
us to see a dimension of Althusser's enterprise that has been ignored~ 
misunderstood., Althusser is often accused of attempting to establ 
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. 1/ of a system. But what we find in these texts is quite the 
the 1te$e~'OllnlO'de oj thought that attends to the singularity of the 
OPposIte, ad carefully eschews, at a time when 'structuralism' was at 
:iciet1ce5 ,anarnl unification of the 'human sciences' under the hegemony 
its apo~;~heff;' 'historical mater:ialism~ and 'd!alecti~a~ ~aterialism' not 
4o"e d _ even while attempting a differential definttlOn of the status 
t'xcep~e one of them (in the present instance, psychoanalysis), We also 
(~f ((Ie 1 1.'1 tltese texts an original attempt at least to pose the question 
f '-cOl'er 
,IS tile relationship between the unconscious and ideology, If today we 
~ow - tlumks to the 'late Althusser', among others - that the problems 

poc.e are Plot always those they are capable of solving, we cannot 
1t1en v • 

pretend to believe t~at they have solved a problem SImply because they 
/rave ceased to pose It. 

Wlzat follows cO'ltains tlte whole of the text of 'Three Notes on the 
TIJeorl/ of Discourses' in the form in which it was sent to the members 
of tlze~ group mentioned above. We have supplemented this text with 
certain passages which were included in the copy that Althusser typed, 
but lollie!l were then omitted, obviously by mistake, when someone else 
retyped it. As for Althusser's handwritten addenda to the version of 
the first Note that he himself typed, they are reproduced, without 
exception, in our Notes to the text. 

Olivier Corpet and Fran~oi5 Matheron 

Cover letter 

Paris, 28 October 1966 

~~aeh to this letter, as a personal contribution to our exchange, 
f ee Notes' about the theory of discourses. 1ms text grew out 

o a reflection on the status of unconscious discourse and its 
articulation with ideological discourse. 
eh I h~ve recopied the first Note, written in September, without 

angmg anything in it. 
2 ~:ViouSly, it has been partly superseded, as appears in Notes 

3. 
(a) I b r 

'sub'eet' ~ leve that everything I have said about the place of the 
work I~ every one of the discourses must be revised, The more I 
absol on It, the more I think that the category of the subject is 

utely fundamental to ideological discourse, that it is one of 
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its central categories: it is bound up with the truth-guarantee' 
the centred, double mirror structure. 1rt 

Drawing the consequences of this 'pertinence', I do not t~ 
it is possible to talk about a 'subject' of the unconscious, althollgh 
Lacan does, or of a 'subject of science', or of a 'subject of aestheij 
discourse' - even if certain categories of the discourses in que: 
tion do bear a relation to the category of the subject, inasmUch as 
all are articulated with ideological discourse, each in a spe~t: 

. ~l.UC 

way. 
All this already provides a basis for refinements and rectifica .. 

tions, but I don't have the time to work them out right now. 
I 

others can say what they are and develop them at length, under 
more favourable conditions. 

(b) all of the last part of Note 1 has to be revised and very 
seriously modified, both because of the status it implicitly aSCribes 
to the subject of the general theory and also because of the 
General Theory which it suggests is determinant. 

Note 1 

[On Psychoanalysis] 

1. The current situation of psychoanalytic theory 

We can describe psychoanalytic theory in its current state by 
saying that, apart from a few attempts discussed below, it takes 
the form, in the best of cases, of a regional theory which lacks.8 

general theoryl although it is, in principle, the realization of thiS 
general theory. 

To approach psychoanalytic theory as a regional theory is to 
approach it as a theory, a system of theoretical concepts tha: 
makes it possible to account for the structure and functioning 0 

its object, currently known as the psychoanalytic unconscioUS· 
The unconscious is the theoretical object (or object of knowledge) 
of psychoanalytic theory (a regional theory). . t 

This theory of the unconscious, as found in Freud (the fits 
topography, the second topography) or Lacanl has, as a theorY' 
to be carefully distinguished from its application (precepts, praC
tical rules for the conduct of the cure) as well as from obset" 
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. of psychoanalytic practice (the cure), which are 
\,ahon~ lesS registered in the concepts of that theory. The con
l'Iever~ e means of which the experimental data of the cure are 
cepts hi (and manipulated) are practised concepts, not (theoreti
thol.1g thought concepts. 
cal~ concepts that are systematically thought in the regional 

h~analytic theory do not take as their object the real object 
psyc hich the practice of the cure and its observations bear, but 
onJ~retical object that allows us to think, among other things, what 
a t Ie F d' hi hink h . 5 on in the cure. reu s topograp es t t e unCOnsCIOUS 

~oegel1erall that is, provide the concepts that account not only for 
", . J • 11 · I th 1 · I' what goes on "1 t ze cure, espeCla y m pa oogtca cases-
psychoses and neuroses - but also for what goes on outside the 
cure, and elsewhere than in so-called ipathological' cases. It is no 
accident that Freud first wrote an Interpretation of Dreams, then 
went on to produce a Psychopatllology of Everyday Life and a 
theory of the Witz, or that he discussed art, religion, and so on. 
The theory of the unconscious is, in principle, the theory of all 
tile possible effects of the unconscious - in the cure, outside the 
cure, in 'pathological' as well as 'normal' cases. What character
izes it as a theory is what makes any theory a theory: it takes as 
its object not this or that real object, but an object of knowledge 
(and thus a theoretical object); it produces the knowledge of the 
(determinate) possibility of the effects, and thus of the possible 
effects of this object in its real forms of existenC'e~ Every theory, 
~he~, goes beyond the real object that constitutes the empirical 
pOUlt of departure' for the historical constitution of the theory 

(In Freud, this point of departure is the 'talking cure') and 
pro~uces its own theoretical object as well as knowledge of it, 
which is knowledge of the possibilities [Ies possibles] of this object, 
~? . the forms of existence in which these determinate possi-

I ~ties ~re realized, that is, exist as real objects. 
d n ~his perspective, we may say that a psychoanalytic theory 
p~~ lOdeed exist, that this theory has its theoretical object and 
bil~r uce.s knowledge [connaissances], the knowledge of the possi-
~:s (m particular, the possible effects) of this object. 

regi the same time, however, we must say that this theory is a 
in po~al. theory which exhibits the peculiar feature of depending 

rmCl I 
In th P ~ on a general theory that is absent. 

e hlstory of the sciences, this situation is not unique to 
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psychoanalysis. EveryS new 'science' irrupts, when it . 
'founded', in the form of a regional theory that depends .IS 

principle on an absent general theory. This de jure dependence : 
a general theory which is absent in fact means that: tl 

• we can observe, within the regional theory itself, the 
absence of the general theory (the effects of this absence) at 
the theoretical level: for as long as the general theory is 
lacking, the regional theory strives to 'achieve closure', but 
fails to; Of, to put it in other terms, it tries to define its oWn 
object differe'1tially (in contradistinction to other theoretiCal 
objects: in the present case, those of biology, psychology, 
sociology, etc.), but fails to. This attempt and failure are the 
presence of this de facto absence of a general theory, the 
existence of which is nevertheless called for, de jure, in 
order to found these attempts; 

• we can also observe the absence of the general theory at the 
practical level. The theoretical problem of the limits, and 
thus of the differential definition of the object of psycho
analysis - a problem which, in the absence of a general 
theory, remains unsolved - produces specific effects in the 
field of technique and the field of practice. For example: if 
the psychoses can be made accessible to psychoanalytic 
technique, how should the cure of psychotics be conducted, 
and so on? For example: what is the relationship, practically 
and technically speaking, between the psychoanalytic cure 
and the psychotherapies, between psychoanalysis and psy
chosomatic medicine, and so on? For example - this is the 
most serious consequence: because of the lack of a general 
theory, we are witnessing the decline of the regional theory, 
ignorance of it as a theory, and its retreat into the elllpiri· 
cism of psychoanalytic practice or its unwarranted confla .. 
tion with other regional theories (biology, psychology, etc.) 
even at the technical level (consider the technical deviations 
of certain schools, whether Adler and Jung or the Eng)jsh 
and American schools). . 

It must, however, be pOinted out that the effects of ~ 
absence can be relatively limited, confined within limits ttl" 

• \-Ie safeguard both Freud's psychoanalytic rules (the technlq d 
of the cure) and the regional theory on which they depet1 . 
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The practice ~f many practitioners may well be t~chnically 
rrect even If they do not master, at the theoretical level, 

~e regional theory (it is enough for the~ to ma~ter it ~ i~s 
technical forms, the guarantee of effective practice) - (It IS 
nough for them to 'practise' it). By the same token, the 

;egional theory, despite the dangers just evoked, can sur
vive more or less intact in the absence of a general theory, 
the need for which nevertheless makes itself felt in principle 
in that theory's very absence. 

These are the features which define the situation of psycho
analytic practice and psychoanalytic theory today. We find either 
practitioners who 'practise' ~e regional theory . (and whose 
practice is correct, whatever Ideas about the regIonal the 0 ry, 
correct or not, they may have in their heads); or practitioners 
who do not practise it (but, rather, practise a false theory); Of, 

again, psychoanalysts who master the regional theory theoreti
cally (and who, at the same time, can simultaneously - this is not 
inconceivable - 'practise' it badly). In the immense majority of 
cases, psychoanalysis does not go beyond the regional theory. 

Tile fact that psychoanalysis does not have a general theory at its 
disposal, only a practice or a regional theory, confers a very 
peculiar status upon it: it is not in a position to provide objective 
proof of its scientificity - that is to say, it is not in a position 
differentially to define (or locate) its theoretical object in the field 
of theoretical objectivity (a field constituted by the differential 
relations of the different theoretical objects in existence). Indeed, 
the. only possible way to provide proof of the scientificity of a 
reg.lonal theory is point to the differential articulation which 
aS~l~S that regional theory its place in the articulated field of 
:Sting t~eoretical. obj.ects. The ~eneral theory. alone can fu~ 
't s ~ction, by thinking the object of the [regIOnal]6 theory m 
1 s a~culated relationship with the other objects whose system 
constitutes the existing field of scientific objectivity~ 

2. The question of the general theory 
Cert . 
res ~In a~thors have attempted to answer this question, to 
thea Ve thiS problem, with varying degrees of success; some of 

se attempts have proven aberrant, others interesting. 
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The aberrant attempts: these are, in their way, manifestatj 
of the. existence of the problem, in the very form of th~ 
aberration. eir 

Let us mention the biologistic attempt, the psychologisij 
attempt, the ethologistic attempt, the sodologistic attempt, ~ 
philosophical attempt. These attempts are distinguished by th . 
reductive character: in setting out (or not) to think the differen e.r 
between the theoretical object of psychoanalysis (the uncO: 
sdous) and some other theoretical object (that of biOlogy, PSy. 
chology, philosophy, etc.), they in fact reduce the object of 
psychoanalysis to the object of these other disciplines. 

The interesting attempts: Freud's own, and, today, Lacan's. 
We find in Freud (in the meta psychological essays, Three 

Essays on Sexuality, and also in Totem and Taboo or 'The Future of 
an Illusion') an attempt to situate the object of psychoanalysis 
with respect to other objects belonging to existing diSCiplines. 
The interest of Freud's attempts lies in the fact that they are not 
reductive but, rather, differential (consider the theory of the drives 
in its differential relation with the theory of the instincts). One 
may say that the existence of these attempts and their differentisl 
character are proof that Freud was aware, very keenly aware, of 
the need to think the theoretical object of psychoanalysis within 
the limits of the field of scientific objectivity. His constant refer
ences to science, scientific objectivity, and the various sciences 
already in existence, including the myths in which he anticipated 
the future theoretical'solution' of the problems of psychoanalytic 
theory that would result from the development of some other 
discipline - all this offers direct and indirect evidence (right 
down to certain myths) of Freud's recognition of the need for a 
general theory. Once again, what is remarkable here, in th~ 
absence of the theoretical conditions that would have made It 
possible to constitute this general theory (we are quite possiblY 
still at the same stage)J is the fact that, even when he had to 
borrow certain of his concepts from some other discipline (irOO1 

the sciences, or even from a certain philosophy) in order ~ 
outline this general theory, Freud always conceived it as it' 
principle distinct from the regional theories from which }te 

borrowed. He never lapsed into a biological general theory, a 
psychological general theory, or a philosophical general theo~ 
Whence the paradox of his attempt: he had to sketch the broS 
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. . f a general theory that intended to be a general theory 
oJ.ltbne 0 as its function was concerned, and did not intend to be 
in ~ fa:a far as its content was concerned. Freud reproduced, in 
ooe lfl cal theory (the metapsychology), what might be called 
IUS genepUISOry solitude of the regional theory, which it is the 
the CO~ a general theory, precisely, to eliminate. To say that 
efteC~t~ general theory reproduced his regional theory means 
freu the concepts of the general theory are just as 'isolated' as his 
tha~ nal theory: instead of furnishing the differential link 
re:een his regional theory and other regional theories, instead 
~ serving as general co~ce~ts th~t would m~ke possible several 
d'fferent regional theones, IncludIng the regIonal theory of psy
c~oanalysis, they express a (hollow) claim to generality rather 
than the reality of this generality in its true, concrete role. These 
concepts reproduce the concepts of the regional theory; they are 
nothing but replicas of it cast in the form of generality - when 
they are not simply concepts of the regional theory decked out 
with a nante that assigns them a function in the general theory, a 
function of which this name is not the concept. A single example 
will suffice to illustrate this point: the concept of the death instinct 
(opposed to the Libido) actually belongs to the regional theory; 
by dint of its nan-Ie, however, it is charged with functions in the 
general theory.7 Yet its name does not transform the regional 
concept into a general concept: its name is a programme that 
does nothing more than delimit a function in its very absence. 

Lacan's attempt very lucidly takes up what is best in Freud's~ 
The labour of conceptual denomination that Lacan has carried 
~ut. on the concepts of Freud's regional theory goes beyond the 
houts of the regional theory. This rectified terminology, rendered 
systematic and coherent, is one from which Lacan has drawn 

tehxtremely far-reaching theoretical effects (within the regional 
eory) °t' of ; 1 IS an elaboration that could not have been conceived 

a and realized without (i) an awareness of the need to elaborate 
ge~eneral theory; (ii) a correct" conception of the nature of a 
gen era~ theory; and (iii) the beginnings of an elaboration of this 
ali" era theory. The most spectacular sign of this threefold imper
not ~~f ~hich Lacan is cognizant, is his use of linguistics. Lacan 
to Wh'Yhuercely defends the principle, found in Freud, according 
frOIll.:~ the o?ject of psychoanalysis must be differentiated 

at of bIology, psychology and philosophy (especially 
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phenomenology); over and above this defensive, negative e6 
he makes a positive effort to show, with respect to linguis~' 
both what distinguishes the (theoretical) object of psychoanaty~' 
from that of linguistics and what makes them similar. In sh SIs 
he thinks a difference not only in its negative, but also in ~, 
positive aspect; that is, he thinks a differential relation. And itl~ 
this differential relation with the object of linguistics that 5el'\r IS 

him as a fundamental principle for thinking the other differenU: 
relations: with ~he objects of biology, psychology, sociology, 
ethology and phIlosophy. 

It is certainly no theoretical accident if one specific differential 
relation (here, the one that brings the object of linguistics into a 
relation of pertinent difference with the object of psychoanalysis) 
- this relation and no other - turns out to be the right principle 
for bringing out the other differential relations. If this differential 
relation plays this privileged role, it is because it commands the 
others, at least in the present state of thought on the subject. It 
should be added that we can discern, thanks to one of its effects 
(which is usually completely ignored), the function 'genenl 
theory' which is fulfilled by the recourse to linguistics in the 
conceptual elaboration of the concepts of the regional theory of 
psychoanalysis: for Lacan is led to clarify not only the theoretical 
concepts of the regional theory of psychoanalysis, but also 
certain theoretical concepts of the regional theory of linguistics 
itself. What we see here is a specific effect of any general theory: 
whenever it clarifies a given regional theory about itself, helping 
it to formulate and rectify its concepts, it necessarily has theSQmt 
effect of rectification-reclassification on the concepts of the other 
regional theory brought into play in this operation of differential 
definition. The linguists have perhaps not yet realized what they 
owe, in their own discipline, to an undertaking that apparen~ 
has no bearing on it. Yet what we see here is a standard effect 0 

any general theory: in setting out to develop one regional theory 
by confronting it with another, it rectifies-reclassifies the c~n· 
cepts that it brings to bear (the concepts of the regional theort: J 

not only in the theory that is to be rectified, but also in ~ 
theory that does the rectifying; not only in the theory wor}( 
on, but also in the theory that is put to work. . .ts 

However, this effect brings a rather severe disadvantag~ jJ1 ~f 
wake if one fails to see that it is a question of the elaboratiotl 
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al theory, if one believes that what is involved is simply 
a ~nerl theories and their simple confrontation (as if everything 
reglon:aking place between two regional theories, without the 
~ere ention of a third element, which, precisely, is not located 
U'\te; same level, in other words, is not regional, but is a theory 
a~ t ~ompletely different kind, since what is involved is a third 
o a ent precisely the general theory). If this is not clear, and 
e:e~IY ~onceived, one can be misled into thinking that what 
c eaurs in this confrontation is wholly due to one of the two 
oe;onal theories. One might suppose that it is psychoanalysis 
re hich holds the keys to linguistics, or the other way round; one 
~ght suppose that one regional theory (that of psychoanalysis 
or linguistics) is the general theory of the other. This misperception 
will then give rise to an ideology that is either linguistic or 
psychoanalytic (as occurs frequently, because this is hard to 
avoid); it will lead one to say (and, worse, to think) that, for 
instance, linguistics is the mother-discipline of the human sci
ences, .or that psychoanalysis is. 

Despite all the precautions Lacan has taken, one cannot say 
that he - or, in any case, some of his disCiples - is not tempted 
by this ideological misperception. Witness, for instance, the issue 
of La Psycha11alyse on 'Psychoanalysis and the Human Sciences,'9 
and the positions Lacan has taken [vis-a-vis] the work of Levi
Strauss, as well as certain themes that he develops in discussing 
the history of the Sciences [and] Descartes, or the (highly 
ambiguous) use to which he puts the thought of certain philoso
phers (Plato, Hegel, Heidegger). It is quite striking that the use 
to which Lacan puts linguistics in elaborating the concepts of the 
psyc~oanalytic regional theory is totally exempt from the effects 
of nusperception which haunt these examples. This tends to 
pr~ve that the general theory towards which Lacan is workin~ 
:' for the elaboration of which he provides certain basic 
Siernents, is not perfectly situated in its status of general theory, 
o:c~ for example, what Lacan withholds from linguistics with 
Str: and~ Whenever he deals with it explicitly, he grants Levi
it is u~ ~Ith the other, and, as it were, surreptitiously - although 
field ? VIOUS that Levi-Strauss imports linguistics into his own 
what' an extremely summary, non-critical way that has nothing 
laca:ever. to do with the kind of 'importation' that we find in 

(which is, precisely, critical, differential importation). 
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Although Lacan treats the relations between linguistics 
psychoanalysis in a way that is epistemologically correct ~ 
assigns the (incorrect) use of linguistics by Levi-Strauss the ;: 
and responsibility of 'mediating' the relationship between l 
choanalysis and the other Human Sciences. Psy. 

This entails the following ambiguity: either linguistics is tit 
general theory of the Human Sciences, or psychoanalysis (~ 
to linguistics, which it is supposed to have brought back to'ts 
origins) is the general theory of the Human Sciences. The e~. 
ence and perpetuation of this ambiguity, whose effects are visibl 
(the relations of psychoanalysis or linguistics to the Huma:; 
Sciences), are the manifestation of the objective limits that Lacan 
has reached in his effort to elaborate a general theory, the 
necessity for which he lucidly perceives. It would be facile to 
explain these limits (and the effects of misperception to which 
they give rise) as the limits of an individual effort which, 
however brilliant it may be, is too 'caught Upl in the labour of 
regional elaboration to attend as closely as it should to the 
labour of general elaboration whose absolute necessity Lacan 
nevertheless very clearly perceives. Such an explanation has to 
do with the personal history of Lacan/s investigation. We need 
to examine this matter in the light of very different principles, 
and to say that the existence of these limits is in fact the sign of 
a limitation in Lacan's conception of the nature of a general theory. 
Going beyond these limits plainly calls for something other than 
an experience that is internal to the psychoanalytic regional 
theory and the linguistic regional theory: what is required is 
general epistemological views, that is, a well-defined, correct 
philosophical conception that effectively embraces the specific 
object known as a general theory.1° Only if one has such a 
conception is one likely to take up and pursue the following lead: 
the idea that the general theory of psychoanalysis, the one which 
it requires and for which its regional theory calls, cannot. ~ 
developed solely by means of the differential 'confrontatiOn 
(and its general-theory 'effects') between the regional theory ~f 
linguistics and the regional theory of psychoanalysiS; that It 
must be developed in a very different perspective, by means of very 
different confrontations, through the intervention of very differ" 
ent regional theories and their differential relations, with the 
help of a very different reclassification which, precisely, caUS 
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O·on the objects affected by the limitation described 
ques H Sc· ioto the famous uman lences. 

above - st that we look for the general theory of psychoanalysis 
I SUgg~ich makes it possible to constitute the regional theory 

in that :iScourse of the unconscious as both a discourse and a 
o~ the se of tlte unconscious - that is, in not one but two general 
dlSCo~rs whose articulation we need to think. 
theOne I 

3. The character of the unconscious 

T determine the nature of the theoretical elements that must be 
~embled in order to constitute the general theory of psycho a

~alysis, we have to set out from the c~aracteristics o.f the object 
of the regional theory of psychoanalysIs: the unconscIous. 

It is well known that this regional theory has been developed 
on the basis of observations and experiences provided by the 
practice of the cure as well as observations provided by other 
phenomena external to the cure (the effects of the unconscious 
in "everyday' life, art, religion, and so on). 

We can characterize the unconscio'us as follows: 

(a) The unconscious is manifested, that is, exists in its effects, 
both normal and pathological: 11 these effects are discerni
ble in dreams, all the various forms of symptoms, and all 
the different kinds of 'play' (including 'wordplay'). 

(b) This manifestation is not that of an essence whose effects 
are its phenomena. That which exists is the mechanisms of 
a system that functions by producing these effects. These 
mechanisms are themselves determinate. It may be said 
that, in the narrow sense of the word I that which exists is 
the formations of the unconscious - in other words, the 
determinate systems that function by producing certain 
determinate effects. 'The unconscious' designates nothing 
other than the theoretical object which allows us to think 
the formations of the unconscious, that is, systems func-

( tioning in accordance with mechanisms producing effects. 
c) The unconscious is a structure (or system) combining 

determinate elements subject to determinate laws of com
bination and functioning in accordance with determinate 
mechanisms. 
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(d) The unconscious is a structure whose elements 
. ifi are 51gnl ers. 

(e) Inasmuch as its elements are signifiers, the laws of comb' 
nation of the unconscious and the mechanisms of .1" 

functioning depend on a general theory of the signifie/Is 
(f) Inasmuch as these signifiers are the signifiers of the uncon_ 

scious, not of some other system of signifiers (for exampl 
language [la langue], ideology, art, science, etc.), th~ 
unconscious depends12 on the general theory that allows 
us to think this specific difference. What this general 
theory is is a question we shall provisionally leave in 
abeyance, but it does not seem as if a general theory of 
the signifier can by itself produce (by deduction) the 
specific difference that distinguishes the discourse of sci ... 
ence from the discourses of ideology, art, and the uncon
scious. It should make this difference possible through the 
play of the possible variations inscribed in the theory of 
discourse - but it cannot construct it. 

(g) In order to determine which general theory will allow us 
to specify the difference that produces the characteristic 
form of the discourse of the unconscious as distinct from 
other forms of discourse, we must try to bring out this 
difference by a process of reduction, and then compare it 
to what the theory of the signifier is capable of producing 
as the required theoretical effect. 

(h) If we compare the different existing forms of discourse -
that is, the forms of unconscious discourse, ideological 
discourse, aesthetic discourse and scientific discourse
we can demonstrate the existence of a common effect: every 
discourse produces a subjectivity-effect. Every discourse has, 
as its necessary correlate, a subject, which is one of u:e 
effects, if not the major effect, of its functioning. Id,eologt
cal discourse 'produces' or 'induces' a subject-effect, ~ 
subject; so do the discourse of science, the discourse 0 

the unconscious, etc. 
(i) The theory of the production of the subjectivity-effect faIls 

within the province of the theory of the signifier. 
(j) If we compare the various subject-effects produced by the 

different forms of discourse, we observe that (i) We 
relationship these subjects bear to the discourses in qUeS-
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(on is not the same; (ii) in other words, the subject position 
'~roduced' or induced by the discourse vis-a-vis that dis
course varies. Thus the ideological subject in person forms 
part of ideological di.scour~, is. ~resent in 'pers?n in it, since 
it is itself a determmate slgrufier of this discourse. We 
observe that the subject of scientific discourse, in contrast, 
is absent in person from scientific discourse, for there is no 
signifier designating it (it is an evanescent subject which 
is inscribed in a signifier only on condition that it disappear 
from the [signifying] chain the moment it appears there -
otherwise science slides into ideology). The subject of 
aesthetic discourse may be said to be present in aesthetic 
discourse through the mediation of others [par personnes inter
posees] (always in the plural). The subject of unconscious 
discourse occupies a position that is different from all 
those described so far: it is trepresented' in the chain of 
signifiers by one signifier which 'stands in' for it [qui en 
tient lieu], which is its llieu-tenant' [son lieu-tenant]. Thus it 
is absent from the discourse of the unconscious by 'dele
gation' [par 'lieu-tenance']. The theory of the signifier, which 
must account for the subject-effect of every discourse, must 
also account for these different forms of the subject as so 
many possibilities of variation of the subject-form. 

(k) The differential nature of the subject-effect, and the place 
(position) that the subject which it characteristically "pro
duces/ as an effect occupies with respect to a given 
discourse, must be correlated with assignable differences of 
structure in the structures of that discourse. In other 
words, the structure of scientific discourse must differ 
from the structures of ideological discourse, aesthetic 
discourse, and the discourse of the unconscious. It is this 
difference of structure which allows us to characterize 
(and designate) the different discourses differently; in 
other words, it is this difference which makes it possible 
to talk about scientific discourse on the one hand and 
ideological discourse on the other, about aesthetic dis
course and the discourse of the unconscious. 
. For example: ideological discourse, in which the sub
Je~t-effect is present in person and is thus a signifier of 
this discourse, the main signifier of this discourse, pos-
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sesses a structure of specu/ary centring; the subject indu 
is duplicated by a producing subject (the empirical SUb~ 
is duplicated by the transcendental subject, the ~ect 
subject by God, etc.). an, 

For example: scientific discourse, in which the sUbject .. 
effect is absent in person and thus is not a signifier of this 
discourse, possesses a decentred structure rune structu~ 
de dtcentration] (that of a system of abstract relations, who~ 
elements are concepts, none of which is I co nstituenf: a 

b I·' S soon as a concept ecomes constituent I we are in the 
realm of ideological discourse). 

For example: aesthetic discourse, in which the subject
effect is present through the mediation of others (by way 
of a combination of several signifiers), possesses an alnbigu .. 
ous structure of cross-references, in which each presumable 
'centre' is such only by virtue of the presence, that is, the 
negation of some other 'centre', which stands in the same 
relation of indecision [indecision] with regard to the first. 
When the work of art possesses a single centre, it lapses 
from aesthetic discourse into ideological discourse. When 
it evicts every subject from its domain, it lapses into 
scientific discourse. 

For example: [in] the discourse of the unconscious, in 
which the subject-effect is absent by Ide legation', we are 
dealing with a pseudo-centred structure, sub tended by a 
structure of flight or 'lack' [beance] (a metonymic structure?). 

(1) It seems that it is at last possible to establish a pertinent 
relation between the structures of these different dis
courses on the one hand, and, on the other, the nature of 
the signifiers comprising the characteristic elements of each 
of these structures. 

The signifiers of language [langue] are morphemes 
(material: phonemes). 

The signifiers of science are concepts (material: words). 
The signifiers of aesthetic discourse are extremely vat'" 

ied (material: words, sounds, colours, etc.). .ed 
The signifiers of ideological discourse are also van 

(material: gestures, modes of behaviour, feelings, words 
and, generally speaking, any other element of other praC" 

tices and other discourses?). 
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The signifiers of the unconscious are fantasies 
(material: the imaginary). 
With the reservations required whenever one employs the 

(IJ'I) concept Junction, it may be suggested that the reason for 
the structural specificities (and their subject-effects) has 
basically to do with the specific function of the formations 
of which these structures provide the concept. This func
tion can be defined only by the place occupied by the 
signifying structure considered (i) with respect to other 
signifying structures; (ii) with respect to other, non-signi
fying structures, and by its articulation with these struc
tures (place-articulation). 

(n) Thus we can distinguish different functions: 
• of knowledge (science) 
• of recognition-misrecognition (ideology) 
• of recognition-perception (art?) 
• of a circulation of signifiers (language?) corresponding 

to the different structures.13 

(0) We may, very cautiously, risk a suggestion as to which 
mode of articulation is at work in the case of the structure 
of the unconscious. 

This mode could well be the following: 
In every social formation, the base requires the sup

port-[Triiger] function as a function to be assumed, as a 
place to be occupied in the technical and social division 
of labour. This requirement remains abstract: the base 
defines the Trager-functions (the economic base, and the 
political or ideological superstructure as well), but the 
question of who must assume and carry out this function, 
and how the assumption of it might come about, is a 
matter of perfect indifference to the structure (base or super
structure) that defines these functions: it 'doesn't want to 
know anything about it' (as in the army). 

It is ideology which performs the function of desig
~atiJ1g the subject (in general) that is to occupy this func
ti~~: to that end, it must interpellate it as subject, pro
Vlding it with the reasons-of-a-subject for assuming the 
~unction. Ideology interpellates individuals by constitut
Ing . them as subjects (ideological subjects, and therefore 
subjects of its discourse) and providing them with the 
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reasons-of-a-subject (interpellated as a subject) for assllr.n 
ing the functions defined by the structure as functions: 
of-a-Triiger. These reasons-of-a-subject appear explicit) 
in its ideological discourse, which is therefore necessaruY 
a discourse that relates to the subject to which it .Y 
addressed, and therefore necessarily includes the SUbje: 
as a signifier of this discourse; that is why the subject 
must appear in person among the signifiers of ideologi ... 
cal discourse. In order for the individual to be consij .. 
tuted as an interpellated subject, it must recognize itself 
as a subject in ideological discourse, must figure in it: 
whence a first speculary relation, thanks to which the 
interpellated subject can see itself in the discourse of 
interpellation. But ideology is not a commandment 
(which would still be a form of the II don't want to know 
anything about it'); this recognition is not an act of pure 
force (there is no such thing as pure force), not a pure 
and simple injunction, but an enterprise of conviction
persuasion: accordingly, it must provide its own guarantees 
for the subject it interpellates. The centring structure of 
ideology is a structure of guarantee, but in the form of 
interpellation, that is, in a form such that it contains the 
subject it interpellates (and 'produces' as an effect) in its 
discourse. Hence the duplication of the subiect within the 
structure of ideology: God, in His various forms. 'I am 
that I am', the subject par excellence, Who provides the 
subject the guarantee that He is truly a subject, and that 
He is the subject Whom the Subject is addressing: 'I have 
shed this particular drop of blood for you'; 'God trieth 
the hearts and reins' (compare the speculary relations of 
the same order [between] the transcendental subject/ 
transcendental logic and the empirical subject/fonnal 
logic), and so on. 

Ideology is articulated with the economic and political 
structures in that it enables the 'Trager'-function to tunc
tion by transforming it into a subject-function. 

It would be interesting to examine the case of ~ 
Trager-function of ideology. A reduplication function. ~ 
ideology exists which enables the Trager of the ideologtc 
as such to be transformed into a subject, that is, an ideologY 

www.wenQewanQ.orQ ~ 
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of tile ideologue: we should try to establish whether Marx 
did not take this reduplication for ideology itself14 (with 
all the illusions that that would involve), and whether this 
reduplication is not (at least under certain circumstances) 
one of the elements of the articulation of scientific dis
course with the ideological (when an ideologue 'advances" 
in the direction of scientific discourse through the 'cri
tique' of ideology, which is then conflated with the cri
tique of the ideology of the ideologue, of the 
Trager-function of ideology). 

I would propose the following idea: that the subject-
!unctio11 which is the characteristic effect of ideological 
discourse in tum requires, produces or induces15 a 
characteristic effect, the unconscious-effect or the effect 
subject-of-the-unconscious, that is, the peculiar structure 
which makes the discourse of the unconscious possible. 
The latter function makes it possible for the subject
function to be guaranteed amid misrecognition. 

4. On the 'unconscious' 

To begin with, a comment concerning the term 'unconscious' 
itself: it will have to be replaced some day. It has its historical 
justifications: the only way to think the new object discovered 
by Freud was to set out from the categories in which the phenom
ena it designates had been either thought or ignored until then -
that is, to set out from the vocabulary used for consciousness. 
'[!'e term 'unconscious' bears within it the marks of that which 
d~d to be jettisoned, that from which a distance, or more 
~stanc~, had to be taken. The more Freud advanced in his 
t e.o~ebcal thinking, the greater this distance grew; yet the 
~nglnal label' [appellation d'origine] remained. It is certain that 
W e ~rm 'unconscious' is to a large extent neutralized in Freud's 
neor '. that it has only negative connotations there, and that these 
tio ga~~e connotations are drowned out by the positive connota
in;s, Yet we cannot be sure that this term did not have a deep 
rne~ence on at least the first topography, and on certain ele
With ~hof the second as well: on the articulation of the system ucs 
it ha he system perception-consciou5, and so forth. In any event, 

S ad a particularly deleterious effect on the interpretation 
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of Freud, especially by the philosophers of consciousness (P I 
itzer, Sartre, Merleau-Ponty) who have attempted to appropn:' 
Freud and draw him into their camp - on the philosophe e 
especially, but on certain psychoanalysts too; let us mention on} rs 
the school of Anna Freud and company, with its stress 0'1 
reinforcement of the ego (identified with consciousness). On n 
day this term will have to be changed, but it won't be easy. ~ 
any case, from now on, we have to be wary of all its resonances 
which go well beyond the field of psychoanalysis: conSider, fo; 
example, the use to which Levi-Strauss puts the unconscious in 
ethnology - Levi-Strauss and the 'structuralists' We can no more 
talk about a psychoanalytic unconscious than we canl in the strict 
sense, talk about a social unconscious. 

I take up the thread of my discussion again. 
Ideological discourse (which is the discourse of everyday life, 

as Freud so perspicaciously noted, the discourse of 'experience' 
and the discourse in which the dream is narrated) - ideological 
discourse induces)7 an ideological subject-effect (as all discourse 
induces a subject-effect specific to it) inasmuch as ideological 
discourse interpellates individuals, is addressed to individuals 
in order to bring them to assume the Trager functions required 
by the various levels of the social structure. We have seen that 
the form in which ideological discourse interpellates individuals 
is a form of the kind that allows the interpellated subject to 
recognize himselfl~ and recognize his place in this discourse,I9 
even as it offers him the guarantee that he is truly the one being 
interpellated, and by someone, another Subject, that Name of 
Names (this is the definition of Man in Feuerbach, which takes 
up. . whose definition of God - is it that of St.20 DionysiUS the 
Areopagite?), who is the centre from which every interpellation 
emanates, the centre of every guarantee, and, at the same tUne, 
the Judge of every response. . 

The interpellation of ideological discourse is such that it is 

destined to undernrrite recruitment via the guarantee it offers the 
recruits. Recruiting ideological subjects, ideological diSCO~ 
establishes them as ideological subjects at the same time that 1 

recruits them. Thus, in one and the same act, it produces tile 
subjects that it recruits as subjects, establishing them as subj~ 
The circularity of the ideological structure and its specul e 
centredness are a reflection of the duplicity (in both senses of tit 
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d) of this act. In ideology, all questions are thus settled in 
wo! e in the nature of things, since ideological discourse 
~dvat1Ceilates--constitutes the subjects of its interpellation by pro
i~t~rp them in advance with the answer, all the answers, to the 
vl~U1.;d question that its interpellation contains. Hence the ques
f~lgn in it are feigned questions, mere speculary reflections of 
bon~nswers that pre-exist the questions. Ideological discourse 
the kes sense only as interpellation: it does not ask the question: 
;: t/lere exist subjects to assume the functions of Trager? If it did 

it would risk not receiving an answer. It sets out from the 
~~ady resolved question, that is, from an answer that is not the 
:nswer to a question, for the question does not by any means 
fall under the jurisdiction of ideological discourse. Ideological 
discourse 'sets out', if I may put it that way, from the premises 
that subjects exist - or, rather, it is that which makes these 
subjects exist, consenting to only one operation, which is, it must 
be said, essential to its economy: guaranteeing this existence for 
the subjects established by a Subject Who interpellates them and 
simultaneously summons them before the bar of His judgement. 
Only a 'subject presumed to exist' is ever interpellated - pro
vided with21 his identity papers so that he can prove that he is 
indeed the subject who has been interpellated. Ideology func
tions, in the true sense of the word, the way the police function. 
It interpellates, and provides the interpellated subject with/asks 
~e interpellated subject for his identity papers, without provid
mg its identity papers in return, for it is in the Subject-uniform 
which is its very identity. 
. That is why we may say that ideological discourse recruits by 
Itself producing the subjects that it recruits. It solves the problem 
evo~ed in the old complaint of military men - what a pity 
SO~d~ers are recruited only among civilians - because the only 
~ dlers it ever recruits are already in the army. For ideological 
s~~~ourse, there are no civilians, only soldiers, that is, ideological 
re Je~ts. The structure requires Trager: ideological discourse 
as~Ults them for it by interpellating individuals as subjects to 
the UIlle the functions of Trager. The conscription carried out by 
not structure is blank, abstract, anonymous: the structure does 
[de ~ar~ to know who will assume the functions of Trager. 
ual~ .oglcal discourse provides the who:22 it interpellates individ-

1Il the general form of the interpellation of subjects. Thus it 
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is personal, 'concrete'; it is not blank, but, as the ideol 
'mass' industry explicitly says, 'personalized' Ogy Of 

I would like to put forward the following propositi . 
interpellation of human individuals as ideological subjects prOdOlt Illt 
specific effect in them, the unconscious-effect, which enable \lees a 
human individuals to assume the function of ideological su:.thest 

This thesis does not present itself in the form of a g~~. 
is not a matter of demonstrating the engendering or filiation· ~ It 
unconscious by the subject-effect of ideological discourseo the 
more than it is a question of demonstrating the engende~ iIlt~ 
filiation of the structure of the political by the economic s:u or 
ture, or of the ideological structure by the economic and ~. 
political. It is a matter (i) of observing the existence of ~ 
unconscious-effect that constitutes an autonomous structure; and 
(ii) of thinking the articulation of this structure with the structure 
of the ideologica1.23 The type of reflection to which I appeal here 
is in every respect similar to the one by means of which Marx 
situates the different instances and thinks their articulation, 
without concerning himself with the genesis of one instance by 
the others. It is essential to make this clear in order to avoid 
straying into psychologism or 'sociologism', whether culturalist 
or of some other kind; they have nothing but geneses in mind. 

We shall say, then, that we observe the existence of a specific 
instance, that of the unconscious; that the unconscious is IStruC

tured like a language', and thus constitutes a discourse made 
possible by the existence of a certain number of signifiers of a 
peculiar kind (which, generally speaking, are not words),zf a 
discourse which is subject to the general laws of discourse and 
which, like any discourse, produces or induces a subject-effid' 
We shall say that the discourse of the unconscious produ~a 
'subject' that is 'ejected' from the discourse of which it ~ ~ 
subject, and features in it by delegation (a signifier representJ1lg;f 
there, in the Lacanian sense). We shall say that the existe~ce it 
this discourse of the unconscious, and of the specific su~ to 
induces, is essential to the functioning of the syste~ th b'eet 
which the individual assumes his 'role' of ideologIcal sU J 

interpellated as an ideological subject by ideological disCO~~e 
We shall go no further, at least for the time being. ~ logi" 

saYI as I have just said, that the subject interpellated by IdeO ~ 
cal discourse 'produces' an effect, the unconscious-effecll 
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. to be taken not in the sense of a genesis, but in the 
roduction ;~erential articulation. By the same token, if we say 

~.,se of a 1 be tempted to, if only to facilitate matters - that the 
~ as we ~ay 'is essential to the functioning of the ideological 
utlCO~ous do not lapse into functionalism, for functionalism is 
subi.ect dW;y the simple observation that the unconscious is 
obviated' (not in the sense of a 'mission', but in the sense of 
'charge rmination: is 'overloaded' [surcharge]) with several differ
overdet~ons. The terms 'production' and 'essential to ' rep
ent tun othing more than first approximations, introduced not in 
re;f\t~ solve the problem of the constitution of the unconscious, 
or e,r order to think the determinations of its articulation with 
but 111 . 

d in a particular reall ty. 
an We do indeed observe that the unconscious is articulated with 
the ideological subject, and, via this subject, with the ideological. 
This does not mean that the unconscious is articulated with the 
ideological and the ideological subject alone. The effects of the 
unconscious, or formations of the unconscious, exhibit other 
articulations with other realities: for example, a somatic symp
tom exhibits the articulation of the unconscious with the body 
[Ie somatique], even if this effect can25 also be introduced into (be 
articulated with) the ideological. With this proviso - that articu
lation with the ideological is not the sole articulation of the 
unconscious - we observe that it exists, and that it plays a major 
role. (Among the other articulations: look into whether we 
should not also say that the unconscious is articulated with 
Oth~26 unconsciouses; this seems to be reflected in the obser
~ation .which appears constantly in Freud, especially in connec
~n ~lth the Cure, but which is also common in 'everyday life': 
dett ~conSCiouses communicate'. But it would have to be 
ano~med whether this articulation of one unconscious with 
in th ~rddoes not pass by way of the effects of the unconscious 
~ 1 e~logical. )27 

is mae ;rticula~on of the unconscious with and in the ideological 
artiCUl lUijested 10 the follOWing phenomenon, the index of this 
the un~o:· .We may say, as long as we distinguish the effects of 
tather fr elOUS from the mechanisms that produce them - or, 
of the' om the mechanism that produces them (the mechanism 

Utlco . 
lUtcons· . nSCIOUs as a structure that 'functionsl) - that the 

(lOus is a mechanism which 'functions' massively 'on the 
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ideo~ogical' [tll'ideologique} (in the sense .in which one says tha 
engme 'runs on petrol' What does this phrase mean? It d t~ 
nates the repetition of the effects of the unconscious in 'SitUQ~g· 
in which the unconscious produces its effects, that is, eXis ~' 
typicaljormations (symptoms, etc.). These 'situations' are ob ts 111 

able and definable, just as the effects of the unconscious in ~ 
are observable and definable. The characteristic feature of th 
'situations' is that they are intimately bound up with the fo ese 
tions of the unconscious realized in them.21'. In other words rrna. 
observe that the unconscious exists in the objective-subj~ lYe 

'lived experience' (I employ these terms provisionally) and ~~ 
izes certain of its formations there. What Freud says about the 
manifestations of the unconscious in the varied course of every. 
day life holds, strikingly, for the realization of the formations of 
the neurotic or psychotic unconscious in those "situations' in 
which a typical effect of the unconscious, a typical formation (or 
one mode of the structure of the unconscious), is realized. This 
is the very principle governing 'repetition': the neurotic always 
finds a way to 'repeat' the same formations of his unconscious 
in 'situations' that are themselves repeated. 

But what is a "situation'? It is a formation of the ideological,29 
a singular formation, in which what is Jexperienced' is informed 
by the structure (and specified modes) of the ideological; in 
which it is this very structure in the form of the interpellation 
received (and it cannot not be received). When someone 'tells the 
story of his life', describes his feelings in a "situation he ~ 
experienced', recounts a dream, and so on, his discourse IS 

informed by ideological discourse, by the 'I' who speaks in the 
first person and by the subject before whom he speaks, the Ju~ge 
of the authenticity of his fiiscourse, his analysis, his sincen~ 
and so forth. It is also informed by ideological signifiers (~ 
their relations, which produce effects of ideological meaning), ~ 
the same act. In an 'experienced' situation (even if it is. e~ 
enced without comment or analysis), ideological dISCO 'Ie 

always dominates (associating signifiers which, as we ~ 
already seen, can be something very different from WO sed 
'feelings', 'impressions',JO 'ideas', objects, images, open or do 
orientations, etc.). tne 

To say .that the unco~ch~us produces its fo~ations,?r ~a' 
of them, In concrete 'sItuations' (of everyday llfe, faIIllly 
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kplace relations, chance relations, etc.) thus literally 
tio!lS, ~'t it produces them in31 formations of ideological dis
t1IeaflS . aformations of the ideological. It is in this sense that we 
cOorse, ~at the unconscious reveals the principle of its articula
,~ ,~y ith the ideolog~cal. It is .in this sense that we can say that 
tlll /'" 'II nscious 'functtons' on ldeology. 
the UJ.lC~ortl1u1a may be construed still more precisely. As clinical 
~s ce goes to show, not every ideological formation allows 

expen:nsciouS to 'take hold' [prise]; a selection is made among 
the UJlailable 'situations', or these 'situations' are inflected in a 
the aV .. d h h · rt in direction, or even preClpltate I so t at t e unCOnsClOUS 

ce ~take hold' (in the sense in which one says that mayonnaise 
~::kes hold' [prend]). In othe~ words,. the unconscio~s (a given 
unconscious) does not function on Just any formation of the 
ideological, but only on certain formations, those so configured 
that the mechanisms of the unconscious can 'come into play' in 
them, and the formations of the unconscious can 'take hold' in 
them. To go back to a metaphor used above: a given engine does 
not run on just anything, but on petrol if it is a petrol engine, 
and so on. 

So constraints appear which can, on a first approach, be 
termed 'affinities'; they command the choice or precipitation of 
the 'situations' in which the formations of a given unconscious 
can 'take hold' The articulation of the unconscious with the 
ideological can thus be described more precisely: it is never 
ge~eral, but always selective-constitutive, subject to constraints 
defined by the type of unconscious involved (here, the type of 
n~urosis and its variations, the type of psychosis and its vari
~Ons).33 All of this can easily be shown to reflect the realities of 

e psychoanalytic clinic and the experience of the cure. id! v~ry approximate language, it may be suggested that the 
Unc OgI~al formations in which the formations of a particular 
its ~nscl~US 'take hold' constitute the 'material')4 (informed in 
'take ~) In, which certain typical formations of this unconscious 
fOllnati old Thus it would be by way of these ideological 
FreUd ons among others that, in the phenomenon described by 
feren~e uncOnsciouses 'communicate'; the situation of the trans
Obviou ~oUld Come about in this way as well. This point must 
definiti~ Y be developed, since it calls for careful conceptual 

n and refinement: the category of 'material' is patently 
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insufficient. It has the major disadvantage of occulting the f 
a very important fact - that the discourse of the unc0llSci a.ct,' 
produced in and through ideological discourse, the fragIn:S Is 
ideological discourse in which the discourse of the unc0llsci t Of 
'takes hold', even while it is absent from this discourse, lnd oils 
ideological discourse serves the discourse of the unCOIlSCiO~1 
ques~on as a symptom.35 In th~ ideologic~l discourse thus chill 
sen, 'tt speaks' [~a cause; ,a, which means 'It or that', also me (). 
'id'; cause can also mean 'causes'], that is, utters a discourse::: 
is different from ideological discourse, a discourse that displa I 
a crucial particularity: it does not have the same 'subject' as ~ 
'subject' of ideological discourse. J6 

If the foregoing is correct, we may deduce from it the idea 
that analysis of the elements comprising the formations of the 
unconscious realized in ideological discourse cannot not show 
that these component elements (or some of them) include not 
only fragments of ideological discourse, but also its structure 
and basic categories (for example, the centred speculary relation 
and the categories of the Subject in the twofold sense of their 
relation). Would it not be possible to reformulate the problem of 
the status of certain categories that feature in the Freudian 
topographies on the basis of this remark? The ego that says 'I' is 
obviously closely akin to the 'subject' of ideological discourse; 
the 'superego' is closely akin to the Subject who interpellates 
every ideological subject in the form of a subject.37 On the other 
hand, the lid' does not feature in the structure of ideological 
discourse, since the id is what is realized there.38 On the other 
hand, the structure of the discourse of the unconscious is entirely 
different from the structure of ideological discourse, since uncon
scious discourse is not centred, and since the 'subject' of : 
unconscious does not appear in person in the discourse of Ie ~ 
unconscious, but by 'delegation' The question we might.as f 
although I do so only very cautiously - is whether some~; 
the structure of ideological discourse is not 'taken up' iJ\ at' 
structure of the discourse of the unconscious, with, howeve~/tJtt 
utterly different status hinging, precisely, on the structure Of ttte 
discourse of the unconscious: this would be, in the forIIl 0 of 
radical absence whose presence in person in the strUctUJi! ttte 
ideological discourse qLarks the contrast that distinguiShes. est 
MO, Lacan's big Other, which is the true 'subject' [quI 
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t Ie sujet] of the discourse of the unconscious. The big 
propremetlhiCh speaks in the discourse of the unconscious, would 
Other, W ot the subject of the discourse of the ideological - God, 
theO b~~ ~t and 50 on - but the discourse of the ideological itself, 
the 5~ hed as the subject of the discourse of the unconscious, 
estabh: blished in the specific form of the subject of the discourse 
and es :nconsciou5, that is, as an effect of this discourse, present 
of the "gnifters of this discourse as absent by representation in a 
in the 51 b b 'd· I .,) 39 . "ft r (present-a sent y e egatlon ." 
Sl~ :n this, ther~ is no ques~on of genesis or the ~traight
forWard identifica~on of categones. Wh~t seems to be ffi. que~-
. is the articulation of one structure With another: and, in this 

bO;culation as in all others, the articulation exhibits the peculiar 
:ature of bringing certain categories of one structure into play in tire 
otlrer, and vice versa (just as, in mechanics, certain parts of the 
apparatus [dispositi(J 'overlap' or senc.roach on' the other appara
tuS):IO The categorIes that overlap wIth the others, and the way 
they overlap, as well as the significance they take on as a result 
of the position conferred upon them in the new structure, must 
be thought with reference to this new structure, not the structure 
to which they belonged prior to or outside of this articulation. 
This would make it possible to understand how certain struc
tural elements (or categories) can belong simultaneously to the 
structure of the discourse of the unconscious and the structure 
of the discourse of the ideological, and how certain structural 
relations (for example, centring) can belong simultaneously to 
the structure of the discourse of the ideological and the discourse 
of !he unconscious - but, in each case, in a different position 
as~gned by the structure with which these structural categories 
~ relations 'overlap' (consider the ego, the superego, the big 
Fre e~, etc.). Finally, this would allow us to understand why 
conu was to some extent justified in bringing psychoanalytic 
tho:Pts (~ot all, but only some psychoanalytic concepts; doubtless 
ena l;trec~~ly, which 'overlap') to bear on ideological phenom
(altho e ~ehgto~, or even on certain effects of aesthetic discourse 
F~IT he.dld not reflect on the specific reasons for doing so). 

to POse t~ ~ would allow us - not to solve, nor doubtless even 
theoreti . e problem' that is thrown up again and again by most 
lions as~an~ of psychoanalysis (a few rare, remarkable excep-

1 e). that of the establishment or irruption of the uncon-
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scious in the child. We have excluded any and aU fonns 
problematic of genesis, the other face of the ideology of tU;f ~ 
that dominates this concept. But everything that wea a~ 
appearance of a before and an after (the pre-Oedipal stag: the 
Oedipus complex) can lead us to replace the problem of the 
genesis of the unconscio~s wi~h another, seemingly legititna the 
problem: the problem of trruption, the problem of the conj te 
tion of the different elements that 'take hold' in the child in ~ 
form of the unconscious. I do not think that we can state . 
problem in the form of a problem; we can only set out the el~ 
which are present and 'preside' over the conjunction that 'tn! 
hold' in the form of the unconscious. But we have to employ th 
word 'preside' in the sense of the function exercised by : 
president - a function which, by definition, is always exercised 
at a certain distance. A president does not get his hands dirty. 

The elements involved exist in the characters of the familial 
theatre, the familial situation: an ideological 'situation' in which 
are produced, as constitutive of this 'situation/, the effects of the 
articulation of the mother's and father's unconscious with and 
in the structure of this ideological situation. Unconsciouses artic
ulated with the ideological, unconsciouses articulated with each 
other by way of (in) their articulation with the ideological: this 
is what constitutes the 'situation' that presides over the establish
ment of the unconscious in the child. That very different forms 
can present themselves here is quite obvious: different uneon
sciouses articulated in different ways, different articulations with 
different sequences of ideological discourse - nothing could be 
more obvious. That there exists a relation between, on the one 
hand, the configuration of these articulations, which are arti~· 
lations of discourse and subjects of discourse (the discourses belflg 
of different ord~rs: the disco~rse of t~e ideol~gical, the di~U: 
of the unconsclous; the subjects bemg of dtfferent orders. th 
subjects of .each of these discourse~), an~, on ~e other h~d~ ~ 
way the different phases and thetr articulations are .defin thet 
this may be presumed. Showing it and proving it IS ano. \lS 
matter. The mechanism of the establishment of the unconsc;ad 
cannot be observed, except in certain of its external effects ( t1lf" 
psychology a la Spitz), which, as observable effects, can SOuse. 
times (only sometimes!) be brought [into relation] with.a c:"ce, 
This cause is, however, itself always a cause-effect - for inSt 
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. ur of the mother, her presence-absence; we can never 
the behaVlo ature of the cause in person. We have no choice but 
get at the; backwards from the results - from, precisely, the 
to proCee nstituted unconscious and the recognizable elements 
already c~ in the play of this unconscious - bringing these 
articulate into indicative relation with the elements that are present, 
eletTlents that I have just mentioned. It is unlikely that we will 
hones 
t ~ be able to go muc~ further: we can. analyse t~e ele~ents at 
e,er ends of the cham, as well as their articulation, with ever 
the twt rOprecision and rigour - the elements that preside over the 
grea e . 1 h blishment of the unconSCIOUS, and the e ements t at are 
es:bined and ordered in the unconscious once it is established 
~o because all this is open to observation and analysis. I doubt, 
however, that we will ever be able to penetrate the mechanism 
by which the unconscious is established, except by dint of a 
theoretical hypothesis, which escapes observation and whose 
validity will depend on other theoretical elements. 

5. Ol1ce again: the general theory on which the regional theory 
of the theoretical object of psychoanalysis depends. 

(I shall use the abbreviations GT for 'general theory' and RT for 
I regional theory'.) 

To the extent that the theoretical object of psychoanalysis is 
the unconscious, and to the extent that this unconscious has the 
structure of a discourse, the general theory on which the RT of 
~sY~h.oanalYsis depends is the GT of the signifier. The GT of the 
~lgrufier should be distinguished from the RT of language [fa 
Q~.guel. In the case of language, we are dealing with a theoretical 
: I~t. Whose elements are undoubtedly signifie rs, but these 
Phgrtifiers are morphemes, the first storey of which consists of si;::7s. Not all signifiers are morphemes; hence there exist 
are 1 ers ",:,hose minimal constitutive elements (the first storey) 
of i=et~ng o.ther than p~one~es. !he minimal si~fy~g units 
Or the o~lcal dIscourse, SCIentific dIscourse, aesthetic discourse, 
el{arn I dl~cour~e of the unconscious can be morphemes (for 
ti.thrn~ e, 10 SCientific discourse, although mathematical algo
ideolo ~re n~t morphemes; for example, in certain formations of 
as ele~cal discourse or aesthetic discourse; or again, considered 

ents among others in one and the same discursive forma-
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Hon - for example, in aesthetic discourse or the discourse 
unconscious), but these signifying units are not always Or Of the 
sively morphemes. The theory of language (linguistic the:l(dl(. 
thus an RT of the GT of the signifier, like the theory (') is 
different types of discourse. This is very important, for it ~ ~ 
that linguistics cannot be (since it is an RT) the GT of the R.~ 
psychoanalysis. Of 

To the extent that the theoretical object of psychoanalysis . 
specific discourse possessing its own signifiers and stru. IS a 
(with a specific subject-effect), the specificity. of. ~nalytic~ 
course does not come under the GT of the slgrufier alone. I 
comes under the GT that allows us to think the existence ~ 
articulation of the different types of discourse. (The specificity of 
each of these discourses can be conceived only on the basis of 
and with regard to, the type of differential articulation that linb 
each form of discourse to the others.) This articulation, the theory 
of this differential articulation, depends on the GT that enables 
us to think the place of the different discourses in their articula
tion: the GT of historical rtlaterialisf11. To which I should perhaps 
add that the GT of dialectical materialism also comes into play 
in the theoretical conditions required to think the articulation of 
certain discourses with others (for example, the articulation of 
scientific with ideological discourse) and, of course, articulation 
as such between discourses. But what is in question here is a GT 
of another kind, which we shall leave in abeyance for the 
moment. 

Thus it would seem that we are dealing with a special c~ 
here. The GT on which the RT of the psychoanalytic obJ~ 
depends would be a specified form of combination of two 0'~ 
the GT of the si~~fier and the GT of histo~ical ma~rialisD1f Wltd 
the second determmmg the first, or, very preCIsely, With the ~'( 
intervening in the. fir~t, that is, bein~ ~rticulate.d wi~ t~e fjrst t~ 
the sense I have mdlcated: by provldmg the first With eI~ it! 
categories and structural relations that overlap with the first) of 
such a way as to make it possible to characterize the di:-C0urse be 
the unconscious as a discourse of the unconscious, which caO of 
conceived as such (as being of the unconscious) only beCa~dI 
its articulation with ideological discourse, the concept of 'II 
comes under the GT of historical materialism. . to at' 

Naturally, this case will seem Ispecial' to us if we cllflg 
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h GT mired in the Aristotelian categories of inclusion 
idea of t emption, On this conception of 'generality', which it 
.It'ld SllbSl.1us absolutely necessary to reject, the GT maintains 
~J11S to f extension with its RTs (since every RT is included in 
- . 115 0 
celattO ne GT is enough to account for an RT). On this 
its Gi" on an RT cannot depend on two GTs; it can depend on 
concepttO,.here is a lingering echo of this conception, perhaps, in 
just one'e suspects is Lacan's temptation (and that of some of his 
":h~t ~;s) to take linguistics (regarded as the GT of the signifier) 
~1:Ct~e GT of the ~T of psy~hoana~ysis. ?oe ~ould have to ask 
fO h ther the prinCiple of dIfferential articulation does not also 
Vi ~y between GTs, at least in certain cases (there would be very 
ap~y such cases in the sector known as the Human Sciences), 
ma h d i • I' nl nd whether the case t at seeme specla to us 0 y a moment 
:go is not in fact quite common. In other words, if we do not 
think the possibility of an articulation between GTs, we will 
remain at the level of the parallelism of tile attributes and of the 
temptation that constantly accompanies it, the cOllj1ation of the 
attributes. The parallelism of the attributes is tempered and 
corrected in Spinoza by the concept of substance: the different 
attributes are attributes of one and the same substance. It is the 
concept of substance which plays the role of the concept of the 
articulation of the attributes (it plays other roles, too, but that is 
one of them). The distinction between attributes is possible only 
on condition that they are articulated. Let us revert to our own 
te~inology: the distinction between the GTs (which are our 
a~butes) is possible only on condition that they are differentially 
~~t'ate~. We. observe one instance of the existence of this 
~ erential arhculation between the signifier-attribute and the 
G~to7-a!lrib~te (that is, between the GT of the signifier and the 
p 0 htstoncal materialism) in the fact that the RT of the 
Gf~~~~nal~tic object has as its GT a specified articulation of the 
ably th lston~al materialism with the GT of the Signifier. Presum
kind b ere eXist other instances where an articulation of the same 
Thus t~tween different GTs is required to account for an RT. 
Scandal e case of the psychoanalytic RT is not a theoretical 
instance Or an exception: it appears that it is not an isolated 

I . 
do not th' . 

the mOrn lIlk I can take these considerations any further for 
ent. But we can at least test our hypothesis about the 
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nature of the GT of the RT of psychoanalysis with resp 
possible effects, some of which can be confronted with rea~ct !o its 

First and foremost, this thesis would allow us to as ~ 
object of the psychoanalytic RT its place in the objectiveS? ~ 
scientificity in its current state. It would no longer be an i eld 01 
object, an~ the concepts used to. thi~ this object wo~1ilted 
longer be Isolated concepts - an Isolation that tends to d tIa 
quite apart from the reasons for resisting psychoanalysis a:ate, 
noted by Freud (reasons that are articulated both With ady 
discourse of the unconscious and with currently existing id the 
logical discourse), the effect of an inexplicable strangeness: 
all those wishing to deny psychoanalysis any claim to scientifj t 
ity hold against it, consigning analysis to the realm of magic c· 
rejecting it as pure and simple imposture. The claims that ~ 
object of the RT of psychoanalysis has to scientificity wouldl this 
time, be manifest, because they would have been stated and 
substantiated, demonstrated by way of their theoretical relations 
with the objects of the neighbouring RTs/ and also their relations 
with the GT on which they depend. 

This thesis would justify the core of Lacan's theoretical enter
prise: the idea that we have to look to the RT of linguistics for 
that which we require to explain what is at stake in the RT of 
psychoanalysis. But it would provide a way of avoiding what is 
still, perhaps/ a temptation in Lacan's enterprise: either to take 
the RT of linguistics for the GT of the Signifier, or to take the RT 
of psychoanalysis, as rectified by the RT of linguistics, for ~e 
GT of the signifier. The GT of the signifier is clearly present III 

the RTs of both linguistics and psychoanalysis, but on the sa: 
basis in each case, not in person, as a GT properly so call, · 
What Lacan has given us is very important for the elabora~~11 
of the GT of the signifier, inasmuch as he was the first to mo~ ~ 
a 'general theory' effect (GT-effect) when he saw the n.e . 
compare / rectify the RT of psychoanalysis with the RT of lin~ 
tics (and vice versa); but the fact remains that he has no! ~e:()II 
distinguished the GT from the effects of the mutual rectifica.aUy 
of these two RTs. A GT -effect is not the GT in person, es~aUY 
if this GT -effect is taken to be an effect of the RT, and espeO cr. 
when this RT is unjustifiably promoted to the rank ?f 31 tltf 
What Lacan has given us requires both that we dlspe t we 
ambiguities that continue to haunt his enterprise and tha 
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th GT, some of whose decisive, pertinent GT -effects 
,tute e 

coOStl s to grasp. , .. 
he helps U " would gIve us a better understandmg ofcertam 

fhis ~~15 ud's work that are disconcertin~ and are turned to 
aspects 0 ~~getic ends, or dismissed out of hand: let us say, 
"ariO\.lS abo 'cultural' texts (Totem and Taboo, 'The Future of an 
broa~IY: ~;OIlP Psychology and tlte Analysis of tlte Ego, Leonardo da 
nlus~on I • Moses a'ld Monotheism, etc.). The articulation of the GT 
Virlel, e!~fier and the GT of historical materialism would allow 
of the 51 ount for the legitimacy of Freud's undertakin~ but also 
uS to ace " 1 "/ hi h"d I . 1 d' .o'cize his theoretlca 51 ences, on w Cleo oglca 15-
to en . d 

ses have been superimpose ' (Our 
This thesis would allow us (I return to Lacan) ~o understand 

Lacan's predilection for the Traumdeut~ng, t~e WltZ, and so on. 
That is, his predilection for those texts In whIch Freud alludes to 
the forms of the discourse of the unconscious inscribed in the 
fonns of ideological discourse whose signifiers are morphemes 
(and the elements that constitute their first storey: phonemes). 
That Lacan brackets the fact that these forms of discourse are 
ideological (he can do so because the signifiers of the Witz are the 
same as those of an ideological discourse whose signifiers are ... in 
this case, the signifiers of language) tends to create a kind of 
malaise, which is only intensified by the force of the reasons he 
invokes: why does he say so little about other texts by Freud, 
and .so little about certain categories (such as the Superego)? 

FInally, this thesis would allow us to arrive at a better 
~o~ceptio~ of the relation between the real object of psychoana-
ytic p.raCtice (the cure) and the theoretical object of the psycho
:~I~tiC RT, as a particular relation among many other possible 
ge :tions, these possible relations being defined by the investi
~d on o~ the theoretical object of psychoanalysis (the discourse 
bett sUbject of the unconscious). In this way we would know 
d~r What we know already: that the RT of psychoanalysis 
object no~ concern the cure alone, but a whole series of real 
Object~' ~asmuch as it is the theory of a theoretical, not a real 
fruitful thIS theoretical distance, which is what makes theory so 
into re') ~ould be increased still further if we brought the RT 

atlon . h underst WIt the GT: this would not only allow us to 
Certain and the possibility of (and the conditions for) using 

Concepts employed in the RT outside the cure and the 
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effects observable in the psychoanalytic relation (for eXa 
the analysis of art or of such-and-such an ide~logy, as~Ple: ill 
out by Freud), but would also allow us to shed llght - so <lrri~ 
that is much more paradoxical, yet normal - on certain p~~ 
ena observable in tile cure itse~f, phenomena that are the SO en~ 
difficulties, or are quite simply impenetrable, What this lIree Of 
to the GT would also illuminate in the phenomena of tha~1 
itself are tire elements which, originating in ideological disc: ~ 
overlap with the discourse of the unconscious, the elements~' 
which the discourse of the unconscious has to 'slip' (under w~to 
it has to 'slip') if it is to be realized: for example, the phen ell 
enon of the transference, which cannot be understood if :. 
neglects the fact that what is in question in it is a repetition ~ 
the discourse of the unconscious in the structure of the discourse ~ 
tile ideological; for example, categories such as those of the super
ego or certain categories of the first topography such as the 
preconscious and conscious, and so forth. 

Finally, this thesis would perhaps allow certain disciplines of 
the human sciences to recognize what they have so far stub
bornly denied: that which ties them to the theoretical object 
addressed by psychoallalysis. Since this tie would no longer 
proceed directly by way of the RT of psychoanalysis but, rather, 
by way of the GT on which the RT of psychoanalysis depends, 
the resulting rapprochenlent \vould, instead of seeming to Imuti .. 
late' the object or objects of the so-called Human Sciences, 
actually open their domain to two GTs combined in su,ch a way 
as to serve as the GT of the RT of psychoanalysis: the GT of the 
signifier and the GT of historical materialism. Two kinds of 
effects would result from this as from any GT: first, effects of the 
rectification of concepts; sec:ond, effects of ~e reclassification of ~ 
RTs themselves (the drawmg of new frontiers, a new status a: 
new definition of the object of such-and-such an RT, even ~ 
elimination of one or another RT or the addition of a ~ew R ~ 
which would doubtless finally alJow us to confer theoretlcaI,sta ttte 
on certain 'disciplines' that cOlltinue to wander about ]Jl l1JS 
realm of ideological empiricism, or, at least, to confer such stB; ill 
on their subject matter - for example, on "what is going 011 

psychology or social psychology, and so forth. f We 
This would be a way of confirming that the effect ,0 does 

identification and constitution of the GT of psychoanalystS 
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sychoanalysis alone but, rather, all the disciplines 
ot iIlterest P e reason or another depend - as a result of 

~"idl' f?r o~nd articulation, partially or not - on the GTs 
O\'erl~pp1l1.g the combination-GT of psychoanalysis. A little light 
cOmbIned 10 be shed on most of the disciplines of the Sciences 

ld thUS . h hil' h th t ' k ' . \\~ou- 'Human' In Its tum, t e p osop y a wor 5 m 
qualifi~ ~~hat is, dialectical materialism - would, without any 
the GTd ive from this the means to emerge and expand. 
doubtl er 

Note 2 

The unconsciou~ as a spec.ific discourse: . 
(1) Tht' objectIon rUl1S: If we conceive of the unconscIous as 

Lacan's formulation does, as 'structured like a language'; if we 
talk about the 'discourse of the unconscious'; in short, if we treat 
the unconscious as if it were a discourse, even if this discourse 
is said to be 'specific', do we not lose something that is encoun
tered in the everyday practice of psychoanalysis, something that 
makes for the irreducibility of the unconscious and prevents us, 
precisely, from reducing it to the mode of a mere discourse: 
namely, the fact that what is in question is not a 'discourse' at 
all but, rather, drives, the libido, and the death instinct? 

.This objection occurs naturally to practitioners of psychoanal
YSIS, who do not usually 'recognize' the object of their day-to
day practice in the theoretical designation of it as a 'discourse' 
But since Freud's texts themselves oblige them to admit that 
there are indeed mechanisms in the unconscious that make it 
~mething like a discourse, and since Lacan has returned to 
ta~ texts and systematically commented on them, their objection 

es the follOwing form: 

• ~~Ubtless one can say that the unconscious is 'structured 
I .e a language', but, in stating this property of the uncon
:~ous, one does not state what is specific to the uncon
I Claus, one only states the laws of a mechanism, formal 
aaws that leave out the very nature of what functions in 

UCncordance with these laws. What is more, one reduces the 
COn . 

tn k S~IOUS to these formal laws: one loses sight of what 
a es It, precisely, the unconscious: namely, the fact that it 
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is not just a discourse, and that that which 'speaks'. . 
and is therefore present in these formal laws is sorne~ It 
other than these laws - the libido and the drives; 1\8 

• hence one has to make distinctions. One has to distin~ 
so the argument goes, the formal laws (which are esse ' 
tially 'linguistic') from the content, the object of these lawn. 
Thus we would have, on the one hand, the unconscioUs s. 
discourse (that is, that which comes under these formal law ~ 
and somet/ring else (the drives) which is manifested, Whi~ 
is expressed, which 'speaks' in the play of these laws, that 
is, in this discourse. 

(2) At the heart of this objection, the arguments for which 
should not be taken lightly (for the objection rests on very 
powerful 'obvious facts' generated by analytic practice), we find 
the idea that what is designated by the concept of discourse 
applied to the unconscious cannot account for the specific reality 
of the unconscious. We also find the idea that conceiving of the 
unconscious as a discourse is a reductive operation. At the same 
time, we find a certain 'model' of intelligibility - deployed, 
doubtless, in the form of a critical argument - which suggests a 
distinction between the formal laws governing an object, on the 
one hand, and the essence of that object on the other. 

(3) Confronted with these objections and the theoretical prem
isses on which they are based, we can proceed in various ways. 
I propose to take a short cut by throwing out a few random 
remarks about a different object, a different discourse. Take Lt 
Rouge et Ie Nair It is an aesthetic discourse. It comprises a series 
of statements presented in a certain order. Its elements are 
words, arranged in a complex order and obeying specific con
straints that make this discourse an aesthetic discourse (not a 
scientific or an ideological discourse). 

I maintain that this discourse quite simply is the existence of 
Julien and his 'passion'. We do not have the discourse o~ Lt 
Rouge on the one hand and, on the other, Julien and his pasS10flj 
Julien's passion, with all its emotional intensity (easily the equa 
of the intensity of the drives, for what is it if not those very 
drives, inscribed in a 'discourse' presented by the aesthe~c 
discourse), does not lie behind or even between the lines of this 
discourse; it is not something other than this discourse, some--
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. . hat finds expression in its words, or slips in between 
thlflg, \ is nothing but this discourse itself, it is indiscernible 
theJll"tl The COllstraints defining this discourse are the very exist-
froIJl 1 . ., 

f this 'passion 0 

eOce 0 ggest that we bring these remarks to bear on the prop-
I SU . th . °fi d' .' that deslgnates e unconscIous as a specl c lscourse. 

05100n h · h t· 0 f · dO In this easel t e constraInts c arac enstic 0 unconscIOUS IS-

se far from being formal laws external to that which func-
cour , . . 
. 5 when they operate, are, rather, the very forms of eXIstence 

non ., th f f · dOTh f that which eXists In e orm 0 unconSCIOUS lSCOurse. ere 
~ no 'on the hither side of' and 'on the far side of' here, The 
:~ature of the constraints which define or constitute the discourse 
of the unconscious must be such that this discourse is the very 
existence of what the analyst encounters in his practice: the libido, 
the death instinct, the drives. 

These constraints bear on 

(a) the nature of the elements combined in the utterances of 
unconscious discourse; 

(b) the specific syntax of this discourse (what may be called
should we verify this? - its specific structure, which is not 
the same as that of the other types of discourse: scientific, 
ideological or aesthetic). 

(this is a way of saying that each type of discourse is defined 
by a syste'll of specific constraints. It is the specific constraints 
which define the discourse. This level of the 'constraints' defin
ing the different discourses should be distinguished from a more 
formal level, that of the laws of Ilanguage' [Jangage1, which come 
under the general theory of the Signifier. ()ne cannot deduce the 
s~ecific constraints defining the different types of discourse from 
t ~ general laws of the Signifier, a theory of which does not yet 
e~lst; the form of it that linguistics currently provides is the 
c OSest thing we have to such a theoryo) 
thal'o come bac~ to un~o~scious disc~urse, ~nd to make it clear 
I'll : the Constramts defining unconsoous dlSCourse are not for-
1ib~d laws external to the specific object of psychoanalysis, the 
lie I, 0, We can say something like the following, without risk of 

rlOus error: 

The COnstraints defining scientific discourse are such that it 
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constitutes a 'machine' (or a mechanism) that 'functions' in Su 
a way as to produce the knowledge-effect. ch 

Th~ constraints d~fining ideological discourse ~~e sU~h that i 
functions by producmg another effect: the recognztlOn-mrSrecogl'/ 
tion effect. I ... 

And so on. 
Similarly, the constraints defining the unconscious/unco 

scious discourse are such that it functions by producing t~' 
libido-effect. e 

These propositions, in order to be intelligible, presuppose that 
the effect is not external to the mechanism that Iproduces' it. The 
point is not to repeat, in inverted form, what we have just 
criticized; the idea of the externality of the libido as a 'caUSe' 
that finds expression in formal mechanisms. The libido-effect is 
no more external to the unconscious/to unconscious discourse 
than the libido (as cause) is external and anterior to it. The effe·ct 
is nothing other than the discourse itself. If I affirm that uncon
scious discourse 'produces the libido-effect/, I do so in order to 
show that the libido is so far from being extemaC anterior or 
transcendent to the forms of 'its' discourse that we can conceive 
of it as the specific effect of that discourse! 

On the one hand, the critique of the externality, anteriority 
and transcendence of th·e libido vis-a-vis the 'formal laws' that 
govern the functioning of the unconscious 'structured like a 
language' - and, on the other, the presentation of the libido as 
the libido-effect of a mechanism and its functioning - are simply 
two methods of theoretical/polemical exposition and exhibition 
which both aim to make people adruit that we can conceive of 
the unconscious in terms of the category discourse without losing 
anything of that which constitutes the specificity of this discourse: 
namely, that it is unconscious discourse/the discourse of the 
unconscious, hence the discourse of the object that cannot 'func
tion' without the libido, the death instinct, and the drive being 
always and everywJzere in question in it. 

If it is granted that we can apply the category of discourse, 
defined as we have just tried to define it, to the unconscious, then: 

(1) We no longer risk 'losing the libido' in speaking of the 
unconscious as a discourse; we no longer risk relapsing i!'to 
formalism of a linguistic type (the possibility of such forrnaliS~ 
is sustained by the fact that linguistics alone is incapable 0 
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iog a theory of the different discourses, although this 
pr~~~ is masked by its claim to provide that theory, on the 
ioat)l It that it can provide a theory of discourse - but no theory 
pr~~~ourse can stand in for a theory of discourses, can replace 
~f 15 deduce it from itself). What really does expose us to the 
I~ ~r of 'losing the libido' is a mistaken conception of the object, 
rt5 d thus of the claims of linguistics. If we interpret the phrase 
~; unconscious is structured like a language' as one which 

esupposes the deductive application of linguistics to an object 
P7.ed the unconscious, then we are indeed dealing with a 
~;rrnulation that is reductive of its specific object, and with the 
los5 of the libido. But if, in interpreting the same phrase, we bear 
in mind that that which defines the specific discourse known as 
the unconscious is a definite system of constraints (for which no 
other can be substituted) which is the existence of the libido itself 
(or implies the libido-effect, just as, in the example given above, 
Stendhal's novel is Julien's passion in person), then we do not 
Ilose the libido', the libido does not remain outside, external, 
different, transcendent - and, in that case, every enrichment of 
the libido, that is, every elaboration of the concept of the libido, 
can result only from theoretical work on the specific forms of the 
specific constraints that constitute unconscious discourse. 

(2) We are in a position to attempt to think the differential 
articulatiol1 of unconscious discourse with its closest 'neighbour', 
the different type of discourse with which it is articulated: 
namely, ideological discourse. This second operation is essential 
to the first. It is closely tied in with the first, for the following 
theoretical reason. 

All definition is differential; one can define an object A only 
through its difference from an object B. This object B, however, 
c~nnot be an arbitrary object with respect to object A. It must be 
A s other, A's 'neighbour'; to be very precise, the object par 
~xcellence with which it is articulated, the object whose articula-
~n with A commands our understanding of A's articulations 

wlt~ other objects, C, D, and so on. 
q Rl~ht1y identifying the object B of an object A is a theoretical 
\v~Stion of great importance, if by B we mean the object with 
\v lch A must be articulated in order to exist as A; in other 
eno~ds, if by B we mean the object whose difference from A 

a les us to arrive at the definition of A. 
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It is this fundamental question that I propose to answer b 
identifying object 8, so conceived, as ideological discourse - \Vh ~ 
I say that unconscious discourse is articulated with ideologi en 
discourse. Naturally it is articulated with other discourses as \Vri 
- with all the other discourses, scientific discourse and aesthe: 
di~o~~se. But the a~tic~ation o~ unconscio~ dis~ourse \vi~ 
sClentific and aesthetic dIscourse IS not the maln a,"treulation, fo 
these articulations do not enable us to give a differential defini~ 
tion of unconscious discourse. The "lain articulation of uncon
scious discourse (what we might call its essential articulation) is 
its articulation with ideological discourse, effected quite differ. 
ently than in the form of verbal 'representations' 

If this proposition is granted, it becomes possible to under
stand the articulation of unconscious discourse with scientific 
discourse (the relation of Marx's or Cauchy's, etc., unconscious 
to their scientific work) or aesthetic discourse (Leonardo da 
Vinci ~) as secondary articulations, that is, articulations that pass 
by way of the articulation of unconscious discourse with this or 
that sequence of ideological discourse. This enables us to think 
what Freud was trying to do in his discussions of the great 
works of art (with regard to their authors), and also to under
stand why it was literary examples and themes that so pr~ 
foundly 'affected' him personally (Oedipus). 

As for the relationship of articulation - not, this time, between 
a given author's unconscious and his work but between, on the 
one hand, a given Freudian concept whose object is the uncon
scious and, on the other, a given field of the ideological (moral
ity, the ideological phenomena described in connection with 
mass psychology, the army, the Church, etc.) - this relationship 
would become intelligible in principle if we attributed a precise 
content to the articulation of unconscious discourse with ideo
logical discourse (in the way I have very rapidly indicated, using 
the concept of overlapping or encroachment, in my Note 'On 
Psychoanalysis'). 

Note 3 

The point on which I currently need enlightenment is the 
following: 
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I (we) have come to the conclusion that it is abso!utely 
(1) .al to construct a theory of discourses in order to be able 

e~Ilt1 vide a differential definition of the specific discourses 
to pro 
kOown as 

• scientific discourse 
• aesthetic discourse 
• ideological discourse 
• unconscious discourse 

f r the moment, I leave aside philosophical discourse, which 
~~ould doubtless be distinguished from scientific discourse as 

such). 
Our thinking about a number of theoretical problems has 

revealed the need for a theory of discourses: 

(a) The problem of the specific effects of the different dis
courses, a problem first encountered in connection with 
the knowledge-effect (see the last part of the preface to 
Reading Capital, where there is a discussion of scientific 
discourse as productive of the knowledge-effect); then in 
connection with other effects, brought out, for example, 
by Badiou in connection with the fictional [romanesque] 
subjectivity-effect, and again in connection with the effect 
of ideological discourse (the effect of recognition-misre
cognition). The identification of specific effects has 
revealed the existence of specific discourses as their 
condition. 

(b) The problem of the Inarure' of the unconscious, which has 
appeared as a consequence of Lacan's work: the idea that 
the unconscious is Istructured like a language' necessarily 
leads to a conception of the unconscious as a specific 
discourse~ 

(c) The problem of the articulation between the different 
levels: between the scientific and ideological, the aesthetic 
and the ideological, and, finally (I have been working on 
this for several months), the articulation between the 
unconscious and the ideological. This articulation 
appears, in the light of initial research and reflection, to 
be an articulation between discourses. 
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(2) It then appeared that each of the discourses thus ide . ~ 
was endowed with a specific structure, different from that:~ 
others~ ~ 

It would seem that we can conceive of this differen . 
structure as a twofold difference: as a difference in the el ~ III 
constituting the various discourses, and as a difference ~ 
constraints governing the relationships in which these eleIn 
stand to one al10ther. ents 

As far as the difference between the elements is concerned' 
seems that a path has already been cleared for an investigati' It 
and that this investigation is possible. on, 

We can say, for example, that the elements of scientific dis. 
course are concepts. At the other extreme, we can say that the 
elements of unconscious discourse are primal fantasies. It is harder 
to designate the elements of ideological discourse with precision 
(I, at least, cannot), because we find different levels in it and also 
because/depending on the level, the elements are (at the most 
abstract levels) representations, or even concepts, and, at other 
le\Tels, gestures, modes of behaviour, Of, again, prohibitions and 
permissions, or, yet again, elements borrowed from other dis
course, and so on. Similarly, the elements of aesthetic discourse 
seem to vary with the regions of the aesthetic involved. Never
theless, despite the difficulties in each case, the principle that 
one should investigate the differential nature of the elements 
seems to be correct. 

] find things more difficult when it comes to what I call the 
constraints. 

I don't know exactly what the concept of constraints designateS 
in the world of linguistics. Can someone tell me, and also let rne 
know whether the linguistic use of the term is relevant to the 
research project we are pursuing? 

Witl1 the term constraints, I would like to designate a number 
of structu~al laws characte~istic of each of the di~C?~:: 
example, In the Note I entItled 'On PsychoanalysIs, I ~ to 
indicate, in connection with the 'subject', that it is pOSSible d 
define the structure characteristic of each of the discOurses. (~eJC 
therefore its constraints as well?) on the basis of the ill etl" 
provided by the place and role of the subject in each of ~ jtI 
Thus I tried to show that the subject of science is 'exclude ii' 
person' from scientific discourse, that the subject of aeswe 
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is present in it 'through the mediation of others', and 
di5COU!sesubjed of unconscious discourse is absent from it by 
tJtat th~on' (Lacan). The 'place' of the subject in each discourse 
'delef~ s defined with reference to the structure of each of the 
"'.as ~s. For example, ideological discourse is centred and 
dJSCO%ry. For example, scientific discourse has no centre. For 
5pecu Ie, aesthetic discourse possesses a network of cross-refer
exalflPbetween ambiguous centres. For example, the discourse of 
ertce:nconsdous possesses a structure of lack, and so forth. 
theSince writing that note, I have come ro~d to thinking that 
h notion of subject cannot be employed unequIvocally, not even as 
t e index for each of the discourses. Increasingly, the notion of 
a~biect seems to me to pertain to ideological discourse alone, of 
~hich it is constitutive. I don't believe that one can talk about 
a "subject of Science' or a "subject of the unconscious' without 
playing on words and opening the door to serious theoretical 
ambiguities. For example, the way Lacan talks about the subject 
of science in his lecture (Cahiers pour l'Analyse),41 evoking Cau
chy's tragic experiences, and so on, seems to me highly ques
tionable. I think he takes the articulation of Cauchy's 
unconscious discourse with his scientific practice for the Isubject 
of science' 

That a scientist's unconscious discourse always comes into 
play (and that this is always a wrenching experience) when he 
establishes a new form of scientific discourse in a given disci
pline (discoveries) is one thing; it is a fact that no scientist can 
pr?nounce and then wrestle with a given scientific discourse 
Without the discourse of his unconscious coming into play in his 
enunciation. But it is only at the price of an unwarranted 
COnfiation of two different things that one can evoke the dis
course of science in a discussion of this articulation of the 
~conscious discourse of X with the enunciation of a scientific 
~~o~~se. There is no such thing as a subject of science as far as 
p:e~tific discourse, scientific statements, are concerned - which, 
~~IYI a:e sustained by the fact that they can do without any 
hist Of, s~bJect - any more than there are individuals 'who make see::;; , m the ideological sense of that proposition. Similarly, it 
ltnco t? me unwarranted to talk about the 'subject of the 
dilJid ~lOUS'. in connection with the lch-Spaltung. There is no 

e Or Spilt subject, but something else entirely; alongside the 
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lcil, there is a Spaltung, that is, literally, an abyss, a precip' 
absence, a lack. This abyss is not a subject, but that which Ice, ~ 
up alongside a subject, alongside the Ich, which is well and ~~ 
subject (and falls within the province of the ideological' Fr Ya 

, eUd' 
seems to me, gi~es us the nec.essary gr~unds for t~g this I 11 
a number of different occasIOns). This Spaltung IS the type on 
specific differential relation or articulation that binds (in of 
form of an abyss, a lack) unconscious discourse to the ele the 
or, rather, structural category of ideological discourse caned~ 
lclt. In a word, Lacan would appear to establish the abyss or lacJc 
a subject, by way of the concept of the division of the SUbj~ 
There is no 'subject of the unconscious', although the unco '" 
scious can exist only thanks to this abyssal relation with an I~ 
(the subject of the ideological). The lack of the subject cannot be 
called a subject, although the (ideological) subject is implied or 
reflected in Freud's second topography, in an original way, 
through this lack, which is not a subject, but something altogether 
different. That the shadow cast by the ideological should make 
itself felt even in the instances of the topography is one thing; 
but it doesn't authorize us to think this 'presence' of the ideo-
logical in the topography by means of ideological concepts such as 
the concept of the subject, (The same remark applies, in my 
opinion, to Lacan's way of using the ideological concept of truth 
in expressions invoking 'the truth as cause'.) 

I am, then, very strongly inclined to revise what I have written 
about the subject of the different discourses in the light of this 
essential rectification. However, the approach I tried to take 
above still seems valid to me. The point is to define not only the 
elements characteristic of each discourse, but also the stru~ 
and the constraints (?) characteristic of each discourse. Wh~ 
have in mind here is the fact that the elements are not 0 ,Y 
different in each discourse, but are also not arranged-ordered ~ 
the same way in each discourse. As a result of this arrangeJl1.~ r 
ordering, the categories (?) constitutive of each discourse ,~ 
example, the category of the subject in the case of ideo1o!: ill 
discourse) are not the same categories, and are not arr~g urse 
the same way. Thus we can say that ideological d~cO tJI8I 
mobilizes categories of its own (it is speculary with ,1J'lte urse 
duplication, centred, and closed) - while scientific dISCO arY' 
mobilizes others, in a very different arrangement (non-spectt1 
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d plication, open-ended, etc.; all these structural con
with01.1t ~be defined and made more precise). 
cepts rn1.1S nstantly wondering which notions (borrowed from 

1 ~. CO or any other discipline) should be brought to bear to 
ljtlg\,tlSb~~r these facts. There is, it seems, not only the difference 
acC01.1nt the elements (which, in principle, is not problematic), 
betw~n what I have just called the different categories, which can 
but a SC:ves be understood only in relation to their arrangement
theJ1l~ or structure. Can we use the concept of constraints to 
ord~nr;.~~ this structure? Is the concept of category appropriate 
deSI~s the distinction between the categories and the structure 
here. .? 

curate and pertinent. 
ac (3) If these questions can be clarified, one last question will 

remain. 
Specific elements + categories + arrangements (constraints?) 

do indeed define the different discourses as different, and there
fOfe irreducible. But the fact remains that they are all discourses, 
which we can define as discourses by virtue of their difference 
from practices. 

The struchlre of a discourse is not that of a practice. Not only 
because a discourse produces only effects of, let us say, meaning, 
whereas practices produce real modifications-transformations in 
existing objects, and, at the limit, new real objects (economic 
practice, political practice, theoretical practice, etc.). This does 
not mean that the discourses cannot have effects [exercer 
~'efficace] on real objects, but they do so only by virtue of their 
Insertion-articulation into the practices in question, which then 
make Use of them as instruments in the 'labour process' of these 
p:actices. There is an entire field waiting to be explored here; we 
~.ready have certain theoretical elements for the purpose at our 
lSposal (consider what Balibar says about intervention in a 

praCtice about th . t . f·· . 1· · cal' e m ervention 0 sCience In econOmIC or po lti-
practice). 

has ~ce this essential difference between discourse and practice 
faced ee~ duly noted and defined, we find ourselves ipso facto 
discourWlth the task of defining what constitutes discourses as 
their d~~' of defining what gives rise to the fact that they are all, 

We I erences notwithstanding. discourses. 
these d:an say Some important things on this point. First, that 

lSCourses, in order to exist as discourses, have to contain 
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a 'twofold articulation'; their elements have to eXist ' 
s.tore~s' - a twofold articula~on .comparable to that wh7' ,~() 
ImgUlsts have shown to eXlst m language (phonern ch the 
phemes). In scientific discourse, for example, the first arti~or, 
is constituted by words; the second (I believe it is the oth tion 
r~und in Martinet's termin?logy). by c?ncepts . . In unco~ 'Wily 
dIscourse, for example, the first articulation (or first storey) OtIs 
be constituted by a whole series of units such as phon tnay 
words, images, sounds, smells, and so on; the second b;7es, 
tasies, and so forth. We should be able to make this kind ill\. 
inventory everywhere in order to bring out the fact that ~ 
existence of this two-storey structure is constitutive of all discourse 
as d iscou rse. 

In addition, we should be able to bring out the existence of a 
whole series of laws of combination, substitution, elision, subrep
tion, accumulation, and so on - in short, what linguistics has 
thrown into relief and Lacan has used for his own purposes. 

Can one distinguish these laws with precision, and if there 
are different types of laws1 can one distinguish and define those 
different types and levels of laws? Certainly the linguists have 
already done some work on this question. Can someone help me 
to sum it up and spell out its implications in a way that is 
relevant to what we are looking for? (The laws of syntax, for 
example: at what level do they operate with respect to the laws 
of metonymy and metaphor? Where do we put tropes and 
stylistic devices? Information, please.) 

If this question could be clarified, it would, it seems to me, 
throw up another, which is crucial. Precisely where, with respect 
to our attempt to found a theory of discourses, should we situate 
the discoveries and concepts of linguistics? Precisely where 
should we situate the laws whose existence has been dernr 
strated by linguistics with respect to our project to foun a 
theory of discourses implying a theory of discourse? t 

Since tile discourses with which we are concemed are n~ 
restricted to the forms of discourse that linguistics studies, ~t 
since we are studying discourses whose elements are not ot 
are not all, or are not always - linguistic elements, should we f\ as 
consider linguistics to be a regional discipline that can seJ'\'~ral 
an epistemological 'guide', but only as a guide, for a gell of 
theory that is still lacking, and could be the General Theory 
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r of the signifier? but I am beginning to be sus
OisCo~ ~s term, which is too, d~pl~ .invo~ve? .in the id~alism 
picio1J5 0 tations of Saussure s Slgru fi er-Slgm fie d). WhIle the 
of we co~o linguistics is the index and the call for a General 
e)(i5teJlC~t ~scourse, it ca~ot, rigorously ~p~aking, replace such 
theOry What, then, are Its own current Itnuts, those that would 
a theOry· to think it as a regional theory, if that is how it should 
allow US ht? (But should it be thought that way, as I believe it 
be thoug · 
should?). tin ld k· 'bi Th hypothesls I am sugges g wou rna e It POSSl e to 

. e with respect to the specific laws defining each particular 
~~l~rse (the discourses listed above), a status to the general 
I l~Ogoverning any discourse, the laws that come into play in any :scourse, but whose play or exercise is constrained by the laws 
governing the constraints characteristic of each particular type of 
discourse (those to which I have essayed an approach in my 
discussion of the specificity, for each discourse, of the system 
elements + categories + structures). 

We would then have to establish an adequate ter111inology, 
which would doubtless no longer be quite the same as that used 
in linguistics - not only because our object goes beyond the 
limits of linguistics by virtue of the distinction we are drawing 
between the different discourses, but also by virtue of the fact 
that linguistics would not be the General Theory of Discourse it 
~Iaims to be (or that one rather too hastily claims it is), even if, 
In .the present conjuncturel lin,guistics alone can 'guidel us in 
gomg beyond linguistics in the two directions indicated. Termi
nolOgical modifications would then become indispensable. 

F~r example, the opposition language/speech [langue/parole] can
~ot e Considered pertinent. Speech raises a very different prob
th m'd~condary with regard to the problem preceding it: that of 
disec lSCOurses. For a speech act [une parole] occurs only i11 a 

Oflrse, 

Pe~e OPPosition language [langue]!discourse is theoretically 
4LUtent b t . 

0PPos'ti' U It would no longer have the same status as the 
lungual on language/speech; it may well be the concept of a 
since!e [langue] that will prove inadequate in our opposition, 
Il\eallin e are assigning the concept of discourse a much broader 
state. P~r:;an the one authorized by linguistics in its current 

aps the concept of language [la ngage 1 would become 
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pertinent again: language would designate the structu . 
discourse, and thus play vis-a-vis discourse (in the hr:: dOf ~ 
in which we use the term) the same role as the conca , 
language [Ie concept de langue] played vis-a-vis '1inguis~ Of a 
course in the narrow Saussurean sense (what Saussure ~ dis. 
mind when he pronounces the concept speech). S in 

So many questions. 
Are they relevant, and posed in the right way? 
How can one answer them in the present state of affairs? 

12 October 1966 

Notes 

1. As were Althusser's 'Letters to D.I See Olivier Corpet and Fr~ 
Matheron, Introduction to JLetters to D. J, WP 33-4. 

2. See 'LeHers to 0.', WP 70. 
3. LF 711-12, 13 September 1966. 
4. Ibid., p. 712. 
5. JEveryl is underlined; a marginal note reads I? verify this' 
6. The two typed versions of the text read 'general', but the correct reading 

is undoubtedly 'regional' 
7. Handwritten addendum on the back of the preceding page: '''reas

signed" to the general theory or, rather, "temporarily reassigned" to the 
general theory (in the sense in which a teacher at a lyctf is IItemporari1y 
reassigned" to a university post).' . 

8. 'Correct' Uuste] is crossed out; the handwritten correction reads 'a certaJn 
concept' 

9. La Psychnnalyse, no. 3: Psychanalyse et Sciences humaines, 1951. 'anal 
10. Handwritten addendum in the margin: "and its relation to regt 

theories'. 
11. Handwritten addendum in the margin: lor formations' 
12. Handwritten addendum in the text: "as well' .. 1'Jht 
13. Handwritten addendum on a slip of paper attached to thls page·. no 

fWlction of language [langue1 is not at the same level = since .there ~des 
fw"tction of language! but only of the discourse for which 1t pro"; ;. 
either signifiers or constitutive (first-storey) elements (segments) of$ge 
fiers. Thus there are no junctions of language, in this sense, for Ian 
does not exist: only discourses exist. J , 

14. Handwritten addendum in the margin: 'in The Ger",an Ideology J 

15. Handwritten addendum in the margin: 'd. below (to be corrected~ti'" 
16. The French is garbled, but the meaning is clear enough: the ~~I ,te 

connotations of the word 'unconscious' in the sense 'not-consct° 
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b the positive COlUlotatiOns of the concept of the 'uncon
tltweighed ~ See 'On Levi-Strauss', p. 26 above; PSH 76 [Trans.]. 

o , in Freu . . th . I ch I' sci otiS . addendum In e margm: wat out. 
7 J1a"dw~tten addendum in the margin: 'as a selbst' 

18 tlandw~tten addendum in the margin: 'as Iris'. 
1 . dwntten 
9. }-IaJl 
~. 5;,"· .tt n addendum in the margin: 'asked for', followed by a 
il. fland~~ ~ addendum on the back of the previous page: 'It is the 

handwr1 e of police which prot~ide5 the individuals whom policemen 
prefedU'l rte \\rith the identity papers that these policemen request 
. f,",e a e , 
m ~" d) that one shou'. 
(del1l:ritten addendum on the back of the previous page: 'not the who, 

22· fliIIl ~ conscription is in any case obeyed - it provides the subject-whos f:at is, urlros to whom it offers the ~rQntee th~t th~y are the subjects of 
~ interpellation to assume the functions of Trager) , 
HendwriHen addendum in the margin: 'Yes! (It's the sanJe thing.)' 

23. ad· th . I h d' 2-1 Handwritten adden urn m e margm: morp emes or even wor s 
25: Handwritten addendum in the mar~: I(O~ must sim~taneo~sIYI in 

order to exist l pass by way of an articulation by tire rdeologlcal? the 
ideology of ti,e bodyY 

26. Hand\vritten addendum in the margin: 'no' 
27. Handwritten addendum in the margin: 'yes' 
28. Handwritten addendum on the back of the previous page: 'the (some) 

formations of the Wlconscious are thus inscribed in (combined) modes of 
ideologica 1 fo rrna t iOlls' 

29. Handwritten addendum in the margin: 'a mode of an ideological 
formation' 

30. Handwritten addendum in the margin: 'gestures, minimal patterns of 
behaviour, etc.' 

31. Handwritten addendum in the margin: 'modes of 
32. Handwritten addendum on the back of the same sheet: Ithus a discourse 

~xists in the signifiers of another discourse - better, in another discourse -
1t 'avdils itself' of the signi/iers and of certain structural relations of the ::r discourse in order 'to exist in that other discourse [scientific 
bo ourse also makes use of the signifiers of other discourses, ideological, 

a ve all, but aesthetic as well] [there is no pure discourse: all of them 
Speak i, m l 01Ze another - communication of the genres - Of, rather, encroach-
rn~t .of the genres on each other. That is what articulation is].' In the 
sen~gm next to this handwritten addendum, the second of the two 
see~;ces ~at Althusser puts in brackets is preceded by an arrow that 

33. Hand to. pOint to the lines armotated here. 
3.1. An a wntte.n addendum in the margin: Imode' 

repr~OW ~ the margin points towards the handwritten addendum 
35. liand u:ed m note 32 above. 
36. liand:r~tten addendum in the margin: '? no' 
37. Ji2ftd r~tten addendum in the margm" : 'or the same structure' 

~l Wntt· dd 
made a s en a endum on the back of the preceding page: 'Freud never 

ecret of the fact that, for him, the Superego was the moral 
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Subject (the Ego Ideal, on the other hand.t may well be of an entir 
different nature) - find out why Lacan never discusses the Supere ,ely 

38. The French sentence is not particularly dear. Althusser may have ~ , 
to replace it with the sentence that follows [Trolls.]. tant 

39. This sentence is preceded by an arrow that seems to point towards th 
handwritten addendum reproduced in note 32 above. e 

40. This sentence, too, is preceded by an arrow that seems to point towards 
the handwritten addendum given in note 32 above. 

41. Jacques Lacan, 'La science et la verite', reprinted in Ecrits, Parisi 1966 
pp. 855-77. ' 



On Feuerbach 

(1967) 

-

One can nlark off two major stages in Althusser's work on Feuerbach's 
plJilosophy; his archives contain a group of texts corresponding to each. 
Those i11 the earlier group, comprising nearly one hundred mostly 
typed pages, were originally intended for inclusion in a book on 
Feuerbach, and date from the period in which Althusser was completing 
the translations of Feuerbach that he published in 1960 under the title 
Manifestes philosophiques. Two chapters and a few loose fragments 
have survived. The first chapter, entitled JWhy Elephants Have No 
Religion', is forty-three pages long and is written out in nearly finished 
form; the second, the title of which Althu5ser had not yet settled on -
among the possibilities he was considering were 'On Alienation'; or 
IGod: A Bad Subject';1 or 'Free the Attributes!'; or "Give a Purer 
Meaning to the Word /I Attribute" '! - runs to just twelve pages and is 
mUch rougller Since Altlzusser summarizes the contents of these early 
analyses in his 1967 course on The German Ideology, we have opted 
not to include them in the present volume - not without a measure of 
regr~t,. because certain passages in the first version of Chapter 1 are 
:~llstlcally much more polished than the corresponding passages in 

e later version. 

ih The text published here has been culled from Althusser's course on 
in ~h German Ideology, one of the set texts for the oral examination 
tUr e 196? agregation2 in philosophy. Althusser outlined the struc
Fe: r hIS COurse in an introduction to it: '1. The principles of 
prin: ~Ch's Philosophy; 2. A commentary on the basic theoretical 
t'11ze p es of the Manuscripts of 1844; 3. A commentary on the 

Ses on Feuerbach"; 4. A commentary on The German Ideology.' 
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The documents preserved in his archives reflect this outline. Ii 
only the first part of the course has been written out; the rest otoette,., 
left in the form of notes which it would make sense to release 0"7 ~ 
complete edition of A1thusser'~ courses, lectur~ notes includ:J ~Q 
have therefore chosen to publzsh only the sectlOn of the COU • \\It 
Feuerbach, omitting the introduction ran The German Ideolorst. Ill! 
straightforward presentation of Marx's and Engels's text tailoredrr ).11 

needs of students planning to sit the agregation. 0 fhe 
There are two typed copies (an original and a carbon) of the 196 

course in Althusser's archives. Handwritten modifications hIlVe ~ 
made to each. Unfortunatel!/, tile 1'l1odifications only rarely coincidt 
This is in large par~ explained by the differe~t. destinies of the ~ 
docunlents. The earl,er copy of the text the orIgInal typescript (called 
'Document I' in our notes), bears a large number of handwritten 
emendations. This is almost certainly the document to which Althusser 
referred in giving his course, at a tinte when he was planning to 
publish, in collaboration with Etienne Balibar, a book on Feuerbach, tilt 
early Marx, and Marx's 'works of tlte break' The second text (the 
carbon copy, hereafter referred to as 'Document 2') bears a title in 
Balibar's handwriting (~Louis Althusser. Course 1967'); Althusser lent 
it to Balibar, who can no longer remember when he gave it back. 
Althusser's handwritten modifications to this text were almost certainly 
made after it was returned to him; thus they are more recent than thi 
modifications to Document 1. The two sets of modifications art, 
moreover, completely independent of each other (it is highly improbable 
that Althusser had Document 1 in lUlnd as he was revising Document 
2; the opposite is even harder to imagine). Document 2 contains for 
fewer changes. Above all, they lack the systenlatic character of thoSt 
found in Document 1, and do not seern to be 1110tivated by any c/~rlY 
defined project: the spaces left blank, usually for German quotano;t 
fronz Feuerbach, have not been filled in (as they are in Document . 
No modifications occur after page 57 of Document 2. the 

TI,US the earlier docu1f1PJ1t is, in a sense, more 'finished' tltJln t 2 
later one. However, since if was impossible not to take DOCUrne:,;th 
into consideration in preparmg the present edition, we were left t to 
no choice but to publish a text which, strictly speaking, is noW~ t1fl 
be found as such in Althusser's archives. We have therefore adoptt< rpO' 
follOWing editorial policy. We have silently and systematically t~ 
rated the modifications to Docu111ent 1 into the present text, W not 
they do not conflict witlz those in Document 2; these changeS are 
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. tl e Notes. We have also adopted the modifications to 
~agged ", 2 t whenever they do not conflict with those made to 
'OLlCllrtlent 1.' however, because of the peculiar status of Document 2, 
OoClln,ent .tematically flagged them. Finally, whenever the modifica
fLit IwVf sf two documents are incompatible, we have adopted what 
ti(}tlS to t Ie. to be the more carefully worked out version, while giving 

ed to Ut; 
seem er in the Notes. 
tilt otll French translations of Feuerbach to which AIthusser refers are 

T"fJ published in his anthology of Feuerbach's early writings, 
those'f '~tes philosophiques; his unpublished translation of 'The Con
ManJ/ God as the Generic Essence of Man', preserved in his archives; 
~~; Joseph Roy's .tr~nsl~tion of ~as Wesen des .Christen~s 
(L' ssence du Chrlstlarusme, ParIS, 1864). The Enghsh translattons 
of ;assages from Da.s Wesen d~s Christentums h?ve been ~aken from 
George Eliot's verSIon, except In the case of the lntroductton, where 
they are take11 from an anthology of Feuerbach's writings, The Fiery 
Brook, edited and translated by Zawar Hanft· Translations of passages 
fronl all other works by Feuerbach have been taken from Hanft's 
anthology and one otlzer source, or provided by the translator of the 
present volunte. Both Eliot's and Hanft's translations have often been 
modified to bring them into conformity with Althusser's. 

Fran~ois Matlzeron 

Two restrictions: 

1. I shall be dealing only with themes that bear directly on 
the theoretical problems posed by the 1844 Manuscripts and 
Tlte German Ideology. 

2. To that end, I shall limit myself to those of Feuerbach's 
Works which date from the period that interests us, the 
pre-1845 texts that I have collected and translated under 
the title Manifestes philosophiques.3 

\Vo~~O~~ discussing Feuerbach's essential themes in detail, I 
Philo Ike to say a few words about the general character of his 

SOphy. 

\vh~~~uerbach basically defines himself in relation to Hegel, 
that is ~ ~dertakes to 'invert', in the strict sense of the word. 
s~lati s mte~tion, proclaimed and carried out. The critique of 

Ve phtlosophy does indeed constitute an inversion of 
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Hegel, in the proper sense of the word: putting what is on 
the bottom, and vice versa. This inversion, as we shall tOp at 
expressed in various ways: inversion of the relationship be:' is 
Thought and being, Idea and sensuous nature, Philosoph ~ 
non-philosophy; inversion of the relationship between sY bj~ 
and attribute, and so on. One and the same principle is at U ect 
in all these various forms of inversion of Hegel: the senSe iOtk 
is inverted in order to restore an inverted sense. sens] 

Yet this critique of Hegel remains the prisoner of lie l' 
problematic. For the most part, Feuerbach works on the Heg:; S 

system and within that system, using its concepts. To the ex': 
that the inversion he carries out bears only on the sense [sens; 
(which should be understood as both Ivector' and 'Signification') 
internal to Hegel's conceptual system, he adds nothing to Hegel. 
he contents himself with rearranging the system and redis~ 
uting its concepts in order to obtain an inverted, rectified sense, an 
inversion that inverts the speculative inversion, and thus restores 
the truth in its authenticity. 

2. However, if the inversion of Hegel adds nothin.g to Heget it 
has the interesting effect of deleting4 something from him. The 
paradox of the Feuerbachian critique of Hegel is that it aims to 
go beyond Hegel once and for all in order to found a new 
philosophy, the philosophy of Modern Times, the philosophy 
required by the practice of modem Humanity, the philosophy of 
the practical atheism of Modem Times, the philosophy that fully 
corresponds to the development of industry and to the evolutio~ 
and requirements of political activity - the paradox, I say, of ~ 
new philosophy which breaks with Hegel is that, to a certaU' 
extent, it brings us back to a pre-Hegelian position, to the?,es 
peculiar to the eighteenth century and a problematic that denv~ 
from both Diderot and Rousseau. The fact that Feuerbac~S 
critique of Hegel takes the rigorous form of an inversion has 1: 
foll.owing consequence: it deletes ~om Hegel n~t only a w:. 
senes of concepts, but also somethmg that constitutes an e tf\Bt 
tial object of Hegelian thought - history, or culture, and if! 
which Hegel sihtates at the origins of culture: labour. Whe~ of 
the 1844 Manuscripts, Marx attributes to the Phenome1lolo we 
Mind the inestimable merit of having 'grasped labour .a~eeti, 
essence of man/,s and reintroduces the Hegelian d13 itoit' 
of history, he perceives what Feuerbach had eliminated 
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d tries to restore it. Feuerbach does, of course, occasion
liegel, an bout history in his work, but he never talks about 
ally tal~ athe Hegelian sense of 'Bildung', that is, as a product of 
C\llwre lflroduced in its turn by the dialectic of the struggle unto 
labourf (p recognition). When Feuerbach talks about history, what 
death o~ has in mind is the history of religion and the history 
he US~la oYphy These are not true examples of history, not even 
f phI os'. . 

~ Hegelian sense, but sImple sequences of forms possessmg 
III th~ that proceeds from the Feuerbachian theory of alienation. 
a IOgt~all see6 that on this point too, the theory of alienation, 
We ~bach deletes something from Hegel, and that he is forced 
Fe~~ so by the theoretical effect of the principle informing his 
:tique of Hegel: the principle of inversion. Very roughly, the 
measure of Feuerbach's retreat behind Hegel, the measure of 
what Feuerbach deletes from Hegel, may be taken from the type 
of criticism he makes of him: we may say that Feuerbach replaces 
Hegel's absolute objective idealism with an absolute anthropologism or 
humanism; that he replaces the absolute idealism o.f the Idea with an 
absolute materialisnl of man. One need only state the matter in this 
way to justify the schematic judgement made a moment ago. 
What remains of Hegel is the project of an 'absolute" philosophy, a 
philosophy of infinity (we shall see what form these determina
tions take in Feuerbach). The result is that the project at the very 
core of Feuerbach's philosophy bears Hegel's stamp; that is why 
we do not find a full-fledged Feuerbach in the eighteenth cen
hlry. On the other hand, what disappears from Hegel in Feuer
bach is the content designated in Hegelian philosophy by the 
~ncept of the Idea, that is, the dialectic of the object called history. 
. that sense, Feuerbach relapses into the eighteenth century, 
:t~ a pre-Hegelian position, retreating towards themes we can 
th a e out in various authors (Diderot's materialism, Rousseau's 
th:Ory of human nature and origins, etc.); in his work, these 
isrn~~ take the form of anthropological or humanist material
Critic. uchi then, is. the first paradoxical effect of the type of 
retre:rn ~hat Feuerbach brings to bear on Hegel: a theoretical 
LUdlVi FWlth respect to Hegel. Engels clearly saw this in his 

3 g euerbach? 

liege~e seCond paradoxical effect induced by the inversion of 
IrtOQe~s ~~ extraordinary anticipation of certain themes of 

P dosophy: the philosophy of the Welt and Unlwelt, the 
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philosophy of the Weltanscllauung on the one hand . 
continuations down to Heidegger (see Karl Lowith's 'b w~ i~ 
Hegel zu Nietzsche)}' and, on the other, the philosoPh;o "O!! 
signification of consciousness as intentionality down to HOf tI!e 
and his heirs in the contemporary hermeneutics of reli~ 
inspiration (whether theological, as in Karl Barth's Prot gi~ 
theology, or philosophical, as in Ricreur).'l I will giVe es~ 
examples when I analyse Feuerbach's basic themes. We s~ ~ 
that the anticipatory power of Feuerbach's theory stems aboSet 
all from his retreat from Hegelian positions and his return t \Ie 
philosophy of man that is Simultaneously a philosophy of ~ 
origin; it stems, to be very precise, from the nature of his 
anthropology, which is an anthropology of sense rather than One 
of essence. 

How did this influence, which modem thinkers have not 
acknowledged, come about? Between certain themes in Feuer
bach's thought and certain themes of modem philosophy, is 
what we see the anon}'mous encounter of a rediscovery? Or is it, 
rather, the effect of an influence exercised through intermediar
ies, one transmitted by Nietzsche in particular? I am inclined to 
favour the second hypothesis. In any event, one could do an 
interesting piece of research in the history of philosophy on the 
subject, which I call to the attention of those who might be 
interested. 

Here are the themes of Feuerbach's philosophy that I propose 
to discuss in very schematic fashion: 10 

1. the theory of the absolute horizon, or the theory of the 
object as the essence of the subject; d 

2. the theory of alienation as the inversion of sense an 
abstraction; d 

3. the theory of the species as the ground of theory a1\of 
practice and also as the ground of the Revolution. 
Modem Times and the realization of the human essencedte 

4. the materialist inversion of speculative philosophy and 
Wlity of humanism, of naturalism and humanisrn. 11 
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1 of Feuerbach's philosophy follows necessarily from a 
fite whO :irnple propositions, which I shall quote: 
feW very -- . 

'The essence12 of man IS not only the groundsl but also the 
1. 1"' 'I object of re 19lon. · .. .. . 

'God is the exterlorlZed [entauflertes, alzene] self [selbst] 
~. 't of man. \ 
3 'But if religion, that is, the consciousness of God, is charac-
. terized as the self-consciousness of man, this does not mean 

that the religious man is directly conscious that his con
sciousness of God is the consciousness of his own essence, 
for it is precisely the absence of such consciousness that 
grounds the peculiar essence of religion.'e 

In the first proposition, Feuerbach says that the essence of man 
is not only the grounds of religion. He thereby casts aside all the 
classical theories of religion since Epicurus, and, in particular, all 
the theories of religion to be found in Machiavelli, Spinoza, and 
the philosophers of the Enlightenment; these theories constitute 
so many ideologies of the anti-religious strugglel relating 
religion not to God and the various forms His revelation takes 
: h~~an history, but to man. These theories. differ ~~m Feu~r-
ach S In that, although they offer us a genesIs of religIon which 

sets out from man, that genesis involves only partial and, 
us~allYI aberrant effects of human nature - as a rule, a cambi
:tio~ of partial and aberrant effects. What c~ be ascribed to 
%n tn religion is fear, stupidity, imposture, and politics or morals. 
SPinen, for example, it is a question of politics or morals (see 
Serv;;a Or e~~n Rousseau), the political or moral purposes 

by rehglOn are always concealed by the impostures of 

.... Feuerb h 
lion'], FB 98~c , Intr~duction to the Essence of Christianity [hereafter 'lntroduc-

. t-Intr ' ~anslation modified. 
QI/brj is ~~ction, ~B 129. [Althusser includes the German words in brackets; 

~ introd ~nslation of entauflert.] 
UCtion, FB 110; translation modified. 
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deceit or illusion - of, in a word, the imagination, wheth 
imagination reflects the workings of universal human na~ that 
the deceptions concocted by a conspiratorial sect of pne re Or 

kings. Thus, the whole of this philosophical tradition ~:s Or 

critique of religion would find it impossible to endorse the 
Feuerbachian equatioll 'religion :;= ti,e essence of man' the 

To bring out the novelty of his conception, FeuerbaCh 
that religion is not only grounded in human nature, but that~~ 
its object, its objectification, its adequate existence in the fo~ ~ 
the objectivity of an object - precisely, religion as the obj 0 

peculiar to man [objet propre de l'homme]. eel 

With the expression 'religion is the object proper to man' 
Feuerbach does not simply designate a specific negative differ~ 
ence setting man apart from the animals. Doubtless that is how 
things appear at first sight. Elephants·) have no religion,d ani
mals have no religion; man alone has a religion. But one must 
go further, and understand 'peculiar to man' not in the Aristote
lian sense of 'peculiar to', but in the Cartesian sense of the 
essential attribute - in the adequate, positive sense in which 
religion is not only an index of the distinction between man and 
the animals, but that which constitutes man/s humanity, the 
human essence in its adequation. In Spinozan terms, we would 
sayl4 that religion is the adequate idea of man. 

This is an important proposition, since it suffices to dis
tinguish Feuerbach from Hegel. For Hegel, religion is the second 
moment of Absolute Spirit, which comprises three moments: art, 
religion and philosophy. Here I leave aside a very important 
matter, the fact that the 'essence of man' is not what is at stake 
in Heget l5 so that there can be no question of seeking, in Hege!, 
an answer to the non-Hegelian question of the 'essence of man· 
Rather, at stake in Hegel is the Idea and its existence in absolute 
form. But even if we assume that Feuerbach substituted man for 
the Idea, and, with that reservation, put the question as trans" 
formed by Feuerbach to Hegel, we will not obtain the satl1e 
answer. For there is something higher than religion, namely, 
philosophy, which in its tum 'supersedes' the first two moItlell~ 
of Absolute Spirit, art and religion; it is their 'synthesis' an f 
expresses their 'truth', the unity of the in-itself and for-itself 0 

d IntroductionJ FB 97. 
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Spirit in the in-itself/for-itself of Absolute Spirit repre
AtJ;OIl.1: philosophy. For Feuerbach, in contrast, we may say 
sented tlJf,tg is higher than religion. Religion is well and truly the 
t1tat ,10 te idea of man, or, as Feuerbach says, the object of man, 
adeql.1~ it contains the whole of the human essence, from the 
if1 ~a'lIg to the end of history. When this thesis is rigorously 
/ltgt'~ed and developed, there naturally follow certain conse
de e~es as to the status of art and philosophy - philosophy in 
qlle~C\llar. Feuerbach, precisely, presents philosophy not as 
par erseding religion but as a religious effect, an effect that can 
5~~er be alienated or, on the contrary, rendered adequate. 
~deed, it may be observed that philosophy emerges as a by-
roduct of theology in the history of humanity. The genesis of 

~hilosophY thus proceeds by way of the filiation religion-theol
ogy-philosophy. This filiation is the site of an alienation: the 
alienation of theology reduplicates the alienation of religion, and 
philosophy only repeats, in its tum, this alienation of theology: 
it culminates in Hegel's speculative philosophy. Ultimately, then, 
philosophy is alienated religion: in philosophy, we do not get 
beyond the limits of the essence of religion. What holds for the 
alienated forms of philosophy also holds for the partially dis
alienated forms or the totally disalienated form of philosophy. 
In particular, the new philosophy founded by Feuerbach does not go 
beyond the linzits of religion:16 it goes beyond the alienated forms of 
philosophy, and thus the alienated forms of theology, in order to return 
to the essence of religion and 'disclose' [devoiler] the authentic 
essence of religion in its very alienation. The new philosophy is 
the truth Ofl7 religion - not in the Hegelian sense of supersession, 
~f . a development of religion that supersedes it, but in the 
plnozan sense of an adequate idea of religion. The new philos
?~hy adds nothing to religion: it simply strips it of its veils; it is 
I public avowal or confession. 
of That, moreover, explains why Feuerbach can say, in the third 
r I~~ Propositions I have cited, that what constitutes religion as 
o~ Iglon, that is, as the alienation of man's essence, is 'the absence 
fo consciousness'. The new philosophy adds nothing to religion, s; What it gives it is this 'self-consciousness' that religion lacks. 
lieoul~ ~e say that there is a relapse into a certain form of 
to ;e~!I~01S~ .he~e, in that philosophy adds the .mi.ssing 'f~r ~tsel~' 

glon S In-Itself? By no means; because, In Itself, religion IS 
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already consciousness, and because endowing religion With 
sciousness does not in fact consist in providing it with som~ 
it lacks, but simply in divesting it l !! of what conceals from it ""hag 
it is, of what obstructs this consciousness. Far from ad. t 
something to religion, then, philosophy frees religion of, not Q ~g 
but a mask, an obstruction, its blinkers, its veils. It is in this se: 
that philosophy is a disclosure, Enthiillu11g: an unveiling 
religion, a visible manifestation of the pure essence of religi: 
Of, again, a confession and an avowal. Philosophy merely sa I 

what religion says without saying it. I" From this there followr 
fundamental thesis about the essence of philosophy as unveilin a 
or disclosure, the disappearance of philosophy in the object ~ 
closed, and the nature of truth as what is manifested in this 
disclosure. There also follows a fundamental thesis about the 
unique source of disalienation, which is identical with disclosure 
and the true, authentic realization of the human essence: it is 
that everything hinges on the disclosure of that essence - to be 
very precise, on bringing self-consciousness into full correspon· 
dence [adequation] with consciousness. This, of course, has impli
cations not only for the nature of ideologies, philosophy, and the 
sciences, but also for politics, which is reduced to a critique of 
the illusions of consciousness about itself, with the whole resting 
on the thesis of the practical and theoretical pri111acy of consciousness. 
We shall consider that point later. 

For the moment, we shall confine ourselves to bringing out 
the theoretical presuppositions of Feuerbach's thought by draw
ing the conclusions that follow from an equation which may be 
written as follows: philosophy = the disclosure of religion ~ 
man's self-consciousness = man's consciousness = man's essence 
== man's object = religion. . 

We are dealing with a whole series of classical concepts in thiS 
equation, but also with a term which, while it, too, figures aIIl1 
the terms of classical philosophy, is nevertheless not a concep, 
of classical philosophy (except in certain Cartesian formulatiottS)~ 
the term 'object' This term sustains the entire edifice of FeUer 
bach's theory. We shall discuss it under the rubric of the 'theOrY 
of the absolute horizon' or 'theory of the Feuerbachian Ob!eet~ if! 

The whole of Feuerbach's theory of the object is contalfle .. 
the following proposition: 'the object to which a subject es¢l 
tially and necessarily relates is nothing but the subject'S ofII" 
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but objectified [vergegensliindlicht]',e a formulation that 
~l'I~e, expressed in the following equation: a subject's essential 
tJl~Y ~ that subject's objectified essence. This formulation admits 
Il~lt~f iants in which 'subject' is replaced by being or species, 
ot ~ a~fied' [vergegel1stiindlichtj by externalized [veriiufiert] or 
IO~Jec ted [el1ifremdetj or, again, by manifestation [Erscheinung], 
aheoa d k] ssion [AIlS rue , etc. 
C"~iS equation expresses an - in principle - perfect correspon

e [adequation] between, on the one hand, the essence of a 
del.'~g or subject, and, on the other, his peculiar [propre120 object, 
be 1 • lb· I· 1- h·· h lied his essentia 0 Ject. t IS pecu tar to 1m In t e narrow, 
ca <;itive sense of the term, because it is nothing other than this po .. 
being's or subject's objectification, extemaliza tion, or adequate 
manifestation. This immediately brings to mind a structure that 
is typical of the relationship between these concepts: a relation 
of subject to object (objects) or essence to phenomenon, a relation 
in which the centre is constituted by the constitutive subject, 
from which there emanates a space of objects concentric to this 
centre, objects objectifying the essence of this subject or being, 
who is thus the subject that constitutes them. This in the precise 
sense in which the term is anticipated in Kant and will later be 
reappropriated by modem philosophy, by Geistesphilosophie (Phil
osoplly of Spirit): a Welt if not an Umwelt (Geistesphilosophie or a 
certain biology or ethology), a Welt Of, more precisely, an 
Unlu'elt. In suggesting these spatial images of centre and circular 
environment here, I am simply repeating the very terms used by 
~euerbach, who speaks of the circle of essential objects surround
Ing the central subject as his 'horizon' That is why I speak of a 
theory of the object as a theory of the horizon (or the Umwelt); 
~~~ can rea~i1y.see the modem re~onance of these terms. But.! 

; yet to Justify the other term In my phrase 'absolute hon
~on, the word 'absolute' It, too, is in Feuerbach. Although he 
i:~:r Speaks of an absolute horizon, both words are to be found 
Us tl5 text, and are employed in a sense that not only authorizes 
so 0 speak of an absolute horizon, but even requires us to do . 

Qe~lorder to understand this 'absolute', we have to go into the 
I s of Feuerbach's theory - that is, expose ourselves to the 

'"lnttOd . 
UChonl FB 100; translation modified. 
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surprise of an astonishing Itranscendental biology' It is h 
ever, as is often the case in the work of innovators, rn~r ~
cover that provides an absolute anthropology with a te~ CI 

ogy, and provides it with a terminology in order to justify :!
anthropology's twofold role as a foundation for the theory"lI/i 
knowledge as well as for morality and practice. of 

I say 'transcendental biology', but one might just as Well 
Philosophy of Nature in general, because, as we shall ::: 
Feuerbach does not restrict himself to the animal world b ' 
extends his theory to vegetables and minerals too, in order: 
provide it with a universal foundation and benefit from th 
ideological effects of this recourse to Nature. e 

Thus.: 'the o.bject to which~ subject essentially and n~cessarily 
relates IS nothIng but the subject'S own essence, but obJectified/, 
And, astoundingly, Feuerbach immediately adds: 'In this sense 
the Sun is the object of the Planets . I Later he will say that the 
leaf is the object of the caterpillar, and so on. Yet he is SOOn 

brought up short by an objection: the Sun is not the exclusive, 
unique, and thus peculiar object of one planet, but of several: 

The Sun is the common object of the planets, but it is not an object 
for the Earth in the same way as it is for Mercury [or] Venus ... The 
Sun which lights and warms Uranus - and the way it does so - has 
no physical existence for the Earth. Not only does the sun appear 
different, but it really is another Sun on Uranus than on the Earth. 
Hence, the Earth's relationship to the Sun is at the same time the 
Earth's relationship to itselt to its own beingl for the measure of the 
magnitude and intensity of light which is decisive as to the way the 
Sun is an object for the earth is also the measure of the Earthls 
distance from the Sun, that is, the measure that determines the 
specific nature of the Earth. Each planet therefore has in its Sun the 
mirror in which its own essence is reflected [Spiegel seines Westns].' 

This altogether astonishing text brings out an essential character
istic of the subject-object relation: the mirror relation or SPe.cu~Z 
relation. This relation is identical to the relation of the obJecb 

cation of essence that binds the subject to its object and the obj~ 
to its subject. Once the equation has been correctly written, 0 is 
can approach matters from eitller end, subject or object; the resllit ctJ 
tlte sanle. This becomes clear from a hypothesis that Feuerba 

j Introduction, FB 100-101; translation modified. 
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about religion: if, after the extinction of the human race, 
J1la~~ bitant of Uranus should one day land on Earth and 
af\ Ill, ar a theological treatise, he could read the human essence in 
diSCO\~ght (assuming, of course, that he was a Feu erbachian) , 
it at ~~g from this treatise the fact that men had existed on 
ded;~ To be sure, bef~re one is au~orized to ~eat the equation 
Ear versible, it has first to be wrItten, constItuted. One then 
as ~~'es that what is reversibility at the level of effects is not 
ob rsible at the level of the cause; in other words, the reversible 
~vetlarlf relation is possible only against the background of a centred 
.. peel ~ h f h bO • h ~.t Jcturc in which t e essence 0 t e su Ject occupIes t e centre, 
~ r~ the speculary objects the periphery formed by the horizon. 
~s follows from the multiplication of the one and only Sun 
into as many particular suns as there are planets. Each planet 
does indeed possess, in the sun, the mirror of its own essence, 
on condition that one distinguish between the Sun, common to 
all the planets, living creatures and plants, and its Sun. This 
reveals the principle governing this differentiation, this appropri
atio'1 of the Sun, that which establishes the Sun as the peculiar 
object of the essence of each planet: this principle is each planet'S 
central essence. 

One may, then, write the following modified equation: the 
essence of planet X = its own [propre] relation [Verhalten] to the 
one and only Sun = its Sun = the Sun in so far as:!· it is the 
planet's own"' [propre] object. 

This modified equation is very important, for it concerns the 
eX:erl1al objects in the universe, common to a multitude of beings: 
~eral, vegetable, animal and human. In general, external 
o~J~cts are external in so far as different beings can take them as 
~ :Ir peculiar objects within the essential relation in which these 
r ~tn~s stand to them. If we succeed in identifying this essential 
p::~~Pl~ w~ may then cOI~side~ it, in ~e specific ~nse, to b~ the 
ob' l~~ ob}~ct of the being In question, that lS, that beIng's 
th~ctified essence. For all natural, non-human beings (we shall see 
det reaSOns for this restriction), this, of course, suggests the 
rela~~r of science, whose function is to discover tlris peculiar 
rnak,oll, and, if possible, the complex of peculiar relations that 
neq e up the peculiar complex object constitutive of the objecti
indiv~~sence of a natural being, whether it be a species or an 

I ual. Of course, this research programme for the natural 
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sciences depends on the basic hypothesis that there is, by Ii 
a correspondence between the subject and its own essence wtts, 
is objectified in its own object, a correspondence that is c00stj ch 
tive of all objective knowledge. One need hardly point Out tu. 
this is a pure mythology inspired by Schelling, and that it in that 
way reflects the reality of the practice and concepts of the na~ 
sciences. But this gigantic myth is forged only in order to SUst ' I 
as we shall see, the theory of religion as man's peculiar Object a:~' 
with it, the whole theory of man's knowledge and activity. ' 

Let us go straight to the heart of this problem, religion 
postponing our consideration of the other facets of h~ 
activity 

What distinguishes religion as an object from external objects 
such as the Sun or, more generally, from the external objects 
found in nature, is, preCisely, that they are external, that is 

I 

common to beings of various kinds, whereas religion, according 
to Feuerbach, is an inner object, which, for this reason, belongs 
to22 humankind alone. The planets and plants have only an outer 
life. Animals have an inner life, but it 'is one with the outer' life, 
whereas man has a twofold life: Ian inner and an outer life')~ An 
outer life is a life that brings a species into relation with the 
outer world, hence with other species. An inner life is a life that 
brings the species into relation with itself - into relation with 
itself as its own essential object. This is the case with man. Thus 
the privilege of religion resides not in the fact that it distin
guishes man from the animals as the index of an essential 
difference, but in the fact that it constitutes man's very essence, 
that is, the objectification of his peculiar essence, and there.for:e 
his peculiar object. Religion's immense privilege is that It IS 

immediately, entirely, adequately, exhaustively,21 just as it pre
sents itself, in its objective existence, man's peculiar object, the 
essence of the human species. In this case, there is no need. to 
look for the type of2~ relation essential to the human speCl~ 
which constitutes religion as man's peculiar object (as one ha f 
to with the Sun). Here, one does not need to make the deto~~ 
a scientific investigation in order to determine the pe~ . 0. 

relation that makes religion the religion of man, 'his', religt~ 
Religion is, immediately, this very relation; it is, entirely, 

1f. Introduction, F B 98. 
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lation; it is, adequately, this relation, and thus the human 
verY r: It is clear that this thesis of Feuerbach's is the object not 
esseJ'\~e~onstration, but of a simple declaration. Or, rather, the 
of a bachian demonstration of this equation is provided, in The 
f~~erct' of Christianity, by the endlessly repeated illustration of the 
b!>f'~larv relation 'God's attributes/man's attributes'; this one 
spec Ie ;epetition, which the speculary structure of the basic 
5lln~epts of Feuerbach's theory makes inevitable, is the backbone 
~~nhiS pseudo-demonstra.tion. I w~ll n~t labour the point, except 

say that Feuerbach glves us, m hIS theory, a model of the 
t':ructure of a/~ or of every, ideological discourse, a model which 
~s particularly pure in its naivety; and that his philosophy is, 
perhaps, well and truly the confession, not of the truth of religion 
and the essence of man, but of the structure of all ideological 
discourse, and of the domination religious discourse exercises 
over philosophical discourse - at any rate, over the type of 
philosophical discourse that Feuerbach produces (which I, for 
my part, would not call a philosophical discourse, but an ideo
logical discourse that comes under the heading of religious 
morality). 

However that may be, one can draw an important conclusion 
from what has just been said. It is that if man enjoys the privilege 
of possessing his essence in an immediately given object peculiar 
to hin" and in an adequate, immediately adequate form, it is 
because he takes his own species, his own genus, as his peculiar 
object, in the strict sense of the term. To say that man is the one 
being in the world to possess an inner life is to say that he 
~ossesses a life that unfolds entirely within his own essence, a 
bfe that is its own object, in the strict sense of the term: it is to 
say that he has the privilege over all other beings in nature of 
not haVing to make the detour through other, external beings in 
?rder to arrive at a definition of his peculiar object, in order to 
~arve' his peculiar object 'for himself' out of the objects 'in
r le~selv~s' of the outer Universe by virtue of the essential 
; l1f1onslllp he maintains with them. It is to say that man does 
a o~ have to make the detour through the sciences in order to 
gr:1ve at the knowledge of his essence, but that this knowledge is 
s~tI:; ~o 1tj~ in actu, in its ~d.equate. content, in the form. o~ ~e 
Pr Ihc object known as rehglOn. This calls an end to the mfirute 

Ogramme that the eighteenth century unfolded before the 
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sciences of man and the social sciences after the idealism of th 
Cartesian Cogito had been rejected. Man no longer has to III e 
the long detour through the sciences, the detour of that infin~ 
quest in which the idea of man is, precisely, only an 'idel~ 
serving as a regulatory, not a constitutive principle for empiri a i 
research; he possesses his own self-knowledge in the Privileg~ 
object. o~ religion, bec~use: i~ religi~n, he possesses the .0ntoIo;. 
cal prIvIlege of standing In ImmedIate, adequate relation to hi . s 
OUJl1 species. 

If we write out the equation that we are in the process of 
examining, we have: inner life (that is, man's inner life, since Only 
human beings have an inner life distinct from their extemal 
life)26 = relation to his object = relation to religion:: essence of man ::: 
essence of the hunlan species. This inner relation of the human 
species to itself in the form of its relation to its speculary object, 
religion - this inner relation has a specific name,27 Iconsciousness'. 
To say that man distinguishes himself from the animals through 
religion, and to say that he distinguishes himself from them 
through consciousness, is to say one and the same thing - on 
condition that we take consciousness 'in the strict sense': that is, 
that we take it to mean, not the sensation or perception of 
external things (common to both animals and man), or even 
individual consciousness, but something quite different. 'Con
sciousness in the strict sense is given only in the case of a being whose 
object is his own species, his OWJ1 essence.' This is what makes it 
possible to ground the difference between animal and human 
consciousness: I Doubtless the anirnal takes itself as an object as an 
individual (that is what is meant by saying that it has a feeling of 
itself) - but it does not do so as a species (that is Wily it lacks 
consciousness, lvhich takes its na1tze fr0nz knotoledge).'2sh It is he~ 
that the important difference between the individual and hiS 
species comes into play. We shall have to return to this point. 

Let ttS say, then, that man is the one being in the universe 
who, as an individual, takes Iris species as his peculiar object, ~ 
essence of his species, which is given to him in the fonn 0 

consciollsness in the strict sense. This allows us to complete ~ut 
equation of a moment ago by condensing it in the followjJ1g 
formula: inner life :::; immediate relation to the essence of the 

h Introduction, FB 97-8; translation modified. 
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. S :::: religion = consciousness in the strict sense. This is not a 
$pecl~ proposition for Feuerbach. Concretely, we find in his 
casu: what we may call concrete forms of existence of consciousness, 
w~~ is, objects and re~ati~~ that directly e~press ~s fu~ con: 
th dence between mdlvldual and specIes: religIOn IS theIr 
~Po;pendium" their summa and supreme realization. But we 
~od the existence of this object in the form of all the activities 
I1n d manifestations of the inner life in the narrow sense, that is, 
a;e individual's generic life. To speak, even to hold a monologue, 
~at is, to speak with oneself, with oneself as if with another, is 
a form of consciousness in the strict sense, that is, a manifestation 
or realization of the human species. The same holds for loving, 
reflecting, thinking and knowing, of willing in the rational, 
ethical sense, or of participating in politics. These are all so many 
activities indistinguishable from consciousness in the strict sense, 
hence from man's inner life, hence from the immediate relation 
between the human individual and the human species. 

The inner life of ma,t is his life in its relation to his species, his essence. 
When 1nan thillks, he converses, he speaks with himself. The animal, on the 
other ',and, cannot perform any generic function without the aid of another 
indir.,idual external to itself. But man can perfonn the functions character
istic of his genre - for thought and speech are true generic functions - in 
isolation fronl another individual. Man is in himself both ']' and 'Thou l

; he' 
CQIl pu t himself in the place of another precisely because his object is his 
species, his essence - not only his individuality. i 

If We interpret the particular manifestations of man's generic 
~ctions narrowly, we may say that all of them are contained 
In the religion-object, which constitutes man's absolute object, his 
sp~c~ and absolute horizon. Man never goes beyond the limits of 
relzglon in any of his activities, even those that seem to be non
religious, because he never goes beyond the absolute horizon of his own 
essence.2(} 

c When We correlate this thesis with that of the identity between 
,;nsciousness in the strict sense and the essence of the species, 
Ch~ see that it requires us to specify the meaning of the Feuerba
in ~~ co~cept of 'consciousness in the strict sense' Consciousness 

e strIct sense means self-consciousness or self-knowledge, if we 

Introd . 
Uchon, F B 98; translation modified. 
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assign the word 'self' the fo~Iowing precise content: In an' 
generic essence. The paradox ot Feuerbach from the standp . S 

of the Cartesian tradition, although he is consistent here :~t 
certain theses of Hegel's, is that self-consciousness does not nee lib 
arily take the form of consciousl1ess in the Cartesian sense of ~ 
transparency of self-presence. Man's self-consciousness in all th I! 
religious manifestations of his existence takes the basic form ~ 
the opacity of objects, gestures, institutions, practises, and ev: 
knowledge.;I(1 This opacity is the effect of alienation. This Opaci; 
has to do only with the sense expressed by these objects Or 
gestures: they are manifestations of self-consciousness, and self ... 
consciousness existing in the form of immediacy. One may say 
that, in alienation, what self-consciousness lacks is consciousness , 
not in the strict, but in the everyday sense: in religion and all his 
generic acts, man has to do with self-col1sciousness, but without 
COllsciollsness, that is, without transparency. This does not mean 
that he lacks consciousness when he prays, acts, loves, speaks or 
knows. But in such cases the consciousness that accompanies his 
gestures and acts is a subjective, that is, an individual conscious
ness. It expresses nothing other than the relation of an individual 
who speaks, acts or loves to the object of his activity, perception, 
love and practices, the relation of an individual to his generic 
essence 1 his species; but it expresses it in opacity and misrecog
nition - a non-transparent relation. This is a consciousness that 
does not correspond to its object, a consciousness that expresses 
only the subjective, contingent, and thus limited or circum" 
scribed relation of the individual to generic objects and activities, 
which are misrecognized as such. This misrecognition, this no~" 
correspondence of the individual consciousness to genenc 

objects and activitiesl is the effect of alienation. It results fr?J1l 
the form in which alienation reveals to the individual the eXIst
ence of his generic human existence. Consciousness can be ren
dered adequate to self-consciousness (that is, self-consciousness c~ 
become transparent) only through man's disalienation; throu~ _ 
the inversion of alienated sense and the restoration of the o~g!i 
inaI, true sense - through disclosure. This last consequence he ~_ 
us to understand why Feuerbach affirms, in his definition of se I_ 
consciousness, that consciousness 'takes its name fro":, ~o;ct 
edge',JI Self-consciousness as Feuerbach conceives it IS. U1 ;er 
Absolute KnouJJedge of the essence of the human species - U1 0 
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ds the essence of the human species revealed in an objective 
-.v.0r ~rsc that gives expression to it. We understand why it is 
dJSC~ble for self-consciousness not to be conscious: the absolute 
?05~ledge constituted by religion can be either given in a 
\al0 ciousness that is adequate to Knowledge or in one that is 
coos . 

t adequate to It. 
00 This simple analysis makes it possible to see the sense in 

hich Feuerbach is related to Hegel, and also why he relapses 
~to a pre-Hegelian position. Feuerbach's philosophy is a ficti
~us Phenomenology and dialectic. The manifest aim, in both 
~euerbach and Hegel, is to arrive at the identity of consciousness 
and self.-consciousness, that is, Absolute Knowledge - not only in 
the theoretical sense of Knowledge, but in the practical sense of 
the immediate, adequate empirical existence of the truth in daily 
life. But whereas Hegel seeks to reveal the operations of the 
dialectic that engenders the identity of consciousness and self
consciousness by setting out from consciousness, and, in particular, 
to show that self-consciousness is produced by the dialectic of the 
deve/opnJent of consciousness, something that presupposes all of his
tory, FeuerbachJ in contrast, inverts the Hegelian relation 
between consciousness and self-consciousness, treating self-con
sciousness as prirllordial and reducing the history of alienation to mere 
1110des 0.( consciousness, that is, man's alienated relation to his 
generic essence. What Feuerbach must then produce is not, as in 
Hegel, self-consciousness and Absolute Knowledge with con
sciousness as a starting point but, rather, consciousness, with self
consciousness and Absolute Knowledge as a starting point. Even 
that formulation is inexact, for Feuerbach does not have to 
produce consciousness, since consciousness is not the result of a 
~rocess but the simple effect of a 'disclosure'; hence he has no need 
~~ any theory of history as the process of the genesis of 
~ lenation and disalienation. If consciousness is thus reduced to 
I Ie disclosure of an originary self-consciousness, an originary Abso
tute KnOwledge, self-consciousness appears to be totally foreign 
: conSCiousness in the Hegelian sense: the word 'consciousness' 
th~S, it is true, appear in the expression 'self-consciousness', but 
ti~s Word, consciousness, merely designates the speculary reflec
an~' ~he speculary relation, the specularity of universal existence 
in ,In ,particular, of the existence of the generic essence of man 

man s objectsJ in the human world.32 Consciousness is thus 
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merely the 'self' in the speculary relation between man and h' 
world. This speculary relation can be said to be 'consciousn l~ 
only because the 'self' in question is the 'self' of the hu":s 
essence, and because the word consciousness has to exist SOrn ~ 
where from the beginning if it is to appear at the end Witho e
itself requiring a genesis, without having to be prodUCed ~ 
transparency plainly has to be designated as the essence of opaci ; 
In the expression 'self-consciousness' as the speculary eXistence ~f 
the human essence in its objects, Feuerbach has thus taken the 
two words for granted: 'self on the one hand (= human essence) 
and 'consciousness' on the other. This relieves him of the Obliga_ 
tion to have any theory of history at all, even a Hegelian one. 
That is why he relapses into a pre-Hegelian position. What 
remains of Hegel in Feuerbach is merely the end product of the 
Hegelian theory of history: Absolute Knowledge on the one 
hand and, on the other, the fact that Spirit does not have an adeqUQte 
existence in thought alone, but also exists in the concrete and practi
cal33 in figures of history, above all in the object known as religion, 
the human object par excellence. This object is clearly the trace of 
history, and clearly testifies that history has passed this way
history in the eighteenth century's sense as well as in Hegers; 
yet Feuerbach treats religion as if nothing had happened since 
Descartes. His equation 'religion = self-consciousness == human 
essence' can in fact be read as a Cartesian Cogito whose object is no 
longer thought, but religion. 

Nor is that all. To the extent that the human essence is the 
essence of one natural species among others; to the extent that 
man's world, man's absolute horizon, is an Umwelt, one absolute 
horizon among others; to the extent that self-consciousness is 
assigned to the province of a biological species, Feuerbach 
regresses much further still, back to the Schoolmen and Aristotle. 
However, just as something has occurred since Descartes -
namely, the recognition of the reality of history and culture - ~ 
something has occurred since Aristotle - namely, the rise an 
the recognition of modern science. That is why Feuerbach's tran-

IOn opacity as transparency except for itself, see Feuerbach, 'Towards; 
Critique,of ~e~el's ~hilosophy', FB 91: 'Matter in itself is not dar~essl ~ut ra:'t 
that which IS lllummable [Althusser translates 'Ie transparent vlrtuel}, or 
which is unilluminated only for itself.' 
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dental pseudo-biology may be called transcendental, to the 
seeo t that he attributes to the human species an absolute privilege 
e"te~1l the other species, tile privilege of taking as its object not merely 
~v:ri/lll1ledjate environment, that of its 'practical''\4 needs (which 
It:. stitutcs the absolute horizon for animal species), but the whole 
CO~t,erse itself, the speculary object of the attribute of the human 
11/~ ... oce known as need, and of the theoretical, contemplative, 
eS~ 
d'''illterested power. 
I~ No doubt it is this paradoxical situation, anachronistic (philo-

sophically speaking) in his own daYI which confers upon Feuer
bach's thought its ambiguous character: its regressiveness and 
impoverishment and, Si111uitaneously, its profundity and powers 
of anticipation. When we compare Feuerbach/s system of 
thought to others that are contemporary with their objects, we 
can clearly see that it lags behind them every time: it lags behind 
Hegel, and we relapse into the eighteenth century; it lags behind 
the eighteenth century, and we relapse into Descartes; it lags 
behind Descartes, and we relapse into Scholasticism and Aris
totle. But every time Feuerbach falls back a period and refers to 
an earlier author, he gives the categories of the earlier author in 
whose terms he is thinking a later object to think. He gives the 
materialism and anthropology of Diderot/Rousseau, as well as 
the Cartesian Cogito, an object to think which he owes to Hegel: 
religion as a cultural object, as the actual existence of Spirit. He 
has Descartes's Cogito, again l think another object which he 
OWes to Hegel: the intersubjectivity of tile 'we' He has the biolo
gico-ontological concepts of the Schoolmen think an object which 
he OWes to Descartes: modem science; and so on. 

There is no end to these displacements and substitutions. The 
reason for them is of little concern to us. We want merely to 
consider their effects; especially, for the moment, the effect of the 
profollnd ambiguity that allows Feuerbach to equate the following 
terms: species = essence::::: self-consciousness = absolute knowledge. I 
~h that this equation is ambiguous; that is plain enough, because 
all olds good only if we take each term, which simultaneously 
fr udes to 'immediate' realities and to datable concepts drawn 
h~rn ~e history of philosophy, sometimes in the sense of its 
s:toncal Or theoretical immediacy, and at other times in the 
th eWed sense that makes it possible to force it into relation with 

e contiguous term. But I say at the same time that this ambiguity 
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is not a pure and simple wordplay of no consequence: this equivOCQt" 
opens up a space - or, rather, spaces - and produces unpreceden~ 
meaning-effects, which are, for this reason, effects of theoreti ell 
anticipation, effects that are themselves ambiguous and thca} 
authorize modem readings of Feuerbach. We shall see this in1.ls 
moment with respect to his his torico-philosophical lll.ethO: 
However, while indicating the reason for these effects, and til · 
very special kind of dialectic that sustains it (a dialectic o~ 
surreptitious, theoretically anachronistic substitutions), I Would 
also like to point out that the very spectacular effects prodUCed 
by Feuerbach's stealthy substitutions always occur within certain 
absolute limits: those laid down, in the final analysis, by the 
common stock of theory that defines both the problematicsand 
the objects he so unpredictably combines. This means, to put it 
plainly, that the Feuerbach who desperately wanted to have 
done with classical philosophy - as he himself says, and as 
Engels repeats after him - remained just as desperately its 

• prIsoner. 
But let us return to our analysis. We have derived all the 

above considerations from Feuerbach/s thesis of the identity of 
man's inner life, self-consciousness, and religion. The fact remains 
that man also has a'1 outer life, a life that puts him in practical 
and theoretical relation, precisely, with external beings, that is, 
external individuals and species, that is, in the final analysiS, 
with species external to him. In these outer objects he is not bei 
sich, at home. Whereas Ithe religious object exists withinl manl 
the sensuous object 'exists outside man' This implies that, lin the 
case of objects of the senses', that is, in the case of the outer, non
cultural, natural world, one must I distinguish between consciousness 
of the object and self-consciousness' ,).. or again, I the object in itself and 
the object for us' Is the theory of the absolute horizon compro
mised by this new type of relation, in which the external obj~ 
is wanting or in excess with respect to self-consciousness, that IS, 

with respect to the human essence? Or - to speak a different 
language, which is also to be found in Feuerbach - does not the 
relation that the human species maintains with the other natural 
species, which are intrinsically [par essence] different from th~ 
human species, project the human species outside its essence. 

~ Introduction, FB 109; translation modified. 
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t all, as we can see if we bring to bear on the human 
Not .a the theory already developed with respect to the relation-
~~I~;t'r/l(/lten] that eac~ pla~et ma.intains with a SWl that all 
!t11lP 'n common, a relationship which, for each of the planets, 
/linre e~ts one and the same SWl into 'its' SWl. Feuerbach himself 
COl1\' that his principle of the absolute horizon, 'far from holding sar for intellectual objects, even applies to sensuous objects'. 
~y need only bring the theory of Verhalten into play. 'Even 
th :e objects which are farthest removed from man are manifes-
~ons of the human essence because, and in the sense in which, 

~ey are objects for him: Example: th~, m<:<>n. 'Even ~e moon, 
and the sun and the stars, say to man, XVWel (JEau't6v - know 
thyself. That he sees them, that he sees them the way he does, 
bears witness to his own essence,' This is a direct application of 
the theory of Verltalten, here formulated in the expressions 'in the 
sellse in which they are objects for him,' and Ithat he sees them, 
that he sees them the way he does. . 'I Thus it is spelled out here 
that Verlzalte11, the generic relationship existing between man and 
his external objects, is a modal relation ('that he sees them the 
way he does') and a relation of 'sense', both of which are in tum 
grounded in the fact that this relation exists (/that he sees 
them I). Thus the speculary relation operates in the case of 
external objects as well, but bears only on the relationship man 
maintains with them. This thesis would accordingly seem to 
refer us, as in the previous case of the planet'S relation to the 
Sun! to the infinite task of the sciences of nature, whose function 
Would be, precisely, to distinguish, among the various relations 
~tween man and his external objects, those which have to do 
With the human essence from those which do not. However, a 
~itable theoretical coup de force spares us this endless quest. 
'b e shor: phrase 'that he sees them [these objects: the moon, etc.), 
f ears Witness to his own essence' is not there to acknowledge a 
actualness and a finitude in the Kantian sense:35 in other words, 

!O ~Cknowledge that man is made in such a way that he sees this 
nn that, and not something else. The 'seeing' in question here is ;t ~n 'empirical seeing' (man 'sees' the moon, but does not 'see' 

aVltyt but a theoretical Iseeing', the 'seeing' of reason, of objec-

11ntrod ti 
Uc on, FB 101; translation modified. 
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tive, scientific knowledge itself. This "seeing' is an attribut 
the human essence that distinguishes man from the animals,! of 

• 

The alliltlai is nJoved only by the rays of light, which are essential to . 
I (fe, but marl is also moved by the rays from the remotest star, lIJh;; Its 
illd!f/erent fIJ his lif~ Only man celebrates the theoretical feasts oj Vis~re 
TIle t>ye that looks mto the starry heavens, that contemplates the light t~' 
bears neither lise nor harm, that has nothing in common with the earth t 
its needs, this eye contemplates its own nature, its own origin in that Ii;: 
The fY.e ;s heavenly ill its nature. Hence, i~ is only through the eye t",; 
man rises above tire earth; hen.ce theory begIns only when man directs h" 
gaze towards the heavelts. The first philosophers were astronomers. ~ 
heavells renlind man of his destination, relniud him that he is destined not 
nlerely to act, but a/so to cOlltenlplate.m 

Quite simply, this means, as Feuerbach literally says, that man's 
peculiar object is the Universe; not the object of the whole man 
(which is what makes science abstract in comparison with 
religion), but that of man considered with regard to the attribute of 
reason. And the Universe is that which is peculiar to man because 
it is the object of a theoretical need; because man is, in the proper 
sense, a luniversal being'!' 

From this point on, things are simple. It is not only in the 
realm of feeling and the will that man is 'bei sieh', in his own 
essence. Man also dwells in his own essence in 'vision', which is 
the ground for all perception of external objects, and thence for 
all scientific knowledge, and an attribute of the human essence. 
That is why the specific Verhalten that proceeds from the human 
essence in its relations with external species does not have to 
make the indefinite detour through science in order to be 
defined. It is immediately and adequately given by the perception 
of these external objects, by virtue of an immediacy and a pre
existent correspondence: the one that brings man and the whole 

111 Introduction, FB 101-2. to 
n 'Here too we need not go beyond the realm of sensuousness in o!der. e 

recognize man as a being superior to animals. Man is not a particular belllg JjJQ 
the animal; rather} he is a lIn;t'ersal being; he is therefore not a limited and.~ 
but an unJi~ted and free being, for .~versality, be.ing without linUt, ~B 
freedom are Inseparable.' Feuerbach, Prulcrples of the Pllllosoplty of the Future, 93: 
242. See also Feuerbach, 'Towards a Critique of Hegel's Philosophy', F~ till! 
'Human form cannot be regarded as limited and finite [it is] the genus,O 
manifold animal species; it no longer exists as species in man, but as genus . 
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.verse itself into relation via the need for theory, the sense of 
l,lfll universal, reason. Science can then perfectly well be an 
~te task: it .is infinite beca~se ~e .a~~ut~ of reason is itself, 
. all the attributes of a speCles, infirute m Itself - we shall see 
~lkewhat sense. Religion bears direct and adequate witness to the 
Ifl ture of this attribute and its infinite c1Ulracter: in the omnipotence of 
,~(J dit!illc i11telligence, man effectively has the definition of his reason, 
: ~~ theoretical 'seeing' That is why 1 think one has to say that if it 
.1I!>possible to dispense with scientific research when defining the :nse in which the relation between man and external objects is 
a realization of the human essence, it is owing to the existence of 
religion, the fact that religion contains, in principle, all the attributes 
of tile hunran essence in a form adequate to their essence. In other 
words, if Feuerbach can 'go beyond' the Kantian question, that 
is, fall back into a pre-Kantian position even while taking the 
Kantian revolution into consideration, and offer us noumenal 
knowledge of the human essence, knowledge of the Transcenden
tal Subject, it is not by realizing the phenomenal object of the 
sciences in the form of what would be37 a noumenal object, that 
is, by anticipating the development of the sciences and then 
confining it to a Subject by dogmatic fiat (Feuerbach's philos
ophy cannot be called dogmatic in this sense). Quite the contrary: 
Feuerbach 'goes beyond' Kant by invoking the adequate existence of the 
human essence in the specific object constituted by religion - an object 
which, unlike the 'objects' of the sciences in the ordinary sense, 
is irn11lediately the total speculary reflection of the human essence. 
Hence it is in setting out from the privileged case of religion and 
religion alone that one can justify the utilization of the theory of 
Verhalten with respect to the relations between man and his 
external objects. 'The absolute being. . [of man] is his own 
essence. The power of the object over him is therefore the power 
?f his own essence. Therefore, the power of the object of feeling 
~~ the POWer of feeling itself; the power of the object of reason is 
the POwer of reason itself; and the power of the object of will is 
b e POw~r of the will itself.'ll Feuerbach illustrates these theses 
o~ sho~mg that, in aesthetic emotion, the emotion has to do ...... ..i w.lth itself; in the emotion of love, only with love; in the 

I I WIth the will; and in reason, with reason.3H 

() Introduction, FB 102. 
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Let us sum up what we have just established. Man is the 
species on ea~ that takes its own essen~e as. its.own Object~)r 
the Feuerbachian sense, because man's object IS his own spe ~ III 
Par excellence, this essence is given to man in religion, in \\1~es. 
man's three essential attributes - reason, the will and the heart ch 
are realized in the form of an alienated object. This Privileg~ 
object is the mirror of the human essence, the essence of th 
human species existing in the form of an object. Thus religion .e 
self-consciousness, in the sense of Absolute Self-Knowledge = 
the human essence, whether that essence is experienced and 
intended [vise] in alienated form, in which consciousness does 
not correspond to self-consciousness, or in the adequate form of 
the new philosophy - materialist, humanist atheism - in which 
consciousness does correspond to self-consciousness. It is 
because the human essence is thus given in its entirety somewhere, 
immediately present and visible.l'J on condition that it is disclosed, and, 
at the same time, because, among its attributesl this human 
essence inc~udes reason, the universal power to 'see' and thus to 
know (universal because it takes the Universe as its object), that 
the objective, external existence of sensuous objects is not prob
lematic for the theory of man. This problem is solved in advance; its 
solution is always-already given in the essence of reason, which is, 
precisely, the faculty of the outer world, the attribute whose object is 
the Universe itself. Thus the theory of the absolute horizon applies 
without restriction to man, whose Umwelt coincides with the 
(objective) Welt or Universe. This is how Feuerbach 'goes 
beyond' the pseudo-biological subjectivism of the absolute hori
zon of the species. Because the human species is a univ~~ 
species, the only universal species, it escapes the subjective funi" 
tations of a particular horizon. The particularity and subjectivity 
of the absolute horizon are peculiar to animal, vegetable and 
mineral species. Universality and objectivity, on the other hafld, 
are peculiar to the human species. 

Thus it is easy to grasp the theoretical procedure that Feuer ... 
bach utilizes. He begins by constructing a theory of the ~bsolu~ 
horizon that holds for all species; this theory has a biologtc~ c~. 
and, taken literally, can obviously only lock him into a subJecb" 
ism of species, a relativism similar to that with which !a~ 
nineteenth-century German Geistesphilosoplzie wrestled. Wl~ 
the framework of this theory, it is not enough to grant man 
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'vilege of self-~on.sciou~nessl of an inn~r object that ~dequately 
prJ esses, albeIt m alIenated form, hIS own generIc essence; 
e~P~nterpreted rigorously, this privilege does not suffice to save 
fOf, absolute horizon of the human species from its subjectivism. 
th\ at this point that Feuerbach adds something to the human 
It 'ence, a faculty, a specific attribute which possesses the extra
~inary property of transcending the subjectivity of the spe
o~e5: the faculty of theoretical 'seeing' - reason. It is at this point 
~at Feuerbach's naturalism and biologism reveal themselves 
for what they are: a pseudo-naturalism and a pseudo-biologism 
that play their foundational role in order to sustain the thesis 
of the universality of the human species, that is, in order to 
ground a theory of the objective knowledge of the Universe. 
As I said a moment ago, Feuerbach's biology seems to take us 
all the way back to Aristotle; but this pseudo-biology is at the 
same time assigned responsibility for the object of Modem 
Times, the sciences of Nature and their rationality. However, 
this rationality is not, is no longer, the rationality of a Descartes, 
a Leibniz or a Spinoza: for reason is only one of the three essential 
attributes of man, along with the (ethical) will and the heart; 
and it is an attribute that exists in its plenitude only if it con
sents to acknowledge its intimate union with the other two."") 
Feuerbachian reason is simultaneously the heart and the will 
(or freedom), just as the heart in its tum is also reason and 
the will, and the will is reason and the heart. That is why 
~eligion enjoys the exceptional privilege that Feuerbach accords 
It, for it is itself this unity from the outset, whereas science is 
rn~rely science, merely reason, and therefore abstract. Some
thmg has indeed happened since the Cartesians' day: precisely 
the recognition, which finds its consecration in Hegel's philos
Ophy, that reason and freedom truly exist only in practice, 
can exist, in practice, in cultural objects"] such as religion. Feu
erbach adopts this Hegelian result and bends it to his own ends, 
~~?POsing it to the Cartesian categories of the identity of the 
e Je~t and self-consciousness as well as to the Aristotelian cat
f;ones of species and individual. From Hegel, he takes the 
Ii trn of Absolute Spirit constituted by religion, but he amends 

egel by 11laking religion Absolute Knowledge. He thinks this cul-

P IntrOduction, FB 128. 
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tural object containing Absolute Knowledge in terms of th 
Cartesian categories of the identity of self-consciousness and the 
object. And he grounds this identity in an Aristotelian theory ~ 
species, the foundation for the theory of the absolute horizo~ 
This is how the Hegelian theory of Absolute Knowledg' 
becomes, in Feuerbach, the theory of the absolute horizon of th: 
human species. 

Let me point out an essential feature of this theory straight 
away: it is simultaneously a theory of knowledge and of practice. 
This unity is founded on the unity, evoked a moment ago, of the 
attributes of the human essence: the unity of reason, the will and 
the heart. It is owing to this unity that, within the field of man's 
absolute horizon, everything that is an object of reason simul
taneously is, or can be, an object of practice, the will and love. 
'Does not the ainz determine the act?' That is why man contemplates 
his own essence in religion, since, in God, he rediscovers his 
own reason, his own activity, and his own feelings. 'Thus in God 
man confronts 'lis own activity as an object.'p With this last con
clusion, we see Feuerbach dissolving what he considers an 
abstraction in Kant's theory, the distinction between theoretical 
and practical reason, at the same time as he dissolves the 
distinction between reason and sensibility. He thus retreats 
behind Kant; however, he takes something of Hegel with him as 
he does so: the Hegelian critique of the distinction between 
nature and freedom - something that depends on Hegel's con .. 
ception of the Idea, but shorn of the dialectic. A post-Kantian by 
dint of his conception of the unity of nature and freedom, theory 
and practice, Feuerbach nevertheless regresses to pre-Kantian 
positions, since, when all is said and done, he merely forges a 
new variant of rational theology. But, as we shall soon see, the~ 
exists a determining relation between the conjunction of ~ 
'pre' and 'post' on the one hand, and, on the other, Feuerbach S 

'discovery', his specific innovation: his theory of religion as the 
essence of man, his humanist atheism. . f 

This innovation, precisely, produces astonishing effects 0 

anticipation in the analytical method that Feuerbach applies to 
Christianity in Tile Essence of Christianity. I would like to pa~ 
over Feuerbach's method, for it anticipates certain effects42 0 

Husser1ia~ ~~en~menology by el.aborating a ~eritable p~o; 
ophy of slgnlfication, a hermeneutics. As you Will have note 
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ssing, this possibility is raised, if one is willing to disregard 
p3 letter of Feuerbach's text, from the moment he sets forth his 
th:ory of .the object: in par.Hcular, ~he t~eory of the essential 
~ lationstup' between an bemg and Its object [VerhaIten]. When 
;1.1erbach tells us that the specific mode in which a being relates 
e an external object constitutes its peculiar object, in other 

to ords, its peculiar essence, and also reveals it, especially when :e applies this theory of Verhalten to the perception of objects, it 
's impossible not to see in this an anticipation, couched in terms 
~e may here treat as metaphorical, of a theory of the intention
ality of consciousness. It is, indeed, the relationship within which 
the object is perceived by consciousness, a relationship that 
makes the object 'its' object, which reveals the nature of the 
being that intends [viser] the object in the mode peculiar to this 
intentional process [visee]. To be sure, Fellerbach speaks the 
language of being and object, but it is readily translated into 
another, that of the Cogito and its cogitatum, and that of the 
mode of intentional consciousness. It is this mode which deter
mines the 'signification' (the word is to be found in Feuerbach 
himself) of the object intended in this relationship. Even better, 
we can say that there is in Feuerbach much more than a simple 
theory of perception as intentional consciousness; one finds in 
him a theory of the intentionality of consciousness in general. To be 
sure, he does not speak the language of Phenomenology here 
either: he speaks the language of the 'faculties'. But when he 
says that the human essence comprises three faculties, reason, 
the will and the heart, he puts great emphasis on the unity of 
these three attributes, which exist separately, in his view, only in 
the abstraction of alienation. Rather than of three facuities, then, 
:.e must speak of three modes of ti,e same essence, the same being. 
th d .as. these three modes are those of a relationship to the object 

at IS ldentical with the relationship to the object of perception, 
fne can legitimately and without strain translate Feuerbach's 
;nguage to say that reason, the will and the heart are, in his 
U:~k, t~e eqUivalent of different modes of one and the same 
the erly~g structure, which may be termed the intentionality of 
Con re~atlOJlship to the object, that is, the intentionality of an intentio11al 
Sci SCIOUsl1ess. Feuerbach's attributes then become thinking con
fus~usness, act consciousness, and consciousness of emotional 

On.43 It is these theoretical implications which found the 
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utterly novel method at work in the interpretation of religio 
Christianity in particular. n", 

Feuerbach reflects on this unprecedented method in the sec 
ond Preface to The Essence of Christianity. It can most aSSuredl ... 
be said that he manages to define it only in retrospect, as if hY 
had put it to work before grasping its specificity. This mean: 
precisely, that it must in some way have been authorized as ~ 
effect by the theoretical concepts in which he thought. Thus \V 

shall have the surprise of seeing Feuerbach himself proceedin: 
exactly the same way we have: he will offer us, as one of the 
effects of his own theory, an equivalent of the translation that 
we have just presented. 

This is how Feuerbach, replying to the critics who have 
misunderstood his interpretation of Christianity, deScribes his 
method: 'my work does not wish to accomplish anything more 
than a faithfully sense-oriented translation or, to put it non .. 
metaphorically, an enlpirical or historico-philosophical analysis of 
the Christian religion designed to resolve its enigmas.'q This 
passage occurs in the Preface to the second edition of The Essence 
of Christianity (1843). It is the passage containing the crucial 
phrase: 'to discover rather than invent, to "disclose existence" 
[Dasein zu enthiillen], has been my only objective' 'I let religion 
itself speak; I only listen to it and function as its interpreter 
rather than its prompter.'r The equivalence established between 
these concepts leaps to the eye: Feuerbach's philosophy is only a 
disclosure, and - for him, it amounts to the same thing - a 
disclosure of existence, of the factually existent, or, again, a 
disclosure of sense Ca faithful, sense-oriented translation', sinnge-
treue iibersetzung).s In the light of what we have already 
explained, we can write: to disclose essence = to disclose the 
(factually> existent = to disclose sense. Identifying essence, the 
factually existent, and sense by virtue of its theory of the object 

q Feuerbach, Preface to the Second Edition of The Essence of Christianity, fB 
251-2. 

r lbid:1 J? 254; translation modified. . . e15 
!I See lbld., pp. 259-60: 'We should not make the determmations and pow d 

of reality, of real beings and things, into arbitrary signs symbols a11 e 
predicates of a being that is distinguished from them rather, we should ~ 
them in the sense that they have in themselves [in der Bedeutung nehmen U 

erjassetJ1 welche sie fUr sich selbst Izaben (Althusserls interpolation)].' 
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d to anticipate, by virtue of its materialist empiricism), 
(afl ;rbach'S philosophy makes possible, through this series of 
:erent1y equivocal identifications, theoretical effects that give 
'. to an analytical method which, in the literal sense, antici-
rise hI· I d · tes the p enomeno oglca re. llctJOn. 
pOl Let us state this more precisely:H Feuerbach shows that if his 

aders have misunderstood him, it is because they have sought 
~e his work an answer to the vexed problem of the historical 
~istellct, the ltistorical origins of the Christian religion or one or 
~nother of its components: Christ, to begin with, the miracles, 
this or that rite, and so on. That was the method of the historians 
and critics of the Christian religion. It is not Feuerbach's. His 
analysis is 

historico-philosophical as against the purely historical analyses of 
Christianity The historian - for example; Daumer - shows that the 
Last Supper is a rite going back to the ancient cult of human sacrifice; 
that once real human flesh and blood instead of wine and bread 
were partaken. I, on the other hand, make only the Christian signifi
cation, or the Signification sanctioned within the Christian position, 
the object of my analysis and reduction [Reduktion in German)! in 
pursuance of the principle that the signification which a dogma or 
institution has in Christianity (naturally not in contemporary, but in 
ancient, true Christianity)., no matter whether it prevails in other 
religions or not, is also the true origin45 of that dogma or institution 
to the extent that it is Christian. Or, again, the historian - for 
example, Lutzelberger - shows that the narratives of the miracles of 
Christ resolve themselves into contradictions and incompatibilities, 
that they are later concoctions, that, consequently, Christ was never 
a miracle worker, never that which the Bible has made him out to 
be. For my part, I do not ask what the real, natural Christ was or 
may have been in distinction from the fictitious or supernaturalistic 
Christ; taking the Christ of religion for granted, I rather show that 
this superhuman being is nothing else than a product and object of 
the supernatural human mind. I do not ask whether this miracle or 
that, whether a miracle in general can happen at all; I only show 
What a miracle is and, indeed, not a priori, but by referring to the 
examples of miracles narrated in the Bible as real events; in doing so, 
however, I answer the question as to the possibility, reality, or 

190~Feuerbach, SamtLicht Werke, ed. Wilhelm Bolin and Friedrich Jodt Stuttgart, 
-10, vol. 7, p. 290. 
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necessity of miracles in a way so as to I iqu idate the possibility of 
sucll questions. II all 

If we read this passage closely, we see that it breaks with th 
historical interpretation of Christianity - that is to say, With a e 
interpretation that proceeds by confronting the propositions o~ 
Christianity (communion/ Christ, the miracles) with reality. Feu .. 
erbach rejects this problematic; indeed, he takes the OPPOSite 
tack, posing the problem "so as to liquidate the possibility of all 
such questions' Now these questions all bear on realitYI that is 
on theses of existence. We may conclude that the historico-phila: 
sophical method-l6 is based on the suspension of the thesis of the 
existence of its object. Feuerbach does not ask about the existence 
of Christl miracles, and so on, or pose the theoretical questions 
that follow from the assumption that they exist (are miracles 
possible? can Christ, that is, the man-God, have existed?, etc.). 
He brackets such questions, and asks only about the signification 
immanent in the propositions or instihttions of Christianity, with 
a view to disclosing that signification. 

That is why he can describe his method as a 'reduction' His 
'analysis' is a 'reduction'. This reduction bears on the signification 
of the object, without regard for its existence. It is the suspension 
of the assumption of existence that makes the reduction possible, 
by isolating the object of the reduction, signification, from all 
questions of existence. 

The reduction that thus brings out signification is realized by 
way of an analysis of the available 'examples'. This suggests that 
Feuerbach effects a kind of eidetic variation, carried out acroSS a 
range of the concrete variants of one and the same signification 
in the examples with which Christianity provides him. 

The core of these variants is constituted by the original signifi ... 
cation, not the subsequent distortions or alienations47 it under
goes. That is why Feuerbach analyses Christian significations in 
their 'true origin/, that of early Ch.ristianity. He does not exam~e 
just any origin, but the Christian origin of a signification; this 
means that he does not, when he looks at early Christianity, 
examine a historical origin, but an a priori origin that transcends 
any possible empirical history, an origin that is the very Coo-

Feuerbach, Preface to the Second Edition of The Essence of Christianity, FB 
260-61; translation modified. 
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.' of possibility of this history and its distortions. The early 
dJ~O~tifJ Christianity that Feuerbach examines is thus original 
[pr~/1I itifJ not in the historical, but in the transcendental sense of 
[P"':ord. The origin is the relation represented by the equals 
~e -,s the original signification, and that is why Feuerbach can 
SJgn~adilY find examples of it in early Christianity as in the 
asl, nations of modern religion, theology, or even philosophy and 
a Ie 
politicS, . . . 
. If we draw up a balance sheet of these prlnciples, we obtam 
the following system: 

1. a suspension of the thesis of existence; 
2. the method of reduction, which makes it possible to home 

in on significa tion; 
3. the beginnings of an eidetic variation carried out through 

an analysis of examples; 
4. the original nature of the signification. 

Thus we have a set of theoretical principles strikingly reminis
cent of the principles informing the method of the Husserlian 
reduction. Of course, in Feuerbach this transcendental reduction 
is everywhere sustained by a noumenal theory of the human 
essence, but this articulation of a transcendental reduction with 
a rational theology or anthropological dogmatism is itself, in his 
work, an ambiguous, shifting, unstable articulation, precisely 
because, if it is constantly affirmed and proclaimed by Feuer
bach, it is not as rigorously grounded as it is loudly proclaimed. 
As a result, the body of principles that I have just listed, which 
does comprise a rigorous theoretical system, in contrast to the 
combination of transcendental reduction with anthropological 
dO~atism (or, again, of a philosophy of signification with a 
Philosophy of the human essence), can function relatively inde
pendently, by virtue of its coherence and theoretical rigour. This 
relative autonomy of a body of principles founding a new 
rn~~hOd is undeniably one of the theoretical effects of the heter
~ lte ~ature (in the already defined sense) of the unstable 
b eoretlcal combination that comprises Feuerbach's thought. It is 
r ec~u~e Feuerbach thinks in conceptual equations that are anach
porushc, and thus lack any overall theoretical rigour, that he can 
a r~duc.e .regional theoretical effects which are at once rigorous 
n Orlgmal. It is because he brings together theoretical elements 
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tlml cannot be thought in a single, unified wllole that he in fact oPe 
up, in certain regions, new theoretical fields. His astonishin l\s 

anticipation of the phenomenological reduction is an exarnpl & 
But one can also ask, in a wholly critical sense this time, Wheth:· 
this result is not, in the case to hand, an effect of these theoreti~ 
cally anachronistic combinations, these theoretically unstable 
unities. I mean, to be precise, that it is no accident that Feuer_ 
bach's historico-philosophical method (which he elsewhere calls 
genetico-critical) is predicated on an anthropological philosophy. 
The theory of the object, the theory of the intentionality of 
consciousness, the theory of reduction and original signification 
are all descended, in Feuerbach, from one fundamental thesis , 
that of the Absolute Knowledge of the human essence in its objects; 
par excellence, in the object par excellence known as religion, man/s 
object of objects just as man is the name of names. This presup
position has the advantage of being explicit in Feuerbach; that is 
the positive side of his theoretical naivety. It is not irrelevant to 
the 'Theses on Feuerbach'4Q or to a possible critical examination 
of that Phenomenology which, as the example of its founder 
shows, seeks desperately to forge a transcendental philosophy 
that will not lapse into a transcendental or empirical psychology 
or anthropology. 

Before summing up the elements of the theory of the absolute 
horizon, and drawing the consequences as far as the fate of the 
Feuerbachian concepts in Marx is concerned, we must develop 
one more point and give a more precise definition of one word: 
the adjective absolute,SO of which I have already spoken. 

The absolute horizon is absolute for each species because that 
horizon constitutes its world, beyond which nothing exists for it. 
'Horizon' is, precisely, the concept that expresses the absolute 
limit on all possible signification for a given species, a linUt 

beyond which nothing exists for that species. For a given specie~, 
there is nothing on the far side of its absolute horizon, which IS 

defined by its essence, its faculties, its power. To affirm that th,e 
absolute horizon has its 'beyond' is to affirm that the object as It 
exists for a species exists in a form different in itself But 

I can make the distinction between the object as it is ;n itself and the obje~ 
as it is for nle only where an object can really appear different from wha~ 't 
actually appears to me. I cannot n1ake such a distinction zvhere the obJet 
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appears to me as i:' does according to my absolute measure; that is, as it 
"IUSt appear to me. 

That is why theories of religion as anthropomorphic conceptions 
f God are nonsense. For they are based on the distinction 

~ tween the in-itself of God, supposedly beyond man's compass, 
~d the human representation of God, God for-us. The distinc
~on between the in-itself and the for-the-species is possible for 
onlY one species, the one that has access to the in-itself of things, 
that is, objective knowledge of the Universe: the human species. 
For example, neither a planet, nor a caterpillar, nor a plant can 
distinguish between the Sun in itself and 'its sun'; only man can l 

by means of rational knowledge. But this very distinction, in so 
far as the human species is capable of drawing it, does not come 
into play for it as a species, since the distinction itself coincides 
with the generic essence of man. 'If my conception corresponds 
to the measure of my species, the distinction between what 
something is in itself and what it is for me ceases; for in that 
case this conception is itself an absolute one. The measure of the 
species is the absolute measure, law, and criterion of man.'w 

What room does this absolute leave for the relative? The 
relative51 constituted by the speculary relation between the 
essence of the species and its absolute horizon is, for the species, 
not relative, but absolute. Nor does the relative exist outside this 
absolute horizon, since [there] is no outside for the species. The 
relative can accordingly exist only within the field of this absolute 
horiZon, as a difference between the individual and tlte species. That is 
why Feuerbach always speaks of the relation between the species 
~nd itself as constitutive of its peculiar object, its world of 
conceptions corresponding to the measure of the species,' and 
not of the relation between the individual and the species, or of 
~onceptions that reflect only the individual's measure. Feuerbach 
eclares that which reflects the essence of the individual to be 

~bjective Or imaginary, and thus relative. That which expresses 
I e essence of the species he declares to be objective and abso
cute. The subjective and the relative merely express the lack of 
aorr~spondence between the individual and the species, that is, once 
galn, a misrecognition, since 'the essence of the species is the 

: Introduction, FB 113. 
Introduction, FB 113-14. 
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absolute essence of the individual' )( This misrecognition is (?) . 
the final analysis, the foundation of alienation, as we shall ~ 
in any event, it is one of the forms of abstraction (separating th I 

essence of the individual from his absolute essence: that of the 
species) which constitutes alienation. e 

That neither the beyond nor the relative exists for the SPecie 
has one last consequence: the infinity of the absolute hOrizonS 
Infinity is defined as the absence of limits: · 

Every being is sufficient to itself. No being can deny itself, its oWn 
nature; no being is intrinsically limited. Rather, every being is in 
itself infinite; it carries its God - that which is the highest being to it 
- within itself. Every limit of a being is a limit only for another being 
that is outside and above it. The life of the ephemera is extraordi
narily short as compared with animals whose life span is longer; and 
yet this short span of life is just as long for them as a life of many 
years for others. The leaf on which the caterpillar lives is for it a 
world, an infinite space)" 

This is how this general principle is applied to man: 

Therefore, whatever the object of which we become conscious, we 
always become conscious of our own being; we cannot set anything 
in motion without setting ourselves in motion. And since willin~ 
feeling, and thinking are perfections, essences, and realities, it is 
impossible that while indulging in them we experience reason, 
feeling, and will as limited or finite; namely, as worthless. It is 
impossible to be conscious of will, feeling, and reason only as finite 
powers, because every perfection, every power, every being is the 
immediate verification and confirmation [Bewahrheitung, Bekriifti
gung]L of itself. One carmot love, will, or think without experiencing 
these activities as perfections [Vollkomnlenheiten]; one cannot perceive 
oneself to be a loving, willing, and thinking being without experienc
ing an infinite joy in being so.aa 

In the infinite faculties of God, it is this infinity of his faculties 
that man worships and hence acknowledges, unbeknown to 
himself. It is this infinity of the human faculties which opens ~p 
before man the infinite field of knowledge, freedom and love, ill 

, Introduction, FB 104; translation modified. 
) Introd uction, F B 104. 
L Feuerbach, Siimtliche Werke, vol. 6, p. 7. 
M Introduction, FB 102. 
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rticular the infinite field. of the natural sciences, whose infinite 
pet eloprnent, far from bemg a transcendental obstacle to self
devsciousness, that is, to man's absolute self-knowledge, 
conOOles, rather, a manifestation of the infinity of the human 
beCence. Feuerbach can, with perfect serenity, declare himself to 
~ss in favour of the natural sciences and their infinite develop
;ent, without the slightest fear of the consequences as far as the 
knowledge of man's essence is concerned, for the very good 
reason that he possesses, in the Absolute Knowledge of man's 
essence, the infinite attribute of reason, which constitutes the 
absolute condition of possibility for the categories of any natural 
science. 

Let us now try to sum up the basic propositions of the theory 
of the absolute horizon, and then examine the effects they have 
in Marx's early works. 

1. The theoretical proposition on which everything depends 
is constituted by the equation: 'essence of a being (species) = its 
objectified essence = its object' This can also be written: subject 
= its object. 

This is a speculary relation, constitutive of a space defined by 
its centre and horizon. The subject occupies the centre and the 
object the horizon. The object is the mirror of the subject. This 
speculary relation may also be written: 'object = self-conscious
ness of the subject = absolute knowledge of the subject' The 
remarkable thing is that these different equations rest on certain 
basic concepts, arranged in pairs by classical philosophy since 
Descartes: subject/ object, consciousness/ self-consciousness, 
essence I phenomenon. 

2. Once this speculary relation has been established, it is 
reversible. Whether one is in the subject or the object, one is 
n1 eVer anywhere else than in the essence of the subject; one never 
eaves it. 

However, from the standpoint of the genesis of the object as 
~ell as .from the standpoint of the knowledge of the essence of 
o~ subJect, this relation is not reversible: it necessarily runs in 

Y one direction. ru:. From the standpoint of the genesis of the object, the relation 
Or s fr~m subject to object~ from the essence to its phenomenon 

Il\arufes ta tion. 
'Ibe central position of the subject in Feuerbach's topography 
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accounts for this direction/ sense. The object emanates from 
subject, and is nothing more than its objectification. Feuerb~ 
utilizes the following concepts to express this direction/sense. 
objectification l realization, manifestation, and also productio· 
He talks about the essence of the subject as constituted bit 
powers or forces [Kriifte]; he even talks about the being's 'pr! 
ductive power' [produktierende Wesellskraft].bb All these concepts 
reappear in Marx/s early works; one can see52 the place the 
concepts of powers, forces, and the productive forces of indiVid_ 
uals hold in Tile German Ideology. 

Feuerbach also describes this objectification of the subject in 
its object as the affirmation, confirmation and self-satisfaction of 
the subject. He thereby expresses the lived adequation of the 
subject to itself in the form of its object. These concepts, too, 
reappear in Marx's early works and The Gerlnal1 Ideology. 

Without anticipating, let us say that the Feuerbachian concept 
of the speculary subject-object relation reappears in all its purity 
in the 1844 Manuscripts, in the speculary form of the relation 
between producer and product. One can seeS3 that the concept of 
product in the 1844 Manuscripts stands in exactly the same 
relation to that of producer (or worker) as the concept of object 
to that of subject in Feuerbach. 

4. From the standpoint of the genesis of knowledge of the 
subject, the relation runs from object to subject, from the 
phenomenon to its essence. It is in the object that one can ,come 
to know the subject. It is in the object that one must come to 
know the subject. What one finds in the object, one will find 
again in the subject; but one can decipher the essence of the 
subject only in its object. 

This thesis finds its application in Feuerbach in the case of 
religion. It is in religion that man can attain self-knowledge. , 

We rediscover a trace of this thesis of Feuerbach's in Marx s 
first Feuerbachian works, especially in the form of the idea that 
all criticism has to set out from criticis1t1 of religion. 54 In Ma~1 
how.ever, there is a rapid shi.ft in the point .o~ applicati~~ of t~ 
theSIS. Marx passes successively from religIon to politics ~ 
from politics to economics. The transition to politics is made ~ 
the Critique of Hegel's Philosophy of Law, The Jewish Question, an 

bb Introduction, FB 104; Feuerbach, Siimtliche Werke, vol. 6, p. 9. 
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The transition to economics is made in the 1844 Manu
,0 ,o~; and The Holy Family. The shift in the point of application, 
5cr~ever, in no way alters the Feuerbachian schema. To begin 
n~th it remains true that the human essence can be read or 
W1 '~hered - that is, disclosed - in a specific object (politics and, 
deC

t ~ economicS); this presupposes that the basic speculary rela-
ta e 'b· db·· · · d M th . n between su Ject an 0 Ject IS mamtame. oreover, ere b:1l exists a privileged object, one that constitutes a compendium 
5 f the human essence: it is no longer religion but, initially, 
o olitics {,politics is man's religion, the heaven of his existence'),55 
~nd then political economy (in the 1844 Manuscripts). Finally, the 
fact that the objectification of the human essence is condensed in 
a privileged object does not eliminate the other forms of exist
ence of the human essence; they are, however, merely phenom
ena of this primordial object. Thus, in the 1844 Manuscripts, 
politics, ethics and religion are merely subordinate aspects of the 
privileged object represented by the economy. 

5. This has a fundamental consequence for the method that 
all knowledge of the human essence requires. Such knowledge 
is not research and production - that is, a labour of theoretical 
transformation - but pure and Simple disclosure, pure and 
Simple confession. The word may be found in the letters to 
Ruge.Sf, The thing it refers to is everywhere in the Early Works, 
especially in the 1844 Manuscripts. It is simply a matter of 
straightforwardly 'reading' [herauslesen] the great open book of 
man's specific object by revealing its text - simply a matter of 
re~ding the text without altering anything in it or adding any
thing to it. At the practical level, we can put this57 to the test in 
the 1844 Manuscripts: Marx does not modify a single one of the 
~o~omists' concepts, but simply reads them by relating them to 
t ell hidden essence: the alienation of human labour and, by 
Way of this alienation, of the human essence. 
o t This has one final consequence: that one ultimately reads 
'Nn ,Y texts, that one ultimately deciphers only texts or discourses, 
prntten Or not. That is why, in the 1844 Manuscripts, Marx merely 
he e:ends to talk about the reality of economic practice. In fact, 
do alks only about the discourses of the classical economists; he 
he es not speak about any object that could be called a practise, 
didspeaks of an object that is a discourse. That is what Feuerbach 

as Well: he talked about the object known as religion, which 
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also has the property of being a discourse; to be very precise 
ideological discourse in so far as it is ideological. By that I rr{ ilrl 
that the ideologi~al exists in the form of a discourse, and that ~ 
only form of eXIstence - or, at any rate, the form of existen e 
which is equally privileged by Feuerbach and Marx at the tUn ce 
- is the form of discourse, since they talk only of discourse-o~ 
and since it is only to discourse-objects that one can apply th 
correlative method of disclosure and confession. What is a con~ 
fession? It is a discourse that rectifies a previous discourse by 
disclosing its true signification. Practically, this means that, at 
the level of what he actually does, the Marx of this period agrees 
with Feuerbach that one should not talk about practice, even in 
describing the producer's production of his product; one should 
talk only about ideological discourses, verbal or not, as constitutive 
of the human essence and reality. This means that Marx has not 
yet rejected the primacy of the ideological in history, even when 
he affirms, in the 1844 Manuscripts, the primacy of economic 
production. It is only in the 'Theses on Feuerbach' that the theme 
of practice comes to the fore, for the first time, as a concept. 

One more word about a quite spectacular - albeit involuntary 
- effect of the heteroclite, reactive conjunction of the theoretical 
components that go to make up Feuerbach's thought. I have 
already pointed to one such effect, the anticipation of the 
phenomenological reduction and hermeneutics; this may be con
sidered an ideological effect. I would like to point out two 
others, positive this time. 
- First positive effect: ideological theory and theory of ideology 

This effect is one of the products of the speculary theory of 
the object, an altogether paradoxical product. In Feuerbach, the 
speculary theory of the object - which is, moreover, sustained by 
and grounded in his materialist-empiricist theory of knowledge 
- can be regarded as the historico-theoretical source of three 
theoretical effects observable in the history of Marx and 
Marxism: 

1. This theory survives in the Marxist theory of ideology as it is 
found in the Manuscripts, The Holy Family, and even the 'Theses 
on Feuerbach', but also, to a certain extent, in Tile cernuJ1I 

Ideology. 
The" essence of the speculary theory of the object is to be 

found in the equation 'object = essence of the subject'. Gi"efl 
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rbach/s empiricism, it is also possible to write object = 
fe~eion, or real empirical object = religion. If we spell this out, 
rehtave: the mystery of such-and-such a speculative or religious 
yJ~trUction :: such-and-such an empirical fact. 
CO consider the Eucharist and Baptism: 

We give a true significance to Baptism, only by regarding it as a 
symbol of the value of water itself. Baptism should represent to us 
the \vonderful but natural effect of water on man. The profound
est secrets lie in common everyday things. Eating and drinking is 
the mystery of the Eucharist. One need only interrupt the ordi
nary course of things in order to given to common things an 
uncommon significance; to life, as such, a religious signification, cc 

This is expressed in the equation: such-and-such an everyday act 
or empirical fact explains the 'mystery' [Rittsell or enigma of 
such-and-such a practice or religious dogma. 

This thesis has been taken over wholesale in the 1844 Manu
scripts (we shall see how), and is spelled out in the Eighth Thesis 
on Feuerbach: 'Social life is essentially practical. All mysteries 
which mislead theory into mysticism find their rational solution 
in human practice and the comprehension of this practice.' What 
we have here is the identity 'human practice = essence of the 
enignlQ of mysticism', an identity cast in the form of an adequa
tion. It is cast in the form of the same adequation in The German 
IdeOlogy. 

This thesis is fundamentally Feuerbachian, and grounds the 
critique of Hegelian speculation as speculative empiricism: the 
recognition/misrecognition of fact and its presentation in trav
eS,tied form as the essence of speculation. This misrecognition = 
ahenation. 5R 

. Thus we have: empirical object, empirical fact, empirical prac
tice, and so on = essence of its religious, speculative or ideologi
cal alienation. This paves the way for what has been incorrectly 
rega~~ed as a Marxist theory of the ideological. Such-and-such an 
e~Ptrlcal given, empirical condition, empirical practice, empiri
~a fact, an.d ~o on, is correlated,.by way of an equation (with as 
f ny rnedlatlons as you like), With such-and-such a segment or 
Ormation of the ideological. Today this is the massively domi-

EC 275-8; translation modified. 
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nant theory of the Marxist conception of ideol 
) ~ o~ 

G~m~. ~ 
The structure of this conception - or, rather, the 

required by this conception - can easily be broken dow s~~ 
following theoretical elements: n It\to ~ 

(a) At one end, as essence, an originary fact, Or a pra ti 
empirical conditions (which can even be class rela~ ee, Or 

relations of class struggle). ons Or 
(b) At the other end, the corresponding ideological form Ii 

or one of its segments, the phel1ome'ton of this es~n/ on, 
(c) Between the two, the necessity of producing the gen~' 

the phenomenon; in other words, the necessity of de: of 
strating the persistence of the originary essence do: 
through the long line (filiation] of mediations that ulti .. 
mately culminate in the phenomenon of this essence: 
ideology. 

Origin, genesis, mediations: three concepts basic to this con
ception, all three of them included in the equation 'facts or 
empirical conditions = the essence of ideology' This I Marxist' 
thesis subsists even in Capital:bu 'It is much easier to discover by 
analysis the earthly core of the misty creations of religion, than, 
conversely, to develop from the actual relations of life the 
corresponding celestial forms of those relations. The latter 
method is the only materialistic, and therefore the only scientific 
one.'dti 

To rectify this ideological conception of ideology, one must 
obviously abandon, first, the model it is based 011, the theory of the 
speculary object, and, second, the concepts il1 which it exists: origin, 
genesiS, mediation, reflection. 

The strategic point: everything is commanded by the con~ept 
of genesis, which is the conceptual translation of the equals Sl~· 
Hence the need for a radical critique of the ideology of gene~1S1 
as well as the need to elaborate a non-genetic theory of histoncal 
irruption, independently of a structural-functional theory of Ute 
ideological in its articulation with other instances. . f 

2. Second effect: a theory of reflection as a theory, not noW 0 

dd Karl Marx, Capital, trans. Samuel Moore and Edward Aveling, Ne ..... ~ 'lor'" 
1967, vol. 1, p. 373. 
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ical, but rather of knowledge. Classic in Marxism since 
pdeo1og . b L · ttte I 'to t ken up aga m y erun. 

€llgeIS,' :eIllical, negative, and therefore ideological value of this 
1he ~o n should be distinguished from its theoretical value. 

L"llllct'ptt~ri tical-ideological standpoint, it represents a struggle 
fro~ a subjectivism, relativism, psychologism and sociologism 
.tgal~\ear in Lenin). The reflection theory is the theory of the 
(\.~ry . ~it1/ of know ledge. As for its positive theoretical value, it is 
,Nect1l . "I 0 d' h· ·to f ' Ii ible, or even ru. ~e can e~lve not Ing POSl Ive rom. an 
~eg l~gical theory that IS polemical, and therefore negative. 
~eo plete theoretical sterility of a correct [juste] ideological 
d o:Jlce when it is left to itself and as is. Right opinions, by 
:ernselvesl produce nothing. 

3. Here is the third effect, a veritable 'ruse of unreason' 
(ultimately, there are never ruses of reason, only of unreason). 

In the classical Marxist tradition, the Feuerbachian theory of 
the speculary object served to found a Marxist pseudo-theory of 
ideology, an ideological theory of ideology. That is to say, we 
cannot regard the Feuerbachian theory of speculary reflection as 
the foundation of a (Marxist) theory of ideology. However - this 
is the ruse of unreason - it so happens that the Feuerbachian 
theory of speculary reflection does provide us with a remarkable 
description of certain essential features of the structure of ideology. 

(a) First and foremost: the category of tlte mirror, or speculary 
reflection, or reflection. This category defines, not the rela
tion between ideology and its real conditions of existence, 
which is external to ideology, but the relation, internal to 
ideology, between two categories constitutive of the ideo
logical: subject and object (essence and phenomenon). We 
may say that the relation subject == object is typical of the 
structure of any ideology or ideological formation. Con
trary to the claims of the classical Marxist tradition, which 
bears the stamp of a certain empiricism, the category of 
reflection - not in its polemical-critical-ideological sense, 
but in its positive sense, as real deterrllination, is relevant not 
to the theory of objective knowledge but, without a doubt, 

DiJJ~ ~e Friedrich Engels, Herr Eugeu Dfihr;ng's Re!1Olution in Science (Anti
'Ing), trans. Emile Bums, CW 25, passim. 
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to the structure of tile ideological, in which a 
reflection of correspondence between the s~~~ 
essence and the object or its phenomenon comes' lett Or 
All ideology is essentially speculary. lrltoPla},. 

(b) Still better: this speculary structure appears as Cent 
the subject or essence. Hence: speculary structure _":d Or! 
ture of centring. - true. 

(c) Still better: the structural effect of speculary centrin . 
reduplication. This is what we have in the form of s g IS 

lary reality. It necessarily follows that the object, wJ~· 
the object of the subject, is also inevitably the SUbj~ IS 

the subject. The centred speculary structure necessari.\of 
gives rise to this exchange of roles. That is why the Obj~ 
of the man-subject is God, who is the Supreme SUbject. 
That is the sense of the Feuerbachian theory of religion. 
Specularity thus reduplicates the terms between which it 
operates. There is a subject only on condition that the 
subject is reduplicated by a subject who then becomes the 
Subject of the subject who thereupon becomes the object 
of this subject. This inversion of sense / direction is typical 
of the structure of the ideological; but while Marx per
ceives it in his early works, The German Ideology, and even 
Capital as an inversion that inverts the relation between 
the outside and the inside of the ideologicat this inversion 
is in reality internal to the structure of the ideological. The 
old formula, which comes from Spinoza, to the effect that 
religion is the world turned upside-down, or from He.gell 
to the effect that philosophy is the world turned upsld~ 
down, a formula adopted by Feuerbach and then Marx 111 

the form of the watchword: 'the inversion must ~ 
inverted so th?t ideology m~y be put back on its feet ar; 
destroyed as Ideology' - thIS old formula has a mere Y 
metaphorical meaning as a theory of the relations be~~ 
the r~al and the ideologi~al; but it has a positive, SClent:ne 
meanmg as far as the lnternal structure between ed. 
elements constitutive of the ideological is C?"Ce~ to 
However, if this characteristic of inversion is mterna f1'" 

the ideological, we can deduce from it no prac.tic~l ~O('l 
elusion that can identify the transformation or elun~a er~ 
of the ideological through a counter-inversion, the ill\' 
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. f the inversion. Or, rather, we may consider that the 
5100 ~e of j/ll'ersion does not affect the ideological, since it 
practr reinforces tlte structure of the ideological by acknowledg
~,tt!re·r _ that is, practically, by making it work. Yet this 
mg 'lice is at work in what is known as 'dialogue' as 
pra~eived by Garaudy:b1 to put religion back on its feet 
~onrecognizing its 'rational kernel', and so on; that is, by 
Yating it as if it were the inverted reflection of the real, 
~ereas this inversion is merely internal to religion itself. ;0 put one's chips on the inversion internal to religion is 
bv no means to call religion as such into question, but 
simply to t11ake religion work religiously. Religion has never 
worked as well since finding functionaries in the ranks of 
the Communist parties who make it work much more 
effectively than the Christians themselves ever did. Chris
tians are too often the prisoners of a rigid conception that 
misses the reality of the speculary relation as constitutive 
of religion. The Council62 has finally realized this: it is 
never too late. To declare that the Church must open itself 
up to the world is to acknowledge that if religion is to work 
roell, its speculary relation must be put to work: the speculary 
relation faith/world, internal to religion. A machine that 
is not used gets rusty and seizes up. To open religion up 
to the world - as Vatican II has set out to do by, for 
example, proposing bold liturgical reform - is to put the 
speculary relation to work right down to the level of the 
rite itself. It was high time. It has to be admitted in this 
regard that certain Marxists have, thank God, got a head 
start over the Fathers of the Council, not only opening up 
a path for them, but opening their eyes as well. Their 
merits have certainly been duly noted by the competent 
authorities, that is to say, by Providence. There are bish-

(d) ops in .partibUS&.1 - but there are saints in partibus too. 
But stilI more is involved. This effect of the speculary 
relation with reduplication [elfet de relation speculaire d 
~edoublel1le1tt] leads to Q displacement, from tlte original centr
Ing to a centring that reduplicates the first. There results a 
specific, supplementary effect whose functioning we saw 
when we discussed the ontological significance of the 
relation between subject and object, the centre and its 
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horizon. This effect is now displaced on to th 
cated Subject, here God. The relation subject ::: o~' fed~Pli. 
it is caught up in the reduplication of this de!ect" 
takes on a new form, becoming a relation of th cenlrirtg. 
subordination of the first subject to the Second Su:' Qbso/14fe 

first subject becomes accountable to the Second Su~~ct, ~ 
first subject is a subject subjected to the Second ~ec~. the 
who is Sovereign and Judge. The speculary re~a~' 
becomes a relation of moral accountability th tiOl1 
responsibility. On the other hand, the Seco~d S a~, is, 
serves the first as a guarantee. The couple subm~,lect 
guarantee (a highly provisional formulation) thus re~i 
itself to be basic to the structure of any ideology, ea 5 

If this last determination of the structure of the ideological is 
accurate, then it looks as if the internal inversion prodUCed 
under the effect of the speculary relation fundamentally modifies 
the relationship between the initial terms: it is not the first subject, 
subject of the object, who is the true centre, but the second Subject wlw 
is the real centre. Indeed, the couple submission/ guarantee that I 
have just mentioned, and the reciprocal exchange that sustains 
it, begin to make sense when one sets out from this second 
Subject. This is, then, to say two things at once: that the speculary 
relation is asymmetrical and unequal, and that its true foundation is 
litis speculary inequality. 

As6-1 we can see from this last remark, what Feuerbach contrib
utes to OUf knowledge of the structure of ideology does not 
include the last of the consequences that we have drawn from 
him. This is because, first, Feuerbach effectively denies the, fun~ 
tional validity of what he affirms: namely, the reduplication °t 
the Subject. Second, it is because he is mistaken about ~ha 
constitutes the centre; he inverts, within the specula~ rela~:~ 
the true domination, and quite simply ignores its baste effect. 
couple submission/ guarantee. . . to 

Thus there is, in Feuerbach's very important contnbut10~ aI 
our knowledge of the structure of the ideological, a theol'et1~ 
threshold he is incapable of crossing, quite simply ,beca~ 'oll 

takes religiOUS ideology at face value; because, for him, reli~. 
is not an ideology, but merely the truth turned upsid~O of 
For him, everything ultimately comes down to a quesbott 
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" "h twO senses of the word: signification and direction. 
~~J In I-h e says that the whole of religion as such - as, that is, 
(t) ~e~ ~rtlS on its signification (let us bear in mind what was 
religion r r about the anticipation of the Husserlian reduction 
said ear l:neuticS), he says that there is nothing to be learned 
,U1d herrnl" ion that does not come from religion. Thus he remains 
u-nnt re 19 f· f I·· . h I k JI~ d within the sel -conSCIousness 0 re IgIon, WIt out 00 -
~ape: ond it for that of which it is the symptom, and which 
Ulg t:s in it without it. (2) When he says that the whole 
oper~on of the demystification of religion as illusory form turns 
quet/~e reversal of sense that makes it an illusion, he is still talking 
art .. b 
about an internal theoretical vector, and does not get eyond the 
limits of religion. This has a familiar consequence: that the 
knowledge of religion keeps us inside religion, since it is merely 
religion turned upside-down. 

For us; things begin to look different as soon as we realize the 
nt'-.:essity of certain structural effects about which Feuerbach says 
nothing, or which he denies the moment he mentions them: in 
particular, the effect of the reduplication of the subject, and the 
effect of d01l1ination/guarantee that follows from it. If we neglect 
this twofold effect, we too can put ideology to work in conform
ity with the pure schema of the speculary relation, but that is to 
follow ideology on to its own ground, and to consent to its 
characteristic illusion. If, on the other hand, we realize the 
unpr~cedellted character, from the standpoint of the speculary 
relation, of reduplication and its effect of submission/guarantee, 
then we can treat these effects as precisely what is mysterious in 
the seeming transparency of the speculary relation, and as 
J,"'Ptoms of what is at work in the ideological. We then 
r;:cover, or can discover (this at any rate, is, the path I should 
1 e to take) that what we have so far called effects of the 
:r~lary relation, which can indeed be regarded as such within 
Of ~, ,eld of the structure of the ideological, is not merely an effect 
and"s structure, but the symptom of what commands its existence 
of th Very nature. We must therefore reverse the apparent order 
not tie effects of the structure, and say that the speculary relation is 
tee- '~ calise of the effects of reduplication and of submission/guaral1-
a~e:ltlte th,e contrary, the speculary structure is the effect of a specific 
the s ce wll/ch makes itself felt, in the field of tlte ideological itself, in 

Y»Zptorn of the reduplication of the subject and the couple sub-
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1IIissi~'1/guarantee . . This ab.sence is an absence in propria 
the field of the I deologtca I, but a presence in prop J?erSollQ it1 
outside it. This presence is that of the ideological ~a ~ 
recognition-misrecognition, a function that has to do ~cfzOJ1 Of 
is misrecognized in the form of the speculary relation W~th ~I 
nition: that is, in the last instance, the complex struct~ fecog. 
social whole, and its class structure. re of the 

If I have developed this remark in passing, this is be 
is of the utmost importance today, because of the en~aus:e it 
inspired not only by the development of religious hennenrp~ 
or hermeneutics in general (ultimately, every hermeneu:~ 
religious), but also by what is now generally called structur~ IS 

or structuralist interpretation, which is ultimately indistinguis~ 
able from hermeneutics (that is why Levi-Strauss and Ricceur get 
along rather well). Take Sebag's essay, for example:65 it shows 
what a 'structuralist' Marxist conception of ideologies can yield, 
or, rather, fail to yield. But one can go back to LeVi-Strauss 
himself, who ultimately does not disavow what Sebag forth
rightly affirms. 

Let me explain what I am driving at. As we have just seen in 
discussing what is interesting in what Feuerbach shows us about 
the struchlre of the ideological, it is quite possible to mllke a 
structural antllysis of an ideology work while remaining entirely 
within the elements of its structure - while, that is, remaining 
the prisoner of what the ideology says about itself, or even while 
going much further than what it says, by analysing what it does 
not say about what it says, its unsaid, its latent discourse, which 
will then be called its UJ1COrlSC;ous. One never gets beyond the 
structure of the id,eological when one proceeds in this fashion: 
bringing the structure of the ideological into relation with other, 
iso111orphic structures does not undermine this structure, but ~s 
the opposite effect, inasmuch as this generalized isomorp~ 
merely reinforces, merely repeats, the structure of the ideologt~a . 
Indeed, there is every chance that it will put itself in the se~l~ 
of the ideological structure, repeating it at the level of obJe«: 
and realities other than the ideological. s 

This is what happens in Levi-Strauss's work, when he shO~ 
that the structures of language and of the exchange of good ~ 
women and words repeat the structures of myths. The ~ II 
question is:lvllo is repeating lvlrat? If we know that repetition IS 
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f the ideological, we have every reason to suspect that 
.;tt\JcttJre °rphiSm is itself an ideology of the relationship between 
thiS iSO~oof social reality - that is, a negation of their differences 
tfte leve: dominance of the structure of the ideological, which 
uIlder t ~g other functions (I am anticipating the results of work 
113S, a:~ess), precisely [that] of imposing differences under their 
iO ~~ ~ltat is, Ullder non-difference. We come to the same con
dt't"~ I \vhen we observe, with Freud, that repetition can never 
dU5lO;thing other than the symptom of something else, realized 
~ atlpetition by way of the denial of the repressed that surges 
10 ~tl the symptom. Thus isomorphism is a repetition sympto
up ~c of the ideological nature of structuralism. Far from provid
~: knowledge of the nature of the ideological, the repetition of 
~morphism is merely the symptom of structuralism's ideologi-
cal nature. 

This does not mean that strucruralism has nothing new to 
teac~l us. It means that it comes to a standstill at a threshold, the 
one we have located in Feuerbach himself in discussing what he 
tells us about the functioning of the structure of religion. This 
threshold is Olal of the misrecognition of the repressed. Here, in the 
case of the ideological, it is the misrecognition of what operates 
in ideology in the speculary form of recognition: namely 1 the 
social or class function of the ideological structure itself. It is 
quite striking that we do not find a theory of the different instances 
of the conzplex social whole in Levi-Strauss. This is obviously a 
result, in his case, of the ethnological ideological prejudice, the 
cr~do on which ethnology is founded; a few exceptions aside, it 
still dominates all ethnology and weighs heavy on it. The articles 
of faith of this credo are as follows: (1) a primitive society is not 
a SOCiety like the others; (2) the categories that are valid for 
~odem societies are not applicable to it, for it is an undifferen
tiated society; (3) it is, fundamentally, an expressive society, each 
part of which contains the whole - a society one can recognize In . 

Us total essence by analysing one or another of these total 
harts (religion, kinship relations, exchange, etc.), since they all 
~ve an isomorphic structure; (4) this [expressivity] stems from 
[ : fact that social relations are human relations (whence the 
t~ ~ographic] way of listening, the ethnographic [experience], 
st e Id~ology of 'fieldwork', of Einfohlung, of ethnographic under-

andlng). The isomorphism of structures is the modem form of 
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expressive causality. Structuralism is thus, in the last inst 
hermeneutics: the concept of structure is its theoretical fi ~ce, iI 

We can plainly perceive symptoms of structuralis1l1~ ~af. 
logical limits at several exemplary points in its concep~ lldeo., 
tern: not only in the concept of isomorphism, but also ~ sYs. 
couple structure/unconscious. The concept of the unconsci: ~l' 
Levi-Strauss is highly symptomatic of his ideological limits; III 
unconscious is, for one thing, objective knowledge l unlik e 
society's self-conception - but then why call it the unconsci e ~ 
We do not talk about the chemical unconscious, or the un~Us. 
scious of physics. Levi-Strauss talks about the unconscioon. 
precisely, for a reason that has to do with the philoSOPhi~i 
premisses of his enterprise: the unconscious is also what is sa~ 
without being said, it is the unsaid which is not external to the 
said, but im111flnent in it; it is therefore the knowledge that can 
legitimately be derived from the unsaid of the said, the 
unthought of the thought. The unconscious is thus the affirma. 
tion (the existence of the concept of the unconscious in the 
couple structure/unconscious) that the knowledge of the ideological 
is inzmanent in. ideology. That is the basic thesis of any hermeneu
tics. It is this thesis that enables structuralist analyses to function 
without ever stopping to ask about the differential nature of the 
object they analyse. The consequence is that these analyses are 
quite likely to remain trapped in the categories of the ideology 
they analyse - that is to say, in their illusions. 

We may find ourselves facing a similar temptation in our 
analysis of the structure of the ideological as given to us ~Y 
Feuerbach. We can put it to work without stopping to inqwre 
about the nature of the object it bears on. That is exactly h~w 
Feuerbach proceeds: that is why he merely gives us a penetratillg 

but purely descriptive reproduction [redoublel1lent] of the - or, 
rather of certain - c~egories of the structure of ideology, eve~ 
while he remains the prisoner of religious ideology. In ~e sa:e 
way, we too could yield to this temptation by pursuln.g to 
analyses of the ideological, and bringing all its categorl~~eo
light; that would not, however, give us knowledge of th~ I fot 
logical. The risk is, precisely, that we will end up ta~? l't is 
effects of the structure what is only a symptom of that W' d l~fl a 
at work in it. The risk is that we will end up trappe tics. 
hermeneutics which, while structuralist, remains a hermenell 
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. . what happens to those who think that they can find a 
ThIs 15 utics of meaning in Freud: when, as RicCEur does, they 
l1erf1len: hermeneutics of meaning to an energetics of force in 
llPPO; they miss the essence of Freud.1>(, They treat the uncon
f~t1 'as the meaning immanent in the meaning, the unsaid of 
~lous·d the latent discourse contained in the manifest discourse, 
J. .... e sal I • 

Ul 1 tent discourse of the marufest content. They do not see that 
th: :tructural effects which the hermeneutics of the dream 
th 'pulates are merely symptoms of an effect of the uncon-
11'l?~5 which surges up in the field of these effects but is not 
~a~ent in them.t\7 What they call biological energeticism is 
1 uite simply Freud's basic discovery: namely, that the uncon
~iOUS is something other than the meaning-effects of the con
scious mind; it is the effects of another mechanism, irreducible 
to the field of any hermeneutics whatsoever; it is another dis
course. Recognizing this is merely the first, preliminary step 
towarc.3 recognizing what the unconscious is, but at least it 
indicates where we should not look for the cause of symptoms 
and where one should: outside the symptom itself.b8 There can 
be no Marxist theory of ideology in the absence of a radical 
break with all hermeneutics, existentialist or structuralist. 

Second very interesting theoretical effect: theory of the ideological 
fact 

This is an effect of the theory of the object; nothing leads us 
to expect it, it is even quite surprising: the theory of the ideologi
ca! fact as the realization of desire - Freud/s very words: Wunsch
rrjUllll71g. Here Feuerbach anticipates not only Freud, with his 
terminology, but first and foremost Nietzsche, by way of the 
~nceptual context. 'Thatsache ist jeder als erftlllt vorgestellte 

unsclzo ' ['A fact is every desire which passes for a reality.'lu 

Feuerbach develops this theory in The Essence of Christianity in 
~o~.ection with the belief in miracles and the Eucharist. The 
e IglouS imagination 

:oes not distinguish between subjective and objective - it has no 
o~Ubts; .it has been endowed with the five senses, not so as to see 
re ~~ t~Ings than we do, but to see its own conceptions changed into 
re~ . flOgs outside of itself. What is in itself a mere theory is to the 

19lous mind a practical beliet a matter of conscience - a fact. 0 

ifF 
euerbach 5"" t" 1 7 I· dOfi d 

I amt Ie Ie Werke, vol. , p" 248; EC 205; trans ation mo Ie. 
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ye short-sighted religious philosophers of Germany, who fUn 
heads the facts of the religious consciousness do you not g at OUr 

facts are just as relative, as various, as subjective, as the representS;: ~t 
the different religions? Were not angels and demons his%~ OJ 
persons?'gg P'lcal 

What is interesting here is that this theory of the ideolOgical f . 
depends on the Feuerbachian theory of the object, Whose st ~ 
consequence it is, and also on the Feuerbachian theory of relig?ct 
as an inversion of sense and alienation in the object - an exam17 
of one of the effects of the consistency and coherence or: 
coherent component of Feuerbach's ideology. 

Indeed, if we assume the following two propositions: (1) th 
object is the essence of an objectified subject; (2) the essence o~ 
the alienated subject is an alienated object; that is, if we assume 
the possibility of a variation, and thus of an inversion of sense in 
the very essence of the subject, we end up with a theory of the 
perception of the imaginary object as fact - in other words, a 
theory of ideological hallucination that anticipates Freud and Nie
tzsche, and is also of interest to any future Marxist theory of 
ideologies. 

This theory is of still greater interest to Marxism in that it 
represents a serious challenge to all empiricist interpretations of 
Marxist philosophy. If what is perceived by the senses can be an 
ideological fact, the "criterion of practice' is dealt an indirect 
blow. Whence the idea that the criterion of practice does not 
suffice to ground the Marxist theory of knowledge. Every~~ 
Lenin says about 'werewolves' in Materialism and Empirio-crJtt .. . , 
CiS1t1 falls short of the mark. The most interesting thing in Leon: s 
work is that the man who holds no brief for the belief U1 

werewolves is the same man who, at the level of practice, forged 
a theory of ideological facts in his theory of spontaneity. f 

But what is much more interesting about the consequences? 
this theory of ideological hallucination (let me remind yoU iJ1 

passing that the origins of it are to be found in Spinoza/s theo~ 
of .the image: the ~age is u:mere~tly hallucinatory --: and~, 
Spmoza, the Image 1S not, as In Tame, a state of COf\SClOusn tiC 
but the imaginary - that is to say, the ideological as a syst~at 
level, a set, a system, or, we may say, a structured system) IS 

)Qo; EC 204-5; transla tion modified. 
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bring the principle informing it to bear on those contem
.... 'e can ideologies which study facts with extremely elaborate 
pOra'Y ental apparatuses: for example, a number of human 
e"per~ [such as] psychosociology. The schema 'theory/verifica
;eien~e the facts' is perfectly valid when it comes to ideological 
~O(l in science, we do not have verification by the facts, that is, 
tactSthe facts of ~mpirical consciousne~s, but a realization, in a 
bY eti° co-technIcal montage, of theoretlcal facts. of.) 

theor . 

II. THE GENUS 

(THEORY OF THE SPECIES) 

Species and genus: terminological ambiguity, a headache for trans
lators. Should Gattung be translated 'species' or 'genus'? An 
Aristoteli;m reference, both logical and biological. 'Species' if we 
consider Feuerbach's transcendental biologism, but 'genus' if we 
consider his theory that the human species is the 'species of all 
the species' 'Human form cannot be regarded as limited and 
finite [it is] the genus of the manifold animal species; it n,o 
longer exists as species in man, but as genus',hh - Of, as he says 
somewhere, as 'nature's self-consciousness' 

At all events, when Feuerbach talks about the essence of man, 
or about man, he means not the human individual, but the 
human species. The human essence is the essence of the human 
s~ies. This is a crucial point, for Marx's break with Feuerbach 
WIll be played out around the theme of the human species. 
ab To ~Ik. about the human species is, by implication, to talk 
th Out Individuals. The problem of the nature or the essence of 
in~i Species implies the pr?ble~ of the nature of the. hu,m.an 
U I Vidual, and of the relationship between the human mdlvld-
a and the species. 

th All o~ Feuerbach is contained in this definition: 'the essence of 
th:.specles i~ the absolute essence of the individual',ii on condition 

We assIgn the word 'absolute' the pertinent meaning. Its 

hh F 
In~U~rba~h, 'Towards a Critique of Hegel's Philosophy', FB 93. 

o Uction, FB 104; translation modified. 
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pertinence is defined by the non-absolute, the relative - in 
words, the limited or bounded: the individual. other 

The individual is the real being or individual subject 
absolute essence is the species, the essence of the spe('~hOse 
subject whose essential attribute is the essence of the ~es. A. 
species. Practically speaking, this means that each human ~ 
vidual carries within him the essence of man, even if only inU:
form of the misrecognition of the human essence. But he dOes e 
within the limits of individuality. So 

What does the concept of the limits or bounds of indiViduality 
mean here? Two things: 

1. Reat material limits. The limits of individuality as Such 
which are the determinations of empirical existence in the he~ 
and now. For example, having one or another determinate body: 
a long or a short nose ('it is true that the spirit or the consciousness 
is "species existing as species", but, no matter how universal, the 
individual and his head - the organ of the spirit - are always 
designated by a definite kind of nose, whether pointed or snub, 
fine or gross, long or short, straight or bent'»); For example, 
having a sex: male or female .. For example, existing in such-and
such a historical period or century, and not another; hence 
existmg in time, in a determinate time, not time in general. For 
example, existing in a certain place and not another.kk 

Individuality :;:: existence = finitude of existence::: material 
determination = passivity. The whole of Feuerbach's materialist 
empiricism is based on the category of the determinate fini~d~ 
of existence, the prinlacy o.f existence. Thus these material, emplll
cal limits are not imaginary. They are real, and fundamental: 
they are the very limits imposed by existence. 

2. But also imaginary li~i~ .. They are ~posed, thi~ tUne, ~ 
the essence of the human mdlvldual, not hIS or her eXlStenCed. 
itself, the essence of the human individual is the essence o~ 'd~ 
human species, existing within the limits of determinate ~dlV~ht 
ual existence. The imaginary limits stem from confusmg 'flU! 
necessary limitations of existence with the non-linlit of essence. lief 
imaginary limits are those born of the individual's illusory be 

II Feuerbach, iTowards a Critique of Hegel's Philosophy', FB 57. 
kl<. See ibid., and Principles of tile Philosophy of tile Future. 
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. own individual limitations (existence) constitute the 
thIS · ( ) til" . f the specIes essence: 

ifIllt5 0 
I . limitation of reason, or of the human essence in general, rests 

E,er)' delusion, an error. To be sure, the hu,m1ll illdividUJli can, even 
on at feel and know himself to be limited - and this is what 
n:u~~guisheS him from the animal - but he can become conscious of 
d~s limits, his finiteness, only because he can make the perfection 
hlSd infinity of his species the object either of his feeling, conscience, 
an thought. But if his owu limitations appear to him as the limitations 
0; tIle species, this can only be due to his delusion that he is identical 
o ith the species, a delusion intimately linked with the individual's :ve of ease, lethargy, vanity, and selfishness.1I 

The limits on individuality fall into two registers, real and 
imaginary. The paradox of Feuerbach is that, in the end, the only 
limits that constitute a real problem are not the real limits, those 
imposed by existence, but the imaginary limits. Those imposed, 
not by the nose and sex, but by the head. Not by the body and 
existence in the here and now, but by the imaginary confusion 
between individual and species. 

The most characteristic illusion: that of the existence of the 
species in an individual: incarnatio11, or the reality of absolute 
knowledge: 

The incarnation of the species with all its plenitude into one individ
uality would be an absolute miracle, a violent suspension of all the 
laws and principles of reality; it would, indeed, be the end of the 
lvorld. ObViously, therefore, the belief of the Apostles and early 
C~stians in the approaching end of the world was intimately linked 
With their belief in incarnation, Time and space are actually already 
abolished wi th the manifestation of the divinity in a particular time 
and form, and hence there is nothing more to expect but the actual 
e~d ?f the world. It is no longer possible to conceive of the possibility 
~. history; it no longer has a meaning and goal. Incarnation and :ory are absolutely incompatible; when deity itself enters into 

tory, history ceases to exist.mOl 

Note W ha t' . .. h h · d · fi· f ind' . IS mteresnng m t ese texts: tel entl cation 0 an 
rev~:~ual ~ith the species is the end of history. Here Feuerbach 

an Idea that he has held in reserve. The problem of the 
II 1_ 

I.Iltrod ti 
Illm F Uc on, FB 103; translation modified. 

euerbach, 'Towards a Critique of Hegel's Philosophy', FB 57. 
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individual's relations to the species is in fact the problem 
possibility of history. of ti\e 

And its inversion: the existence of the individual · 
species; also speculative philosophy, the destruction of the h: tbe 
now, of determination, its negation, and so on. Compare ~art<l 
and Neo-Platonic philosophy: the concept of the concrete_un~gel 
sal is precisely the existence of the individual in the species ::
is, the end of the individual, the end of all determination' t 

therefore the end of all existence. The concept of the con~~ 
universal as Unding [non-sense]: e-

Thought that 'seeks to encroacll upon its other' - and the lother f 
thought' is being - is thought that oversteps its natural boundaries. Th:s 
encroaching upon its other on the part of thought means that it 
claims for itself that which does not properly belong to thought but to being. 
That which belongs to being is particularity and individuality, whereas 
that which belongs to thought is generality. Thought thus lays claim 
to particularity; it makes the negation of generality, that is, particular
ity, which is the essential form of sensuousness, into a moment at 
thought. In this way, 'abstract' thought or abstract concept, which has 
being outside itself, becomes a 'concrete' concept. ... Thought negates 
everything, but only in order to posit everything in itself. It no longer 
has a boundary in anything that exists outside itselt but precisely 
thereby it itself steps out of its immanent and natural limits. In this way 
reason, the idea, becomes concrete; this means that what should flow 
from sense perception is made the pl'operty of thought and what is the 
function and concern of the senses, of sensibility and of life, becomes the 
function and concern of thought. This is how the concrete is turned 
into a predicate of thought, and being into a mere determination of 
thought; for the proposition Jthe concept is concrete' is identical with .the 
proposition 'being is a determination of thought.' What is imaginati:i 
and fantasy with the neo-Platonists, Hegel has merely transform 
into the concept, or in other words, rationalized.nn 

If we consider the relation thus affirmed: (1) on the on~ ~aJl~: 
existence and determination are associated with the indrvldu , 
(2) on the other hand, his essence is associated with the sped; 
what, then, is the theoretical status of the concept of sped~? is 
we not relapse into nominalism? Are not the only ,eXlstenl 
individuals, and is it not then the case that the species IS IIlete Y 

"" Feuerbach, Princil'ies of tile Philosophy of the Future, F8 217-19; traJlSIatiotl 

modified. 
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ct attribute, a universal in the sense the word had in 
.,(1 i1bS;;eval debate over universals? In other words, is the 
tfte ~ or the human essence or man not merely a name, flatus 
;~Ie~ signating what is common to the individuals of one and 
#'), ee period, or, in general, all periods? we;: hypothesis is dangerous, for it paves t~e way fo~ a 
.' e of the human essence as a name, as an arbltrary, contin

cJ1hq~of1Ilulation, bound up with history and the politico-ideo
ge~t al conjuncture. It opens up the path that Marx goes down 
I~~ he says in The German Ideology that man is a myth that 
w ;ely reflects the nostalgic ideology of the petty bourgeoisie. In 
;:t case, in .the. case of a nominalism, ma~ o~ th~ es~e~ce of the 
human speCIes IS totally dependent on eXIsting mdlvlduals, on 
their conditions of existence, and it becomes easy to denounce 
the idea of man or the essence of man as an artificial, inadequate 
notion that merely expresses the nostalgia or hope, etc., of certain 
individ'lals in a determinate period. 

Feuerbach is not a nominalist: 'The species is not a blofler 
Gedanke; it exists in feeling .. in the energy of love.'oo No doubt 
he acknowledges that, for the individual, man or the human 
species is an ideal: 

The individual must be conscious of his limitation, and take man as 
such and the genus as his ideal. Our lives must be an ongoing 
realization of that ideal, an ongoing process of becoming-man. It is 
in the lower sense that everyone can say 'I am a man'; in a higher 
sense, however, one can only say, I must be, I want to be a man, but 
am not yet a man.7l1rr 

~ other words, the interesting thing about Feuerbach is that he 
~ not even momentarily tempted by a neutral nominalism. The 
. lUnan essence is not merely the common remainder proper to all 
l~diVidualsl the result of an inductive abstraction; for Feuerbach 
:SO describes it as an ideal. The human essence (species) is the 
r~pra-human, that towards which the individual tends, while 
th C~~zing or misrecognizing its superiority: the supra-human, 

a IS, the supra-individual. 

11'1 Ec. .. . 
abstractio 2?8-9. [Where Althusser Inserts blofler Gedanke, ElIot translates 'an 

Pp F n.J 
eUerbach, 'The Concept of God as the Generic Essence of Man'. 
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But Feuerbach also affirms that the supra-individual is 
being: a rea) 

That there is something human in the supra-human is shoWn 
example, by the fact that a man places another man above ~r 
and proposes to take him as an ideal. Thus a real creature is th . lf 
of a real creature. What is above me, above my individual pe Idea) 

h . o\Vers 
nevertheless belongs to t e field of the human, to the genre, as' .' 
developed in other individuals.'1'1 It IS 

How are we to conceive the reality of the human species' 
How can the human essence be identified with an eXistenc ; 
How are we to conceive an existence which is not that of ~ 
individualityl that is, an existel1ce which is not that of a finite 
material determination, of a finitude, but an absolute, infinite 
existence? How can we identify an absolute, infinite essence with 
an existence that is necessarilYf like any existence, relative and 
f· 't ? mI e. 

A disarming solution: the real existence of the human species 
is the whole set of men, the totality of individual existences. 
Totality = the existence of all human individuals. What does 'all' 
mean? The answer is simple: the existen,ce of all the individuals 
who have ever existed or will exist, who have existed or will 
exist in the past and the future - in short, in all of human history. 
The existence of the human species - that is, of the absolutel 

infinite human essence - is hU11zan history in its totality: 

All divine attributes, all the attributes which make God God, are 
attributes of the species - attributes which in the individual are 
limited, but the limits of which are abolished in the essence of the 
species, and even in its existence, in so far as it has its complete 
existence only in all men taken together, in the past an~ ~e fu: 

the future always unveils the fact that the alleged bnuts of 
species were only limits of individuals. IT 

But human history is not finished [n'est pas fini;fini also ~eaflS 
finite]; Feuerbach does not defend the thesis of the en? ~f~t 
Human history is, then, not finished [nol1 fini1, yet It IS rte 
[elle est infinie). It does not yet exist in its entirety, but 1ll~Y n~ ~ 
the less be anticipated as a totality, as an infinite totabty· 

'lll Ibid. 
rr EC 152-3; translation modified. 
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, it is not fil1ished/fil1ite [eile n I est pas finie] that it may be 
/It'C/l'I~ed as the infinity of the essence of the species; it is because 
ceSar t finite/finished [elle n'est pas finie] that it may be antici
it is ;~s till' absolute of tile human essence. And yet this infinity 
pa:e in the present finitude (unfinished, and therefore finite, 
e~15ts se limited, human history); this absolute exists in the 
~;~'e characteristic o.f the present [Ie rela~if actuel]. . 
re I order to be able simultaneously to affirm the followmg two 
_ ~radictOry propositions: (1) Human history is the real exist
lone of the infinite human essence; hence the infinite, unfinished 
e~~racter of human history is the existence of the infinite and the 
C bsOlute of the human essence, of the human species; (2) But this 
~urnan history is not finished, the totality does not yet exist; in 
other [words], the infinite exists only in the form of the finite; it 
;s necessary, in order to resolve this contradiction - that is to say, 
in order to speak of this as yet non-existent totality, and know 
the es:;ence of this totality while eschewing all nominalism - it is 
necessary to assign this infinity a privileged locus of existence in the 
finite, in that u,hic/z now exists, in the present. One must go even . 
further, and say that, from the very beginnings of human history, 
since one cannot wait for it to end, the infinite of tlte species exists 
in the finite. It ;s necessary to have a theory of the present existence of 
tIle infinite, a contradictory concept. 

This theory, which is absolutely required by Feuerbach's 
premisses, is the theory of the intersubjectivity of the I and the 
Thou. The species exists in actu in the I-Thou relation. This 
relation must exist in finitude itself (in order to be founded 
there), in empirical existence itself, precisely at the level of the 
dete~inations of the materiality of existence. 

~~ IS . the theory of sexuality which founds the theory of inter
~~ J~tivity. Every individual is sexed: man/woman. The sexual 
o~ ation is ~he empirical-material existence of the infinite essence 
is the SpeCIes in empirical finitude: 'Where there is no tlrou, there 
Co n~. I: but the distinction between I and thou, the fundamental 
1i"~ ltion of all personality, of all consciousness, is only real, 
\vo ng, ardent, when felt as the distinction between man and 
l'a:,an.'" The thesis survives in Marx and the Marxist tradition. 

e Marx in The German Ideology: the first degree of production 

.... Ibid., p. 92. 
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is the production of human beings (sexual production) 
Engels (Tile Origins of the Family), who takes up the sam. · la~ 

· · .. h M e these agaIn In connection Wit organ: IS 

~ccord~g ~o the materialist conception, t~e determining facto . 
hIstory IS, In the last resort, the production and reproducti r III 
immediate life. But this again is itself of a twofold character. ~ Of 
one hand, the production of the means of subsistence, of f tht> 
clothing, and shelter and the implements required for this. 0 Ood., 
other, the production of human beings themselves./tt I n the 

Take the great classical thesis, a Feuerbachian thesis, whi h 
occurs in Feuerbach and Marx's early works, and is still fain~ 
echoed in Bebel (Die Frau und der Sozia/ismus):71 it is by thY 
present state of man-woman relations - that is, by the degree o~ 
the alienation, servitude and exploitation of woman, and, aCCord .. 
ingly, the degree of her e111ancipation - that one can judge the real 
state72 of the human essence, of the alienation and disalienation 
of man. Woman's condition is the speculary mirror of the state 
of the human essence. It is from the state, alienated or not, of 
man-woman relations - hence from the condition, alienated or 
not, of woman, that one can judge the non-alienation or aliena
tion of man (that is, of the human essence or human society). 
This idea is based on the theoretical premiss that the essence of 
the human species and human society is wholly contained in the 
essence/existence identity of the ,nan-woman relation. This is plainly 
not a Marxist, but a petty-bourgeois humanist anarchist thesis, 
and it wreaks theoretical, aesthetic, ideological and politi~~l 
havoc. Take Aragon: 'woman is the future of man' (a specific 
variation on the Ponge-Sartre humanist thesis: 'man is the future 
of man'). The emancipation of woman is neither the absolute 
condition nor even the symptom of the emancipation of ~an. 
Not that the problem of woman's condition is not a real, ob)~ 
tively tragic problem; but this problem can obviously not _ 
settled by the effects of the equation: Iwoman's condition -
man's relations to woman = the current state of the h:; 
essence'. And woman's condition cannot serve as a spec ""e 
index of the condition of the human essence. One can den 

Fpm;11I1 

II Friedrich Engels, Preface to the first edition of The Origins of tIJe . 
Private Property, and the State, CW 26: 131-2. 
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. g no strategy and no politics, from the equation that 
otJ'tiIl / h· 

11 . tains tIS. 
fl'laifl erbach's thesis that the infinity of the human essence exists 
. fet~ in the finitude of intersexuality, the foundation of inter
Ilf a~ ctivity, is prolonged in a veritable ideological delirium. 
51.lbJe are its essential moments: 
t-Ie~ The sexual relation is the recognition of the infinity of the 
~ies in the forms of finitude, determination and materiality -

~ short, of all the attributes of empirical existence. It is the 
radigm of all existence. In the other sex, man confronts, in 

P:solute fashion, existence as such in its original, raw state. 
~xuallove is the original and absolute experience of existence: 
of Dase;n. This means recognition of the other-than-oneself as 
identical with existence, the other who exists outside me and is 
different from me. It is also the recognition of SUblll;ssion to 
existence: [Copernican] Inversion no. 2 of the primacy of the 
existence of the object over the subject. In love, I am not 
autonomous, not my own master, but am dependent on an 
external object, an object that is the true subject; I am its slave. 
This relation of existence, of determination by the other that 
exists outside me, this relation of heteronomy and submission to 
the existence of the empirical object external to me, this experi
ence of the not-II hence of primordial passivity, is not a purely 
intellectual way of looking at things, a conception arrived at 
belatedly; it is, from the outset, a lived experience: the experience of 
~assion-passivity, the experience of love. It is not first known, it is 
~~t experienced. The species is experienced before being known, 
It IS experienced from the beginning. Love is the originary 
eXPE:rience of the radical origins of the species; love is the 
o~gInary experience of the originary essence of the species. Love, 
~runordially anchored in sexuality, is thus the recognition, expe
";nced in the form of feeling, of the existence and infinite essence 
~ the species, existing in the form of sexual finitude. The 
o;edominance of religion over all other natural or cultural objects 
re Il\a~. and his world also arises from tile fact that religion is 
cocagmhon [reconnaissance1 in actu, Which, throughout most of the 
Co Ilr~e. of history, goes without cognition [connaissance], realizing all 
esf'lhon by preceding it; it is the recognition in actu of the infinite 
Ot~tce Of the species, in the fonn of the relation to an Other, to the 

er: God. This relation is experienced in religion; it is an origi-
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nary existential relation, the originary relation that COnt . 
itself the undeveloped truth of all other relations. When ~ itl 
course of its development, religion arrives, in ChristianitY It\ ~ 
definition 'God is love', it attains the statement of wh~t~ ~E! 
Whence a profound, originary relation between religion and sex:: ~. 
- although, of course, Feuerbach's conception of sexuality ~ty 
nothing to do with Freud's, with the relation that FreUd ~s 
later establish between religion and sexuality. In Feuerb \\'111 
sexuality is the originary existence of the human essence, o~c~, 
the attributes of the human essence; it is not an autonorno a I 
component of this existence. Consequently, everything that Fe~ 
erbach deduces from what he indicates here remains - better ~ 
- of no use whatsoever from a theoretical standpoint. Feuerb~~ 
was none the less, and this is yet another effect of the ruse of 
unreason - the first to establish a relation between sexuality and 
religion. 
2. The sexual relation is the foundation and paradigm of every 
relation with the Other in general, that is, with an object different 
from the Subject. That is why this originary, intersubjective 1-
Thou relation is the condition of possibility for any relation with 
any object, taking 'object' here in every sense of the word, the 
external, natural object included: 

The first stone against which the pride of the individual, the ego 
stumbles is the thou, the alter ego. The ego first steels its glance in the 
eye of a thou before it endures the contemplation of a being which 
does not reflect its own image. Mv fellow-man is the bond between 
me and the world. I am, and I fe:l myself, dependent on the world, 
because I first feel myself dependent on other men. If I did not need 
man, I should not need the world. I reconcile myself with the world 
only through my fellow-man.lIIl 

3. But in order for this individual sexed other, this or ~at 
particular man or woman, to establish the existence of the specle~ 
with the other partner in the sexual relation, this sexed other ",us 
be more than an individual. For, as an empirical sexed being, ~e I~ 
she is an individual (nose, sex, here and now). More precl~ ~ 
the other must, even while being a determinate and th~re.~ 
limited individual, function as something other than a h[1l1 

IIlI EC 82. 
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, al. He or she functions, says Feuerbach, as a 'represent-
diV'ldU ., 

ill f the species : ·ve 0 
all n me and the other there is an essentialr qualitative distinction 

ael1~:eiS for me the representative of the species, even though he is 
e for he supplies to me the want of many others, has for me nlv 0" , . . .. . . 

o ".versal signIficance, IS the deputy of mankmd, m whose name 
a utll eaks to me, an isolated individual, so that, even if united only 
he sp Id h '1 h I' £ "'t' ",ith one, I ,,"OU ave a SOCIa, a uman tre. 

I this to say that he is the representative of the species in the 
_ S e that he is the representative of the totality of human 
:~ry: in other wordsr that he has the privilege - which 
. I:vitably leads, as we have seen, to the end of history - of being 
~e species incarnate? Feuerbach cannot affirm this, although he 
comes close to putting it that way in many passages. In reality, 
the other, a finite individual, functions as the representative of 
the infinity of the species in the intersubjective relationship of 
sexuality and, more profoundly, of love. Thus it is this relation
ship, if we want to be rigorous in Feuerbach's stead, which itself 
functions as the infinite existence of the human essence. It is this 
relntionship which is the existence in actu of the human species. 
Intersubjectivity is thus the foundation of every relation of 
human individuals to every object of the human species: theoret
ical objects (sciences) and practical objects (action). The Feuerba
chian Cogito is a 'we' But it is, as in Husser} - Feuerbach's 
terminology notwithstanding - a concrete, intersubjective Cogito, 
a theoretical and practical Cogito, and a historical Cogito. We 
are (see Thao) transcendental egos (and equals)73 to the extent 
~hat We are equals in the originary exchange of constituent 
Intersu bjecti vi ty. 74 

. 4, If the essence of the human species exists in this sexual 
Ultersubjectivity of the experience of love, this is because the 
~S~e oJ the humal1 species clearly exists in love. The liberation of 
re e,. u~an species from the limitations of its alienation is the 
no~~a.tion of intersubjectivity ill actu, itc; universal realization in 
hurna lienate? fo~. This means that the essenc~ internal to all 
esse n relations IS love; that the essence of hate IS love; that the 

nee of social conflicts and wars is love. Men, as Christ said, 

Ibid., p. 158, translation modified. 
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know not what they do: in reality, they love one anoth 
think they hate one another; that is why they fight. le:r ilIl(I 
know what they do, let them know what they are, and th t, 
love one another, thus realizing their human essence, the:: 'WilJ 
of the human genus. Love is thus the essence of hate; lov ~ 
essence of egoism. Men's political, economic and id~:.the 
conflicts are the quarrels of lovers who know not that the real 
Let them realize it, let their eyes be opened, let the scJes Qt· 
from their eyes, let the veils fall and their truth be unveiled ~ 
them know the truth, and love will be realized, will bee I et 

1. orne 
rea lty. 

To love is to be a communist: 

Feuerbach is neither a rna terialist, nor an idealist, nor an identity 
philosopher. So what is he? He is in thought what he is in his actions 
in spirit what he is in flesh, in essence what he is according to th~ 
senses - Man; or rather he is more, for Feuerbach only treats the 
essence of man in society - he is a social man, a com,nunist .ww 

Feuerbach is a communist. Feuerbach's communism is thus 
the communism of love, that is, the communism of the Christian 
religion 'taken at its word' Examining this last conclusion, we 
see that what held earlier for the relationship between the first 
subject and the Second Subject in the speculary relation holds 
here as well. To understand the sense [sens] of that relationship, 
we have to reverse its direction [sens]. Feuerbach's deep reason 
- that is, the idea that he holds in reserve - is not what he 
presents as the foundation of his theory, namely, intersubjectiv· 
ity, particularly sexual intersubjectivity - the true ~foundation' of 
his thought is what he presents as its consequence: his ideal of a 
communism of love and his conception of the revolution,~ 
disclosure, as 'the open confession of the secrets of his love. 
The revolution as confession (with the result that the sole J1\e~ 
of political aC.tion ~s demystification; that is, disclos~re, ~at ; 
books and articles m the press) - that is what he has III nundiass 
the question of the revolution, objectively posed by the c, JI\ 

conflicts of his day, he answers with a theory of the conunur:d 
of love, a theory of the revolutionary action of disclosure 

C!P"'" 
Feuerbach, 'Tire Essence of Christianity in Relation to The Egc) and 1~1. 

trans. Frederick M. Gordon, Till! Plziiosophical Forum, 7, nos 2-4 (1977), p. 
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. n Of course, in order to re-establish the true direction/ 
cOllfes51~ his deductions, to re-establish this real order in the 
se~e ~ order of his ideas, we have to take up a position outside 
(elgrt~ Id of his ideas and the structural relation governing its 
the fie 

ele~~~~1 consequence: the conception of his tory. History is necess-
of r several reasons. But, at the same time, the content of 

a~ ~ in Feuerbach constitutes the resolution of the aporias of 
h~sto nception of the relations individual/ species. 
hiS co . 

History is, first of all, the resolution of the non-correspondence 
between individual and species, finite and infinite, relative and 
bso1ute, and so on. The existence of the human essence in its 

:otality is the sum of individual existences in the totality of space 
and time, that is, in history. Thus the concept of history has 110 

content other than that assigned it by the theoretical function 
which gives rise to it: to make up the total, to be the total - in other 
worus, to fill in the gap between individual and species, or 
overcome the limitations of empirical individuality. History 
lodges itself, very precisely, between the individual and the 
species] in order to fill the vacuum separating them and trans
form the species from an abstract, nominalist concept into a 
reality: it is therefore nothing b'ut the concept of this vacuum. 
The proof is that all the concepts which can be derived from it 
are vacuous. There is absolutely no theory of history in Feuerbach. 

The fact that there is no theory of history in Feuerbach does not 
mean that the concept of history he mobilizes plays no theoreti
cal role. On the contrary! It does nothing else. This explains its 
second role: to serve as a solution to the problem of alienation 
fnd the o~ercoming of alienation. History is accordingly the 
Ocus of eXIstence of the events alienation/ disalienation. But to 
~y that it is their locus of existence is simultaneously to say that 
sestory is an empty place in which these phenomena exist. Yet it 
~n~~. to .be something more: it is the possibility of alienation 
natur l~henation as. the p~ssibility of different states. of human 
natu e thus there IS a Hmdu human nature, a Jewish human 
hUIl\ re, and So forth, and one day there will be a fully realized 
Qre n a~, ~atu:e. But since these different forms of human nature 
on th~ a:~ston.cal event~ ex~ept ~n so far as they are so many va~iations 
Well zenatzon and dlsal,enatlon of tile human essence, we mIght as 

say that calling them historical adds nothing to them -
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except, precisely, the category of existence. History is 
ingly the empty locus of the existence of the variations accord. 
human essence. of the 

Yet there is a privileged locus in history: the period in . 
the human essence will be realized and the originary e which 
will exist in the very form of authenticity. The whole theSsence 
history as the locus of existence of the possible variations 07 of 
hu.man essence is thus deduced from one particular fo~ the 
eXistence, that of Absolute Knowledge, of the realization of ~f 
human essence - that is, the existence in which essence will ~ 
identical with existence. That is the negation of all history. Th 
in Feuerbacll, history exists only where 1liston; can no longer ex~~' 
when its end realizes its origins. The identity of origins and end' 
an identity which is to COttle, is thus the negation of history. Th~ 
concept negates itself in fulfilling its function. However, this 
particular period of history exhibits a special feature: it plays its 
privileged role in so far as this history, unlike past histOries, 
does not exist and has never existed, or maintains an existence 
only in 'people's heads', in hope. I am a materialist in the 
sciences, says Feuerbach, but an idealist in history, a distinction 
that Marx and Engels adopted word forward - obviously a 
suspect borrowing (The German Ideology and Engels's Ludwig 
Feuerbach).7h The concept of history thus reveals itself for what it 
is: the contradiction between existence and non-existence, or, 
more precisely, a type of existence required by its non-existencel 

by its existence in the form of hope, as a wish. History is the conce~t 
of the realization of a desire, or, rather, the phantasmagonc 
concept of the realization of a fantasy, the reduplication of a 
fantasy. If reduplication is typical of the structure of the idefr" 
logical, then we are dealing, in the proper sensei with an 
ideology of history.77 

Notes 

1 Un malwais slijet also means something like 'a bad apple' Al~:,:r 
makes the same play on words elsewhere; for example, LP 181. [ ()Jte 

2. The highest national competitive teachers' examination in France. hell' 
of Althusser's duties at the ~cole normale superieure was to 
prepare students for this examination. [Trails.] 
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b h Manifestes plzilo50plliques: Textp.s choisis (1839-1845), ed. and 
er aC , . 60 

J. feu Althusser, Paris, 19 . 
traflSci ritten note in the margin of Document 2: 'effects of philosophical 

.&. J-Ia:a: different from r:nere d~letions' . . .. 
ret! Econonlic al1d PhllosophlC ManuscrIpts of 1844, trans. Martin Mtlh-

5· Mar"~d Dirk J. Struik, CW 3: 333. 
ga~ a oint is taken up in the third part of the course on Feuerbach, not 

6. 'fhis gP h of which has been written out to warrant publication here. See 
enou d ti b Editors' Intro uc on a ove. 
~e Althusser intended to quote an WlSpecified passage from Engels's 

7. L:::'ig Fellerbncll and tile End 0/ Classical Germon ~lIilosophy. 
8. Karl Lowith, Fronl Hegel to Nietzsche, trans. David E. Green, New York, 

9. :\, particular Paul RiC(EUI', Freud and ~nterpretaticn, trans. £?enis 
Savage, New Haven, CT, 1970, pp. 529-30: The same may be said of 
Feuerbach: the movement by which man empties himself into transcen
dence is secondary as compared to the movement by which he grasps 
hold of the Wholly Other in order to objectify it and make use of it; the 
reason man projects himself into the WhoUy Other is to grasp hold of it 
C':ld thus fill the emptiness of his unawareness.' 

10. Here Althusser reverses the order of second and third parts of his 
course, not included in the present volume (see the Editors' Introduction 
to 'On Feuerbach'). 

11. Perhaps an error for 'humanism, naturalism, and sensuousness'. In 'The 
Humanist Controversy', Althusser talks about Feuerbach's impOSSible 
combination of Man, Nature, and Sinnlichkeit. [Trans.] 

12. Handwritten note in the margin of Document 2: IWeSetl (chez Hegel 
Wesen ist lOOS gewesen ist).' 

13. Althusser had planned to call the first chapter of an early text on 
Feuerbach IWhy Elephants Have No Religion' (see the Editors' introduc
tion above). 

14. Document 1: 'we can say' 
!~. See Alth~sser, 'LeHer to Jean Lacroix', SH 207-8 . 

. Handwntten note in the margin of Document 2: 'it goes down the same 
path the other way.' 

17. HandWritten note in the margin of Document 1: Inot truth of, but 
18 admissi~n, confession'. 
19: ~andW~Hen note in the margin of Document 2: 'to un-veil'. 

Standwntten note in the margin of Document 2: ICf. Ruge/cf. book 
2 ate / confession' 

O. Hand . 
li[ Wntten note in the margin of Document 2: Ithe Eigentum of 

21. 'In egel]/bej sicll of F[euerbach)' 
[ so far as' Ie" tntzt que] is a handwritten correction replacing ~as' 

22. BOl1lme] in Document 2. 
23. Th~dwriHen note in the margin of Document 2: '~onopoly' 
2:4. 'T~"'!"~ adverbs are handwritten addenda to Document 2. 
25. 10f of IS a handwritten addendum to Document 2. 

a 0 ' . , r IS a handwritten addendum to Document 2. 
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26. JDistmct from extemallife' is a handwritten addendum to Docutn 
27 S'appelle d'll'Z nom specifique, which literally means 'calls itself etlt ~ 

specific name' [Trans.] by a 
28. Althusser translates Jconsciousness/knowledge' in the second par ' 

ical phrase (which is not a parenthetical phrase in Feuerbach) w:nthet .. 
words conscience/science (Bewufitseill/Wissen in the original Germ lib the 

29. Handwritten note in the margin of Document 2: Ian absolute ~). 
without an outside l

• Qrcle ::: 
30. Handwritten note in the margin of Document 1: IA knowledge [sa . 

existing in the form of Qtl object, gestures, etc.' VOir) 

31. See Note 28 above. 
32. Here we have followed the wording of Document 2. Document 1 re ds. 

'bu~ this word, consciousness, ,does not design~te transparency, it ~l . 
deSignates the speculary reflection, the speculanty of the existence of ~ 
generic essence of man in man's objects, in the human world'. 

33. J And practicalr is a handwritten addendum to Document 2. 
34. Handwritten note in the margin of Document 2: 'Theory I practice' 
35. I And a finitude in the Kantian sense' is a handwritten addendum to 

Document 2. 
36. Handwritten note in the margin of Document 1: Ithis is why the moon'. 
37. 'What would be [qui seraitj' is a handwritten addendum to Document 2; 

the phrase originally read 'in the form of a noumenal object'. 
38. The text indicates that Althusser wished to insert quotations here. He 

may have had the follOWing passage in mind: 

Is it at all possible for the feeling man to resist feeling, for the loving man 
to resist love, for the rational man to resist reason? Who has not 
experienced the irresistible power of musical sounds? And what else is 
this power if not the power of feeling? Music is the language of feeling
a musical note is sonorous feeling or feeling communicating itself. Who 
has not experienced the power of love, or at least heard of it? Which ~ 
the stronger - love or the individual man? Does man possess love, or IS 

it rather love that possesses man? (Introduction, FB 99-100) 

39. Here we have followed the text of Document 2. Document 1 haS 
'immediately visible on condition that it is disclosed', and is emen~e.d 
to read: 'opaque by accident, but transparent on condition that It 15 

disclosed' I 
40. Handwritten note in the margin of Document 2: IWhy the privilege 0 

religion?' red 
41. Here we follow the text of Document 2, which has been rende t 

uncertain by the fact that one correction has been written ov~r anothe ~ 
Document 1 reads simply: Ithat reason and liberty can exist Ul cu1tuf 
objects' 

42. 'Certain effects' is a handwritten addendum to Document 2. the 
43. Handwritten note in the margin of Document 2: Ithe same goes for tile 

ant[ eriority] of self-consciousness to consciousness and 
antepredicative' . 
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-Let rne 
make this more precise' is a handwritten addendum to Docu-

.14. ptent 2'ritten note in the margin of Docwnent 2: 'origin forgotten' 

.&5. tland:ritten note in the margin of Document 2: '[genetico-critical?], 
-16. tlan~written note in the margin of Document 2: 'the subsequent cm'er-
41. }-Ian , 

it1g-lIP'lation ==' is a handwritten addendum to Document 2. 
,as. '!he;e "Theses on Feuerbach'" is a handwritten addendum to Docu-
49. IFor 

J1lent 2. 
~On word; is a handwritten addendum to Document 2. 

SO· tI:dwritten note in the margin of Document 2: 'primacy of the 
51. lute' 

abso ." th hr I hall ,. 0 2 'One can see' IS wntten In over e p ase we s see m ocument , 
52.· 11 I • t tru k but Iwe sha see IS no s c. 
53 See Note 52. 
54~ See espe~ially .the first sentence of MarxJs. 'C?ntribution to the Critique 

of Hegel 5 Philosophy of Law: Introduction, trans. anon., CW 3: 175: 
'For Germany the criticism of religion is in the main complete, and 
criticism of religion is the premise of all criticism.' 

55. ~ Marx, 'Contribution to the Critique of Hegel's Philosophy of La,y', 
trans. Martin Milligan and Barbara Ruhemann, CW 3: 31. 

56. Marx, Letter of September 1843 to Arnold Ruge, trans. Clemens Dutt. 
CW 3: 145. See IThe Humanist Controversy', Note 36. 

57. 'One can put this' is written in over I we will put this. I in Document 
2. This is the last handwritten modification to Document 2. 

58. Marginal note: Iblarney [po q.] here on what Feuerbach calls his ge"etico
critical method' 

59. See especially Lucien Goldmann, TIze Human Sciences and Philosophy, 
trans. Hayden V. White and Robert Anchor, London, 1969 (1952), 
Chapter 2, A: IThe Problem of Ideologies' Althusser's library contained 
a heavily annotated copy of this book. 

60. Fr~m this point on, most of the quotations, a few very brief passages 
a.slde, are not directly incorporated in the text typed by Althusser; one 
~ds only the page numbers of the passages mentioned or references to 

. notecards. We have included these quotations in the text, at the risk 
6 of lllcluding too much or too little. 
1. ~thusser is referring to the 'dialogue' between Communists and Chris
~, the theoretical justification for which was provided by Roger 
p araudy, a member of the Political Bureau of the French Communist 
(~? and the director of its Centre d'etudes et de recherches marxistes 

62. 1h RM).. .. 
~ reference 15 to the Second Vatican Councd (11 October 1962 - 8 

63 ember 1965) . 
. ~rel~te Who bears the title of bishop but has no real jurisdiction of his 
~' ~U\ce he is responsible for a purely nominal diocese in a non-

64. Ii stian country. 
65. l ~dwritten annotation in the margin: 'Watch out!' 

UClen Sebag, Marxisme et structuralisnle, Paris, 1964. 
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66. RicCEur, Fr'eud and Interpretation, op. cit., Book 2, Part 1: 'En 
H . I erSeij 
. ermeneutics cs ~ 

67. Handwritten note in the margin: "They do not see that the 
different discourses, ct. the Freudian theory of the double insc~e ~e t\vo 

68. At the end of this sentence, at the bottom of the page i tion.J 

handwritten note: 'Lacan's str[ucturalism] is not hermeneutic.' ere is a 
69. At the end of this sentence, there is a typed note: J see the thea 

corresponding orgalZ in Feuerbach (card)' This notecard has ry of the 
found. not been 

70. Althusser cites his own unpublished translation of this essay, p~_ 
in his archives. --~lVed 

71. August Bebel, Woman in tile Past, Present, alld Future, trans. H.B. AA~-
Walther, New York, 1976. -a.utS 

72. Althusser's text reads "the real relation l
• [Trans.] 

73. The two words [egos, egaux] are homonyms in French. See 'RTJL' 137 
[Trans.] . 

74. Tran Duc Thao, Phenomenology and Dialectical Materialism, eel. Robert S 
Cohen, trans. Daniel J. Herman and Donald V Morano, Boston, MAO 
1986 (1951). Althusser's library contained a heavily annotated copy of 
this book. 

75. 'Religion is the solelIUl Wlveiling of man's hidden treasures, the avowal 
of his innermost thoughts, the open confession of the secrets of his love.' 
"Introduction', FB 109-10. 

76. See Marx and Engels, The Genna,) Ideology, trans. Clemens Dutt et al., 
CW 5: 41: 'As far as Feuerbach is a materialist he does not deal with 
history, and as far as he considers history, he is not a materialist.' See 
also Friedrich Engels, Ludwig Feuerbach and tile Eud of Classical Getman 
Philosophy, trans. anon., CW 26: 372: 

It was therefore a question of bringing the science of society, that is, the 
sum total of the so-called historical and philosophical sciences, into 
harmony with the materialist foundation, and of reconstructing it there
upon. But it did not fall to Feuerbach's lot to do trus. In spite of the 
'foundation', he remained here bound by the traditional idealist fetters, a 
fact which he recognizes in these words: 'Backwards I agree with the 
materialists, but not forwards: 

77 For the reasons indicated in the Editors' Introduction, we ha~e :; 
published the rest of Althusser's course, most of which he left Ul 

form of notes. 
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The Historical Task of 
Marxist Philosophy 

(1967) 

/n April 1967, as the course from which 'On Feuerbach' is culled was 
getting under ~~ay, Alt~usser unexpect~dly r~ceived ~ letter /ro.m Mark 
BorisalviCh Mltzn, a pillar of the SOvlet phzlosophzcal establIshment. 
Mitin had launched his career with his contribution to a June 1930 
Pravda article unmasking Trotskyite sabotage of the materialist dialec
tic, gone on to playa key role, as 'Stalin's philosopher', in the 1948 
triumph ojLysenkoism, and only recently, under Brezhnev, been named 
general editor of Voprosy filosofi (Questions of philosophy), the 
Soviet philosophical journal in the postwar era. He wrote to Althusser 
011 behalf of the journal to solicit an essay for a special issue commem
or~ting the fiftieth anniversary of the October Revolution. Althusser 
""ght 5ub11'zit a piece on 'developments in dialectical materialism' or 
'the. inlpact of the Russian Revolution on French philosophy' The 
TtVlew 'would be equally happy', Mitin added, in what bore all the 
~larks. of a polite afterthought, to receive a 'summary' of Althusseris 
reCent research' The deadline was 1 July. 
I A.lthusser harboured few illusions about the 'old fox' Mitin, to quote 

~ etter of 23 April to his lover Franca Madonia. He harboured even 
"re:er about the CPSU, whose right-wing revision of Marxist theory he 
tJ;rded as the dominant factor in Soviet society's accelerating slide 
stu;rds capitalism: the Russian 'fish', he wrote to his friend and former 
It fi ~tt MIchel Verret on 1 March, was 'rotting from the head down' 
lO~f OWed tM.t tlie main task of Marxist philosophy was to promote, in 
Ql4tu an unsIgned article that Althusser had written the previous 
"f'VOI»Z~ euphemistically calls 'Yugoslavia', a revitalizing 'ideological 

utro ' l'ke 11 I the one on the march in China,) It also followed that 
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arriving at tile I correct conception of Marxist theory 
philosophy, and the relation between them' - ultimately the Of ~ 
of tlte philosophers - constituted the task on which 'the jerogQ~ 
socialist revolution' now hinged (p. 167 below). It did n ~te Of t~ 
means follow that the ideological state apparatus sustain~ by Q~ 
Soviet Marxism-Leninism - the rotting head of the Russia g OffiCial 
which M.B. Mitin was a fairly representative incarnation _ w: ~h, oj 
Marxist philosophy to accomplish its historical task. Ii d help 

Yet Althusser reacted to Mitill' s letter as if Ize thought it . 
doubtless beCJluse even the dimmest prospect of addressing Q ~Ig~t. 
audience thrust all other considerations into the shadows. Worki~ 
the furious pace at wlrich he usually turned out first drafts, Ire Prod:C: 
a 12,OOO-word Isunlfftary of his recent research' in about two weeks 
writing with an eye to 'getting by' the censors in Moscow, as he said 
in Q May Day letter to Madonia, and, on the evidence of an undated 
letter to Etie11ne Balibar, 'sweating blood' in the process. He kept his 
other eye on the censors at home: if he enjoined tlte handful of associlltes 
to whom he sent his paper in April to maintain a 'total blackout' on 
Mitin's conlmission; it was not just out of Q foible for the thrills o/the 
clandestine, but also because he shared Verret's apprehensions 
(expressed in a letter of 2 May) that his enemies in Jthe Party here' 
- beginning with the now beleaguered but still redoubtable Roger 
Garaudy - 'might succeed in stymieing publication there' Thus 
Al.thusser most probably did not show his draft to anyone in the PCF 

. , . 
leadership, although, as the letter that had pronlpted Verret 5 warning 
indicates, he did briefly contemplate clearing it with General Secretary 
Waldeck Rochet. 

Althusser began revising his essay ill late April. Since recei~ng 
Mitin's commission, he had been torn between providing an accessIble 
summary of his work tailored to a Soviet audience and takinK, a ~ 
approach to questions he had been debating with himself stnC~ t d 
appearance of For Marx and Reading Capital, notably in a p~Ject~ 
book on tile union of tl1eory and practice that had been expa1td,ng, . 
his own surprise, for the past year. In the event, he began. by 5um~ 
riling and ended by innovating. By the middle of May, Ideas on bet" 
relation between philosophy and politics with which he had age 
grappling in the (never finished) book crystallized in a dense t~~P.cal 
conclusion appended to the revised essay. They make The HlstO: ill 
Task', its pedagogical style notwithstanding, one of the pivotal t~ S¢ 
the Althu5serian corpus. For 'Pl1ilosophy and Politics;, as Alt u 
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c tlJS flip 

. eW conclusion, laid the groundwork for the thesis tlUlt 
titled his "ything he went on to produce, beginning with the critique 

~:{o(fttld eve~icism' that had informed everything he IUld produced so 
:J t~t Itl/~;; that philosophy is ~ot a Theory of theo~ies w~ich surv~s 
~r: It arg 1 tions of all other discursIve and non-d,scurSIVe practices 
tlli irtterre'~iOIl above the fray, but a political practice representing, as 
{rl,rtI a po5'would put it in a November interview, 'the people's class 
·",tlrusser , :! 

Ie in theory .. 
;trugg ds tire end of May, Althusser submItted the revIsed and 

for;:; version of Ilis essay to a wider group of colleagues than he 
ixpa~h:first draft, the:z had it put i~to Russian: so thlt - as he had 
~~ttert to Etienne Ballbar on 17 Aprtl - the Sovrets would not use the 
%~ thllt they luzd to translate the text as a pretext for tampering with 
'it. A week before the! July deadline, he wrote to ICo~ra~e Mitin' to 
SlJ1/ that the pieceJ which had ballooned to some forty-five Single-spaced 
tYPed pages I would so?n ~e ,expedited to Moscow. He added that he was 
also planni,;g to publlsh It In France. 

Tile rest was silence. In March 1968, long after the fiftieth anniver
sary of the Revolution and the commemorative issue of Voprosy 
filosofi had come and gone, Althusser wrote to Mitin again to ask 
what had become of his manuscript, pOintedly noting that he still 
intended to release part or all of it at home, that he could not decently 
delay French publication much longer, and that the resulting situation 
was 'delicate' for tile Soviets as well. Unabashed, Mitin replied, after 
apologizing for his 'inexcusable' eight-months' silence, that Althusser's 
text was 'too long' (it was, in fact, double the length Voprosy filosofi 
Usually allowed)3 and that the Russian translation was 'less than 
brill~nt: He went on to say that, in a rare departure from 'usual 
prachce , he had Ilad the piece partially rewritten, retranslated, and 
~"'ned of the conclusion, which was 'absolutely independent' of the 
/::' The result Of this operation, 'a success', would be published in a 

A7~nt1lS, ?nce Mitin had Althusser's formal approval of tIre changes, 
hav t ~Usser s archives contain no trace of his response, which he may 
~ gIVen Mitin orally during his April 1969 visit to Paris. TIrey do, 
S&rJie~' ~ontain a copy of a 26 Augus~ ,1~68 le~ter to the di~senting 
he htld :hllosOPJre: Merab MamardashvIll, m whIch, after notmg that 
~ecentl een hospItalized for a depression early in May, and again only 
Eiisto/' he reports that Mitin has sent him a 'remake' of 'The 
'dOing'CQl Task', waxes indignant over the presumption involved in 

a rewrite', unbidden, of someone else's text, and complains that, 
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stripped of its conclusion, I,is iphilosophical and political' es 
unduly 'academic' This suggests that he refused to authoriSQYQ~,s 
tion of the censored version of tlte piece. However, since t:= rb1icQ• 
Mamardasltvili indicates that he was still weighing the pros etfer to 
of bowing to Mitin, it is also possible tllat he did ultimatel ofld Co!ts 
the expurgated version, ollly to see it, too, rejected on some n! OPPl'one 
In any event. The Historical Task' never made its way into pr~e:tt. 
the USSR. pr'nt in 

What might be called the non-publication history of the Fren h 
is more quickly related. In 1967, Althusser revived plans to fo text 
theoretical journal that he had mentioned as early as 1963 in a let~11d Q 

Pierre Macherey. As conceived in mid-1967, the first issue OfTh:;.to 
now slated for release by Fran~ois Maspero's independent left_Wine, 
publishing firm on the fiftieth anniversary of the Russian RevoluU:: 
was to include sortte form of the essay that Althusser had submitted t~ 
Mitin l which - as Alain Badiou envisaged "tatters in a 24 June letter 
to Althusser - would serve as the new journal's 'real manifesto' 
Meanwhile, Althu5ser had also decided to issue 'The Historical Task' 
as a book in a new, more broadly accessible sub-series of the series (also 
called 'Theorie') that Maspero had been publishing under his editorship 
since Qutumn 1965. Plans for this book almost reached fruition: 
Althusser's archives contain Q full set of the page proofs. Yet it never 
materialized, any nlore than the review or the new sub-series in which 
it was supposed to appear. Perhaps because the new definition of 
philosophy proposed in 'The Historical Task' had been radically (J'OtT

hauled by autumn 1967, Althusser refused to pass the text for press. 
He did not, however, suppress it outright, for an authorized H~n

garian version, including neither sectiol1S 1 and II nor the concludtn~ 
section on philosophy and politics, appeared in a collectio1J. of:: 
writings released in Budapest in 1968. It is perhaps worth noting t ~ 
tltis partial translation of The Historical Task' was the work of E~s 
Gero, who, after playing second fiddle for nearly a decade t? HU~g~tY.4 
'Little Stalin' Matyas RAkosi, distinguished himself durmg hIS ;, 

tenure as First Secretary of the Hungarian Party by begging the So eVil 
leadership to order the 1956 invasion of his country. Fallel1 upon sit! 
days after a long exile in the Soviet Union, Gerii spent his last year 
his homeland scraping a living as a freelance translator. . pi ilo5-

Many different versions of The Historical Task of MarxISt t ~raft 
ophy' have been preserved in AltlJusser's files, from the jirshe page 
through the handwritten Russian version sent to MoscoW to t 
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J projected French monograph. The present translation is 
,rr.~fs of ~1:~ proofs, which were set from a typescript dated 18 May 
~~.J 011 • ,'It' point before they were produced, Althusser intercalated 
ig6i. At !i~~ JUt' ;11 tire typescript and added a long note; unlike the 

"' patt~{ '-~ 
~ IlJ"~ cd proofs, tlie typescript also bears many addenda and correc-
u"r"a~k J 1'" 'l~nd. Tile typesetter" s errors have been corrected after 
. .,11 r!J ~ . 

tiL"'!'. . lL,itlr this e,,.,ended and expanded second draft. Such differ-
(lJI~~'o;;UVt't'JI t/le typescript ,and the proofs, as sho~ up. in E~glish 
("Ht~, tiOI1 Ilave been flagged In the notes, mInor modijicatzons aStde. 
trll1l!l a 

G.M. Goshgarian 

TodaYI in 1967, .Communists the. world ~v,~r are cele~rating both 
the fiftieth annIversary of the first socIalIst revolution and the 
one hundredth anniversary of the first volume ot Capital: that is, 
in the full sense of these words, both the greatest political 
rf'VOlu":on and the greatest theoretical revolution of modem times, 
two revolutions that have changed the course of History. 

On the occasion of this double aruUversary, I would like to 
offer a few thoughts on the current situation, problems, and 
tasks of Marxist theory. 

I. TOWARDS A CORRECT UNION OF 

THEORY AND PRACTICE 

To mention these two aruUversaries in the same breath is to 
dr~w attention to something of crucial importance: Marx's theo
:~~al revolution is one hundred years old; the Soviet revolution 
th ty years old. Thus the revolution that Marx carried out in 
R;. r~alm of theory preceded, by fifty years, the revolution in 
an~Sl~n SOCiety carried out by the popular masses under Lenin's 
noth. t e BOlshevik Party's leadership. For Marxists, there is 
Occul11g mysterious about the fact that the second revolution 

rred I lenin so ong after the first. The works of Marx, Engels and 
shoUIct"~me the principle that allows us to understand why this 
1ll0\!t'1l\ e so. It has to do with the nature of the workers' 
IIllion ~ntl the nature of Marxist theory, and the nature of the 

o the workers' movement with Marxist theory. 
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1. 'Without revolutionary theory/ says Lenin in What 1 
Done?, Ithere can be no revolutionary movement.' S To Be 

We need to pay very close attention to the Wordin 
famous dictum. Lenin does not say that 'without revoI~:f this 
theory, there can be no workers' movement' For Marxist ~~ 
did not create the workers' movement. The workers' !nov eo!)' 
exist~d be~ore ~arxist theory, which would not have e~ 
possIble WIthout it. 

On the other hand, the workers' movement did not prod. 
Marxist theory by its own devices. Marxist theory is the Prod Ute 

of a conjunction of theoretical elements (German philoso ~ct 
English political economy, French socialism) and political e:en~ 
(the class struggle, the first interventions of the workers' move. 
ment, etc.) in the ascendant phase of Western capitalism. 

Lenin by no means affirms that Marxist theory is essential to 
the workers' movement; he says it is essential to the revolutiontlry 
workers' movement. He thereby indicates that, without Marxist 
theory, the workers' movement would have emerged and devel
oped, but would not have become revolutionary in the objective 
sense of that term - that is, capable not merely of wishing or 
hoping for, but of making the socialist revolution. 

This first thesis of Lenin's refers us to a second, well-known 
Leninist thesis on the objective limitations on the development 
of a workers' movement 'left to its own devices l These limi .. 
tations are the limitations of utopian socialism, anarchism and 
anarcho-syndicalism; in sum, of 'trade-unionism' and Social
Democratic reformism. They are the limitations of the Ispon
taneous' ideology of the workers' movement. When Lenin calls 
this ideology 'spontaneous', he means that it is in fact dominated 
by bourgeois and petty-bourgeois ideology. 

2. Only. Marxist tlleory enab~es .the workers~ movemen~ 
transform Itself and become objectively revoluhonary, fO~ca1 
theory alone enables it to rid itself of the theoretical and pra 
effects of 'spontaneous' anarchist-reformist ideology. tioP 

Why is Marxist theory capable of ensuring this transf~[1lli1 0118 
and this emancipation? Because it is not one lideology am rt' 
others, that is, a distorted (fausse] and therefore subjective retre 
sentation of the history of societies, but a scientific and there 
objective conception of it. 
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the workers' movement can become objectively revol-
",1.15

00 the twofold condition that it (a) abandon the ispon
Iltiooa11;' ideological theories which are an effect of the economic 
IIIf\eo~S tion and political and ideological domination of the 
explo~ta class by the bourgeois class; and (b) adopt, as its own 
",orldn~he Marxist science of the history of societies. 
'h~7~ this scientific theory which affords the workers' move-

I t knowledge of the laws governing the structure and devel
rneo nt of social formations, the social classes and their struggle, 
oP:~he objectives, means, and forms of organization and action 
a[1 ired to ensure the victory of the revolution. Only this 
re~tific theory can bring about the transformation of the uto-
SCI · I . k' ian workers' movement Into a revo uttonary wor ers move-
~ent. Strictly speaking, then, Lenin's celebrated phrase should 
be amended to read: 'without (scientific) revolutionary theory, 
there can be no (objectively) revolutionary workel.J' movement' 

3. If we compare the following two statements; (a) the work
ers' movement existed before Marxist theory and independently 
of it; and (b) without a scientific theory of history, there can be 
no revolutionary workers' movement, we will grasp the theoret
ical and historical significance of the union of Marxist theory 
with the workers' movement, which is the great event of modem 
times. 

Without this union, Marxist theory would have remained a 
dead letter; without this union, the workers' movement would 
not ~ave become revolutionary. 
f H~story has, time and again, shown the correctness [iustesse] 

o this principle. While the revolution has not triumphed wher
e~~r this union has been realized, it has triumphed only in places 
: ere ~his union has been truly realized: for the first time in the 
19~~ d 10 1917 in Russia, and for the second time in China in 
ha . On the other hand, in places where the workers' movement 
bySjt~t adopted Marxist theory and h.as not been transformed 
!lev for example, in England (on whI.ch Marx and Engels had 
onl;~heless set grea~ hopes in the mid-nineteenth century) - not 
revol ~s the revolution not taken place, but the prospects for 
Illov ution remain remote. Again, in places where the workers' 
Prin~~ent . did adopt Marxist theory, but seriously distorted its 

P es In an evolutionist-economistic-reformist direction, as 
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in the German Social-Democratic party before 1914, th 
tion was rendered impossible; then, when it did break : r~\1()IIl. 
aftermath of the First World War, it was crushed. thUs ut ~ the 
dearly shows that the union of Marxist theory and the w history 
movement is the necessary condition for the triumph or~rs' 
revolution. 0 the 

Yet it also shows that this necessary condition is itself S b' 
to an absolute precondition: this union cannot be just any : ~ect 
union, it cannot be an unprincipled union or a union ba~ Of 
deformed or distorted principles~ It nlust be a correct union b on 
on correct principles, that is, on rigorously scientific Princia; 
and everything that follows from them, theoretically, ideolo ~ 
cally and politically. gJ 

When the principles governing this union are not correct, or 
when correct principles are allowed to degenerate under the 
influence of bourgeois ideology - evolutionism, economism, 
empiricism, pragmatism, moral idealism, and so on - the practi
cal consequences never take long to make themselves felt. They 
are always harmful, serious, or extremely serious. 

The correct union of Marxist theory and the workers' move
ment can therefore only be the product of a long, hard struggle. 
History did not find this union ready-made; it required a 
struggle that lasted for decades, a struggle pursued in myriad, 
complex forms, in order to propose it to, and impose it on, the 
workers' movement via the First and Second Intemationals. And 
we know how the Second International ended up: in a historic . , 
catastrophe. We know that a decisive intervention on Le~ s 
part was required to rectify the grave theoretical and practi~ 
errors of the Second International, and to propose to - ~ 
impose on - the workers' movement a correct form of the Unlon 
of this movement with a correct conception of Marxist theoZi y 

This struggle, then, is interminable: it is being pursued ~ Js! 
as well, not only in the Communist Parties of the capd ed 
countries, but also in the socialist countries. It will be PU:ot 
tomorrow, too, throughout a very long period whose end c 
be foreseen. , 'If' 

Thus, if the union of Marxist theory and the workers. ~o tot 
ment did not tumble from the skies of history, neither 15 ; ''fhe 
us, a definitive result that can simply be taken for gr~nte :oJ'l is 
experience of the past thirty years is proof of this. ThiS UJll 
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that we must always accomplish anew, a result that we 
a taS" nstantly reinforce and rectify, defending it with the 
Jtl\Jst C~igilance against the many forms of pressure - visible 
\.d1J1~st isible/ open or surreptitious - exerted by the bourgeois 
~i1d 10~tv_bourgeois ideology that is constantly reproduced, and 
~i1d pe ttv besieges and besets Marxist theory. 
collstall .. 

4 What docs the correctness of this union depend on? Let us 
: take the example of Lenin's struggle against the distorted 

agalO d· I . ciples of the Secon Intemationa. 
r~at did Lenin do to rectify the erroneous forms of the union 

tablished by the Second International? 
es First/ he struggled against deviations in the interpretation of 
Marxist theory in both historical materialism (the theoretical 
strUggle against the revisionists and populists) and dialectical 
materialism (the struggle against the empirio-criticists and bour
geois Fhilosophical ideology). In this way, he restored Marxist 
theory in its specificity and purity and treated it as a true science, 
developing it and using it to produce theoretical discoveries (for 
example, Imperialism). 

Seco'ld, Lenin defined a new political line. At the same time, 
he defined new forms of organization (the Bolshevik Party, the 
Third International), leadership and political action. Lenin 
defined this new political line and these new forms of organiz
ation and action by analysing the concrete situation, mobilizing 
Marx's scientific concepts to do so . 

. In. the process, however, Lenin did not only apply the then 
eXISting Marxist concepts. He produced, in rigorous fashion, neuJ 

~eoretical, scientific and philosophical concepts in order to solve 
t e problems that history put before him; and he translated the 
results of his theoretical discoveries into political practice. We 
can dra . 

W Important conclusions from this. 

First conclusion 
Witho 
rno\, ut the existence and strength of the Russian workers' 
dUce~n:nt, t~e theoretical struggle and new knowledge pro
an ind Y L~nm would have remained a dead letter, at least for 
and thter~ate period. But without Lenin's theoretical struggle 

eoretlcal production, without his theoretical discoveries 
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and their consequences (his analysis of the political situati 
definition of new forms of organization and action), a 00, his 
union of Marxist theory with the Russian workers' mOlT cotrect 
would not have been achieved; the proletarian revolution ellter.t 
perhaps have broken out, but it would not have prevailed~OUld 

Second conclusion 

Lenin's actions clearly show us the strategic objectives of th 
struggle that enabled him to realize this correct union and made 
possible the triumph of the October Revolution. The strate .e 
objectives of Lenin's struggle were the two domains of Marxt~ 
theory: the science of 11istory (which commands the science of th 
political line, of organization, and of action) and MarXist phil:' 
ophy, as well as the articulation between them. 

Lenin struggled against bourgeois ideological distortions of 
Marxist science and philosophy and for the recognition of/ 
cognition of and rigorous respect for both Marxist science and 
philosophy and the relation between them. 

He struggled, as no one else ever has, to win recognition for 
the theoretically revolutionary nature (revolutionary, that is, in 
the theoretical realm) of Marxist philosophy and science; he 
struggled to win recognition for the specific nature of theory and 
theoretical work and the absolute requirement for 'purity', rig
our, systematicity and fertility in this domain; fin allYl he 
struggled to win recognition for the decisive role that Marxist 
philosophy plays in theory, ensuring the existence, correctnesS, 
rigour and development of the Marxist science of history. 

Third conclusion 

Lenin did not content himself with defending Marxist theory 
and restoring it in its 'purity' In practice, he treated it as a trUlr. 
living, fertile scientific theory deserves to be treated: by de~es' 
oping it, that is, by producing not only new knowledge [connalS 
ances], but also new theoretical concepts. jI1 

One can, of course, use existing scien~fic conc~~ to ob;')_ 
new knowledge, and thus broaden the field of eXisting kn ted 
edge. That is what happens when - to use the co n sect' evl 
expression - one 'applies' existing scientific concepts to 11 
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. of reality or new concrete objects. In this way, it is 
regt~~f to increase the stock of existing knowledge by analysing 
roSS1 . eular concrete social formation in a particular conjuncture 
a pa~~ Russia before 1905, the new class relations after 1905, in 
(1S~:nd 50 ~nJ' If, in this c~se, one limits. oneself to utilizing 
t9~ " g scienhfic concepts WIthout producmg new ones, then 
eX1St1~n only be said to have increased the sum of existing 
one .. cledf.7f not to have developed theory. 
k110'V ~.." · · But one can also - and thIS In fact occurs rather often, even 

hen one sets out to do nothing more than increase the sum of 
W hat is known - develop theory, that is, produce new theoreti
W 1 scientific or philosophical concepts. To say that Lenin did 
~:; simply restore Marxist theory but also developed it accord
ingly means that he in fact produced new theoretical concepts in 
Marxist science and philosophy. 

Thus to treat Marxist theory as a scientific theory is to enrich 
it in both senses of the word: to increase the s. ')ck of knowledge 
that it allows us to acquire, and to develop the theory itself: that 
iSI to produce new theoretical concepts. 

These results - knowledge on the one hand, theoretical dis
coveries on the other - are the product of that labour of criticism, 
elaboration, abstraction, combination of empirical givens with 
abstract principles, and so on, which comprises the specific form 
of practice that we may call theoretical practice. 

The life of a scientific theory is therefore poles apart from 
m~re contemplation of its principles, even if they are 'pure' A 
SCIentific theory is not scientific - that is to say, living and fecund 
- unless it is the site of a veritable theoretical practice. Hence 
Marxist theory is not a dogma: it is a living entity only on 
cO,ndition that it produce new knowledge and theoretical discov
~~es: Its development is infinite, just as its object is 'infinite' 

)' nm}. A scientific theory is, therefore, an open-ended disci
~ l~. An ideology, in contrast, is a dosed system that produces 
o ot tng new, never ceasing to repeat itself because it has only 
l'~e bg?al: to legitimate certain prejudices, results or objectives 
c:h a hshed in advance. The kind of theoretical practice that 
reqar~cterizes a scientific discipline, on the other hand, constantly 

U1res n d' . Til . ew lscoverles. 
it, 0 e lIfe of a theory does not consist, then, in contemplation of 

r Commentary on it, or pure and simple repetition of it in 
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'examples' that merely illustrate the theory without in th 
developing it; nor is it limited to 'applying' the theory te leetsl 
concrete objects (an increase in the sum of knowledge). ~ ~ 
of a theory also consists in producing new theoretical Co e life 
(it consists in the progress of the theory). The life of a th nCI!PIs 
theoretical practice, the production of new knowledge by mea':°if is 
production of nezv theoretical concepts. 0 the 

Fourth conclusion 

Lenin did not just engage in theoretical practice; he also deduced 
consequences for political practice from theoretical practice. thUs 
he brought theoretical practice into relation with the real prac
tices (economic, political, ideological) which constitute the con
ditions of theoretical practice and provide it with its real-concrete 
objects; that is, he brought it into relation with the practice of the 
workers; movement. Yet if he was able to save the workers' 
movement from the deviations of its 'spontaneism', which over
lapped with some of the deviations of the Second International, 
this was because he had scientific principles and scientific theo
retical knowledge at his disposaL At the same time, Lenin 
demonstrated that political practice can - within determinate 
limits, and on condition that its results are subject to scientific 
analysis - not only verify or invalidate theoretical hypotheses, 
but even produce veritable practical inventions that are the equiv
alent of theoretical discoveries, inventions whose content theory 
then has to think, and from which it draws consequences (for 
example, the invention of the dictatorship of the proletariat by 
the Paris Commune, or the invention of the Soviets by the maSSes 
of workers during the 1905 revolution). 

. 's and Such are the essential conclusions to be drawn from Lerun · t 
the Bolshevik Party's struggle to forge a correct union of MatXJS 
theory with the workers' movement. a 

We can see that the correctness of this union depends ~ of 
correct conception of Marxist science and philosophy, all (t" 

their relationship; of theory as a theoretical practice that pt ti
duces new knowledge; and of the relationship between ~eo~y 
cal practice and political practice. We can also see that If ~ 
one of these elements or relationships is distorted, the CO 
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will make themselves felt throughout this complex 
qt1ettceSand, ultimately, in political practice itself. 
,ysteJTl doubt some of these deviations will have only limited 

No or effects that remain limited for a certain period, so that 
effeC:5~e this period in which to rectify them. But it is equally 
we ~ this explains certain major failures of the workers' move
deart ~uch as that of the Second International - that some of meIl , .. 

deviations can be serious, and can affect too many elements 
~e;;s complex whole to be rectified and brought under control 
:~ time, with the result that they end up producing historical 

catastrophes. 
It is in this very precise sense that we can say that the outcome 

of the struggle for a correct union of Marxist theory and the 
workers' movement - that is, ultimately, the fate of the socialist 
revolution itself - will be determined not only by something that 
evervbody can see - namely, political practice - but also and at the 
same time, and, in certain critical conjunctures, in absolutely 
decisive fashion, by the struggle for a correct conception of Marxist 
theory, of science, philosophy, and the relationship between 
them; the struggle for a correct conception of theoretical practice, 
and of the relationship between theoretical and political practice. 

We should keep these conclusions constantly in mind when 
we are analysing the current tasks of Marxist theory. The 
struggle for the defence and development of Marxist theory, the 
struggle for its rigour and fecundity, is always a crucial factor in 
the revolutionary struggle. In certain critical conjunctures, it can 
even be, as it was in Lenin's day, the determinant factor in that 
Struggle." 

ab ., ror example, in 1902, in What Is To Be Done?, Lenin pointed out the 
rtl So llte1r deh'rnlinant character of theory for political practice at a critical 

Olrtent 1n the history of the Russian and international workers' movement: 

:;~ho~,t a revolutionary theory there can be no revolutionary movement. This cannot c: U~~ISfe(1 upon too strongly at a time lV'~e" the fashionab/.e preaching of opportunism is 
Ir III 'Iled witll absorption in tht narrowest forms of practical activity In vny reemt 
rl~le: r~.'l· have obst'nJed a rroival of non-Social-Dmtocratic [that is, non-Marxist] 
'Ul\~ lIt.ontlry tendellcies. U,zder such cirC~l1tlstanCe$1 what at first sight appears to be Iln 

lImporf I' . '. Sight d all ntl~takc may gil)€" nse to most deplorable consequtf1Ct5, and only the ShOTt-
tun e would callS ide,- factional disputes and strict distinction of shades to be inoppor
to c e and superfluous. The fate of Russian Social-Democracy for many, many years 
fss(~~e IlldY be determined by the strengthening of one or another ~shade' (Lenin, 
add dUll Works, ed. Henry M. Christman, New York, 1966, pp. 69-70; emphasis 

e ,L.A.) 
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II. TOWARDS A THEORETICAL POLITICS 

How should we go about defining, in the light of th 
ciples, the strategic tasks that are of vital importance ;se Prin. 
munists in the field of Marxist theory today? Or Colll ... 

To define these tasks is to define what we must 
theoretical politics, that is, a general line on the action to be ~a~ a 
out in the realm of theory: a line that sets tactical and str ll'i~ 
objectives, and identifies the 'decisive links' in the present~g.c 
retical conjuncture, together with the corresponding me""'n eo. 

. ~~ of 
action. 

As with any kind of politics, in order to define the strate · 
and tactical tasks of a theoretical politics, we need to have :c 
results of a twofold analysis: e 

1. an analysis of the general political, ideological and theoret
ical conjuncture in which Marxist theory must struggle in order 
to establish itself and develop. Such an analysis has to bring out 
the structure of this conjuncture, with its dominant and subor
dinate elements. It has to bring out the complex organic relation
ship betw'een political, ideological and theoretical problems. It 
has to study the balance of ideological and scientific forces in the 
theoretical realm. Finally, it has to pinpoint the strategic prob
lems in the ideological and theoretical struggle. 

2. an analysis of the present state of Marxist theory, in both the 
capitalist and socialist countries; a balance sheet of its pres:ent 
strengths and weaknesses; a critical, historical and ~heoretiC~ 
examination of the reasons for its results, successes, faIlures an 
shortcomings. 

By c~mb~g the r~sults of these ~o scienti~c analyses, ;: 
can define With certamty the strategtc and tactical tas~ 0 t 
theoretical politics, as well as the means required to carry It o~~ 

There can obviously be no question of making such exteOSl of 
analyses, even very schematically, within the narrow sco~ 
this essay. I shall therefore take the liberty of using a ~ tIl 1 
method in order to draw the reader's attention to the prob.ethat 
consider to be strategic problem nunlber 1 of Marxist theory~ 
of Marxist philosophy or dialectical materialism. 
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is I propose is simple: Marxist philosophy today repre-
fl1e th,e;ciSive link' on which ~epend tlte,future of lv!arxist theory 

.;t",t5 tile. lIent/y, the 'correctness of the union of MarxIst theory and 

. d col1!teq .. 
,I'" rkers' 111 0 vetil en t. 
tl,e UJO 

III. OVERCOMING THE LAG BETWEEN 

MARXIST PHILOSOPHY AND MARXIST SCIENCE 

kn w that I risk doing violence to the convictions of a number 
~f c~mrades, communist philosophers included, when I declare 
that one hundred and twenty years after the Manifesto, one 
hundred years after Capital, and fifty years after Lenin, Marxist 
philosophy still objectively constitutes a problem. These comrades 
,viII t:ertainly join me in acknowledging, in line with Lenin's 
theses, the importance of \1arxist philosophy in the ideological 
and theoretical struggle. But they will not necessarily join me in 
affirming that Marxist philosophy is today the 'decisive link'i 
and therefore the number 1 strategic task of Marxist theory. 
Above all, they may find it paradoxical, surprising and wrong to 
say that Marxist philosophy still constitutes a problem, and our 
number 1 problem at that. 
. I shall therefore explain what I have in mind, while anticipat
mg possible objections as best I can. 

Let me indicate the meaning of my thesis straight away. 
s ~ declaring that Marxist philosophy is the site of a very 
peclal problem for uSI I obviously do not mean that we know :thin,g about the nature of Marxist philosophy. The opposite is 

tit e, Stnce the texts of Marx, Engels and Lenin provide us, when 
p~ are read correctly, with the basic principles of Marxist 
p Osophy, I mean, rather, to call attention to the genuinely 
toadradoxical situation in which Marxist philosophy finds itself 

ay: 

(i) first, dialectical materialism objectively lags behind histori
(i" cal materialism in its theoretical development; 

I) ~econd, today, not just the solution to a number of very 
Important theoretical problems, but also the way we pose 
them, depend on dialectical t11aterialism. These problems 
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fall to the province of historical materialism 
sciences. and other 

If Marxist philosophy is the site of a probleml and 
problem at that, it is because of this objective parado: ~ 
therefore say, using a metaphor of Lenin's, that although d. Us 
tical materialism should stay 'one step ahead' of historical lalte. 
rialism in order to play its appointed role in the theo tn~te
conjuncture, it has in fact fallen several steps behind. l'etical 

Let us first examine the lag between Marxist philosophy 
historical materialism. and 

This is an objective fact; no one who is familiar with Marx. 
h d · T · . 1· f 1St t eory can eny It. 0 gIve non-specla lsts a sense 0 it, we might 

begin by pointing out that the classic authors have bequeathed 
us infinitely fewer texts on philosophy than on economic, politi. 
calor historical theory. Marx offers the most striking example: 
in philosophy, he has left nothing even remotely comparable to 
Capital. But it is not only a question of the quantity of the texts 
available to us; it is also a question of the quality of what they 
contain. 

One can perfectly well situate the qualitative difference 
between the texts on dialectical materialism and those on histor
ical materialism available to us: it lies in a difference in theoretical 
elaboration - to be very precise, in a difference in conceptual 
precision and rigour as well as in theoretical systematicity. In a 
word, it is a difference in what Marx calls the abstract (or 
conceptual) Iforms' and the 'order of exposition'. Capital displays 
exceptional conceptual precision, intellectual rigour and theoret
ical systematicity. The philosophical texts available to us are a 
very long way from possessing these qualities; moreover, ther 
by no means claim to. Engels warns us, in the preface to Ant~
DUhring, that his book is a 'polemical work'; thus it is not a 
rigorous, systematic exposition of Marxist philosophy. The saJlle 
holds for Lenin's Materialism and Enlpirio-criticism. These are 
b~oks of i~~ological. and political c?~bat, not rigoroUS, syst~;i. 
atic expositions of dIalectical matenahsm comparable t~ Cap hY 
In the last instance, then, the lag between Marxist philo~P 1Jl" 
and historical materialism is a difference in conceptual ngO 

and precision as well as theoretical sytematicity. . jail 
We can explain this lag by adducing, first, diverse h.stor 
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Engels himself says that he and Marx did not 'have the 
re~"s. develop philosophy as fully as everything else. And it is 
tiO'e ~ m a practical standpOint, that for a long time historical 
tfIle, ~~ism represented the 'decisive link', and that it was 
l1Ia~"'I~ important that progress should be made in this field, 
~l1ca ~e imperatives of the class struggle.b Indeed, if most of 
gtve" hilosophical texts handed down to us by our classic authors 
the ~"ts of ideological struggle, that is because these authors felt 
are ssing need to reply to the attacks of the enemy, to 'follow 
a.preon to his own ground',c and, often, to fight him with his 
hifI'I weapons, which were simply turned against him. Hence the 
o~tivelY improvised and, in any event, limited nature of the 
reasoning and concepts deployed, and their relative lack of 
~gour when compared with those mobilized in Capital. We could 
adduce many more historical reasons, such as the evolutionism 
and empiricism of certain theoreticians and leaders of the Second 
International and, in the 1920s, the historicism of the 'ultra-left' 
theoreticians, succeeded by the pragrrL'tism and dogmatism of 
the period of the 'personality cult'. Evolutionism, empiricism, 
historicism, pragmatism and dogmatism are ideological tenden
cies that run counter to not only the development of Marxist 
philosophy but even, under certain circumstances, its very exist
ence, by virtue of both their theoretical and practical effects. 

We need only examine these so-called historical reasons with 
a modicum of attention to see that they are not just historical, 
but also theoretical. 

For example, the ideologies that Engels and Lenin had to 
combat on philosophical grounds (Diihring's humanist idealism, 
~e . e~pirico-criticist idealism and historicist subjectivism of 
t run s adversaries, etc.) most certainly were historical obstacles 
o the development of Marxist philosophy; but they were at the 
~~e time theoretical obstacles, revisionist ideological interpre
~ ~ons of Marxism that Marxist philosophy had to combat - that 

, 0 refute theoretically - if it was itself to survive and progress. 

in ~c: this point, see Engels, Letter of 21-22 September 1890 to Joseph Bloch, 
Lasker~ and Engels, Selected Correspondence, ed. S.W. Ryazanskaya l trans. E. 
anon M oscow1 1975, pp. 394-6; Lenin, Materialisl11 and Empirio-criticism, trans. 

r; En OSCO\'\'I 1970, pp. 230, 318-19. 
ElJtPirio~el~ . u,ses this formula in Anti-DuhritlKI as does Lenin in Materialism and 

cr,hClsn" 
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Similarly, the evolutionism, empiricism, historicism, pra . 
and dogmatism of a later period constituted histori.&nla, 
political obstacles to the development of Marxist p~al ibIQ 
only to the extent that they were simultaneously theo~~hy 
obstacles to it. etica) 

Thus it is not enough to adduce simple historical f 
explain why Marxist philosophy lags behind historical m:~. to 
ism. One must also adduce theoretical reasons, which, as We ~naJ.. 
just seen, involve the struggle that Marxist philosophy ine\'ita~~e 
had to wage against various forms of bourgeois phiIosophi Y 
ideology in order to secure not only the right to develop ~ 
also, quite simply,-I the right to exist. The unity of the hist~ri~ 
and theoretical reasons that can be evoked in this connection _ 
in other words, the reasons for the lag between Marxist philos. 
ophy and historical materialism - is to be found in this struggle 
against bourgeois philosophical ideology and for the existence 
and development of Marxist philosophy. 

If this thesis is correct, we must go much further. It was not 
just Ibecause they did not have the time' that Marx and Engels 
did not raise Marxist philosophy to the theoretical level of 
Capital. It is no accident that Engels only belatedly joined the 
philosophical battle against Dtihring, who had been wreaking 
havoc in the socialist party for ten years. It is no accident that 
Engels was merely reacting to the attack of an adversary who 
had stolen a march on him, on the ground chosen by this 
adversary, philosophy. In a certain sense, Marx and Engels 
learned something from Duhring, something whose importance 
they had previously underestimated: the fact that the existence 
of Marxist philosophy was vital to the Marxist science of history 
itself. 

Thus the lag between dialectical and historical materi~ 
goes back much further than the historical events just mention d 
and, consequently, involves more than the individuals M~~ f r 
Engels. This lag is not just the consequence of certain politica ~ 
ideological events, nor even of the time constraints or pers?ll it 
preferences of the founders of Marxism; in the final anal~sJ.S, of 
is the consequence of a law of the history of the produdiOll'ng 
knowledge. To be very precise, it is the effect of the law g~' IIY 
the emergence of a new science in its relationship to the new plnlosoP 
required by the neuJ science. 

T 
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Jl roughly formulate this general law as follows: when 
W~ c~l neW science is founded in a great 'continent' as yet 

il rlldl~ar:d by scientific knowledge, yet dominated by theoreti
l,I11e~P 0 ations of an ideological kind, the new philosophy that 
cal for: science requires can emerge and develop only belatedly 
the ~e oup): inevitably, then, it lags behind the new science. 
["pr~z, ~an a radically new science founded in a new, previously 

)llliored 'continent': for example, Geometry, founded by the 
unexb (Thales and others); Physics, founded by Galileo; or 
~~~Ory, founded by Marx. In each of these three instances, the I: sciences opened up a new 'continent' of reality to knowl
~ge - a continent that was independent of the other, already 
explored continents. Once. this new Icontine~t' i,s opened up by 
the neW science, other SCIences can appear In It, one after the 
other: they explore 'regions' of this 'continent', but do not open 
up new 'continents' For example, experimental chemistry, 
founded by Lavoisier, is clearly a new science, yet it does not 
open up a new Icontinent', but merely occupies a 'region' within 
the 'continent' of physical nature opened up by Galileo/s discov
ery/ a Iregion' hitherto W1explored l-.y scientific knowledge. In 
the case of these regional sciences, the law which states that 
philosophy lags behind the new science does not apply if the 
essentials of the philosophy called for by the new regional 
science were produced after the foundation of the science that 
opened up the new 'continent'. 

The empirical history of theories verifies this law. 
j ~e philosophy required after the Greeks opened up the 
con~ent' of mathematics - strictly speaking, the first philos

Ophy m human history - emerged belatedly: it began with Plato 
Thd wa.s developed by Aristotle, Epicurus, the Stoics, and others. 
of e Ph~losophy required after Galileo opened up the 'continent' 
a ~hyslcal nature also emerged belatedly: it began with Descartes c; tu Was d~veloped by Leibniz, Malebranche, the eighteenth
di~ n ry .phiiosophers, Kant, and others. In contrast, Lavoisier 
foun ~t Induce the emergence of any truly new philosophy by 
el(ist dtng chemistry: the principles of this philosophy already 

M. ed When Lavoisier made his discovery. 
Sub' arx's and Engels's scientific discovery, in its tum, was 
sin~~ to the same law as the discoveries of Thales and Galileo: 

e It opened up a new 'continent' to knowledge, the philos-
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ophy which it carried within it and for which it called 
belatedly, that is, lagged behind the new science.5 The c~ ilrri"tQ 
of Marx's works in itself provides confirmation of this. ~o~ 
(albeit still highly ambiguous) formulation of the th e fiiSt 
principles of the science of history appears in The Gerrn:reti.cal 
ogy. Yet, in The German Ideology, Marx declares in no un Ideo/. 
terms that philosophy must be purely and simply aboli~ 
not so that it may be 'realized', as he had maintaine/' ed., 
earlier philosophical works, but in order to make it POSsi~ his 
'undertake the study of positive things'. This hardly means :!o 
there is no philosophy at work in Tile German Ideology. 1'h I 
philosophy found there is, precisely, a dialectical positiv' ~ 
empiricism accompanied by a historicist philosophy of the su~ 
ject (individuals are conceived as the 'subjects' of history) unre
lated to the dialectical materialism elaborated later; it eventually 
disappears. This, however, does mean that dialectical material
ism is absent from The Gernlan Ideology; the positivist-empiricist 
thesis about the abolition of philosophy ratifies its absence~ Thus 
the fact that dialectical materialism lags behind historical materi
alism makes itself felt in The Gennan Ideology in the form of the 
absence of dialectical materialism. Yet this absence is simul
taneously a presence: the presence of the idealist-empiricist 
philosophical ideology still at work in The German Ideology. 

We can draw an important conclusion from this 'absence' and 
'presence': the place of philosophy is never e1npty. If this place is 
not occupied by the new philosophy required by the neW 
science, it is occupied by an earlier philosophy foreign to that 
science - one that, in this case, does much more than simply lag 
behind it; it contra.dicts it. The contradiction can be .resolved onJr. 
when the new phIlosophy begins to emerge, and IS then deve 
oped and reinforced. h 

We can see this very clearly in Marx. The idealist philosoP Y 
still at work in The German Ideology gradually yields to a n:; 
philosophy as a result of the conceptual progress made by . ~ 
new science.d But this new philosophy necessarily lags be~ 
the theoretical state of the new science for a long time - not 0 Y 

'butiotJ 
d The Manifesto; Tile Poverty of P1rilosophy; Wages, Price, and Profit; A Cont,., 

to the Critique of Political EcononlY; Capital. 
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. tively, but also qualitatively: its concepts lack the preci
q1.lil"h~a our and systematicity of those of the new science. 
,ioo, t1~)(ample, this lag makes itself felt in the continuing, 

,for've theoretical gap between (1) philosophy as it is explicitly 
l,olectJ ized and defined in Capital; and (2) the same philosophy 
rec~r;s practiced and put. to . work by !'-1a~ in ~e scientific 
as lowes of the mode of capltallst productJon In Capital. 
ao~ have, for example, demonstrated the existence of this gap 

tween the formulation and the reality of the philosophy in 
~. itnl; that is to say, I have demonstrated, with respect to the 
t P!ous phrase about the 'inversion' of Hegel, that the theoretical 
;efinition of philosophy in Capital lags behind Marx's own 
philosophical practice in it. This phrase is extremely important, 
since, in defining Marx's relationship to Hegel as one of 'inver
sion', it ipso facto proposes a definition of Marxist philosophy. 
But the phrase about 'inversion' is not the concept of, but a 
metapllor for, the solution of the problem it raises. 'Inversion' is 
undoubtedly a concept in Feuerbach/s philosophy, from which 
Marx borrows; it is the concept of the actually existing relation
ship between Feuerbach's philosophy and Hegel'S. But it is not 
the concept of the relationship between Marxls philosophy and 
Hegel's; it is merely a metaphor, and this metaphor merely 
indicates that, between Hegel and Marx, a theoretical revolution 
took place. In order to know what kind of revolution it was, we 
hav~ Critically to compare the metaphor of 'inversion' with the 
reahty of the revolution accomplished by Marx in his scientific 
~ork. This comparison reveals that that revolution consisted not 
In an 'inversion', but in replacing an ideological problematic with 
a ne~, scientific problematic.e 

fOl;ru~ conclusion allows us to go still further by raising the 
OWIng question: how can we account for the general law 

~~ording to which philosophy lags behind science in the case of 
n:.~nces that open up new 'continents' to knowledge? Here we 
SOl Ourselves facing a problem we are not yet in a position to 
di;e, or perhaps even to pose, if it is true that there is a crucial 
haverence between stating the existence of a difficulty (as we 
Pto~1 done) and posing this difficulty in the (scientific) form of a 

ern. Let us nevertheless advance a provisional explanation. 

\" See F M 87 ff.; RC 145 ff. 
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It may be said that the lag between philosophy and s . 
in the type of example under consideration, a 'particula~ence is, 
the 'lag' between theory and practice, if it is dearly sti ca~' Of 
that, since what is involved is a science, the practice in PUla~ 
is a theoretical practice. Philosophy's lag behind SCienc~uestiOr, 
thus be one instance of a fundamental principle of materi\V~Uld 
the primacy of practice. Without a doubt, we need to sea: ~~: 
this direction. But a general principle yields knowledge onl; 'fu;t 
is specified in the forms required by its singular object. How 1 11 
we specify this general principle? I shall confine myseuc~ 
bringing out one aspect of the specific conditions under which ~ 
takes effect. 

Whenever a new science is constituted, opening the way to 
knowledge of a new 'continent', a veritable theoretical revolution 
occurs in the domain in which the object of that science is to be 
found. The new science broaches a 'continent', that is, an absol
utely new object. Yet this field is already occupied by ideological 
theories which, although they treat of this object (in our case, the 
'philosophies of history' that preceded Marx), make it the object 
of a discourse that is necessarily and massively distorted. 

The theoretical revolution that intervenes in this 'continent' 
consists in rejecting these ideological theories and replacing them 
with a scientific theory. However, since it does not explore one 
region of a continent whose major principles are already known 
but, rather, 'opens up' a new 'continent', how can this neW 
scientific theory come into existence? . 

It cannot borrow its theoretical concepts from the ideologzes 
occupying this 'continent', because they are profoundly distorted 
representations of reality. Nor can it simply 'applyl to t~s oe,;, 
'continent' theoretical concepts that hold for other 'continents I 
since this 'continent' is completely new. Finally, it cannot directly 
[and] immediately extract its theoretical concepts and the~ sys
tem from the empirical reality of its new object: that IS at1 
empiricist, ideological, and hence distorted conception of the 
practice and history of the sciences. . 

The new science resolves this contradiction in the followt1l; 
way: it imports a number of theoretical elements (conceI' ~ 
categories, methods, etc.) into its field, borrowing them ~~ .• 
existing scientific or ~hilosophical disciplines outside t~at fi~ its 
It puts these theoretIcal elements to work on the reality 0 

T 
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bject and, in performing this labour, it also rectifies these 
(Ie'll ~ed theoretical elements in order to adapt them to the 
ifJ'lP~ of their new 'continent'. 
tt8:'S importation is indispensable, but it comes at a high price. 

r 1 begin with, it comes at the price of an inevitable discor-
°e [tca rt ] between the imported concepts and their object in 

dan~eld of the new science. This discordance is corrected and 
th~uced in the practice of the science as it develops: the imported 
re cepts and their system are rectified one step at a time. 
CO~ut the rectification of this discordance within the science 
SOOner or later generates philosophical counter-currents. When 
it is a question of a science that actually opens up a new 
Jcontinent', there finally comes a moment in which the radical 
novelty of this object calls into question, not the imported 
scientific concepts, but the grand philosophical categories in which 
these concepts had previously been thought. Let us take a classic 
example. Galilean science not only borrowed and rectified 
imported concepts in order to think the laws of physical move
ment: there came a moment in which it challenged the existing 
philosophical categories, such as the concept of causality. This 
was the Cartesian moment; it was then, after the scientific 
revolution, that a philosophical revolution took place. It bore on 
basic philosophical categories - or, to be more precise, on the 
system or a segment of the system of the eyi~,ting philosophical 
categories, which it replaced with new ones. 

Experience shows, however, that if science needs time to 
rectify the scientific concepts it imports, we also need time: first, 
to perceive the need for new philosophical categories, and, 
second, to produce them. Indeed, what holds for all re\Toiutions 
~Ol~s for this philosophical revolution as well: it does not begin 
Y fiat, as soon as the need for it makes itself felt. The tools for 
acc~mplishing it must also be available. But they are not always 
~aIlable. In the history of philosophy and the sciences, as in the 

story of human societies, it is sometimes necessary to wait a 
'Ie? long time for a favourable conjuncture to offer the theoreti
~a tools adapted to the solution of a long-pending problem. To 
say that it is necessary to wait for these tools is to say that the 
i~~~~ or philosophy in question cannot produce them all by 
el f, It needs outside help, needs to import new theoretical 

ernents to solve its critical problems. But these theoretical 
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elements are not delivered by fiat: it is necessary to W . 

they are produced by developments internal to other di~~t ~tiJ 
This holds for the scieuces. It sometimes happens th l;lints. 

remain stymied for a long time in the face of an in: lthe~ 
problem: then progress in another science, or in philOg° uble 
suddenly provides them with the theoretical tools they la~' 
As we know, this law came into play in the foundation o~ , 
Marxist science of history: the encounter of three different d' ~ 
plines (English political economy, German philosophy, lSci· 
French utopian socialism) was needed to bring it into the wo:d 

The same law also holds for the neil' philosophy for which · 
new science feels the need in its own practice. The need is n~ 
enough: the theoretical tools indispensable for the production of 
new philosophical categories are also required. These tools may 
not exist for a certain period of time, in which case it becomes 
necessary to wait for a favourable theoretical conjuncture (pro. 
gress in some other science, etc.) to produce them. Until a 
favourable conjuncture comes about, the philosophical revolu
tion objectively called for by the development of a new science 
is left pending, as is the rectification of its concepts: philosophy 
lags behind science. 

This holds for Marxism, all historical problems and ideologi .. 
cal struggles aside. In the most systematic, rigorous Marxist 
work, Capital, there are a great many signs of the pressing need 
for new philosophical categories that fully correspond to the 
theoretical practice of its scientific analyses. Together with this 
need, which everywhere strives to 'break through' to the surface, 
we observe, in Capital, the existence of objective theoretical limits 
that this need could not transcend, given the state of the tools 
available at the time. 

It can be shown, for example, that Marxist science calls for a 
new category of causality and the dialectic, and that it siInul
taneously calls for a revolution in the old universe of th~ 
philosophical categories of subject and object, essence .an 
phenomenon, inside and outside, and so on. At the same tiJIle, 
however, it is apparent that this need comes up against jnSur'" 

mountable theoretical limits in Capital: the fact that the rneattS 
capable of producing these new philosophical categories are 
lacking. s 

That, profoundly, is why Marx is literally compelled, even a 
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the greatest possible distance from Hegel, to invoke 
he ta~es categories. This is why the metaphor of 'inversion' is 
t!e~ebaJ'\rtant. It is not a slip or an oversight on Marx's part, a 
sO 1Iflf.0 guistic failing. It is the rigorous symptom of his contra
~ere I1l philosophical situation, which, at the time, necessarily 
JlctO~ ed unresolved. Marx could think his total emancipation 
~fl'la'~egel's philosophy only as a function of Hegel's philos
trofll That is why he could rid himself of Hegel only with the 
ophY· 

1 of a ''1letapllor. t 
he & is immediately obvious that the lag between philosophy 

d science induces ideological and theoretical effects that are 
an tentially quite serious, for they are effects of distortion. Today 
~~s dear that a whole series of distortions of Marxist theory were 
~d still are based on this metaphor of Marx's 'inversion' of 
Hegel - that is to say, on a false conception of the Marx-Hegel 
relationship: for example, the I evolutionist' distortion of the Sec
ond Intelnational, the Ivoluntarist' distortion of the ultra-left 
theoreticians and movements of the 1920s, and so on .. Obviously 
I am not claiming that the nature and historical destiny of the 
Second International, c: the ultra-leftism of the 1920s, can be 
attributed wholly to theoretical deviations that are due, in the 
final analysis} to the inadequacy of the formula of 'inversion'; in 
the last instance, class relations and the forms of the class 
struggle were the determining factors. But precisely because it 
was also a question of the forms of the class struggle, these 
forms were to a great extent dependent on the social-democratic 
~nd, later, communist organizations; on their theory, organiza
tional and operative methods and political line - and, therefore, 
on their interpretation of Marxist theory. 

Hence it can be said that, in large measure, a measure depend
ent on theory alone, the evolutionist (Second International) or 
voluntarist (the 19205) distortions of Marxist theory were based 
on a mistaken conception of the Marx-Hegel relationship,7 a 
:nception that masked the revolutionary specificity of Marxist 
exeory in philosophy. I limit myself to these two old, familiar 

P am.ples, but one could mention a great many others, contem
orary 

betw examples among them, to show how and why the lag 
een Marxist philosophy and Marxist science can generate 

I See the passages in FM and RC cited above. 
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effects of distortion that are not merely theoretical b t 
ideological and, ultimately, political. U also 

One more word relevant to our own situation. If, in th 
analysis, Mand~t ph~losophy lags behind historical materi:~itst 
for the reasons Just cIted, two consequences follow. Stn 

First consequence 

Philosophy is not condemned to lag behind science for ev . 
such a lag is characteristic of the first phase of a new SCienti~' 
revolution. The length of this phase varies, but, when the time .c 
ripe, it becomes possible to move beyond it. The lag that : 
inevitable at the outset can, then, be overcome in a later phase. 
Today, precisely, we find ourselves in this later phase; Our task 
is to overcome this lag. The law governing the history of scien
tific and philosophical theories, which explains why this lag is 
necessary, also helps us to understand the conditions that allow 
us to overcome it. Thus it is a law which encourages not fatalism, 
repetition and resignation but, rather, labour, research and dis. 
covery. Such labour is indispensable if we are to rectify the 
theoretical distortions, both ideological and practical, produced 
by this lag. 

Second consequence 

We have every reason to believe that the new tools now available 
to us are appropriate for carrying out this crucial, urgent theo
retical work. 

I have in mind, first, the effects of the new political a~ 
ideological conjuncture. Not only can the problems posed by thiS 
conjuncture stimulate theoretical research; it is this conjunctu'~ 
itself which allows us to pose, openly and clearly, the probletn 0 

the lag of Marxist philosophy. 
I also have in mind the contemporary theoretical conju~cturef 

Emerging before our very eyes is a theoretical conjun~tlon ; 
several disciplines external to Marxism, which on theJ1'. ~ 
ground, in their own. fashion, and from their own partie de
angles of approach, raise philosophical problems that are ~ bY 
niably related to the new philosophical problems pose 
Marxist science. 
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ong these disciplines, let me mention, in particular, (i) the 
~Jl'I iogs of a true history of the sciences, a truly historical 

tlf~~ology; (ii) the beginnings of critical and theoretical reflec
eplsteon Freud's work; and (iii) the modem linguistics that 
'011 

tI . ~eS from Ferdinand de Saussure. 
de~~hall take only one example: on its own ground, and in its 

fashion, each of these scientific disciplines also poses the 
oW~lem of the definition of a new category of causality. It poses 
fr~n terms such that the conjunction of its problem with the 
~arxist philosophical .probl.em of causality can help us to take a 
decisive step forward In phIlosophy. 

I do not think I am mistaken in saying that dialectical materi
alism/s backwardness vis-a-vis historical materialism is a 
phenomenon we shall be able to master in the years ahead. It 
can already be predicted that this theoretical lag wilt for the 
most part. soon be overcome. 

But, if we are to overcome it, we will have to work seriously 
in philosophy: we will have to pinpoint the problems confront
ing us, pose them clearly, making judicious use of the theoretical 
tools available in both the works of Marxism and certain import
ant works produced by ron-Marxist scholars and pioneers - and 
arrive at a solution to them. 

It was with all these reasons in mind that I said that Marxist 
philosophy is the site of a problenl - not only because of its 
backwardness, but also because we must treat this backwardness 
as a problem to be solved, precisely in order to overcome it. In 
!he final analysis, to treat Marxist philosophy today as a problem 
IS. to, treat it, in a Marxist perspective, as if it were a truly scientific 
dISCIpline; it is to take the conjunchlre in which it finds itself into 
aCCOunt, to take into account the law of unequal development 
~~t explains its backwardness, precisely in order to overcome it. 
: IS also to home in on all the effects of distortion that this 
. aCkwardness spawns in theory, ideology and practice. Thus it 
~ to understand the great lesson that Marx, Engels and Lenin 
c aVe handed down to us, and to continue their work - not by 
t~ntenting ourselves with mechanically repeating everything that 
ca~r have given us, but by taking up everything that is theoreti
Wh: adva,nced wi~ a view to developing it, and by rectifyin.g 
backtever IS theoretically backw~rd S? tha! we can overcome thiS 

Wardness and correct the dIstortions It produces. 
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If Marxist philosophy is the site of a problem, it is So . 
sense. 11\ this 

IV. THE TWO STRATEGIC T ASKS OF 

MARXIST PHILOSOPHY 

If Marxist philosophy is not just a problem, but the numb 
problem, the reason is, above all, the current conjuncture _ er 1 
just the political and ideological conjuncture, but the theoreti:: 
conjuncture as welL 

That is the thesis I shall now go on to develop. 
If it is a matter of extreme urgency that Marxist philosophy 

overcome its theoretical backwardness, that is because this back .. 
wardness blocks or retards its intervention in critical areas of the 
ideological and theoretical conjuncture, where such intervention 
is urgently required and critically important. Marxist philosophy 
must consequently overcome its backwardness in order to be 
equal to its historical tasks in three areas: 

1. First of all, it must struggle against all the ideological 
distortions of Marxist theory; that is to say, in the final 
analysis, against the effects of bourgeois and petty-bour
geois ideology on the interpretation of Marxist theory. The 
struggle against these distortions is a crucial, pressing task 
today. 

2. It must contribute to the progress of the sciences that come 
within the purview of historical materialism. The develop
ment of historical materialism today depends on t~~ sol~ 
tion of crucial theoretical problems, both scientifiC ~th 
philosophical, which can be posed and resolved only ~I al 
the help, and through the intervention, of dialectiC 
materialism. 

3. It must subject the disciplines that have developed tJ1\det 

the rubric of 'Human Sciences' or 'Social Sciences' to .3 

radical critique, setting their houses in order. In the~ 
current state, most of these diSciplines are in the handSl~ 
bourgeois ideology. They must be thoroughly overhaU . .

and established on the basis of their only authentiC priO 

T 
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. leS. those of historical materialism and dialectical 
CIP . 
J1l3 teria lism. 

. t hard to see that the third task largely depends on the 
It IS n; since what is at stake is the existence of historical 
secon 1 d . - ·alism an Its consequences. 
rnal~r~rinciple, these three tasks ultimately come down to two: 

Strategic task 11unlber 1: the defence of Marxist philosophy and 
science against bourgeois ideology. 

Strategic task number 2: the development of historical materi
alism and the regional sciences that depend on it, by way of 
the reconquest and overhaul of the disciplines now dominated 
by bourgeois ideology. 

I shall now proceed to examine these two tasks. Obviously, my 
ana;ysis can only be extremely schematic. 

v. STRATE'GIC TASK NUMBER 1: 

THE DEFENCl:. OF MARXIST THEORY AGAINST 

BOURGEOIS IDEOLOGY 

Bourgeois ideology attacks Marxist theory not only from the 
outside, but also from the inside, finding support in the various 
f~rms of 'spontaneism' of the working class, the petty bourgeoi
s~e, and the intellectuals. These 'spontaneous' forms are, essen
tially, petty-bourgeois legal and moral idealism (humanism, 
~henever it is presented as the theoretical foundation of Marxism); 
t f e empiricism and positivism of scientists; and the pragmatism 
o those charged with practical tasks (politicians, technicians, 
:nd so on). These 'spontaneous' forms of the ideology internal 
fO the working-class movement reflect bourgeois ideological 
°rms external to the workers' movement. 
I ~or deep-seated historical and theoretical reasons, these ideo
i~~;al forms common to bourgeois ideology and the 'spontane
el of the workers' movement comprise a system whose 
t~;:n~s are complementary. Thus positivism, empiricism and 

lClsm go hand in hand, at a very general level, with moral 
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idealism. To go straight to the point: the form that h I 
greatest threat for Marxist theory today is the pair 'huo ds .the 
teclmicism' It appears in broad daylight in the capitalist c f1lQJtIS"1/ 
in the present ideological conjuncture, dominated by tec~unbies 
and humanism. It also makes itself felt even within the C Ocracy 
nist parties, and in both capitalist and socialist countries o~ll. 
form of a tendency to interpret Marxist philosophy as a th;: ~e 
humanis~,. and. al~ in the form of a tendency to. put unCri:~1 
mecharustI~ faIth m t~e d~velopment of th~ .sclences Qnd tec~~ 
ll%gy, wlule underestimating the role of polItics, ideology d 
phi~~p~. ,~ 

On these matters, however, we must once again trace thin 
back to a point that considerably antedates present-day Pheno:' 
ena. We can find a historical explanation for these two tendencies 
in the contemporary events of the twentieth century: the reaction 
against the effects of the 'personality cult' (the tendency towards 
theoretical humanism) or the 'impetuous development' of tech. 
nology and the sciences (the tendency towards technocracy or 
technicism). Or we can seek the source of these temptations in 
the past history of the workers' movement: technicism is associ
ated with the mechanistic economism of the Second Inter
national; theoretical humanism with certain forms of theoretical 
revisionism (a moral or Kantian interpretation of Marxism by 
certain theoreticians of the Second International). And we can 
explain these older forms in terms of the influence of bourgeois 
ideology. 

But the truth is that we must also give theoretical reasons 
connected with the law we stated above, the law that explainS 
why Marxist philosophy inevitably lags behind Marxist science. 

We have seen that the place of philosophy is never empty· 
The place left unoccupied by historical materialism is therefore 
occupied by a totally different philosophy: by, first, a ~rope~~ 
ideological philosophy, and then by the various forms Ul w~ ... 
the new philosophy strives to express its revolutionary s~ 
ity, although they remain for a long time subordinate to ul~ 
dominant forms of bourgeois ideological philosophy. We ~o tile 
not close our eyes to the fact but, rather, look it square tIl at 
face: empiricism and evolutionism (which is, as it were, ~e vulg of 
form of Hegelianism) have left their stamp on the hiSt~ry al. 
Marxist philosophy, particularly under the Second IntematiOl1 
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. hilosophy has not yet rid itself of them for good and 
Ma~s~ ~ere is a danger that its current attempts to rid itself of 
aU. Aft 'U send it plunging headlong into another ideological 
thefll Wi hy. the form of idealism represented by theoretical 

tLilosoP · 
P '''"' "Il",allll>te~S empiricism, evolutionism and theoretical human-

The 11 for a few words of explanation. The great Marxist 
iS~ ~ have always struggled against empiricism and pragma
I~a e(the practical effect of empiricism): Marx (the 1857lntroduc
~I11) Engels (Al1ti-DUhring; Dialectics of Nature), Lenin 
~t~riaIism and Empirio-criticism), and others as well. They have 
(~ waged a vigorous struggle against the interpretation of 
~arxism which makes it a form of moral idealism: Marx's 
struggle against the 'true socialists', against Proudhon, Weitling 
and Kriege; Engels's struggle against DUhring's moral spiritual
ism; Kautsky's struggle against Bernstein's Kantianism; Lenin's 
struggle against the populists' moralism; in France, Maurice 
Thorez/s struggle against Leon Blum's humanism, and so on. 
The struggle against evolutionism, on the other hand, did not give 
rise to philosophical works: it remained a practical struggle of a 
political kind, revolving around political problems (the concep
tion of the revolution, tl-te organizational forms of the class 
struggle, the political line on the First World War) as well as 
problems of strategy and tactics. Lenin is the incomparable 
representative of this practical struggle against evolutionism. 

~t is rather well known, at least in principle, why elnpiricism is 
an Ideology and, consequently, why the empiricist interpretation 
~ Marxism is a theoretical distortion of it. Empiricism, as a 

eory of knowledge, neglects or underestimates the role of the 
:operly theoretical elements that come into play in all knowl
intge, even 'empirical' knowledge.!: Empiricism does not take 
pr °d account the specificity and nature of the practice that 
~ uces knowledge - that is to say, theoretical practice. It 
of uces ~heoretical practice to other forms of practice. It speaks 
spt~cti~e in general, without distinguishing the levels and 
orn~ c dlf~erences that distinguish the various practices: econ
and C k'actice, political practice, ideological practice, scientific 

P losophical practice9 That is why it produces both a false 

RRc 
94-100; 'OTVV' 43-67. 
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idea of theory and a false idea of practice. The practical 
quence is practicism or pragmatism, which Lenin very ~ 
condemned. early 

Today, one of the most dangerous forms of empiri. . 
historicism - in other words, the idea that it is possible t~ IS 

the nature of history directly, immediately, without first prOd ~ 
ing the theoretical concepts indispensable to acquiring kn \Ie
edge of it. A historicist interpretation of Marxism (visibleo71-
example, in some of Gramsci's writings) consists in a~r 
that Marx simply 'historicized' the results of classical politi ~ 
economy, that he simply injected 'process' or the 'dialectic' ~to 
the old philosophical categories, and so on. Historicism neglects 
a fundamental theoretical fact: Marx's discovery of absolutely 
new theoretical concepts with which to think the reality of what 
we call, and experience as, Jhistory'. 

TheoreticalB humanism, or the moral-idealistic interpretation of 
the theoretical foundations of Marxist doctrine, should be pre. 
cisely defined. This interpretation consists in substituting ideo
logical notions for the scientific concepts and philosophical 
categories'} that provide the real theoretical foundation for Marx
ism. The Marxist science of history takes as its theoretical foun
dation a system of concepts: mode of production, infrastructure 
(productive forces and relations of production), superstructure 
(juridico-political and ideological), social class, class struggle, 
and so forth. For these scientific concepts, which constitute the 
theoretical fOWldation of the science of history, theoretical 
humanism substitutes ideological notions: man, alienation, the 
disalienation of man, the emancipation of man, man/s reappro
priation of his species-being, 'the whole man',Hl and so on. In 
Marxist philosophYI the basic theoretical concepts are the conce~ts 
of materialism and the dialectic, the distinction between bemg 
and thought, between the real object and the object of thou~t, 
the primacy of practice, and so forth. Theoretical hum~ 
substitutes for these concepts the ideological notions of subJec 
and object, consciousness, activity, act, creation, and so on. __ 

Of course, aft" making these substitutions, theoretical hurnar;. 
ism rediscovers the classic concepts of Marxism; howe~~ 
because it interprets them in the light of these ideological nO~~e 
that stand in for a theoretical foundation, the meaning 0 · t1\ 
classic concepts is distorted. For exampleJ Theoretical humaIl1S 
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he concept of 'social relations' (relations of production, 
cedll~e51 t elations, ideological relations) to 'human' or 'intersub
pO~t1C~ \ations. The concept of 'practice', for example, is assim
;ecttve rethe notion of the activity or act of a subject, and so on. 
aated :eoretical humanism distorts - to a greater or lesser extent, 
'ft1.11S d'ng on the case, but always to some extent - the concepts 
Jepen I 
. Marxist theory. 

of E n when this interpretation takes its distance from bour-
.vehumanism, even when it declares\l that Marx conceives 

geolSssence of man in a new way (practical, social and historical), 
~e ernains the prisoner of moral ideology. The concept of the 
It re f· d d"d I " I d 1"" h man essence 0 man IS enounce as I eo ogtca an re 19t.OUS a: early as Tile German Ideology, in terms devoid of ~11 ambigu~ty. 
This concept is completely absent from the baSIC theoretIcal 
system of historical and dialectical materialism. The science of 
history and Marxist philosophy are based on very different 
conceF+s that have nothing to do with the ideological concept of 
man. 

This does not mean that communists do not have a political 
and moral 'ideal'. In struggling to establish the socialist mode of 
production, communists struggle to abolish the exploitation of 
the working class, together with its effects. In the long term, they 
struggle for the establishment of the communist mode of produc
tion - that is to say, for the abolition of all classes and the 
I 

emancipation of all men'. Their id.eal is inseparable from their 
~truggle, but, like their struggle, it is based on historical necess
Ity, the need to make a revolution, the need to establish· a 
~ocialist mode of production, and so forth. This historical necess
Ity is not, however, intelligible in terms of the notions that express 
cO~unists' political and moral ideals. This means, to be very 
~rec~se, that the notions of 'the emancipation of all men', 'free
r 0; and 'man' are ideological notions, not fundamental thro-
e ~al ~oncepts of Marxist theory (science and philosophy). 

th gaIn, to reject an interpretation of Marxism as a form of 
\"i~ore~c~l humanism does not mean that the problems of 'indi
illla U~llty or 'subjectivity' are foreign to Marxist theory, or are 
in itgmary problems. However, to the extent that they do feature 
Soph.they are subordinate to the (scientific) concepts and (philo
&tar::al ) categories of Marxist theory. They are subordinate to 

1st theory; Marxist theory is not subordinate to them. This 
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simply means that the concepts of in~iv,iduality, subjecti ' 
human person, and so on, and, a fortIori, the notions of Vlty, the 
moral subject, 'creative labour', creation, freedom, cre ~an, the 
domp the 'creation of man by man', and so forth a hve ~ 
legitimate claim to being the theoretical concepts ~ aVe ,no 
~arxist ,theory is ~ased, Wh~n o~e presents th,em as thenth which 
lcal basts of Marxism, one mevltably lapses mto a petty_~ret. 
geois moral or religious ideology that is anterior and for . OUr .. 

Marxism - the very ideology with which Marx had to b:l~ ~ 
order to found his theory, beginning with the 'settl~a III 
accounts' he undertook in The Gernlan Ideology. g of 

The evolutionist interpretation of Marxism is less well know . 
it is no les~ se~ous for tha,t. 13 Basically, it consists in applying ~ 
Marx the finallst, teleological schemas of the Hegelian dialectic 
Darwinian biology, Spenserian Iphilosophy', and so on. We hav; 
an example of it in Plekhanovls interpretation of Marxist philo5-
ophy, and in the mechanistic, economistic, fatalistic interpreta
tion of historical materialism defended by certain theoreticians 
and leaders of the Second International. 'Marxist' evolutionism 
holds, for example, that the modes of production follow one 
another in an inevitable, immutable order: we find a trace of this 
in Stalin's famous list, contained in his short book Dialectical and 
Historical Materialism. Evolutionism also holds, like Hegelian 
idealism and all the philosophies of history (which, in this 
respect, are religious), that there is a 'meaningl to history, 
conceived as a finality governing it: we find traces of this in the 
formulas that effectively identify historical necessity with fatal
ity, speak of the inevitable triumph of socialism, and so on. 

'Marxist' evolutionism is incapable of accounting theoretically 
for the possibility and necessity of the political activity of the 
Communist parties, for the possibility of the failures of the 
workers' movement, and even for some of its successes, when
ever they are unexpected and paradoxical in the sense that thi 
fail to conform to its mechanistic schemas or the immutab e 
order of the modes of production (the Cuban revolution, the 
possibilities of revolution in the 'backward' countr~es, et"~ 
Evolutionism breeds technicist and economistic illuslons an 
political passivity; it systematically underestimates the adver
sary's capacity to react; it underestimates the role of cla~ 
struggle, politics, ideology and philosophy in the class strUgs e· 
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rtl'" 
, t anslated into practice on a massive scale, it leads to 

. t 15 r fr hi h . I 'I ~eJ'l1 tasttophes, om we" moreover, It earns no es-
~istoriCal'~:nkrUPtcy of the Second International'). Lenin's polit
~tI' (tOe . e represents an exemplary struggle against 'Marxist' 
leal pr.ac~~m. But the struggle against evolutionism has not yet 
e\'oll1tIonted openly in theory. And it is obvious that this struggle 
veer' w~ waged in theory for as long as the problem of the 
caJll10~cal relations between Marx and Hegel has not been 
tlt~~e d and settled once and for all. 
dart ~d a moment ago that there is also a theoretical reason for 

I S~~eological distortions of Marxism. What has long exposed 
~eserpretations of Marxism to th. e influence of empiricism, evo-
U1te 'h· t' "d 1· fr . h· h k' luhOnism, or ll,marus 1 ea Ism . om Wit m. t e wor ers 

ovement itself IS, from a theoretical standpomt, the unpre
:dellted 'tature of the theoretical revolution carried out by Marx. 

If Marx himself experienced great theoretical difficulties in 
definin~ t.he philosophical categories required by his scientific 
discoveries, if he had to appeal to the existing philosophical 
categories, Hegel's, it is not surprising that, a fortiori, Marxist 
militants - and even excellent theoreticians - should have found 
themselves in the same predicament - or, rather, in a still more 
difficult one. If they have often put fOlWard interpretations of 
Marxism contaminated by empiricism and evolutionism, and, 
today, by humanist ide ,lism, that is also because Marxist science 
needed a philosophy, whereas Marxist philosophy was not yet 
strong enough theoretically to settle accounts with the dominant 
philosophical ideologies and impose itself at the theoretical level 
by dint of its rigour and systematicity. 

Today, we have gained sufficient perspective on all these 
effects to be able to understand their causes and measure their 
consequences. 
d today,14 we can and must say that it is not only the avowed 
~ versaries of Marxist theory (science and philosophy), the 
u~urgeOis. ideologues, who loudly proclaim that it has contrib
th ed nothIng new, or is 'outmoded'; it is also its partisans, when 
eS?br~ad Marx's texts and 'interpret' Marxist theory through the 
Phi~ hshed self-evident truths, those of the reigning ideological 

to sop hies. 
ne 0 take only three examples: Marxists who read and sponta

Ously interpret Marxist theory - without difficulties, scruples 
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or hesitation - within the schemas of empiriCism e 1 
' Vo uti or 'humanism' in fact declare that Marx cOl1tributed l1oth. 01\isll\ 

philosophy and, by implication, to science. Theselllg trerv ~ 
reduce the prodigious philosophical novelty of Marx' Mal"ltists 
to existing, ordin~ry, 'obv.ious' f~rm~ of thought _ ~ th~ughl 
forms of the dommant phIlosophical Ideology. In ord t IS, to 
to perceive and grasp the revolutionary novelty o~r ~lear.ly 
philosophy and its scientific consequences, it is necessary 1 ar:usl 
to resist this ideological reduction, to combat the bo UCldly 
philosophical ideology that supports it, and to state what'~lS 
guishes the specificity of Marx's thought, what makes it rlStin
utionary not only in political practice, but also in theory. (!yol· 

That is where the ultimate difficulty lies. For it is not easy to 
break with the 'self-evident truths' of theoretical ideologies Such 
as empiricism, evolutionism or 'humanism', which have dOmj. 

nated all of Western thought for two hundred years. It is not 
easy to say that Marx was not an empiricist, that Marx was not 
Hegelian (Hegelianism is the 'rich man's' evolutionism) or evo
lutionist, that Marx was not theoretically I humanist'; it is not 
easy to show positively how Marx, because he is not Hegelian, 
evolutionist, Ihumanist' or 'empiricist', is something else entirely, 
something which must then be defined. And when one does try 
to show this l it is not easy to make people acknowledge and 
accept it, for the 'resistances' are extremely powerful. 

Marxist theory, because it is theoretically revolutionary, inevi ... 
tably contains this fundamental difficulty. Unless we are to c~e 
to the false 'self-evidence' of the dominant theoretical ideologtes 
(whether by that we mean empiricism, evolutionism, humanisOl 
or other forms of idealism), and thus betray what is mo~t 
precious in Marx's thought - that is to saYI what makes It 
theoretically revolutionary - we must confront this difficulty, 
and struggle against the ideologies that continually ~~a: 
to suffocate, reduce and destroy Marxist thought. This IS s 
ima~in~ry difficulty; it ,is. an ,objective his~orical diffi~tyr:e 
real m lts way as the dIfficulties of revolutionary practice. da" 
earth, or the structure of society, does not rise on new 'foutl ot 
tions' as easily as might be supposed; neither does the systeI11 
thought. odal 

We know that a revolution has to take place before the S tiot', 
structure can Irise on new foundations'. But, after the rev01u 
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Iy long, arduous struggle must also be waged in 
l'I e"tteJ1l~ -ideology, to establish, consolidate and ensure the 

~litiCS ~~ the new society. !he same ~oes for the system of 
\.jctotY Following a theoretical revolutIon, another extremely 
tf1oLlgh~ rduous struggle is required in theory and ideology to 
\lll'lg ~ h :he new t~o~g~t, gain recognition for it, and ensure its 
e:tabb5 especially If It IS a .form of thou~t that fo~ds a new 
VIctOry, nd philosophy servmg as the basIs for a new Ideology's" 
sCience a 

cientific theory of Marxism (philosophy, the science of history) is not 
~ 'Olr()~. An ideology is a d~5tO~ted represen.tati.on of reality: !t is neces~rily 

.1~ Ideo d because it is not an obJective but a 5ZlbJectrve representation of reahty -
dISI('rte; for the sake of brevity, a social (class) representation of reality. Science, 
let uS S~;stl exists only on condition that it struggles against all forms of 
~ b~:j\'ityl class subjectivity included (consider Lenin's struggles against the 
~u J nlaneous' ideology of the proletariat); science is objective. Science provides 
:wledge of reality independent of Isubjective' class interests. Ideology, in 
"ontrast, provides a representation of reality that is not knowledge in the strict 
~ of the term; since it is subordinate to class interests. 

We can nevertheless legitimately maintain that Marxism has 'produced a new 
ideology' in the working class, and that this ideology, even while remaining 
ideological in fOrt" (it does not have the form of a science), becomes increasingly 
scientific in (outent. We can legitimately talk about an ideology of a scientific 
character or, for the sake of brevity, a scientific ideology. 

But this new ideology is a tra'ns/ormation of the previous ideology of the 
working class. This transformation draws the ideology (moral, political, philo
sophical) of the working class towards a new content that is more scientific 
because it is increasingly informed by the scientific principles of Marxism - or, 
at any. rate, by the results of Mar .. 1St science and philosophy. 

This transformation is possible because Marxist ther,y, which is objective, 
o~rs ~~ working class scientific knowledge of its interestsl as well as the means 
°11 rea~mg them: it is the scientific, objective character of Marxist theory that 
~ OWs l~ to. 'serve' the interests of the working class without being distorted by 
~ S~b~~tive representation of these class interests. Thus it is the scientific 

:,:~vJty of Marxist theory which produces this historically utterly unprecedented 
incret. ,the em~rg~nce of an ideology whose content has been transformed, an 

B aslllgly SCltlltific ideology. 
in a ut .the .i~eology of the working class, even if its content has been transformed 
Cone SCientific direction, nevertheless remains an ideology as far as its form is 
take et~ed: for example, a transformed proletarian moral ideology continues to 
ideolo e for~ of a moral ideology, and proletarian political and philosophical 

Th ~ .continues to take the form of ideology. 
functi IS IS because ideology has a form of its own, resulting from its social 
SOcie on, from the fact that it constitutes one level of the superstructure of any 
tonsZut~ence the form of ideology necessarily subsists as one of the levels 
of ideol~ve of so~iety; .th~ fo~ of i~eology re~ects, precise.ly, this social ~nc.tio.n 
becoll\in g~1 whlch distinguishes it from science. That IS why, even If It IS 

Socialist g l~creasingly scientific, proletarian ideology, or the ideology of a 
SOCiety t can never be confused with science. That is why I if we assign 
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and political practice. Prior to the success of this I 
the revolution in society, like the revolution in th~ng stru8gJ 
very great risk: that of being smothered by the old worldught, tullS~· 
or indirectly, falling back under its sway. and, di1't'ct/: 

It will be understood why, even today, We have t 
real effort accurately to represent the theoretical 0 make a 
accomplished by Marx in science and philosophy, are~OlUtioll 
old ideologies that tend constantly to subject this rev~~~t u.... 
their own law - that is, to smother and destroy it. ution to 

The task of defending Marxist theory iSJ in the final an I . 
incumbent on Marxist philosophy. This defence involves an a.~slS, 
logical and, simultaneously, theoretical struggle against ~ eo. 
geois ideological tendencies both inside and outside Marxis~U; 
this theoretical struggle is to be successful, we cannot cont· 
ourselves with denouncing and criticizing the hostile ideologi ent 
and ideological forms that exercise an influence over Ma~ 
We must also - this is the absolute condition for theoretical 
victory - make Marxist theory an impregnable fortress. 

If we have an impregnable theoretical fortress at our disposal 
- that is to say, a rigorous, exact systematic theory that is well 
and truly alive - we will have a powerful force of positive 
scientific demonstration, capable of sweeping away the fallacious 
arguments and concepts of the ideologies, and compelling rec
ognition for the plain truth. We will then be in a position to sally 
forth from our 'fortressJ to attack our adversaries with our own 
weapons, on grounds of our own choosing. Ideological struggle 
will then become a natural consequence of theoretical strength. 
We will then be able to define a theoretical and ideological 
strategy and defeat our adversary, since we will no longer be 
vulnerable to his initiatives, forced to 'follow him on to his o~ 
ground', and reduced to engaging in mere 'polemics'. We ~ 
have the ideological initiative, because we will have the reqUiSIte 
theoretical strength. 

~et .there be no mistake: the ~ord 'fortress' is an image. r: 
pomt IS not to shut ourselves up m a stronghold: that wo~d itI 
dogmatism. 1b The strength of Marxist philosophy conSISts 

these concepts a rigorous meaning, it is not possible to say that Marxist ~e;z 
as science is a 'scientific ideology' Marxist science is based not on a 'saen 
ideology/, as is too often said, but, like any science, on a scie'ttific theoMj-
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Iving the problems before it, and investing its 
. "rotJs1Y ~t~ the force of scientific - that is, irrefutable - proof. 

:~t.lti~J1S :~ngth consists in showing that.it can rectify deficient 
ft,t.lS Its s make still vague concepts preCise, and produce new 
(0l'1cept51 here they are lacking, in order to explore and conquer 
,:(lt1Cel'ts ~ins that belong to it by rights. Its strength consists in 
Ih(15i ~Oll1the System of its concepts with a rigour that can find 
i.,\"eStt~g n in an 'order of exposition' (Marx) comparable to that 
expre;:IO Capital: the irrefutable order of a scientific proof 
fOIl~ ~y as an indication of the fundamental problems that it is 
Sl~ for Marxist philosophy to explore, let me mention the 

~ofo:ing: the problem of the specificity of philosophy as 
osed to science; the problem of the nature of theory; the 

o~blem of practice and the specificity of the various practices 
reeonomic, politicat theoretical); the problem of the specificity of 
the Marxist as opposed to the Hegelian dialectic; the problem of 
the Marxist conception of 'causality', the nature of ideology, and 
so on. Long arguments would be required to show in what sense 
each of these themes constitutes a still unsolved problem whose 
solution requires us to produce or rectify theoretical concepts. I 
cannot undertake that task here. i But we can gain some sense of 
its importance and urgency from a rapid examination of just one 
problem, that of the union of t11eory and practice. 

This problem is central t(' Marxist philosophy and practice. 
Yeti to my knowledge, we do not possess a systematic, rigorous 
~eory on this question, but have only a general orientation, 
Inscribed in the classical thesis about the need for the union of 
!heory and practice and the primacy of practice. We also have a 
ew ~heoretical elements involving practice as the 'criterion of 

:Uth Above all, we have a large number of political texts, by 
\ ~~ Lenin and other great leaders of the workers' movement, 
eV IC~ sum up and critically assess a vast range of practical 
xperlence in which the realization of the union of theory and 
~~ac~ce is exemplified. All this is quite rich, but it does not yet 
~titute a theory of the union of theory and practice. 

iSol correct general orientation does not make a theory; nor do 
Pra at:d elements, or even the richest imaginable records of 

ctical experience}7 We need to think what exists lin the 

I See F M and Re, which touch on some of these themes. 
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practical state' in the experience of scientific and p 1" . 
tice. To do so, we need to produce the concepts 0 ~tical Prac. 
demands, organizing them in a rigorous demonstrar at l'ealil}
This is an immense theoretical task; we can find a IVe s}'s~. 
resource for it in the work Marx did in order to produInOdel and 
concepts and theoretical system of Capital. We will n:' the ~\v 
speaking, possess a true philosophical theory of the pr ' b~trictly 
th~ union .of theory and p~actice ~ntil we have treated ~ e:; ~f 
phIlosophIcal problem wIth a rlgour comparable to th aSle 
Capital. at of 

Yet we saw, in the opening pages of this essay, the import 
that the correct conception of this problem has not onlyax;ce 
Marxist theory, but also for the practice of the revolution Or 

Parties. On a more positive note, it can be said that, When ~ 
theory has at last been established, we will be able to bring 
vastly increased theoretical power to bear in the struggle against 
bourgeois ideology (the number 1 strategic task for Marxist 
philosophy) and the rigorous, productive elaboration of the 
practical and theoretical problems falling within the purview of 
historical materialism. 

Let me sum up what I have said so far. The number 1 strategic 
task for Marxist philosophy is to become a true theory, in the 
strong sense, so that it can struggle and prevail against bourgeois 
ideology and its influence on the revolutionary workers' move
ment. Marxist philosophy cannot become the impregnable 'the
oretical fortress' that it must be unless it undergoes the kind ?f 
profound theoretical development needed to overcome the still 
extant lag between philosophy and Marxist science, and to 
endow philosophy with the conceptual precision and rigour, ~ 
well as the theoretical systematicity, that it still lac~. It ~ 
imperative that Marxist philosophers go to work with, first an 
foremost, this specific goal in mind. 

VI. STRATEGIC TASK NUMBER 2: 

DEVELOPING HISTORICAL MATERIALISM 

ill 
If it carries out its number 1 task, Marxist philosophY ;2. 
acquire the tools that can help it carry out strategic task numb 
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f the scientific disciplines that fall within the scope of 
~o~t ~ materialism are, today, in great need of help from 

l\isto~ca hilosophy: this holds not only for the disciplines 
~tar"15t ~ the 'Human Sciences', but also for certain regions of 
ja'loW'o ~ist science of history. 
tile Ma 

1. Historical materialism 

tOO I must be schematic; I will content myself with rapidly Here, , . 
. ' g just a few examples ill order to make myself understood. 
Clb~e have, in Capital, a theory of the capitalist mode of produc-
tion - but we still hav~ n~thing co~~arable fo~ ~he other modes 
of production, pre-capitalist or SOCIalist (even If important work 
has been done here),i or for the phases of transition between 

d k these mo es. 
As far as the capitalist mode of production itself is concerned, 

if we possess an impressive conceptual system for thinking the 
reality of its economic level (Capital), we have no comparable 
theory for thinking the reality of its political and ideological 
levels. 

As far as the political level is concerned, we do, it is true, have 
general theses on the state, the class struggle, and their develop
ment, [as \'\-'ell as] the concrete analyses found in a number of 
historical and political works; we also have analyses of the rich 
experience of the class struggle (for example, all of Lenin's 
speeches and writings), and so on., But we have no rigorous, 
developed theory, in the strong sense of the word, of the nature 
of social classes, the state and state power; the state apparatus 
~d bureaucracy, the various forms of the capitalist state, the 

oc of social forces in power', the Leninist distinction between 
a class and its representatives, and so forth. 

~ c; the. ASiatic, slave, and feudal modes of production, important work has 
Fran one In the Soviet Union, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Democratic Germany; 

lice, etc 

th~ H.o\\'('~'er, on the politically very important problem of transitional phases, 
capita~.re some remarkable texts about the first phases of the transition between 
tranSitilsm and socialism (Lenin and Bukharin). Yet the general theory of the 
CharI onBehas yet to be worked out. Let us mention, in France, the work of 

es ttelh' elm. 
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This theoretical lacuna is infinitely more strikin 
comes to the nature of ideologies: the relationship betw! ""hen it 
one hand, the ideological level and, on the other, the :n, on the 
and political levels; the difference between ideOlogy and cO~otrtic 
the double - social and theoretical - determination of th ~et\ce; 
ogies, and so on. If we had a theory of ideology and the ; ;~~l. 
(the juridico-poIitical superstructure) for, at least, the ca;.~ti':"'l 
mode of production, we could extend its concepts (transfo I a~st 
them in accordance with their object) to cover other mod~tng 
production; we would then have a theory of the political and;f 
ideological specific to these productive modes. But we are a 10 e 
way from possessing such theories. This lacuna has both theor:~ 
ical and political consequences. 

Historians, who work on the past (the slave-holding and 
feudal social formations, etc.), like the ethnographers and ethnol
ogists who are today working on primitive social formations, 
suffer from the effects of this theoretical inadequacy in their own 
work. They encounter them in the form of problems involving 
the nature and role of the 'institutions' and ideologies of these 
social formations, or the determination of the dominant element 
in the dialectic of their history or Inon-history' 

Political leaders and parties, for their part, come up against 
the practical consequences of this theoretical deficiency. For the 
solution of important political and ideological problems in the 
construction of socialism and the transition to communism 
depends on the availability of theoretical knowledge about the 
state form of the dictatorship of the proletariat and the ideology 
of a socialist social formation. But we lack, precisely, a theory, in 
the strict sense, of the political and the ideological in the socialist 
mode of production, and of the transitional phases between 
capitalism and socialism. 

This lack is still more conspicuous when it comes to the 
transition of pre-capitalist social formations to socialism. If ~e 
had a theory of t~e pO.litical and the i~eological in prc-capitallS: 
modes of production, It would be eaSler to pose the proble~ 0 

the state, the political Party, and the forms of political actloJ1 
required to ensure the success of this transition. 

To mention one last, still controversial example: it is undoub~ 
edly because we lack a theory of the juridico-political all f 
ideological superstructure that, concerning the phenomenon 0 
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nality cult' which arose within the superstructure of a 
tJ1e 'pe:~~ation in the phase of the dictatorship of the prolet
~al have not produced anything more than hypotheses that 
ariat, W~ore descriptive than theoretical, and therefore threaten 
art' far k the solution of the problems involved. One simple 
to ~IO~on among a dozen others will help to bring this fact 
it1dlc~ of the many works of Soviet empirical sociology, virtually 
/to(1'\e·deals with the sociology of political or ideological social 
oone 

. 5 I tatton . 
re At a still more abstract level, we still do not have, however 
. robable this may seem, a truly satisfying general theory of 
untat a mode of production is, although Capital gives us all we 
:eed to construct such a theory. In this connection, I will mention 
only one point, which has major consequences from a practical 
point of view: it involves the concept of productive forces. The 
general concept certainly is available to us, but, as its very 
formulation suggests ('forces', in the plural), the term quite often 
stands for a mere empirical list: material resources and sources 
of energy, instruments of production, labour-power, and the 
I technica 1 experience' of this labour-power. This was Stalin's 
definition of the term; to my knowledge, it has not been modified 
since. An empirical list, however, is not a concept, even if the 
expression 'productive forces', as it is currently formulated, does 
indeed designate one specific reality while distinguishing it from 
another, the relations of production. If we are truly to possess 
the concept of productive forces, we need something more: we 
need to discover and describe the specific relations which, for 
each mode of production ":lnd each of its phases, organize the 
empirical elements on the list into organic unities that are 
specific and original."' It is obvious that if, in defining the 
productive forces, we do not go beyond drawing up a simple 
quantitative list of their elements, we are highly likely to put the 
~rnphasis, indiscriminately, on the technical element, and thus to 
t~pse into economism or its contemporary technicist variants, as 

e Second International did. 

Co I See Le, Soci%\Jie ell URSS. Rapports des nlembrrs de la Dele~ati()n soviefiqlle au 
tlgr) 1" l C 

11, (5, Et1ran, 1966, especially Ossipov/s paper. 
225 ff?n this point, see Balibarls important contribution to Reading Capita Ii RC 
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If, ?n the other hand,. we ~~ing out the or~anic relatio 
combIne these elements in ongInal wholes [unItes] corre ns that 
to the different modes of production and each of thei:pondillg 
we can see that the dominant element can be displaced ~haSes, 
be technology in the narrow sense (the instruments of' tina}' 

tion), or the organization of labour (the forms of co_op~r~l.tc:. 
or the technical level of the labour force which represen~tiOlll. 
dominant element in the specific original wholes constitutins the 
essence of the productive forces in a particular case. ~ the 
distinctions are obviously important, because they determine: 
type of action required to develop the productive forces in e 
given instance: depending on whether one should act on this a 
that constitutive element of the productive forces, because it ~ 
in the prevailing conjuncture, the 'decisive link', the emphas~ 
must be put on the economic (or on one or another aspect of it), 
the political, or the ideological. 

At a still deeper level, we do not have a theory, in the strict 
sense, of either I determination in the last instance by ti,e economy' or 
the specific type of causality that governs the modalities of this 
determination, and so constitutes the articulation of the different 
levels of a mode of production (economic, political and ideologi
cal). We do not have a theory, in the strict sense, of the displace
ment of dominance among the various levels, within 
determination in the last instance by the economy. We do not 
have a theory to account for the variations of the conjuncture, 
although the everyday political practice of the Communist par
ties carefully takes these variations into account, and Lenin's 
writings (to cite only Lenin) constantly point to the displacement 
of dominance as that which defines the conjuncture. 1Hn • 

Of course, the theoretical elaboration of all these questions IS 

not the sole responsibility of Marxist philosophy, nor, in conse; 
que nee, of the philosophers. It is, first and foremost, the tas~ 0 

the many different theoreticians working in the field of tustortcal 
ma.t~rialism: ~h~o~etic.ians o~ the ec.ono~y a~d of politics, the:; 
reticlans specialIzing In the IdeologIes, hIstorIans, and so on. Y 

.1 This theory of the conjuncture, of the displacement of dominance aJtlO~!t 
the various levelsJ etc., is directly relevant to the theory of the dialectic. The ~OO 
remarkable formulation we have of it may be found in Mao ZedongJ 

Contradiction' . 
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k of these theoreticians needs the help of Marxist philos
tlte woc ecially today. Here, too, I will give only one example. 
ophY, es:view, it is not an accident, nor even a circumstance due 
I~~" ical causes alone, that we still do not possess a true 

to h1!ito~J1 the strict sense, of social classes, the political, or the 
theOry~ "11 There are also theoretical reasons for this shortcoming; 
'd'l11t1~'''' . . 'I h· ,t I. ui te precIse, ph! osop leal reasons. 
to b\\s go back to what I said above about the lag between 
~ sophy and science in the case of a science that opens up a 

phI °lcontinent' to knowledge (as Marx did). The 'need' for 
f1~~osophY that the new science feels at a later stage in its 
~ ~flupment does not have to do only with the attacks or 
'dfeo1ogical philosophical deviations that threaten it; it is also, 
~damentally, an inner need that the science perceives when it 
tries to overcome the theoretical limits it encounters in its own 
work and field. But some of these theoretical limits depend; in 
the final analysis, on the philosophical categories in which the 
science must think its new objects. For there comes a moment in 
the progress of a science when certain old philosophical categor
ies objectively constitute a theoretical obstacle to the solution of 
new problems. It is this properly philosophical obstacle which 
then stands in the way of the development of the science, by 
preventing it from solving certain precisely identifiable scientific 
problems. I am convinced that this has long been the case for the 
theory of social classes, the political and the ideological. 

In order to think the nature of a social class, it is indispensable 
to take conjointly into account the determination of the economic 
base, juridico-political superstructure, and ideological super
structure. It is also indisp~nsable to take into account the 'play' 
that occurs within this joint determination, in order to explain 
~e Possible displacements of the dominant instance among these 

Ifferent determinations." 

17 ~nin's and Marx's historical analyses (Lenin's great political texts, Marx's 
p~e ~lKhteellth Bnunaire) clearly attest to the 'play' that makes displacements 
rels~~ble, We can say that a social class is determined, in the last analysis, by the 
thea lon~ ,of production - but it is simultaneously determined by the structure of 
org P~hh~al and the ideological. It mayor may not possess its own political 
to anlZation, or find its political 'representatives' among politicians who belong 
wo:()t~er class (for example, Napoleon II and the small peasants); in other 
Polir sl 1t may be either present or absent in person in the struggle between 

leal classes, possess its own ideology or not, and so on. We must account 
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In order to think, all at once, the conjunction of 
different determinations and the variations of their dOll\~\'eta) 
the classical philosophical category of 'causality' is inade;at\ct, 
as is even the category of 'reciprocal causality' between \.late .. 
and effect, or that of the 'resultant of forces' These rnaycallse 
allow us to 'describe' phenomena, but they do not help lYell 
think their mechanisms. On this precise point, it may be us ~o 
that the classical concept of causality, even 'improved' With S:d 
help of the co~cept of reciproc~l causality. or con~epts bOtrolY~ 
from cybernetICs, today constitutes a philosophIcal obstaCle t 
the. solution of a scientific problem. This is why the theory ~ 
socIal classes, the class struggle, and so on, has now reached an 
impasse)) 

To remove this obstacle, we must endeavour to produce a 
new philosophical category capable of accounting for the sped. 
ficity of a dialectical reality that has been identified by Marxist 
science: the conjunction of different determinations on the same 
object, and the variations of the dominant among these determi
nations, within their very conjunction. 

I have, for my part, tried to take account of the existence of 
this problem, and sketch a theoretical solution to it, by proposing 
two new philosophical categories: 'structural causality' and 'over
determination'. I cannot analyse them in detail within the narrow 
confines of this essay.q Let me merely indicate the general raison 
d'efre for each of these categories. 

'Structural causality' is meant to draw attention to the fact 
that the classic philosophical category of causality (wheth~r 
Cartesian linear causality or Leibnizian 'expressive' causality) 15 

inadequate for thinking the scientific analyses of Capital, an~ 
must be replaced by a new category. To give some sense of f:hls 
innovation, we can say that, in structural causality, we find 
something that resembles the problem (often invoked by biolo--

theoretically for all these possible variations. The distinction between the 'c1a~ 
in itsele and the 'class for itself' that we find in Tile Poverty of P"ilosoplt~ (184 
clearly designates one aspect of this problem, but is not yet the theory of It. that 

P The fact that theory has reached an impasse does not always meaIl ce 
political practice also has. As v.'e have seen, political practice can be in adva~as 
of theory in certain cases. In other cases, however, the fact that theoryf the 
reached an impasse also blocks or checks political practice. The theory 0 

pOSSibility of these variations has yet to be developed. 
'I See FM 87-116, 200-18; RC 29 ft., 182-93. 
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f the causality of the "whole upon its parts/, with the 
gists) 0 e that the 'Marxist' whole is not a biological, organic 
dif{eren~ut a complex structure that itself contains structured 
\",ho1e(the infrastructure, the superstructure). Structural causality 
le,'~ls ates the very particular causality of a structure upon its 
JeSl~ts, or of a structure upon another structure, or of the 
e1e!11~re of the whole upon its structural levels. 
~tr:;.c'i for 'overdetermination', it designates one particular effect 
f t~ctural causality - precisely the one I evoked a moment ago 

~ ~onnection with the theory of social classes: the conjunction of 
~fferent determinations on the same object, and the variations in 
~e dominant element among these determinations within their 
very conjunction. To go back to the example of social classes: we 
maY say that they are overdetermined, since, in order to grasp 
their nature, we have to mobilize the structural causality of three 
'Ievels' of society, economic, political and ideological - with 
structural causality operating in the form of a conjunction of these 
three structural determinations on the same object, and in the 
variation of the dominant element within this conjunction. 

I do not claim that these formulations (structural causality, 
overdetermination) are satisfactory. They have to be tested, 
developed and rectified. My only claim is that they point to the 
existence of an undeniable philosophical problem that is of 
decisive strategic importance when it comes to removing the 
properly philosophical obstacle with which all true theories of 
SOCial classes, class struggle, the political, and the ideological are 
confronted today. 

The theory of the nature of the ideological presents, moreover., 
a particular philosophical problem that has in fact prevented us 
from elaborating it to dat~. It is not enough to say that ideology, 
too" is subject to 'structural causality' in order to account for its 
Specificity Nor is it enough to say that ideology represents the 
~a~ of the conjunction of two different determinations: one 
aVlng to do with cognition [connaissance] (which confers repre

:n~a.tional value upon the ideological), the other involving the 
IV1SIOn of society into classes (which explains why ideological 

rep~eSentation is distorted Vausse]). We must also account for the 
:ahty We are calling a 'distorted representation'; that is to say, 
st e Illust account for the paradoxical unity of a discourse that 

ates something false [qui el10nce Ie faux] even as it claims to 
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In order to think, all at once, the conjunction of 
different determinations and the variations of their do ~Verat 
the classical philosophical category of 'causality' is inadlllltla.nce, 
as is even the category of 'reciprocal causality' betwe:~uate .. 
and effect, or that of the Iresultant of forces'. These m caUse 
al~ow us .to 'descri~e' phenom~na, bu.t they. do not hel~Y \VeU 
tlunk their mechamsms. On this precise pomt, it may b Us ~ 
that the classical concept .of causality, ~ven 'improved' Wi~ satd 
help of the concept of reciprocal causality or concepts borro the 
from cybernetics, today constitutes a philosophical obstad \Ved 
the solution of a scientific problem. This is why the theo; ~ 
social classes, the class struggle, and so on, has now reached 0 . ~ 
Impasse.p 

To remove this obstacle, we must endeavour to produce a 
new philosophical category capable of accounting for the sped. 
ficity of a dialectical reality that has been identified by Marxist 
science: the conjunction of different determinations on the same 
object, and the variations of the dominant among these determi
nations, within their very conjunction. 

I have, for my part, tried to take account of the existence of 
this problem, and sketch a theoretical solution to it, by proposing 
two new philosophical categories: 'structural causality' and 'over
determination'. I cannot analyse them in detail within the narrow 
confines of this essay.q Let me merely indicate the general raison 
d'2tre for each of these categories. 

'Structural causality' is meant to draw attention to the fact 
that the classic philosophical category of causality (wheth~r 
Cartesian linear causality or Leibnizian 'expressive' causality) IS 

inadequate for thinking the scientific analyses of Capital, an~ 
must be replaced by a new category. To give some sense of ~ 
innovation, we can say that, in structural causality, we .fin 
something that resembles the problem (often invoked by bl01~ 

theoretically for all these pOSSible variations. The distinction between the .~ 
in itself' and the lc1ass for itself' that we find in The Poverty of PIl;losoph~ (l 
clearly designates one aspect of this problem, but is not yet the theory of It. thi't 

... The fact that theory has reached an impasse does not always mean Il~ 
political practice also has. As we have seen, political practice can be in adva I¢ 
of theory in certain cases. In other cases, however, the fact that theOl}'f til' 
reached an impasse also blocks or checks political practice. The theory 0 

possibility of these variations has yet to be developed. 
<\ See FM 87-116, 200-18; RC 29 ff., 182-93. 
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f the causality of the Iwhole upon its parts', with the 
gists) 0 that the 'Marxist' whole is not a biologicat organic 
'litferen~~t a complex structure that itself contains structured 
wllole(the infrastructure, the superstructure). Structural causality 
le\'~ls ateS the very particular causality of a structure upon its 
deSlgn ts or of a structure upon another structure, or of the 
e1eJY1:;re' of the whole upon its structural levels. 
s~c for 'overdetermination', it designates one particular effect 

:Uctural causality - precisely the one I evoked a moment ago 
~f 5 nnection with the theory of social classes: the conjunction of 
~;rent determinations on the same object, and the variations in 
~e dominant element among these determinations within their 
ery conjunction. To go back to the example of social classes: we 
~av say that they are overdetermined, since, in order to grasp 
their nature, we have to mobilize the struchlral causality of three 
(levels' of society, economic, political and ideological - with 
structural causality operating in the form of a conjunction of these 
three structural determinations on the same object, and in the 
variation of the dominant element within this conjunction. 

I do not claim that these formulations (structural causality, 
overdetermination) are satisfactory. They have to be tested, 
developed and rectified. My only claim is that they point to the 
existence of an undeniable philosophical problem that is of 
decisive strategic importance when it comes to removing the 
properly philosophical obstacle with which all true theories of 
Social classes, class struggle, the political, and the ideological are 
confronted today. 

The theory of the nature of the ideological presents .. moreover, 
~ particular philosophical prohlem that has in fact prevented us 

om. elaborating it to date. It JS not enough to say that ideology, 
too, ~s. subject to 'structural causality' in order to account for its 
speclficity. Nor is it enough to say that ideology represents the 
~a~ of the conjunction of two different determinations: one 
saving to do with cognition [connaissance] (which confers repre
d~n~a.tional value upon the ideological), the other involving the 
r~VlSlon of society into classes (which explains why ideological 
r/[.esentation is distorted lfausse]). We must also account for the 
\v a Ity We are calling a 'distorted representation'; that is to say, 
st:t ll1ust account for the paradoxical unity of a discourse that 

es something false [qui enonce Ie faux] even as it claims to 
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state the truth. It is not enough to invoke the old phil 
concept of error: it merely names the difficulty, Witho:OPhical 
or solving the problem. Nor is it enough to say that this d Po~ing 
of ideological discourse is a particular case of 'overdet UPh~l}o 
tion'; we must also account for the fact that this overdete~. 
tion is that of 'the true' and 'the false', by virtue of the t rnina• 
it exists within the specific object known as a 'diSCourse' act that . 

Clearly, then, if we are to remove the theoretical obstad th 
is currently standing in the way of all theories of ideolo; at 
have to bring into play not only the new philosophical con~ We 

of 'structural causality' and 'overdetermination', but also \V~ 
we can call the theory of discourses, which will require contrib a~ 
tions from structural linguistics if it is to emerge. This theory ~f 
discourses has not yet been born, and it cannot be elaborated 
without the help of philosophy. I do not pretend to be able to 
offer results here, either: it will be a long time before any appear. 
I only claim to have posed a real, important problem. In so far 
as the solution of this problem concerns the Marxist science of 
the ideological instance of productive modes, any theory of 
ideology today requires the decisive intervention of Marxist 
philosophy. 

2. The IHuman Sciences' 

What is true of the theoretical regions within historical material
ism is still more true of the disciplines known as the 'Human 
Sciences/. 

Ours is the age of the 'Human Sciences', which include, 
besides history and political economy, sociology, ethnology, 
demography, psychology, psycho-sociology, linguistics, an~ SO 

on. Most of these disciplines have developed outside Marx1:' 

and it is. blindi.ngly obvious that they have been profo~ J. 
marked, in their 'theory', Imethodology', and research t 
niques' - ultimately, in their object - by bourgeois ideology· that 

The extensive methodolOgical and technical apparatuS it 
th~se . ~isciplines put to work is by no means proo~ of .th~ 
SCIentific nature. It is well known that there can eXist hIS':' 
technical disciplines (utilizing, for example, mathematical ?,e tle 

ods) which are nevertheless Isciences' without an object, or, If 0 
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t • nces' whose object is altogether different from the one 
lit.:e5 SCl~are to be theirs. I cannot provide a detailed demon
tiley. dec f this herel but there are irrefutable reasons for main
stra~Ot'l ;at, as far as many of their subdivisions are concerned, 
taitt1ll~ of the 'Human Sciences' are not sciences which provide 
;t,'era tical knowledge of a real object, but (highly elaborate) 
tiI~~: Jlt'S of social adaptation or readaptation. Psycho-sociology 
ted' ~ in its entirety, as well as most of the work that has been 
altllOSin empirical sociologyl contemporary political economy, 
do~eeven in much of psychology fall into this category. 
an At the practical level, one becomes aware of the imposture of 
these disciplines 'without an object' when one observes that they 
re incapable of providing a rigorous, precise, unequivocal defi
~tion of their object, and thatl in practice, they all fight over an 
lobject' to which none can lay indisputable claim. It is common 
knowledge not only that the 'problems of the boundaries' separating 
political economy, sociology, psycho-sociology and psychology 
are highly controversial, but also that the disciplines in question 
are incapable of resolving them. When a 'science' endlessly 
disputes its 'object' with one or more neighbouring 'sciences', it 
is quite likely that what is at stake is the nature of this 'object' 
itself and, consequently, the narure of these would-be 'sciences' 
Indeed, within one and the same diSCipline (for example, politi
cal economy, sociology, psychology or psycho-sociology), disci
plines are proliferating before our very eyes (a good dozen 
disciplines exist within political economy, psychology, etc.), so 
that the 'problem of boundaries' is posed anew within political 
economy and sociology, psycho-sociology, psychology, and so 
on. These divisions do not by any means correspond to a 
theoretical division of labour grounde.. in their object; they 
reflect divergent conceptions of the same 'object'. 

It can be shown that this disorder, this anarchy within 'sci
e~ces' that often boast an impressive methodological and tech
~cal apparatus, ultimately stems from a basic ambiguity 
(~~oUnding the putatively 'scientific' nature of these 'sciences' 
oft ch are often mere 'techniques') and their 'object' (which is 
re ~n not an object, but an objective: social adaptation or 

a aptation). 

th Part ~f the reason for this ambiguity, no doubt, is the fact that 
ese dlsciplines are still young; in the last analysis, however, it 
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is owing to their domination by not only bourgeois id 1 
also, and in some cases directly, bourgeois politics. ~ .Ogy b~t 
geois ideology which imposes on these 'sciences' the d~ hOUr_ 
ideological categories in which they set out to dean ISt0t'teti 
'object', with the result that they miss their real objects. e ~eir 
ultimately bourgeois politics and ideology which ~ and It is 
them the objectives that these sciences dependent on the b~oSe o~ 
sie then spontaneously take for their 'objects' utgeot .. 

This situation is extremely serious - not only for Marxist b 
for all the scholars and technicians working in the field ~i ~t 
existing 'Human Sciences'. Many scholars in the 'human ~ 
ences' are uncomfortable with a practical and theoretical s:: 
ation whose deplorable consequences they must put up With 
even in their day-to-day professional activity. More or less 
confusedly, they feel the need for a theoretical clarification that 
would free them from the contradictions and dependencies in 
which they live and work. 

But the greatest danger in the present situation is that Marx
ists themselves may be taken in by the deceptive prestige of 
these 'sciences'J succumbing to them in the hope that they will 
provide knowledge that they do in fact need. With a few 
exceptions, the conclusion holds that to succumb to the existing 
~Huma11 Sciences' today, without subjecting their theories, methods, 
techniques and, fi'1ally, their 'objects' to radical criticis11l, is in fact to 
succunzb to one of the most dangerous (because least perceptible) fornlS 
of bourgeois ideology. 

This danger is especially great today, when, after decades of 
isolation and stagnation in certain fields, communists feel ~e 
need to resolve certain problems posed 'by life'; in throwmg 
themselves upon the 'Human Sciences' without taking the pr~ 
caution of subjecting their foundations and methods to rigorOUS 
criticism, they risk falling prey to the illusion that they are 
'solving' their real problems, when the contemporary 'Hul1l~ 
Sciences' in fact often represent the chief obstacle to theU' 
solution. . t 

To get to the bottom of the matter, we must, rather, corne 0 

understand that most of the Human Sciences, although th;~ 
have developed outside Marxism, fall in principle under d 
jurisdiction of Marxist theory. Political economy, sociol?GY ~ed 
'social psychology', and even, for the most part, what IS ca 
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I gy/ can exist only on the theoretical basis of the 
.psy,!,~ ~ of historical materialism. All these disciplines are 
I'riJ1ClP ~egionS of the new 'continent' (the history of human 
,i~P~es and their effects on the individuals subjected to their 
#le res) opened up to knowledge by the new science founded 
5tJ1.1~rx. Only on condition that these regional sciences are 
~r ated where they ~elong, in this 'continent', ca~ ~ey be 
~l~ ed their true obJect (as opposed to a mere obJectIve), a 
~SSlfct Uuste1 theory of this object, and the appropriate [correcte1 
~O~odOlogy corresponding to it. It is on this condition that it 
~~l become possible to put an end to the 'border conflicts' 
;:ging both within and between .contempora~ disciplines. . . 

There is every reason to beheve that thIS labour of crItical 
transformation and foundation will produce significant results, 
some of which will constitute real discoveries. By dint of this 
Jabourl Marxist theoreticians will overcome the backwardness 
that has left historical materialism lagging behind in areas Ofll) 

research whicll, for the most part, depend on its own principles. 
They will take back entire regions occupied by by-products of 
bourgeois ideology, for the greater good of Marxist theory and 
politics. This reconquest of what rightfully belongs to historical 
materialism represents a major form of struggle against bour
geois ideology. 

Of course, we cannot promote criticism and thoroughgoing 
re~rganization of the 'Human Sciences' by straightforward 'appli
cation of' Of, a fortiori, 'deduction from' the principles of historical 
materialism. Quite the contrary: we will arrive at this result only 
at the cost of a major effort of criticism, research, and theoretical 
production. We need to work on both existing Marxist method 
and the Human Sciences in their present state; in a word, we 
need to make use of all the theoretical resources '.fld empirical 
raw material at our disposal. We must also learn to discern, 
~Illong .the existing Human Sciences, those that already provide 
th eorehcal guarantees strong enough to justify the affirmation 
a ~t they possess an object their title to which is not disputed by 
nat Os~ of other disciplines: for example, linguistics and psychoa
of rslS. Again, we will have to undertake a critical examination 

he present state of the last-named disciplines21lr in order to 

rIt 
particular, it is crucial that ,",'e free Freud's discovery from ail the idealist 
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determine how far they have developed and, finally, to d' 
what they contain that might be of use as a theoretical r lSceIll 
for solving some of the problems thrown up by other disc~~ct 
It follows that historical materialism cannot accomplish ~~lint!s. 
alone: it will need the help of dialectical materialism, w~ ta~k 
indispensable not only for criticizing the effects of bou . ch ~s 
ideology in the field of the 'human sciences', but also for ~geolS 
nizing the positive results achieved by some of them, an~c~
redefining the theoretical regions of the 'continent' that M or 
opened up to knowledge. arx 

The reader will have understood that, in setting out this 
programme, I am by no means calling for a return to 'dogma_ 
tism' The point is not that all problems have been solved in 
advance by Marxist theory, so that we can "retreat' back to Marx. 
There do indeed exist new problems about which Marx said 
nothing; new disciplines, such as linguistics and psychoanalysis, 
founded since Marx's time, have begun to broach them. These 
regions do not belong either directly or exclusively to historical 
materialism; they also seem to belong, at least in part, to other 
'continents', or perhaps to one other 'continent': the question 
remains open. On the other hand, in all the regions that belong 
to historical materialism, Marxism has things to say. It can say 
them only if it sets out from Marx, the true Marx, in order to 
progress, and in order to become the strategic centre of, and the 
general theory on which, research in the Human Sciences 
depends. 

If Marxism remains open to all that is new and authentically 
scientific, open to all real problems, while at the same time 
remaining constantly alert to the danger represented by th.e 
temptations and traps of bourgeois ideology and its effects, tt 

bourgeois ideology under which it has been buried, not only in the United. St~teSf 
but also in Europe, rigo~o~sly distinguishing its object from the 'obJect I~ 
psychology. PsychoanalYSIS IS not a psychology or a branch of psychology· 0ts 
specific object is not behaviour or the 'personality', but the uncons~ous an~~,s 
effects. A great deal of work must be earned out m order to give Fre b 
discovery the scientific fonn that it calls for. This task has been undertaken;; 
researchers working, above all, under the impetus provided by the a'UV~ t1" 
Lac anJ who, setting out alone, was the first to open up this path. Mo e a 
linguistics also raises critical problems of the same kind, but it exists, and haso1 
real object: it has produced remarkable results (the Soviet school, Danish schD 

I 

American and French schools, etc.). 
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it itself of this historical task, whose theoretical and 
CliO ~Cq~ _ and, therefore, political - importance is obvious. But, 
J'rac~~r to accompl~sh it, Marxis~ have .to stick t~ the positio~ 
jt1 of ist theory, Without retreating behind Marx mto bourgeoIs 
of Ma;_bOUrgeois idealist ideologies, as is all too often the case 
or.re thOse of them who go hunting for the solution to the 
;:!~leJl1S of the 'Twentieth Century'21 in the works of tile early 

Ma;~. develop historical materialism while reconquering and 
rganizing, on the right theoretical bases, the disciplines occu

r~ng the field of the 'Human Sciences': this strategic task number 
~Ytodall depends, in the last analysis, on the progress of Marxist 
;"ilosop/ly, tllat is to say, on strategic task number 1. 

VII. CONCLUSION: PHILOSOPHY AND POLITICS 

In conclusion, I would like to reply to a final objection that my 
readers may bring up. 

In spite of all the explanations I have provided, and even the 
arguments .and examples of Marx, Engels and Lenin, the reader 
may have the impression that the emphasis I have put on 
philosophy's decisive role in the present conjuncture threatens 
to compromise the grand principle of the primacy of practice 
and the pril1lacy of politics. 

To meet this objection, we need to go back to the Marxist 
conception of the union of theory and practice. For it is in the 
Context of the union of theory and practice that it becomes 
Possible to resolve the contradiction, apparent or real, between 
theory Or philosophy on the one hand and practice or politics on 
the other. 

The union of theory and practice implies that every political 
practice contains a philosophy, while every philosophy contains 
a practical signification, a politics. That is why it is essential, 
~der certain circumstances, to go all the way back to philosoph
Ical. ~rinciples in order to combat the ideological distortions of 
PtOhtical practice, and why it may be crucial under other crrcum-:h:nces -. not only for the ~arxist sci~nce of hist~ry, but also for 

practice of the revolutIonary parties - to recnfy and develop 
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existing philosophy. It is the way the union of th 
practice is realized, the distortions of which it is the ~ory ~ 
threats that hang over it, and the theoretical needs ~s. the 
when the attempt is made to solve the problems 'tat arise 
(whether scientific or political) which require us tol entails 
emphasis on either politics or theory, depending on the P~t the 
stances, and, within theory, on either historical or di ~r~tn. 
materialism, For the reasons that I have very rapidly s~ ectical 
think it is dear that the present theoretical conjuncture out, I 
sidered against the background of the general conju~C:' 
requires that we put the enlplzasis on Marxist philosophy. e, 

But we must go further stilL The union of theory and practi 
must also appear within Marxist theory (the articulated ense:' 
ble of Marxist science and Marxist philosophy), and even within 
Marxist philosophy itself. To make my meaning absolutely clear 
I would say that the primacy of politics must be expressed ~ 
forms that are specific to Marxist theory, and that it is by 
definition the responsibility of philosophy to ensure the prinlacy of 
politics ill theory. 

It is not enough to say that the primacy of politics is ensured 
by the fact that every philosophy contains a practical significa
tion and a politics. Of course, this politics must first be correct. 
But the primacy of politics in theory has also to be realized in 
theoretical/or,n5; politics must, in short, have precise, perceptible 
consequences within theory itself. The primacy of politics mani
fests itself in theory in two essential forms, both of which depend 
on philosophy. 

1. The primacy of politics is manifested, first, in the call f: 
the kind of tileoretical politics defined in Part II of this essay· B~ 
knowledge supplied by historical materialism (analysis ~f .~ 
ideological and political conjuncture) and also the dir~t J!I: 
vention of dialectical materialism are required to de~e til)' 
theoretical politics. For only dialectical materialism can Iden be 
the deviations that have to be fought, the errors that have to the 
corrected, the theoretical needs that have to be satisfied, and~. 
deficiencies in the theoretical domain that have to be made g at'd 
Only dialectical materialism can define a theoretical strategY de" 
tactics, and establish theoretical objectives in a hierarchical or 
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ts the imperatives of the theoretical conjuncture (task 
retIec b 2 t) tllat 1 task num er , e c. · 

f11ber , 
E1tJ 

fh primacy of politics in theory appears directly and 
~ .. , ~"in tlte nature of Marxist philosophy itself. 

JeC1S1\ e ~sp this, if only in principle, we need to say something 
fo ~~e great theoretical problem at stake in this thesis: the 

~bOUJt rn of the specificity of Marxist philosophy, the problem of 
r~bd~fferell((, between science and philosophy. Even when we 
tIlt and that philosophy exhibit the formal characteristics of a 
~~mnce _ precision, conceptual rigour and demonstrative syste
scleticity _ we have to affirm, at the same time, that it is not a 
~~ence. What radically distinguishes philosophy from the sciences, the 
~il'l1ce of history included, is the internal, intimate, organic relation 
:'117t philosophy maintains with politics. 

The Marxist science of history, like any other science, stands 
in an external relation to politics. Political conditions are part of 
the ensemble of objective social conditions that condition both 
the existence of the sciences and their development. These polit
ical conditio11S also appear in a particular form: that of the 
ideologies which constantly besiege all the sciences, acting on 
them from the outside while seeking to take advantage of the 
philosophical difficulties internal to their theoretical practice. In 
so far as they give expression to the balance of forces in the class 
struggle, the ideologies refer us to the science of the class struggle, 
~hich is part of the Marxist science of history. In so far as these 
Ideologies state philosophical theses, represent philosophical 
~endenciesl and exploit the difficulties that the sciences encounter 
In their theoretical practice, they refer us to the Marxist philos
Ophy that can provide an understanding and a critique of them. 
i ~us that which, in the political intervention of the ideologies, 
sS • Internal to the sciences pertains to phi/()sophy, not to the 
i~lences themselves. To the extent to which the interference of 
th~~ogy in the life of the sciences does not involve philosophy, 
pa~t lnterferenc~ m~y be c~nsidere~ ~xtemal to the s~iences; it is 
de tf the objective social conditions for the eXistence and 
th Ve ~pment of the sciences, but it is not part of what constitutes 
~l SClentif~city of the sciences. This conclusion holds for all the 
hist constituted sciences, and thus for the Marxist science of 

ory as well. 
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But it will be objected that the Marxist science f . 
should not be so hastily conflated with the Oihero s ~~ 
mathematics, the natural sciences, and so on. For the C1ettces: 
cultyt it will be saidt lies in the fact that the objectsre~l diffi. 
sciences have nothing to do with politics, whereas the ~ these 
science of history takes politics as its object, and conse abtist 
stands, as a science, in an intimate relation with politics. quently 

This argument is important, but wide of the mark. To refu . 
~t is n?t enough to sa~ ~hat the Marxist science of history ta~ It, 
Its object not only polItics (the class struggle), but other objects as 
well: the political (the juridico-political superstructure, that ~ 
law [Ie droit] and the state), the economic, the ideologicat th ~, 
articulation in the various modes of production, the combinati:lr 

of several modes of production in concrete social formations, an~ 
so on. In other words, it is not enough to say that politics is only 
one object of Marxist science among others. One must also show 
that the fact that Marxist science takes politics as one object 
among others clearly distinguishes Marxist science from the other 
sciences, but does not affect, internally and intimately, its scien
tific character as such, that is, the scientificity of this science. 

The relationship of the science of history to politics is, in 
principle, identical to the relationship that any science has to its 
object. This relationship is one of scientific objectivity, and con
cerns the general forms of the sCientificity of any science, the fact 
that a science can produce knowledge of its specific object only 
by mobilizing a theory and a method in a determinate theoretical 
practice; this includes, in certain cases, an experimental practice 
(the political practice of the Communist parties is part of. ~e 
theoretical practice of Marxist science, on condition that It 15 

treated scientifically). The nature of the object of a science only 
determines certain forms of this relationship of objectivity, but 
not this relationship itself, which is the same no matter what 
object a science studies. 

To bring out the objectivity of this relationship - that i~, tbe 
fact that it is independent of the specific nature of any particu1: 
object - we may say that the specific properties of the object th~ 
not affect scientific knowledge of it. Spinoza observed that the 
concept of a dog does not bark; Similarly, we might say th~t Jlot 
concept of sugar is not sweet, that the knowledge of atoJI\S is the 
atomic, that the knowledge of life is not 'a living thing', that 
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f history is not 'historical', and so on. In the same way, 
;eienee 0 said that the science of politics is not political. This is 
it J1laY b~ expressing the fact that the qualitative nature of the 
3 way ~ a science does not affect - internally, intimately, organ
object ~ the intrinsic nature of a science, which is its scientificity. 
ical!~ or 'ideology' is therefore not the determining principle 
rolittC~arxist history of science qua science.' 
of the 

Thi point is crucial. Yet it is not always clearly understood by those 
· .' ; philosophers included, who work in the disciplines that come under 

~Id~s'sdiction of historical materialism, such as political economy, SOCiology, 
t~ Jun etC. This can be seen in the papers on the problem of the relations 
hist(lZ~ sociology and 'ideology' delivered by the Soviet participants in the 1966 
~erence at Evia~ .(see t~e pa~~ by K~tantinov, Kelle and. Ches~ov). 

The Soviet particIpants thes15 IS that sociology cannot do Without Ideology -
t only because it must, like any science, struggle against ideology with the 

~~lP of philosophy, but. also becau~ there is, s~ the argument runs: a close, 
organic link betwee~ sOClology and 'l~eol~gy' by virtUe o,f the ~ery s~e~lal n~ture 
of the object of socIology and the situation of the SOCIologtst. This 15 said to 
distinguish sociology and the other social sciences from the natural sciences. The 
object of the natural sciences is the different modes of existence of matter; the 
natural scientist remains external to his object, is not conditioned by his object, is 
not an organic part of his object. In the social sciences, the Soviets argue, the 
situation is fundamentally different: the object of these sciences is not matter, but 
human societies and the different modes of human existence, The Sociologist is 
himself determined by the object he studies, human society; he is an organic part 
of his object, is engaged in social struggles and the transformation of society, and 
must, ideologically, take sides. For all these reasons, it is claimedl there is an 
intimate link between sociology (the social sciences) and ideology. 

The Soviet participants cite, in support of their thesis, arguments that certain 
~erican sociologists use against others who advocate the 'de-ideologization' of 
SOClology. 

In ~act, the Soviet participants use the same concept, the concept of ideology, 
to desIgnate three fundamentally different realities: 

1. ~e ideological theory that serves as the basis for bourgeois sociology (here 
~deology means 'a representation that is false' because subjective class 
Interests have made it false); 

2. the scientific theory on which a scientific sociology should be based; here 
t~e term 'ideology', to which the Soviets append the term 'scientific', 

3 Simply deSignates the scientific theory that serves as the basis for a science; 
. ~~e philosophical theory of dialectical materialism (they use the term 

Ideology' to designate this third theory a~ well). 
So 
obj~ theoretical method rules out the use of a single concept to designate three 
alll.~bv~~y distinct realities, for this inevitably sows confusion and leads to 

19u1hes. 
ide lJ'e term 'ideology' tOld court is appropriate when what is in question is the 
des~ oglcal (false) theory of bourgeois sociology. In this case it adequately 

19nates its object. Ideology (or politics) is clearly an organic part of philos-
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It is a very different matter when it comes to ph'l 
Politics is naturally part of the objective social conditio~ (>pity, 
existence and development of philosophy, and politics ~r the 
form of ideologies, also acts on philosophy - but politics c' 1Il the 
philosophy in a wholly different sense, because it is or;n~ 
and intimately bound up with tlte l1ature of pllilosophy qua Phi~I1ICQll'!J 
It is philosophy's intimate, organic relationship with p01iti:OP~'!J' 
distinguishes it from all the sciences. stat 

One can form a schematic idea of the specific natur 
philosophy as opposed to all the sciences by noting, for exCU: ~f 
that it does not take as its object, as all the sciences do, a re$oe. 
of reality, or even the whole set of regions comprising a 'conti~ 
nent' of reality, in the sense I gave that word earlier. Quite the 
contrary: philosophy takes as its object what is traditionally, and 
improperly, called the 'totality' of the real. To put it more 
precisely, and to escape the religious-dogmatic effects of the 
concept of 'totality', let me say that philosophy takes as its object 
the tendential law of the transformation of a complex ensemble 

ophy, but the concept of ideology does not suffice, precisely, to define Marxist 
philosophy. Marxist philosophy js not an ideological theory in the sense in which 
bourgeois sociology is based on an ideological theory. 

The term 'ideology' is, on the other hand, an altogether inadequate designa
tion for the theory of a science. 

By using three distinct concepts to designate these three distinct realities ~ 
ideological theory, scientific theory, and philosophical theory - we avoid ambI
guity and confusion. Moreover, we do away with the distinction that is the 
source of this [confusion]: the distinction that the Soviet participants draw 
between the natural and the social sciences on the grounds that they are sciences 
of different kinds. 

To be frank, I think that this distinction represents a return - doubtless ~ 
attenuated form, but undeniably a return - to a distinction that idealist bourgeoIS 
philosophical ideology draws between the object of the natural sciences and that 
of the human sciences. For bourgeois ideology, only the natural sciences are 
sciences in the strict sense; the 'human' or Isocial l sciences are not true sden~~' 
because they derive from philosophy and treat of man. Marx's whole scienh C 

(rut're is a refutation of this characteristic distinction of bourgeois ideology. Marx 
says again and again that Capital is a scientificJ not an ideological work, whatever 
meaning one may assign the term - even if the term 'ideology' were, in this casd 
to designate r...1arxist philosophy. For we know, thanks to Marx, Engels all f 
Lenin, that Marxist philosophy is by its nature distinct from the scie~ce 0 

history. Like any science, the science of history, and therefore Marxist SOC1?IO~ 
as "veiL need philosophy. However~ it is as a science that the science of hlS;S 
needs philosophy: the science of history is distinct from philosophY· 
confusion is a confusion that is typical of the bourgeois ideology of science. 
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d bv the articulation of two great systems that are 
·tute .I 

1."00511 Ives intemally complex and articulated: 
weJ1lse 

1 ~l/~tenl Of tlleoretical practices, or the system of the regions 
tIC !;J .. 'J 

1. d "continents explored by scientific knowledge: in other 
anords, the system of the sciences, in their relation to the 
~eologies, which they must combat in order to exist and 
I 
develop; 

2 tile Sl/ste'll of tile differel1t social practices (economic, political,22 
. and" ideological) which condition the existence, practice, 

and development of the sciences. 

The nature of this complex ensemble and the tendential law of 
transformation governing it constitute the specific object of phil
osophy This is the object of which philosophy provides knowl
edge [savoir] in the form of philosophical know ledges 
[COli fla iSSfll1 ces ]: the philosophical categories, which are distinct 
from all possible scientific concepts (the categories of materialism 
and the dialectic, together with all the categories subordinate to 
these two major, basic categories). 

When we talk about this complex ensemble, we do not 
exclude philosophy: at every moment in the transformation of 
this ensemble, the existing philosophy itself also features in it -
in the system of theoretical practices. 

In stipulating that philosophy takes as its object not only the 
nature of this complex ensemble but also the tendential law of 
transformation governing it, we are not merely adding a detail; 
We are stating an essential thesis: namely, that this ensemble is 
c~ught up in a process of development, with the result that 
Jnstorical events, in the full sense of the word, occur there, 
affeCting sometimes the first system, at other times the second, 
and at still others the link between them, etc. We thus affirm 
!~at ~no~ledge [co1tna~ssa~cel of this ensemble is knowledge of 

le IllstoYlcal lalv governing If. 

To produce knowledge of this ensemble, then, philosophy 
Cann t . 
. 0 Just draw up a balance sheet. .£c cannot be a mere 
~cYC~oPlledia, as certain of Engels's formulations might lead us 
o. think, a summa of the scientific know ledges [collnaissances] 
e)(~sting at a given moment, even if these knowledges are con
ceiVed . In terms of the laws of the dialectic. 

Philosophy has to take into consideration the fact that it, too, 
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is included in this sunznzo, included in the guise of an a . 
of intervention within this ensemble. It must recocti~e fotCt 
significance of its own presence in any possible summa ~ fht. 
that the presence of philosophy in any summa of ~e fact 
knowledge is the proof in actu of the unstable - that is ~lentific 
and dialectical - nature of this state of the sciences: ottoli~l 
philosophy can speak only by intervening in it, by tak.\Vhich 
active part in it - that is, in the broad sense of the te Ing an 
intervening in it politically. lln, by 

To say that philosophy has to provide us knowledge of th 
tendential law governing the transformation of the corn I e 
ensemble that comprises its object, and to observe that pJt ex 
ophy itself makes up part of the ensemble of which it rn: 
provide knowledge/ is therefore to say one and the same thing. 
It is to say that this complex ensemble cannot be the object of an 
Absolute Knolv!edge; that philosophy cannot be the Science of the 
sciel1ces; that the law of the transformation of this complex 
ensemble is never given in advance, but has to be deciphered step 
by step. 

This is the point at which politics intervenes directly in 
philosophy, and in decisive fashion. Not only because the exist
ence of politics has always, in whatever form it takes, come 
down to intervening actively in the complex ensemble that 
constitutes its own object, or because this intervention can be 
termed/ in the broad sense, a political intervention; but also 
because it is politics in the narrow, strict sense of the term that 
constitutes, as the pertinent index par excellence, the starting point 
from which it becomes possible, at the practical level, to under
take this deciphering. There are two reasons for this; they have 
to do with the pri\rileged position that politics occupies in each 
of the two systems whose complex ensemble comprises the 
specific object of philosophy. 

1. The system of social practices (economic, political and 
ideological). 

Politics is indeed, as Marx, Engels, Lenin, and all the leaders 
I uttl# 

of the Marxist workers' movement repeatedly observed, a s 
mary' or 'digest' of all the social practices. The state of ~e cl~ 
struggle provides, in the form of a 'summary', a theoretical ~ s 
practical view of the state of the relations between the practice 
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d"tion the system of the sciences, its current existence, 
tf\at ~lld Ivelopment. However, the role of pertinent index that 
aJ'l~ ~ts ~ays in the system of social practices does not, in this 
pObbCS ~cern philosophy as such, because politics in this sense 
jOJ1il' co bject of the Marxist science of history. What directly 
is the ~ philosophy is the articulation of the system of theoreti
cO(\Cerll dices with the system of social practices. It is at this 
cal ~r: point that philosophy is, in the strong sense, the pertinent f:: for the deciphering of the tendentiallaw of transformation 
ttl _ rning this complex ensemble. 
gove 

2. Tile systet1z of theoretical practices (science, philosophy, 

ideology). 
Here, politics is directly present in the form of the ideologies. It 

is in the ideologies that the class struggle figures in person in the 
conjuncture of the theoretical system. The ideologies are, in the 
theoretical conjuncture, the form in which the class struggle, and 
therefore politics, intervenes in the theoretical system. There can 
be no sciences and no philosophy that do not take up a position 
vis-A-Vis the ideologies, that do not stage theoretical (scientific 
and philosophical) counter-interventions against the ideologies. 
Consequently, the state of the ideological struggle ill the domain of 
the theoretical system is tlte basic pertinent index from which one 
can set out to decipher not only the state of the theoretical 
conjuncture, but also - and this is determinant - the relationship 
between the theoretical system and the social system, which 
represents the tendential form of the articulation between the 
two systems. 

Thus ideology enjoys a very special sort of privilege that allows it to 
play the role of pertillent index. It can play this role because it 
belongs to the two systems at the same time: as an expression of 
~e ~lass struggle, it belongs to the system ~f the ~ial ~ractices; 
a~t I~ belongs .to the system of the theoretical 1?ractices m so ~ar 
'd thIS expression of the class struggle takes tht. form of theoretical 
1 ~ologiescomprising an organic part of the system where the 
:ences and philosophy reside; these can exist only on condition 
a t they define themselves in contradistinction to the ideologies, 
nd constantly combat them. 

w Thus politics, in the form of politics in the proper sense of the 
ord, and also in the form of its ideological expression, is the 
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pertinent index par excellel1ce when it comes to deCiph . 
tend entia I law governing the complex ensemble, becaUse~~ the 
index of the state of the articulation between the two e It IS the 
Hence philosophy must above all be guided by p~r~tetns, 
attempting to decipher this tendential law, which fo 1tics ,ill 
specific object. When philosophy takes politics into ace l1ns I,ts 
posing its own problems, it truly takes its own Obj~un~ III 
account. It can thereby ensure - in its own domain, whi~~ 
philosophical, and in the philosophical mode (utilizing a . IS 

ous theory and a method of a scientific kind) - the prima ngor. 
politics. It does not have to respect the primacy of politic?tOf 

reasons stemming from the nature of politics, but for reaso or 
stemming from its own, philosophical, nature. ns 

Ultimately, we find that which distinguishes philosophy from 
all sciences whatsoever here. No science concerns itself, as sci
ence, with the articulation of the two systems (the system of 
social practices and the system of theoretical practices) and the 
tendential law governing it; indeed, no science concerns itself 
with the state of the theoretical system as a whole. That is not 
the object of any science, whether it be mathematics, phYSics, 
biology, or even the science of history. It is, however, the specific 
object of philosophy. This is because philosophy is directly 
concerned with politics, by virtue of its nature, the~ry (material
ism), method (the dialectic) and categories. 

I am not putting forward unprecedented theses. It is Lenin's 
extraordinary philosophical merit to have understood this, an~ 
to have stated it with astounding clarity and boldness in Materl-

alisnl and Empirio-criticis"1tI.:!l No doubt we do not find a th~ry 
developed from this hypothesis in Lenin, but we do find in him 
proof that he considered this thesis to be absolutely essential. to 
Marxist theory. It is enough to recall the insistence with whi~ 
he proclaimed that Ipartisanship' ill politics is an intimate part 0 

any philosophy, and that this partisan position must become, tor 
communist philosophers, a conscious taking of sides, based on a 
rigorous theory of philosophy and its relationship to polities: os. 

Consequently, to say that the development of Marxist p~. 
ophy is a task which, objectively, has priority in the pre"aiJjtl~ 
conjuncture is not to contradict the principle of the prima~f ~t 
the political. We contend, on the contrary, that philosophY,; i.f1 
is to be a truly Marxist philosophy, must be approache 
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ce with its own peculiar nature, which is political. The 
ilcC0rdaIl of philosophy today is therefore the contemporary form 
f'~:cy rirnacy of the class struggle at the heart of the political 
of tit ~f philosophy, 
"awre (llust straight away point out the very great difficulties 

We, k~ associated with this task. Of course, the thesis of the 
i1Jl~ ,r~ ~ature of philosophy is, as it must be, quite the opposite of a 
p"l'ttC~tiC thesis. For centuries, philosophy was the 'handmaid of 
prt'~on" alld in the guise of modem idealism, still is today. 
;lgte can be no question whatsoever of perpetuating this idealist 

~tion by making philosophy the 'handmaid of politics', even 
~':vhat is involved is correct politics; that is to say, there can be 
I 0 question of reducing philosophy to the rank of a commentary 
~n the political decisions of the day, or even of a correct political 
line. That would be to make philosophy a political ideology, and 
to reduce it to the existing political ideology~ Political ideology has 
its rights: it is indispensable to the political struggle. But philos
ophy is not a political ideology. It is a discipline which, at the 
theoretical level, is absolutely distinct from political ideology, 
and it has the autonomy of a discipline of a scientific character;24 
its development is subject to specific imperatives - precision, 
conceptual rigour and demonstrative systematicity. It meets a 
requirement that is fundamental to any theoretical discipline of 
a scientific character, which must provide the knowledge of its 
object in person, not of another object that is not its own. The 
object of philosophy is not politics, but philosophy is political by 
nature. Philosophy cannot be faithful to its own object and narure 
u~ess it thinks its object (the tendential law governing the 
~rticulation of the complex ensemble of social practices/theoret
~cal practices) philosophically, and assumes its nature philosoph
lc~n~· that is, u'11ess it en.sures the prinracy of the class struggle 
~'~hm pllilosophy itself, in forms that are rigorously and specifically 
P ll!osoplzical. 

l~ithout a twofold awareness of (1) the primacj of the politi
~ In philosophy itself; and (2) the specifically philosophical 
i el~rehcal requirements that this primacy be treated philosoph
(:; y, Marxist philosophers run the risk of lapsing into either 
(b) theoretic~sm, w~ch completely !gnores the c1as~ ~t~ggle; or 
orypragmatism, whIch completely ignores the speclficity of the-

and philosophy, as well as its scientific requirements. 
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To develop Marxist philosophy is therefore an e 
arduous task, because it requires a very high level of xtr~el}' 
consciousness in philosophical work: it requires that oneP<>hticilI 
philosophically, in philosophy, the primacy of the class s:'sPect 
while avoiding the pitfalls of theoreticism on the one handggle• 
pragmatism on the other, and 

That the tasks of Marxist philosophy are demanding on 
that they call for deep awareness of the class struggle and ~. 
effects, great critical lucidity, great scientific sureness of to I~ 
years of hard study, reflection and analysis, and unyiel;.c • 
rigour combined with the greatest possible theoretical inventi~g 
ness and audacity - none of this can intimidate us; on u: 
contrary, it shows us what we have to do. Any politica125 activist 
who has an experience of scientific practice in one capacity Or 

another, a political capacity included/26 is aware of this challenge, 
and of the necessity and fecundity of this task. Marxist philoso
phers must meet the same challenge, if they wish to produce a 
Marxist philosophy equal to its historical task in the present 
conjuncture, 

They would do well to recall Marx's words: 'at the entrance 
to science as at the entrance to hell ... ', where 'every beginning 
is difficult', one must, as Dante says, 'abandon all suspicion and 
fear'.t We can make no 'concession to the prejudice of public 
opinion', but must 'welcome every judgement based on scientific 
criticism'.u They would also do well to remember Lenin's phrase: 
'Marx's theory is all-powerful because it is true'," 

Notes 

1. 'SRC'10. 
2. 'PRW' 21. 
3. Vladislav Lektorsky (editor-in-chief of Voprosy filosofi), personal Colll· 

munication, 25 June 2002. . the 
4. The last eight words are contained in the typescript from which nus 

proofs were set (hereafter 'the typescript'), but not in the proofs. 

, Preface to A Contribution to the Critique of Political Economy (1859). 
1I Preface to Capital (1867). . 3 
, 'The Three Sources and the Three Component Parts of Marxism' (191 ). 
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. "lar omissions are doubtless due to oversights OIl the typesetter's 
and SlOlI , 

part. rds 'the new science' are contained in the typescript but not in 
tlte \~O 

,. roofs.. .. . 
the h roofs, this sentence lS followed by another that IS absent from 

6. IJ1 t ~~p~scriPt and probably extraneous: 'It puts these existing theoretical 
the hilosophical elements to work.' 
of ~ the proofs and the typescript read 'Marx's relationship to Engels'. 

7. ~. and the following paragraph represent a late intercalation in the 
S ,uiS 
. rpesC ri pt. Althusser substituted the words 'scientific concepts and philosophical 

9. tegories' for Jconcepts' in a handwritten addendum to the typescript. 
~~e whole man' is a handwriHen addendum to the typescript. The 

10. notion of lithe whole man', which the Marx of the 1844 Manuscripts and 
TIlt' Genua'l Ideology takes from Ludwig Feuerbach, holds a central place 
in the work of the PCF's then 'official philosopher' Roger Garaudy, as 
'-1ell as in that of Maximilien Rubel, Henri Lefebvre, and others (see, for 
example, Lefebvre, Dialectical Materialism, trans. John Sturrock, London, 
1968; GaraudYI Perspectives de l'homme, Paris, 1959, pp. 1,315 and passim; 
QIl'est-ce que la luorale nrarxiste, Paris, 1963, p. 217). 

11. The proofs read: 'Even when this interpretation tries to take its distance 
from bourgeois humanism. Even when this interpretation takes its 
distance from bourgeois humanism, even when it declares .. ' 

12. 'CreationJ freedom, creative freedom' is the reading of the typescript; 
the proofs read 'creation, creative freedom'. 

13. The ,"vords 'no less' are a handwritten addendum to the typescript, 
which originally indicated that the evolutionist interpretation of Marx
ism was less serious than the humanist interpretation. The Hungarian 
translation (I A Marxista filoz6fia tort~nelmi feladata', in Marx - az elmelet 
forradalma, trans. Emo Cerc, Budapest 1968, p.289) has it that the 
evolutionist 'deformation of Marxism' is lno less serious' than the 
hUmanist deformation. 

14. The following six paragraphs represent the revised version of a passage 
~om a manuscript on the union of theory and practice that Althusser 
~tended to publish in book form in the rnid-1960s. The chapter contain
lllg this passage was published in La Pe1tsee in April 1967 and translated 

15 ~'OTW' 55-6; I have followed the existing translation closely here. 
16· e footnote that follows is an intercalation in the typescript . 

. ~ Jorge Semprun, 'Marxisme et humanisme', La Nouvelle critUjue, no. 
64, ~arch 1965, p. 30: 'We cannot restore the vigour an~ rigour of 
~~n(ls~ by shutting ourselves up in the besieged fortres.; bf an abstract, 

17 l.stoncal Marxism.' 
· J:"s sentence, only part of which is contained in the proofs, is translated 

18 om the typescript . 
. ~lthusser introduced the second sentence of the following note in a 

19. Thndwritten addendum to the typescript. 

P e preceding ten words are contained in the typescript but not in the 
rOofs. 
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20. In distinguishing the object of psychoanalysis from the "perso . 
the note that follows, Althusser was doubtless thinking of Lu ~ty b, 
who was working on a project that would issue in the h Ct) en ~e 

yO Ul"h~_ ' 
Marxis11l and the Theory of Humal1 Perso1lality (trans. David Pa --4I10Ug 
don, 1975), the first edition of which was released by the c;ett, Lan. 
Party's publishing house &fitions sociales in 1969. AlthUSSercor::~ 
on this project in a 27 June 1966 letter to seve: ettted 

what some people call psychology, or, in any case, what you are o. 
treat under the rubric 'theory of the development of the pe~ II\~ to 
using concepts that are 50% Garaudyist (humanism, the indivj~~' 
your sense of the word, labour, etc.) essentially belongs to (1) ps ! III 
physio-biology, and (2) 50c;ology. The third term, the unconscio Y 0-

its mechanisms, belongs not to what is called psychology" ~tand 
psychoanalysis. to 

21. An allusion to Roger Garaudy, Marxisnl ill the TU~lltietlt Century (trans 
Rene Hague, London, 1970 [1966]), which concluded with a sharp attack 
on Althusserian 'dogmatism'. 

22. Both the typescript and the proofs read 'practical' 
23. The typescript contains the following addendum, written in Althusser's 

hand and then crossed out: 'albeit in philosophical categories dOminated 
by a se1lsllalis.t-materialist ideology' 

24. The typescript originally read: 'It is a rigorous theoretical discipline'; the 
sentence has been crossed out and replaced by the one translated here. 

25. 'Political' is a handwritten addendum to the typescript. 
26. The preceding eight words are a handwritten addendum to the 

typescript. 



The Humanist Controversy 

(1967) 

AltlJusser's archives contain two different versions of this text, some 
tt" pages of lohicl1 toere published, with nlinor nlodifications, in 
IMarx's Relation to Hegel' (in Lenine et la philosophie, Paris, 1972; 
English translation in Montesquieu, Rousseau, Marx: Politics and 
History, trans. Ben Brewster, London, 1982). The autllor probably 
typed tIle first draft of the text himself. Only thirty-eight pages of it 
survive; they are unpaginated and covered with countless hand'loritten 
modifications, I'l'IOSt of which were incorporated into the last part of the 
second version of the text. Doubtless because he found the first draft 
relatively satisfactory, Althusser had a secretary at the Ecole normale 
superieure retype it, and tlzen made a few handlvritten modifications to 
her typescript: whence the second and, this time, full version of the 
text. Full, but most probably unfinished: all indications are that 
Althusser abandoned an originally much ,nore ambitious project en 
'tte. In particular. the second part of the text includes the beginnings 
~ Q first subsection which, however, stands alone. Here we publish the 
ext. of tile second version, without indicating where it has been 
:odified. Tlte numbering of the chapters is, however, based on tlte first 
~rrdszol1. This poses certain problems, which are discussed in the 

notes. 

1'h r: second typed version of the text comprise~ two distinct parts. 
10; ~Y of the work, numbered from page 1 (initially page 17) to page 
16. '~~'p:eceded by a brief introduction numbered from page 1 to page 
that tlltlI1~ The Humanist Controversy' was complicated by the fact 
the c le~e first sixteen pages do not read as a continuous whole, despite 

OntznlioUS pagination, but, rather, fall into two separate parts. Tile 
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first constitutes a true introduction to tlte u'ork: we publish it . 
The existrnce of the second is explained by the kind of bookils IS. 

Althusse~ initia!'y planned to .rel~ase u~~er the title L~ Quereu:hQl 
l'humanlsme; zt was to contazn, In addztlon to tile text Included' de 
present volume, two texts tlrat he had initially published in jo~1t the 
and then collected ill For Marx - 'Marxism and Humanism' QIt';:.ls 
Complementary Note on "Real Humanism'" - together with Set! A 
representative essays from the debate tllese two texts sparked off. ~: 
the Introduction to the present volume.> The second part of t~ 
introduction thus c01nprises a group of shorf ind;vidu~l texts in 'WhiCh 
Althusser presented and com11zented on the essays he Intended to brin 
together in The Humanist Controversy If tltis book had seen t~ 
light, then, short introductions by Althusser would have preceded etlch 
of the essays included il1 it. Since it 11lakes little sense to publish these 
introductions in the absence of tile essays they were intended tD 
introduce, tile reader will not find them below. Titus zoe hear the voice 
of only one of the disputants in the hU111anist controversy. 

FTan~ois Matheron 

Amid the detail of trifles and quarrels, even if only for or against 
humanism, one must bow to the evidence: history loves little 
flaps [l'histoire adore les histoires]. 

The 'humanist controversy' began as peacefully as could be 
imagined. One summer day in 1963, at a friend's house, I 
happened to meet Dr Adam Schaff, a leading member of one of 
our Communist parties. (Charged by the leadership of the Polis~ 
Communist Party with responsibility for the 'intellectua~S I 
Schaff is both a philosopher known for his books on semantiCS 
and the problem of man in Marxism, 1 and a high-ranking partY 
leader esteemed for his cultivation and open-mindedness. He 
was on his way back from the United States, where he had giv:H 
talks on Marx to large, enthusiastic academic audiences.) Setl 
told me about a project under the direction of Erich Fro~ 
whom he knew well and had recently met in the USA. Be all 
the war, in the 1930s, Fromm had been connected with a Gertl' iJ1 
Marxist group with ultra-left tendencies that aired its view~ iJ1 
an ephemeral journal, the Zeitscllrift for Sozia/forschul1g.2It wa fitSl 
this journal that Adorno, Horkheimer, Borkenau and others ,die. 
made a name for themselves. Nazism drove Fromm into e 
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. did many others. He has since become famous for his essays 
as It odern 'consumer' society/ which he analyses with the help 
ofl Jl'I cepts derived from a certain confrontation between Marx
of connd freudianism. Fromm had just released, in the United 
iSI1l ~ a translation of selections from texts by the young Marx; 
stater,to gain a wider audience for Marxism, he now had plans 
~agel.lblish a substantial collective work on 'socialist Humanism', 
10 ~ was soliciting contributions from Marxist philosophers from 
~l1untriCs in the West and the East.4 Doctor A. insisted that I 
(0 rticipatc in this project. I had, moreover, received a letter from 
f~rrun a few days earlier.5 Why had Fromm, wh~m I did n~t 
knOw, vvritten to me? Doctor A. had brought my eXIstence to his 

attention. 
I pleaded the conjuncture, and the solemn title under which 

this much too beautiful international orchestra had been assem
bled: the only thing that could come of it, I said, was a Missa 
So/eI1171is iu HU111anisnl-Major, and my personal part could only 
spoil the Universal Harmony of the score. But it was to no avail 
that I made the conversation ring with all the capital letters that 
Circumstance obliged me to use; to no avail that, out of argu
ments, I gave him my arguments, called a spade a spade, said, 
in brief, that my music would not be appreciated. A. (Schaff) 
sealed my lips with an impeccable syllogism. Every Humanist is 
a Liberal; Fromm is a Humanist; therefore, Fromm is a Liberal. 
It followed that I could play my instrument in peace, after my 
own fashion. I let him coax me about as long as was seemly - to 
saVOur the situation, but also because I was plagued by a 
~gging doubt. I may have been wrong, after all: with a good 
h eory of the displacement of the dominant, which I was trying 

ard to profess, one could, after alt imagine a Humanist who 
::: also a Liberal, the conjuncture notwithstanding. Everything 

a matter of the conjuncture. 
10 !hwrote ?,y article immediately. Just in case, and with an eye 
mad e pUbhc that would be reading it, a public I did not know, I 
Of s eb~t v~ry short and too clear, and even took the precaution 
and u rCting it to a 'rewrite', that is, of making it even shorter 
M:al1c~ e~rer. In two lines, I settled the ql'estion of the early 
in tenS Intellectual development with no ifs, ands and buts, and, 
and e~;ra~ped up the history of philosophy, political economy 

ICS In the seventeenth and. eighteenth centuries; I went 
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right to the point, with tolerab.l~ unrefined argtun 
concepts (a sledgehammer opposItion of science and· ~rlts anq 
that would, if they did not quite manage to convince Ideology) 
home. I,went so far as t.o indulge in ~ bit of theoreti~~t le~t hit 
- flattenng myself that It would fall mto the category ;nlSchit!f 
~axon h~mour and be perceived as such - by puttingOfoAnglo. 
m all senousness, the preposterous concept of a 'class' h f\vard, 
ism." I had my article translated into English by a co Urnan. 
friend7 who, I knew, would be all the more meticulous ~pelenl 
his ideas were as far from mine as they could possibly be~aUse 
posted this short ad froe text without delay. Time Was 'o~n: I 
essence: deadlines. e 

I waited. Time passed. I kept on waiting. It Was seVe I 
months before I received an answer from Fromm.1I He ::5 
terribly, terribly sorry. My text was extremely interesting; he 
didn't question its intrinsic value; but, deCidedly, it had no place 
in the project - in, that is, the concert of the others. Professions 
of gratitude, excuses. My law of the displacement of the domi
nant had failed to come into play. The same went for the 
Humanist-therefore-Liberal syllogism: all a matter of the con
juncture. One more reason for thinking that between Humanism 
and Liberalism on the one hand, and the conjuncrure on the 
other, there existed something like - as, moreover, my article 
said, in black and white - a non-accidental relation. 

This was one more reason to publish my text. To publish it 
where, at the tinle, it could be published: all a matter of the 
conjuncture. Thanks to the liberalism of Critica Marxista; a new 
theoretical journal of the Italian Communist Party, and of ~e 
philosophical section of the Ca1ziers de I'ISEA (with Jean ~c:;x 
as its general editor), it was possible to publish the essay 1J\1 t 
and France (spring/summer 1964).'-' I continue to be sincer~Y 
grateful to these two journals: they deserve credit for accepbIlg 
my text, for it ran counter to all or part of their explicit ideol~ 
Months followed in which nothing happened. That, too, IS 

prevailing law in intellectual work. . the 
Then, one day in January 1965, I was surprised to read, ~ IIts 

monthly Ctarte, the organ of the VEC [Union des t.tu~~a l1e 
Communistes] of the day, HI a courteous but very spirited crttJ~ 
of my text. It was the work of Jorge Semprun, a writer. }a1~as 
for a very fine novel about the deportation. II His refutahOt'l 
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hat may be called an 'Italian' line of Marxist argu
l'3sed on W'the pardon of our Italian comrades: contrary to what 
rtlef1t. I. b~f suppose, neither Italy, nor the Italian Communist 
"t1t' J1l1g Italian Marxism is in question here - 'Italian' is not, 
partY' n~~ple adjective of physical geography, it is an adjective 
wert, ~ .~ll geography, by which certain French intellectuals, or 
,li I'llIIU;:als who are French by culture, were in the habit of 
iot~J1~ting the particular position on t~e Fr7nch political map 
de!'l~e intended to occupy}2 The relahonshlp between this so
that ~ ,italian' position and the real Italy (the true relationship 
c~~e the mythical version of it) is another story, which will make 
a rious subject of study some day. None the less, I had reason 
a ~lieve, on the strength of reliable information I received later, 
:~at certain intellectuals in the It~an Party ha.d ex~resse~. a 
~.ish that someone reply to the article I had pubhshed In Crltzca 
,'Aarx;sta: out of consideration for me, a Frenchman and a mem
ber of the French Communist Party, they had preferred that the 
rejoinder appear in a French political organ. Various random 
factors, no doubt, had led to the choice of Clarte. 

The pace of events now quickened. With Jorge Semprun's and 
my authorization, La Nouvelle critique published a 'dossier' on 
the debate and opened the discussion (March 1965). It went on 
for months. Francis Cohen, Michel Simon, Genevieve Navarri, 
M[ichel] Brossard, Michel Verret, Pierre Macherey, and others 
took part. The discussion was rekindled when Fran-;ois Maspero 
published For Marx and Reading Capital in the series 'Theorie' 
lau~mn 1965]. It was pursued at a general assembly of Com
munIst Philosophers at Choisy-le-RoPJ in January 1966. Some of 
those Who took the floor at this conference - Roger Garaudy, for 
~l(ample - fiercely attacked my essays. At a meeting held at 

rgenteuil in March 1966,14 the Central Committee deliberated :on Humanism and, directly or indirectly, took a stand on the 
in ese~ and.counter-theses under 'discussion', even while declar
It f t at thIS discussion was, in every sense of the word, 'open' 
~OW.ObVious that it will not be 'closed' any time soon. 

wh t us It was that a decidedly minor event (a few pages on 
tio~ seems to be a purely theoretical or even doctrinaire ques
reas' an event which one (I most of all) would have had every 
grap~~ to c~nsider a mere 'accident' of a more or less autobio-

cal kInd (the chance encounter between Fromm's project 
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and a few studies. that I ~ad be~n ~ursuin~), acquired d' 
out of all proportion to Its begmnmgs. ThIs is a Sign th lIttensiOrts 
the very rough form it took, the essay that I had w . at, eVen i 
Ame~ican audienc~ must .hav~ touched an extrern::tten fO.t ~ 
spot 10 the present Ideological, If not theoretical, conjuY sensitiVe 
us say that, in a certain sense, it 'entered' this Conj ncture·let 
forcing open a door that some people doubtless had a:~cture hv 
holding stubbornly shut - and ~y closing another do~~~~rest~ 
same people doubtless had an mterest in regarding as th at the 
one open to the public. A door, open or shut: the conjunctu e only 
made it, in its way, one of the Doors of the Hour, one that re had 

nOon 
could ignore or that everyone had to notice. I am not abo e 
claim ~hat, as I was w~iting ,:"-y text, I was ~ntirely unawareo~~ 
effect It would have In an Important conjuncture, since, on th 
contrary, I insist, in a dozen different places, on the conjunctUta~ 
significance of the 'Humanist' tide in certain contemporary Marx
ist circles. But the I consciousness' one has of what one is doing in 
defending a Thesis is one thing; the relationship that that I con-
sciousness' bears to the real world is quite another. The little 
'stories' [histoires) I told and the effects that followed from them 
are, in some sort, the experimental record of a confrontation 
between a thesis (or diagnosis) and reality: that is how little 
'stories' go down in 'history' [cfest par Iii que les petites 'h is toires , 
entrent dans l'histoire]. Nor would I ever have described their 
mechanism in detail if it were not now clear that this mechanism, 
the stuff of anecdote, was itself the effect of a necessity in which 
all of us taking part in the debate were caught up. To tell th~ 
truth, if history is forever bringing little stories into the world [51 

J'/tistoire fait toujours des histoires), it doesn't love them all: it l~Ves 
only those that concern it in one way or another. And it aSSIgns 

no one, not even its victims, the task of 'sorting them out'. Let;: 
say that, as far as the 'humanist controversy' is concemecid aU 
sorting out has been done - or, rather, is now under way. Ant or 
of us sense that, riding on the small change of a few concep : itt 
words that are now being sorted out, is the outcome of a gatnniSfI1 
which we all have a stake, of which this' discussion' of H~telY 
by a few philosophers is an echo, close to hand and. ideas 
remote: the way we should understand Marx, and put hiS 
into practice. blell" 

It is time to recall - when, in view of the enormous pro 
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s by the redoubtable conjuncture that assails us, so 
-,reed on ~~ are wondering 'what is to be done?' - it is time to 
~olf\Y peop rning of Lenin1s drawn from the work which bears 
ll" 11 a ",7a 
~a I' 

t title. 
tha 

I. MARX'S THEORETICAL REVOLUTION 

1 

ke up, then, one more time, the question of the history of the 
~!~elopment of Marx'~ theoretical th~ught: ~e ques~on of the 
'epistemological break b~tween the Ideologlc~l prehistory ~d 
the scientific history of hIs thought; the question of the radical 
theoretical difference that forever separates the works of Marx's 
youth from Capital. . 

Let the reader be forewarned: I make no apologIes for return-
ing to this question. We shall return to it as often as we have to, 
for as long as we have to - as long as this key question has not 
been settled, both in and of itself and in its effects. To call things 
by their true names: as long as a fundamental ambiguity is not 
resolved, an ambiguity which today objectively provides, in its 
domain, a theoretical basis for (philosophical and religious) 
~ourgeois ideology even within certain organizations of proletar
ian class struggle, in our country and elsewhere. Something 
extremely serious is at stake in this ambiguity: it is a question of 
the .s~uggle to defend Marxist theory against certain tendentially 
reVISionist theoretical interpretations and presentations. 
th On the theoretical and historical problems of the history of 
18~formation of Marx's thought, on the crucial period of the 
ld 1 Manuscripts, the 'Theses on Feuerbach' and The German 
p:o ogy, the detailed studies for which this question calls are in 
co~~ess .. We shall publish them in due course. Here I want to 
tha:1der Just a few of the provisionat but essential, conclusions 

I ~e have come to. 
~e"t ~s not scholarly fetishism to 'return to Marx' and follow the 
Nore.o~ment of his thought word fl.r word through his texts. 
1844 IS It the fetishism of a historian to go back to work on the 

Manuscripts, The German Ideology, and Capital. It is not a 
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question of Ifleeing' the present for the past, however illustri 
that past. It is a question of our present itself: of Marx's the °lls 
It is by no means a question of taking up residence, as :,ry, 
have seen fit to put it in a singularly demagogic phrase, in :l' 
'fortress' of an ahistorical Marxism, the 'eternity of concepts' e 
'pure abstraction', in order to issue, from on high, doctrina,or 
decrees ab?ut t,he practice of othe,rs who are wrestl.ing with re~ 
complex hIstorIcal problems. 16 It IS, rather, a question of annin ' 
ourselves with the only available theoretical principles for ma! 
tering the real problems, immense and difficult, that history has 
today put before the International Communist Movement. We 
can master these practical problems only if we grasp their 
mechanisms: we can grasp their mechanisms only if we produce 
scientific knowledge of them. Charges of 'doctrinaire abstrac
tion', exaltation of the 'concrete', and denunciations of tneo
dogmatism' are not merely the arguments of a vulgar demagogy, 
both ideological and political; they are also, when they are not 
simply isolated slips of the pen, the perennial symptoms of 
theoretical revisionism in Marxism itself.a 

., Lenin, What Is to be Done?, trans. anon.J in Henry M. Christman, ed., EsstntW 
Works of Lenin, New York, 1971, p. 540, pp. 68 fl.: 

At the present time (this is quite evident now), the English Fabians, the French 
Ministerialists, the German Bemsteinists and the Russian 'critics' - all belong to 
the same family, all extol each otherJ learn from each other, and are rallying their 
forces against 'doctrinaire' Marxism. 

'Dogmatism, doctrinarism/, lossification of the Party - the inevitable retribu~on 
that follows the violent strait-lacing of thought', these are the enemies againSt 
which the knightly champions of 'freedom of criticism' rise in arms in RaboChtyt 
Dyelo. We are very glad that this question has been brought up (but] who ~ 
to be the judges .. ? thus we see that high-sounding phrases against the ossificauor; 
of thought, etc., conceal carelessness and helplessness in the developmeJ1t: 
theoretical ideas. The case of the Russian Social-Democrats strikingly illustra.~. e 
fact observed in the whole of Europe that the notorious freedom of cnHciSJ!l 
implies, not the substitution of one theory for another, but freedom. fr~I1'l any 
complete and thought-out theory; it implies eclecticism and absence of pnnclpl~. of 

We can judge, therefore, how tactless Rnbocheyr Dyel0 is when, with an alrel't 
invincibilityJ it quotes the statement of Marx: I A single step of the reallTlo~ of 
is more important than a dozen programs.' To repeat these words in the et"{the 
th~retical chaos is like wishing mourners at a funeral 'm~y happy returns ~tha 
day Moreover, these words of Marx are taken from his letter ott th~ . les: 
Program, in which he sharply cOPldl'mns eclecticism in the formulation of pnn:'et1if 
If you must combine, Marx wrote to the Party leaders, then enter into ag~ ciples, 
to satisfy the practical aims of the movement, but do not haggle over PrtnpeOJ'lt 
do not make Jconcessions' in theory. This was Marx's idea, and yet there are 
amongst us who strive - in his name! - to belittle the significance of theory· . 
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If we go back to Marx, and, in the present conjuncture, 
Jiberately put t~~ e~ph,a~is on ~heoretical problems ~nd 

de dally the 'decIsive link In Marxist theory, namely, phzlos-
e5r~ it i~ in order to defend Marxist theory against the theoreti
t1J'I~·~ revisionist tendencies that threaten it; it is in order to 
~a limit and specify the field in which Marxist theory must at all 
e ts progress if it is to produce the knowledge the revolutionary 

c~~ties urgently need in order to confront the crucial political 
Problems of our present and future. There can be no equivocat
fOg on this point. Marx's past, which we shall be discussing here, 
~<; whether we like it or not, a direct road to our present: it is L, 
our present and, what is more, our future. 

2 

I shall go straight to the point, in a few pages and a few 
necessarily schematic distinctions . .. 

We are doubtless still too close to Marx's monumental discov-
ery to measure its exceptional importance in the history of 
human knowledge. Yet we are beginning to be able to describe 
Marx's discovery as a momentous theoretical event which 
'opened up' a new Icontinent', that of History, to scientific 
knowledge. 17 As such, there are just two other great discoveries 
in all of human knowledge to which it is comparable from a 
theoretical point of view: Thales', which 'opened up' the 'conti
nent' of mathematics to knowledge, and Galileo's, which opened 
~p the 'continentI of physical nature to knowledge. To the two 
continents' (and their differentiated internal regions) accessible 
~. knowledge, Marx added, with his fundamental discovery, a 

lrd. We are only just beginning to explore it. 
WhNot ~nly are we just beginning to explore this 'continent', 
III ose fIches we as yet hardly suspect; we are just beginning to 
dieasure the unprecedented import and range of this scientific 
be Scove~. It is more than a merely scientific discovery, for it 

ars WIthin it, like all the great 'continental' scientific discover-

Poll~ese people who cannot utter the word Jtheoreticldn' without a disdainful 
of I'{ \Vh~) call their \vorship of unpreparedness and development for the realities 
pra~ti(' a sense of life', in fact demonstrate their ignorance of our most urgent 

cal tasks. 
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ies, incalculable philosoplzica/ consequences; we have not 
taken their true measure yet. This last point is crucial. M ev~ 
scientific revolution contains an unprecedented philoSQ a~·s 
revolution which, by forcing philosophy to think its relatio"~1 
to history, profoundly alters the economy of philosophy. wns p 
still too dose to Marx truly to appreciate the import 0: are 
scientific revolution he precipitated. A fortiori, we are much ~e 
dose to him even to imagine the importance of the philosoph. 00 

revolution that this scientific revolution carries within it. If leal 
are today confronted, in many respects cruelly, with what has~e 
be termed the backwardness [retard] of Marxist philosophy vis-a~ 
vis the science of history, it is not only for historical, but also fo 
theor~tic~l reasons of which I have. elsewh~rell'! attempted to giv; 
a prelIminary and very summary Idea. ThIs backwardness is, in 
the first stage of things, inevitable. However, in a second stage, 
which now lies open before us, it can and must be overcome, at 
least in its essential aspect. 

3 

It is against the general background of the double theoretical 
revolution induced by Marx's discovery (in science and in phil
osophy) that we can pose the problem of the history of the 
formation and theoretical transformation of Marx's thought. 

If we are to pose this problem clearly enough to hope to be 
able to resolve it, we have clearly to distinguish its various 
aspects. To begin with, we have to distinguish the political from 
the theoretical history of the individual named Marx. From a 
political standpoint, the history of the individual Marx,. w~o 
entered the political and intellectual arena in the 1840s, IS t e 
history of a young German bourgeois intellectual's traosjti~n 
from radical liberalism to communism. A radical-liberal; 
1841-42 (when he wrote the Rheinische Zeitung articles), :M to 
went over to communism in 1843-44. What did 'go o"e~ 11 

c~mm~isrr." mean at the ti~e? It meant tak.ing up a pos;:,S 
first subjectively and then obJectively, at the Side of the WO .cal 
class. But it also meant espousing certain profoundly ideol~feal' 
communist conceptions: utopian, humanist, or, in a word, 1 
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nceptions - whose idealism was marked by the central 
ist ~oJlS of religious and moral ideology, 
J10~i5 expla~ why Marx's t/leO~rlical d:velop~ent lagged 

hood his politIcal development. This lag [decalage] IS one of the 
be 1 to the question at hand: if we fail to take it into account, we 
~eVs . :i to understand how the 1844 Ma'luscripts can be the work of 
fal author who is politically a cotnnzunist, but theoretically still 
all . 
Il idealist. 

a The tlzeoretical history of the young philosopher Marx, which 
ust be considered in its own right, is the history of a double 

;ansition. We have, to begin with, the transition from an ideol
ogy of history to the first, revolutionary principles of a science of 
/,ist(Jry (whose premisses are contained in The German Ideology in 
what is still extremely confused form). Secondly, there is the 
transition from neo-Hegelian rationalist idealism (a Hegel rein
terpreted in terms of a philosophy of Practical Reason, and thus 
'read' through a philosophical ideology of a Kantian cast) to, 
initially, the humanist materialism of Feuerbach (1842), then the 
historicist empiricism of The German Ideology (1845-46), and 
finallYI in 1857-67, when Marx wrote the works that were to 
culminate in Capital, a radically new philosophy (what we call 
dialectical materialism). If we compare Marx's theoretical to his 
political history, we observe an unmistakable lag between the 
events of the theoretical and the political history. A double lag: 
a lag between the scientific and the political 'breaks'; and an 
additional lag between the philosophical and scientific breaks' 
. Of Course, we cannot conceptualize all these levents' and their 

dIalectic, with its complex 'lags', as so many 'acts' of an individ
ual engaged in 'inventing' or 'creating' a new theory in the pure 
World of his 'subjectivity/. As Lenin has clearly shown, to under
~t~n,d the hi storico-theoretica I necessity of Marx's discoveries 
t elr possibility and their necessity), one has to conceive them 
~d~h,e events of a specific theoretical history of which the 
u tldual Marx was the 'agent' - a theoretical history that 
L~tOlds, in its tum, against the backdrop of a social and political 
IUS ory. 

his~en we think Marx's discovery within the field of this 
by ~~y of tl!eories, it emerges as the revolutionary effect produced. 
0111 e ConJunction of German philosoph:· English political econ-

Y and French socialism in a determinate theoretico-ideological 
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conjuncture, against the background of a determinate socio . 
cal conjuncture (the class struggles sparked off by the exp pO~ti. 
of capitalism in the Western world). It is in the field ~~IO." 
history of theories that the epistemological 'breaks' whose r aI~ 
we can observe in the intellectual history of the individual ~ lty 
become intelligible ('breaks' between the philosophy of hist al")c 
and the science of history, idealism and humanist materialiory 
historicist materialism on the one hand and dialectical mate~~' 
ism on the other). a· 

One hardly need add that while Lenin's remark isextrell\el 
valuable, and while we are convinced that it is necessary ? 
develop this theory of the history of theories, we are very far fro; 
possessing its specific concepts. The. theory of the history of 
theories - ideological, scientific and philosophical - is still in its 
infancy. This is no accident: the theory of the history of theories 
rightfully belongs to the 'continent' of history to which Marx has 
only just provided us access. It is not far-fetched to hope that, 
with the help of a number of valuable works by specialists in the 
history of the sciences (Bachelard, Koyre, Canguilhem, etc.), we 
shall some day be able to propose - starting out, for example, 
from the history of the formation of Marxist theory - a few 
concepts of the type needed to produce the rudiments of such a 
theory. 

4 

At all events, it is against the general background of this history 
that we can bring out our carefully considered reasons for 
defending the thesis of Marx' s theoretical anti-hu11lanism. 

I have said elsewhere,l\1 and will repeat here, that we should. 
in the strict sense, speak of Marx's theoretical a-humanism. Th~ 

. 1 ant.reason that I earlier used the phrase 'Marx's theoretica 
humanism' (just as I propose to speak of the anti-historicism, 
anti-evolutionism, and anti-structuralism of Marxist theory) ;~ 
to emphasize the r~lentlessly po~emical as~ect of th.e b~ak e;. 
Marx had to effect 10 order to thInk and articulate Ius diSCO\" aJ15 
It was also in order to indicate that this polemic is by no mf

e we 
behind us: we have to pursue, even today, in the face ~ 00 
same ideological prejudices, the same theoretical struggle, With 
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of seeing it end any time soon. We are not labouring under 
ttoP~lIusions: theoretical humanism has a long and very 'hright 
~f'l~;e' ahead of it. We shall not have settled accounts with it by 
~:d spring, a~y ~o~e than we sha~l h.ave se~ed accounts with 
J1 r lutionist, historicIst or structuralIst ldeologles. 
e\~o;l) speak of Marx's rupture with Theoretical Humanism is a 
, ry precise thesis: if Marx broke with this ideology, that means 
~e had espoused it; if he had espoused it (and it was no 
e consummated marriage), that means it existed. There are 

u~ver any imaginary wives in the unions consecrated by the 
~tory of theories, even in that particular field of theories 
represented by the imaginary field of ideolOgies. The Theoretical 
Humanism Marx espoused was that of Feuerbach. 

Marx, like all the Young Hegelians, Idiscovered' Feuerbach in 
very special conditions, which I have said something about, 
following Auguste Cornu. 21 For a time, Feuerbach 'saved' the 
Young Hegelian radicals theoretically from the insoluble contra
dictions induced in their liberalist-rationalist Iphilosophical con
science' by the obstinacy of the damned Prussian State, which, 
being Jin itself' Reason and Freedom, persisted in misrecognizing 
its own 'essence', persevering much longer than was proper in 
Unreason and Despotism. Feuerbach Isaved' them theoretically 
by providing them with the reason for the Reason-Unreason 
contradiction: by a theory of the alienation of Man. 

In my essay, admittedly, I spoke of Humanism as if it had 
directly sustained the entire problematic of classical philosophy. 
That formulation is too crude to serve as anything more than a 
general indication; it has to be corrected and made more precise, 
as can be done in later works, which some of us have already 
undertaken. Since our aim is to be a bit more precise, we shall 
narrow our focus here, and speak only of Feuerbach. 
M O~Viously it would be impOSSible - on whatever basis, even a 
b an(Ist 0!1e - to think that the matter of Feuerbach can be settled 
Y a Contessional note of the kind: a few quotations from him, 

: from Marx and Engels, who had read him. Nor is it settled by 
r at adjective of convenience and ignorance which none the less 
~SOUnds in so many disputes: a speculative anthropology. As 
a ~~gh it were enough to remove the speculation from the 
t~ topology for the anthropology (assuming one knows what 

at word designates) to stand up by itself: cut the head off a 
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duck and it won't go far.22 As though it were also enou 
pronounce these magic words to call Feuerbach by his ~ to 
(philosophers, even if they are not watchdogs, are like you allle 
me: for them to come, they must at least be called by their na:d 
Let me therefore try to call Feuerbach by his name - eVen ~. 
need be, by an abbreviation of his name. ' If 

Of course, I shall discuss only the Feuerbach of the years 
1839-45, that is to say, the author of The Essence of Christiani 
and the Principles of tire Philosophy of the Future - not the POS~ 
1848 Feuerbach, who, against his own earlier precepts, I put a lot 
of water in his wine' (in his prime, he maintained that everything 
had to be savoured in its unadulterated, pure, inatural' state _ 
coffee without sugar, for example)~23 

The Feuerbach of the Essence of Christianity occupies a quite 
extraordinary position in the history of philosophy. Indeed, he 
brings off the tour de force of putting an 'end to classical German 
philosophy', of overthrowing (to be quite precise: of 'inverting') 
Hegel, the Last of the Philosophers, in whom all its history was 
summed up, by a philosophy that was theoretically retrogressive 
with respect to the great German idealist philosophy. Retrogres
sive must be understood in a precise sense. If Feuerbach's 
philosophy carries within it traces of German idealism, its theo
retical foundations date from before German idealism. With Feuer .. 
bach we return from 1810 to 1750, from the nineteenth to the 
eighteenth century. Paradoxically, for reasons that would make 
a good Idialectic' derived from Hegel giddy, it was by its 
retrogressive character that Feuerbach's philosophy had fortu
nate progressive effects in the ideology, and even in the political 
history, of its partisans. But let us leave this point aside. 

A philosophy which carries traces of German idealism but 
settles accounts with German idealism, and its supreme repre
sentative, Hegel, by a tlleoretically retrogressive system - what are 
we to make of that? 

The traces of German idealism: Feuerbach takes up the philo
sophical problems posed by German idealism. Above all, th~ 
problems of Pure Reason and Practical Reason, the problems oJ 
Nature and Free~om, the problems of Knowledge ~w.hat CaI'lat 
know?), of Morality (what ought I to do?), and of Rebgton (wh t 
can I hope for?). Hence Kant's fundamental problems, bl

u 
'returned to' by way of Hegel's critique and solutions (broad y, 
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ritique of the Kantian distinctions or abstractions, which for 
t/1e ~l derive from a misrecognition of Reason reduced to the 
I-I~g of the Understanding). Feuerbach poses the problems of 
to ~an idealism with the intention of giving them a Hegelian
Ge e solution: indeed, he tries to pose the unity of the Kantian 
j!;;nctions or abstractions in something resembling the Hegelian 
l;ea. This 'something' resembling the Hegelian Idea, while being 
'ts radical inversion, is Mall, or Nature, or Sinnlichkeit (simul
~eously sensuous materiality, receptivity and sensuous 
intersubjectivity). 

To hold all this together - I mean, to think as a coherent unity 
these three notions: Man, Nature, and Sinnlichkeit - is a dumb
founding theoretical gamble, which makes Feuerbach's 'philos
ophy' a philosophical velleity, that is to say, a real theoretical 
inconsistency invested in a 'wish' for an impossible philosophical 
consistency A moving 'wish', certainly, even a pathetic one, 
since it expresses and proclaims in great solemn cries the desper
ate will to escape from a philosophical ideology against which it 
ultimately remains a rebel, that is, its prisoner. The fact is that 
this impossible unity gave rise to an reuvre which has played a 
part in history and produced disconcerting effects, some imme
diate (on Marx and his friends), others deferred (on Nietzsche, 
on Phenomenology, on a certain modem theology, and even on 
the recent 'hermeneutic' philosophy which derives from it). 

It was an impossible unity (Man-Nature, Sinnlichkeit)24 which 
enabled Feuerbach to Iresolve' the great philosophical problems 
of German idealism by 'transcending' Kant and I inverting' 
Hegel. For example, the Kantian problems of the distinction 
behveen Pure Reason and Practical Reason, between Nature and 
Freedom, and so on, find their solution in Feuerbach in a unique 
Principle: Man and his attributes. For example, the Kantian 
problem of scientific objectivity and the Hegelian problem of 
religion find their solution in Feuerbach in an extraordinary 
th~ory of speculary objectivity ('the object of a being is the 
objectification of its Essence': the object - the objects - of Man 
~e t~e objectification of the Human Essence). For example, the 
. antian problem of the Idea and History, transcended by Hegel 
~ the theory of the Spirit as the ultimate moment of the Idea, 
~ds its solution in Feuerbach in an extraordinary theory of the 
tntersubjectivity constitutive of the liuman Genus.2S As the 
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principal term in all these solutions, we always find M 
attributes, and his 'essential' objects (speculary 'reflectio ~,his 
Essence). ns of his 

Thus, with Feuerbach, Man is the. unique, origina 
fundamental concept, the factotum, which stands in for ry and 
Transcendental Subject, Noumenal Subject, Empirical s~t's 
and Idea, and also stands in for Hegel's Idea. The 'e l~ct 
classical .Germ~n ph ilo,sophy, ,is then qui~e simply a .:'erbOf 
suppressiOn of Its solutions which respects Its problems. It ' aJ 
replacement of its solutions by heteroc1ite philosophical noti IS a 

gathered from h~re and t~e~e. in the philosorhy of the eightee: 
century (sensualIsm, empirIcism, the materialism of Sinnliclzkeit 
borrowed from the tradition of Condillac; a pseudo-biologis~ 
vaguely inspired by Diderot; an idealism of Man and the 'heart' 
drawn from Rousseau), and unified by a play on theoretical WOrds 
in the concept of Man. 

Hence the extraordinary position and the effects Feuerbach 
could draw from his inconsistency: declaring himself in turn and 
all at once (and he himself saw no duplicity or inconsistency in 
this) a materialist, an idealist, a rationalist, a sensualist, an 
empiricist, a realist, an atheist and a humanist. Hence his decla .. 
mations against Hegel's speculation, reduced to 'abstraction'. 
Hence his appeals to the concrete, to the 'thing itself', to the real, 
to the sensuous, to matter, against all the forms of alienation, 
whose ultimate essence is for him constituted by abstraction. 
Hence the sense of his 'inversion' of Hegel, which Marx long 
espoused as the real critique of Hegel, whereas it is still entirely 
trapped in the empiricism of which Hegel is no more than the 
sublimated theory: to invert the attribute into the subject, to 
invert the Idea into the Sensuous Real, to invert the Abstract in~ 
the Concrete, and so forth. All that placed under the category ~ 
Man, who is the Reat the Sensuous and the Concrete. An 01 
tune, whose worn-out variations are still served up for us today· 

Ther~ you have the ~heoretical Huft~nism ~hich Marx ~ad; 
deal WIth. I say theoretrcal, for Man IS not Just an Idea Ul 
Kantian sense for Feuerbach, but the theoretical foundation for 
the whole of his 'philosophy', as the Cogito was for Desca~ 
the Transcendental Subject for Kant, and the Idea for Hegel. 1;44 
this Theoretical Humanism that is overtly at work in the 1 
Manuscripts. 
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5 

b fore turning to Marx, one more word on the consequen.ces 
81.1t .e paradoxical philosophical position which claims radically 
of ~islish German idealism, but respects its problems and hopes 
to a ~olve them through the intervention of a jumble of eight
to ~-century concepts, gathered together within the theoretical 
:;'UllCtiOn of Man, which stands in for their 'philosophical' unity 
nd consistency. 

a for it is not possible to 'return' with impunity to a position 
behind a philosophy while retaining the problems it has brought 
to light. The fundamental consequence of this theoretical retro
gression accompanied by a retention of current problems is to 
induce an enormous contraction of the existing philosophical 
problematic, behind the appearances of its 'inversion', which is 
no more than the impossible Iwish' to invert it. 

Engels and Lenin were perfectly well aware of this 'contrac
tion/ with respect to HegeL 'Feuerbach is small in comparison 
with Hegel.'26 Let us go straight to the point: what Feuerbach 
unforgivably sacrificed of Hegel is History and the Dialectic - or 
rather, since it is one and the same thing for Hegel, History or 
the Dialectic. Here too, Marx, Engels and Lenin made no mis
take: Feuerbach is a materialist in the sciences, but ... he is an 
idealist in History. Feuerbach talks about Nature, but he does 
~ot talk about History - since Nature stands in for it. Feuerbach 
IS not dialectical. And so on. 

With the perspective we have on the matter, let us try to make 
these established judgements more precise. 

Of course, history certainly is discussed by Feuerbach, who is 
capable of distinguishing between 'Hindu', "Judaic', IRoman' 
(etc.) 'human natures'. But there is no theory of history in his 
Work. And, above all, there is no trace of the theory of history 
We OWe to Hegel as a dialectical process of the production of forms. 
d. Of course, as we can now begin to say, what hopelessly 

lstorts the Hegelian conception of history as a dialectical pro
Cess is its teleological conception of the dialectic, inscribed in the 
"e~ structures of the Hegelian dialectic at an extremely precise 
~OUlt: the Aujhebung (transcendence-preserving-the-transcended-
s ... the-intemalized-transcended), directly "'{pressed in the Hege-
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li~~ ~ategory of ~e 11eg~tiol1 of the Ill:gation (or negativity) 
cntiCIze the Hegehan philosophy of History because it is tel · lo 
ical, because from its origins it is in pursuit of a goato1og, 
realization of Absolute Knowledge}, hence to reject the tel ~the 
in the philosophy of history, but, at tile same time, to take ut!O ogy 
Hegelian dialectic again just as it is, is to fall into a st! the 
contradiction: for the Hegelian dialectic, too, is teleological :~e 
structures, since the key structure of the Hegelian dialectic is tits 
negation of the negatiol1, which is the teleology itself, identical to thht 
dialectic. e 

That is why the question of the structures of the dialectic' 
the key question dominating the whole problem of a material~ 
dialectic. That is why Stalin can be taken for an extraordinarily 
perceptive Marxist philosopher, at least on this point, since he 
struck the negation of the negation from the 'laws' of the 
dialectic.27 But to the extent that it is possible to abstract from 
the teleology in the Hegelian conception of history and the 
dialectic, it is still true that we owe Hegel something which 
Feuerbach, blinded by his obsession with Man and the Concrete, 
was absolutely incapable of understanding: the conception of 
History as a process. Indisputably - for it passed into his works, 
and Capital is the evidence - Marx owes Hegel this decisive 
philosophical category, process. 

He owes him even more, which Feuerbach, again, did not so 
much as suspect. He owes him the concept of a process without 
a subject. It is fashionable in philosophical conversations, which 
are sometimes turned into books, to say that, in Hegel, History 
is the 'History of the alienation of man' Whatever people h~"e 
in mind when they utter that phrase, it states a philosophical 
proposition which has an implacable meaning, which one c~ 
find in its offspring, if one has not already discerned it in th~It 
mother. What it states is this: History is a process of alienatton 
which has a subject, and that subject is man. thiS 

Now nothing is more foreign to Hegel's thought tha~ t

anthropological conception of History. For Hegel, History 15 c~e 
tainly a process of alienation, but this process does not h~r 
Man as its subject. First, in the Hegelian history, it is a IllwcJ'l 
not of Man,2t' but of the Spirit, and if one must at all costs .(W , if1 
in respect of a 'subject' is false anyway) have a 'subJeC\we 
History, one should talk about 'nations', or, more accuratelY 
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proaching the truth), the moments of the development of 
are ~Jea become Spirit. What does this mean? Something very 
t~e Ie but, if only one takes the trouble to 'interpret' it, some-
51~P t:xtrnordinary from the theoretical point of view: History is 
ttllnrhe alienation of Man, but the alienation of the Spirit, that is 
not y the ultimate moment of the alienation of the Idea. How 
~ s~ld we interpret this? For Hegel, the process of alienation :0 s not 'begin' with (human) History, since History is itself no 
oere than the alienation of Nature, which is itself the alienation 

~OLOgjC. Alienation, whic~ is the dialectic (in its final principle 
the negation of the negation or Aufhebung), or, to speak more 
precisely, the process of alienation, is not, as a whole current of 
modem philosophy which Icorrects' and Icontracts' Hegel would 
have it, peculiar to Human History. 

From the point of view of Human History, the process of 
alienation has always-already begun. That means - if these terms 
are taken seriously - that, in Heget History is thought as a 
process of alienation Witllout a subject, or a dialectical process 
wit/lout a subject. Once one is prepared to consider just for a 
moment that all of Hegelian teleology is contained in the 
expressions I have just stated, in the category of alienation, or in 
what constitutes the master structure of the category of the 
dialectic (the negation of the negation), and once one agrees to 
abstract from what represents the teleology in these expressions, 
then there remains the formulation: history is a process without Q 

Stf~;ect. I think I can affirm that this category of a process without 
a subject, which must of course be tom from the grip of Hegelian 
t~leology, undoubtedly represents the greatest theoretical debt 
lmking Marx to Hegel. 

I am well aware that, finally, there is in Hegel a subject for this 
pro~ess of alienation without a subject. But it is a very strange 
:~bJect, one which calls for extensive commentary: this subject is 

~f v~ry teleology of the process, it is the Idea in the process of 
se -ahenation, which constirutes it as Idea. 
e ~~s is not an esoteric thesis on Hegel: it can be verified at 
rae Instant, that is, at each 'moment' of the Hegelian process. 
\v~ say that there is no subject to the process of alienation, 
tha~ther in History, in Nature or in Logic, is quite simply to say 
pro One cannot at any 'moment' assign as a 'subject' to the 

Cess of alienation any 'subject' whatsoever: neither some 
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being (not even man), nor some nation, nor some IffZOment' 
process, neither History, nor Nature, nor Logic. of the 

The only subject of the process of alienation is the proces . 
in its teleology. The subject of the process is not even th: I~SeIj 
[Fin] of the process itself (a mistake is possible here: does Ii nd 
not say that t~e S~irit is 'S~bstance becoming Subject'?), it ise: l 
process of alIenation consIdered as a process in purSuit of . e 
End, and hence the process of alienation itself as teleological. Its 

Nor is Iteleological' a determination which is added from th 
outside to the process of alienation without a subject. The teleol~ 
ogy of the process of alienation is inscribed in black and Whit 
in its definition: in the concept of alienation, which is the teleol~ 
ogy itself ill the process. 

Now perhaps it is here that the strange status of Logic in 
Hegel begins to be clearer. For what is Logic? The science of the 
Idea, that is to say, the concept of the process o.f alienation without a 
subject, in other words, the concept of the process of self
alienation which, considered in its totality, is nothing but the 
Idea. Thus conceived, Logic, or the concept of the Idea, is the 
dialectic, the 'path' of the process as a process, the 'absolute 
method' If Logic is nothing but the concept of the Idea (of the 
process of alienation without a subject), then it is the concept of 
this strange subject we are looking for. But the fact that this 
subject is only the concept of the process of alienation itself - in 
other words, this subject is the Dialectic, that is, the very mOVe
ment of the negation of the negation - reveals the extraordinary 
paradox of Hegel. The process of alienation without a subject (or 
the dialectic) is the only subject recognized by Hegel. There is ~o 
subject of the process: it is the process itself which is a subject In 
so far as it does not have a subject. . I. 

If we want to find what, finally, stands in for 'Subject 111 

Hegel, . it is in the teleo~ogic~l natu~e of this process, in th~ 
teleologIcal nature of the dlalectic, that It must be sought: the En 1 
is already there in the Origin. That is also why there is in Heg~ 
no origin, nor (which is never anything but its phenomenonJ ~ 
there any beginning. The origin, indispensable to the tel~oIOgt~ 
nature of the process (since it is only the reflection of Its En f 
h~s to ~e denied from the mo~ent it is affi~ed for the proce~; 
alIenation to be a process wlthout a subject. It would ~ake de! 
long to justify this proposition, which I advance simply In or 
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ticipate later developments: this implacable exigency (to 
to .''10 and in the same moment deny the origin) was consciously 
affio;ed by Hegel in his theory of the beginning of Logic: Being 
~~t1 mediately non-Being. The beginning of Logic is the theory 
ISf I;e non-originary nature of the origin. Hegel's Logic is the 
tl . in affirmed-denied: the first form of a concept that Derrida 
or~~ntroduced into philosophical reflection, erasure [ratureV'/ But 
h:- Hegelian 'erasure' constituted by the Logic from its first 
t :rds is the negation of the negation, dialectical and hence 
:leolOgical. The true Hegelian Subject resides in the teleology. 
Take a\vay the teleology, and there remains the philosophical 
category that Marx inherited: the category of a process without a 

b· t 10 5U 1fC .. 
It might seem that these considerations take us a long way 

from Feuerbach and the problem before us, Marx. In fact, they 
lead tiS straight to it, for the following reason: they make us see 
the extraordinary contraction to which Feuerbach subjected 
Hegel's problems and objectives. 

Everyone knows that Feuerbach 'took over' the concept of 
alienation from HegeL Man and alienation are Feuerbach's mas
ter-concepts. But once History has been reduced to Man, once 
Man has been made the subject of what stands in for history I 
once man is declared to be the subject of alienation (religious or 
otherwise), then, whether or not one continues to use the Hege
lian lvord 'alienation', one still falls a hundred leagues behind 
Hegel, into the very conceptions that he rejected with all his 
lU.Cidity Hence it is no surprise that the Feuerbachian concept of 
alIenation should in its tum be a pathetically contracted version, 
and a caricature, of the Hegelian concept of alienation. 

In Feuerbach, there is no theory of history as process; thus 
the~e is neither a dialectic nor a theory of the process without a 
Subject. What stands in for history in Feuerbach (let us say, the 
Cultural objects of the human world: religion, science, philos
Ophy, art, etc.) is reduced to the level of the shallowest anthro
~?logy: There is alienation only of Man, not of Nature - there is no 
t lalectic of Nature. The prodigious Hegelian conception of His
(~ry ~s the alienation of a process that has always-already begun 
e ogle and Nature) is reduced to the theory of an arbitrary 
hS8ence whose claim to playing that role remains unknown: the 

UIllan essence, objectifying itself in its objects in the immediacy 
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of a speculary relation that draws around itself the ci I 
Absolute Horizon (the Horizon of the human speci;~. e. Of an 
same way, every species - the dragonfly, the rhododend' ll\ the 
or that planet, etc. - has its absolute horizon). The r~n, this 
Essence objectifies itself in its objects immediately - lOitl' 
process [sailS proces, which also means 'without further IOllt,Q 
Nothing is said in Feuerbach about the process by whi ~do 1. 
objects of the human 'world' are produced; nothing is said C b the 
labour, to which Hegel had assigned the crucially importan~ Out 
of producing the Works of Culture [Bi/dung]. The H~ 
Essence is endowed with generic attributes, realized by Way f 
their objectification in objects that are the 'mirror' in which rn~ 
only ever has to do with his essence and nothing but his e5Senc n 
even when he thinks he has to do with God. Alienation is th~ 
reduced, within the speculary equation Isubject ;:: Object', to the 
ttl ode of the 111ea'1;ng/directiol1 [sens] of this identity - to be precise

l 

to a rel'ersal of this nleaning/directioll. Man thinks that he is the 
object of a Subject, God, whereas he is the true Subject of his 
generic Object, that is to say, God, in whom he never discovers 
anything other than his own essence; simply, he discovers it in 
the form of a reversal of meaning/direction (in both senses of the 
word sens: direction = signification). 

Just as history as dialectical process disappears, to be replaced 
by the closed field of the absolute horizon of the speculary 
relation between the Human Essence and its objects (religion, par 
excellence, but also the sciences, art, philosophy, politics, the state, 
etc.), so, as a consequence, the dialectic too disappears, since it is 
superfluous. Because Man's generic essence is 'attributed' to the 
set of all men, past, present and future, all of them individuals 
constituted by the 'absolute' essence of Man, History has to seek 
refuge in the difference between individuals and the 'genus': ~ 
attributes of the Human Essence that have not yet been realiZ 
will be in the centuries to come. Feuerbachian history is an 
eternal present that needs an eternal supplement: the Future· 
With this sleight of hand, a Ibad infinity' in the Hegelian se~' 
Feuerbach makes short work of such history as remains for hiJ1l 
and, by the same token, of the dialectic. · 11 

Alienation, too, is distorted by this procedure. Alienat1;e 
comes into play only in the speculary relation between is 
Human Subject al1d the Objects in which its essence 
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tely objectified - in the 'reversal' of their meaning/ 
3Jeq~a n [sens). Alienation is no longer a process involving real 
direc~IOnnations, but an abstraction involving only significations. 
l1#d? alienation of man is accordingly a mere 'reversal' of the 
The ~~l' of the meaning/direction that binds Man to his 
'rever~e, alienated I realized in his Objects. This 'reversal of the 
Esst:J1sa1' thus affects meaning/ direction alone: it derives, in sum, 
re\'er anew, rectified awareness of what already exists in actu; it 
~o: sum, 'the right reading' of an already written text that 
IS, pIe have been reading the wrong way. It is hermeneutic in its 
~ principle. If it has revolutionary overtones which suggest 
~at the earth shall 'rise on new foundations', it nevertheless 
takes place entirely within consciousness, which has merely to be 
rectified: all the evils [maux] of humanity, said Feuerbach, to 
justify his total silence during the terrible years of the 1848-49 
revolutions, are ultimately only 'headaches' [maux de t~te]. The 
destiny of humanity - and, a fortiori, of the working class - is 
decided not on the barricades but in a reform of consciousness 
and a recognition that the religion of God has from time immem
orial been nothing more than the religion of a Man ignorant of 
who he is. Thus Theoretical Humanism showed, in practice, 
what it had 'in its head': a petty-bourgeois ideology dissatisfied 
with Prussian despotism and the imposture of established 
religion, but frightened by the Revolution that its moral concepts 
had disarmed in advance~ 

6 

~e may now tum back to Marx, in order to see what came of 
s encounter with Feuerbach. 

1 Feuerbach liked to call himself a 'communist' (the reign of 
~lve among men reconciled among themselves because recon
~ ed with their Essence). He seemed to furnish the Young 
d egelians with all they needed to break out of the theoretical 
~ad-end into which history had driven them, offering them a 
c eory that explained the reason for existing Unreasonb (the 
ontradiction between reality and right, between the state of the 

~'Th 
e original title of The Essence Christianity was Critique of Pure Unreaso,l. 
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world and Man). He gave them, as if by magic, a purchase on 
existing Unreason, demonstrating its necessity as the alienated 
Essence of Man. In pathetic, prophetic tones, he announced the 
New Age of Freedom and Human Brotherhood. 

We can readily understand what Engels meant when he 
recalled, fifty years later, this immense hope of having at last 
secu,.ed a purchase on the world: 'We were all Feurbachians'31 _ 
and they were enthusiastic Feuerbachians at that. The history of 
Marx's early works, between 1842 and 1845, is the history of this 
hope and this enthusiasm; then, after 1845, of a bitter disilluSion_ 
ment and an irreversible break. 

I would like to scan the essential moments of this history by 
simply commenting on a few key sentences that serve all OUr 

modern 'humanists' as alibis: 

1. Before the 1844 Manuscripts/Marx is, theoretically speak
ing, a Feuerbachian - wit~ no qualifications. 'To be radical is to 
grasp the root of the matter. But for man the root is man 
himself.'J2 That sentence sums up his whole position. 

To which the usual objection runs: 'But Marx is no Feuerba
chian, because he discusses not just religion but also politics, law 
and the state, about which Feuerbach rarely speaks.' And our 
opponents hurl this famous sentence from the 'Contribution to 
the Critique of Hegel's Philosophy of Law' (1843) at us: 'Man is 
no abstract being encamped outside the world. Man is the world 
of 11iGH, the state, society ,'13 

I reply: this sentence is one hundred per cent Feuerbachian. 
Feuerbach does nothing else, from one end of The Essence of 
Christianity to the other, but describe the following equation: 
man is the world of man, the Essence of Man is the world of his 
objects, precisely by virtue of the speculary relation: Essence of 
the Subject (Man) = objectification of this Essence in his Objects, 
his human world, which includes the state as well as religion and 
a good deal else besides. 

In principle, then, Feuerbach says nothing other than what 
Marx repeats in 1843: man is not an abstract being (standard 
Fetlerbachian fare), but a concrete being. If you want to knoW 
the essence of Man, look for it where it is to be found: in his 
Objects, his world. Only those who have not read Feuerbach, but 
have mallufactured a cosy little idea of him for the purposes of 
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their 'demonstrations', can imagine that there is in Marx's sen
tence so much as the trace of a trace of a theoretical in,.,ovation -
never mind a theoretical revolution. 

To which the usual objection runs: but Feuerbach did not, as 
Marx does, put the emphasis on society, law, politics and, soon 
afterwards, the proletariat. This objection raises a question of 
principle about which we need to be perfectly clear. 

What is truly new in Marx's texts of this period is political 
interests and a political position of which Feuerbach was 
altogether incapable. But the fact that Marx took a new position 
has to do with his political development; for the moment, it has 
nO effect whatsoever on his theoretical position, and changes not 
a single one of its terms. This new political position does, of 
course, shift the point of application of Feuerbach's Theoretical 
Humanism: we move from religion to politics. But what matters 
fro,., 1 tIle theoretical point of view, which is the only decisive point 
of view when one sets out to produce a history of the transfor
mations of a theory, is not the fact that one nlore object is subjected 
to a given theoretical treatment, and thus to a given theory. 
What matters is the theoretical treahnent and the theory them
selves. In certain cases, treating one more object can precipitate 
changes in the theory, but then one must be able to show what 
those changes are, and to demonstrate that they are indeed real 
changes in the theory, not merely a change in the object to which 
one and the same theory is applied. No one has been able to 
identify such changes in tlte theory in 1843, and for good reason. 
Thus the present case falls under the general law. A theory no 
more changes its nature by treating an additional object than a 
capitalist who makes aeroplanes becomes a socialist by adding 
refrigerators to his product line. 

In the 'Critique of Hegel1s Philosophy of Law', as well as 'On 
the Jewish Question', Marx merely extends one and the same theory 
/ron, religion to politics: the Feuerbachian theory of Man and 
alienation. Who would deny that this investigation produces 
~Ovel effects (a distinction between the rights of man and the 
rIghts of the citizen, a critique of the state as the alienated 
eXistence of man's generic being, even a theory of the proletariat 
as the existence of the alienation of the Human Essence as 
Inhuman Essence)? But the fact remains that these new effects 
depend, in the final analysis, on F'euerbach's humanist theory, 
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which they do not modify one iota. For example, Marx avo 
treats the state and politics as the 'heaven' of earthly eXistWedl}' 
that is to say, precisely in the categories of Feuerbach's the en~ 
religion. And even when he talks about revolution, he con~ry of 
it in the Feuerbachian terms of disalienation: the public r elVes 
nition of a memlil1g that has been misunderstood because i~og. 
alienated, and thus as the 'confession' of what had :as 
shrouded in silence. en 

After proclaiming, in the famous letter to Ruge of Septembe 
1843: 'thus nothing prevents us from tying our criticism to th r 
criticism of politics and to a partisan position in politics, an~ 
therefore from tying it to rcal struggles and identifying it with 
them', Marx clearly indicates the sense of this critique: 

We can formulate the trend of our joumaP~ as being: ~elf-clarification 
(critical philosophy) to be gained by the present Hme of its struggles 
and desires. This is work for the world and for us. It can be only the 
work of united forces. It is a matter of a confessioll, and nothing more. 
In order to secure remission of its sins, mankind has only to declare 
them for what they actually are [Marx's emphasisl. 36 

'Tying our criticism . to real struggles' is the effect of 
adopting a new political position. That this step forward in 
politics could bear within it theoretical consequences which 
would one day be taken into consideration is for us/ now, certain. 
But the fact is that these potential theoretical consequences do 
not find expression anywhere in the theoretical pOSitions that 
Marx adopted at the time. They do not change his theoretical 
positions in the slightest. We cannot avoid the difficulty with the 
argument of all the apologetics which explain ad nauseam th~t 
'the seeds' of these theoretical transformations are contained tn 

Marx's annOW1cement of the shift in his political position, and 
that the only thing these 'seeds' lack is, in sum, that they ha.v~ 
not yet sprouted, that is to say, have not yet found expltc t 
theoretical expression. For we have to go so far as to say tha 
these changes in Marx's political position did not induce ~n~ 
change at all in his theoretical positions, because his theoretiC 
positions radically pret1t'llted him from even suspecting the::;:; 
iblc theoretical consequences whose Iseeds' were suppo be 
contained in his change of political position. What appears to hO 
the 'seeds' of a possible theoretical transformation to us, VI 
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oW what Marx later made of ~e~, was. for ~ar:x' at the time, 
\a'I } 'lIg at all. The theory dommating his thinkmg ruthlessly 
Ilot '~ssed anything that could even remotely affect it: it reduced 
reh\ is for us 'seeds', or a possibility, to nothing. But it would 
w ~tter to say that it did not have to eliminate that possibility: 
: theory was such that, for it, nothing was happening. That is 
~v Marx, after evoking those 'real forces', can placidly serve 

w 'to us without any qualifications, or a moment's hesitation, 
: definition of revolutionary criticism as a public confession by 
Humanity of Humanity's sins. In Marx's political history, some
thing important has plainly happened: he has rallied to the real 
forces to which he aimed to 'tie' his critique, and with which he 
aimed to 'identify' it. In Marx's theoretical history, nothing has 
yet happened: therefore nothing happens. 

2. The situation is seriously transformed in the 1844 Manu
scripts. Marx's political position is now openly avowed: he is a 
communist. But his theoretical positionl too, is marked by an 
event that is genuinely new and important. 

This event is notl as is usually supposed, the 'encounter' with 
Political Economy. For, from this standpoint, we relapse into the 
situation just mentioned. Feuerbach's theory of Man and aliena
tion is extended to one more object: after religion and politics, 
the economy. To be sure, the economy is not just the first object 
that happens to come along. Feuerbach had discussed, the state 
and politics only hastily, but he had, after all, discussed them. 
He doubtless talked about the economy, if that is the word, in 
connection with the Jewish people, but only in order to repeat 
commonplaces about the 'practical needs' that dominate 'Jewish 
~an'.17 In the 1844 Manuscripts, the Political Economy that is 
:d~~d' to the previous objects is no longer an absurdity: it is the 
obticaJ Economy of Smith and his successors (minus Ricardo: a 
~Ptomatic omission) - in short, the Political Economy of the 
conomists, and, with it, all their categories: capital, labour, 

Wages, profits, rents, the division of labour, the market, and so 
On. 

However, as we have already shown" - but we will have to 

Con~ See Reading Capital, t Ranciere's text, Chapter 1 [Jacques Ranciere, 'Le 
ept de critique et la critique de I'konomie politique des Manllscrifs de 1844 
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come back to this point - Marx, in the 1844 Manuscripts b . 
off the theoretical feat of criticizing the categories of the' E,nngs 
mists and Political Economy itself by subjecting them too~: 
theoretical principles of Feuerbachian Humanism: Man ~ 
alienation. The speculary relation 'Essence of Man "" Essenc:"of 
his objects as objectification of his Essence', which is character
istic of Feuerbachian Humanism, dominates the Whole theory of 
alienated labour. Through labour, Man objectifies his essence (his 
'essential forces', his 'generic forces'), which is externalized in 
the form of the products of his labour. Of course, we are dealing 
here with the production of real, material objects, not, as before, 
of spiritual objects, such as God or the State. But the principle of 
alienation remains the same. It comes into play within the 
speculary relation: the worker (Subject) = his products (his 
Objects), or Man = the world of his objects. The ( ffects that Marx 
derives from this application/ extension of Feuerbachian theory 
to the objects of economic production and the categories of the 
Economists (which he considers, at this time, to be the categories 
of the economy, without for a moment calling them into question 
as he will later, in Capital) are, of course, lleuJ with respect to 
earlier discourses on religion and politics. But these effects do not 
affect the principles of the Feuerbachian theory of Man and 
alienation, or Man's Generic Essence (which Marx 'rediscovers' 
in, for example, the division of labour), and for good reason: , 
they are its direct and necessary product. Thus the 'encounter 
with Political Economy (Of, rather, with the categories of ~e 
Economists) does not in any way alter Feuerbach's theoretical 
system. 

The theoretical event specific to the 1844 Manuscripts is of/ 
very different sort. It may be summed up in a phrase: t rt 
intervention of Hegel in Feuerbach. . ed 

I say 'in Feuerbach', that is, within the theoretical field de~ 'f 
by Feuerbach's basic concepts, which are taken o~er ~s 1<:s 
stand, and which this intervention does not modify, SUlce it t~ OS 

place witllin the theoretical field delimited by them. Le 
examine this a little more closely. what 

What, of Hegel, is introduced into Feuerbach? Part of 

. 1996, 
au Capitaf, in Althusser et a/oJ Lire Ie Capital, ed. Etienne Balibar, panS, 
pp. 85-110 - Trans.]. 
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Feuerbach had eliminated from Hegel, and an important part at 
that Izistoryas a dialectical process or process of alienation. This 
introduction of history has the effect of considerably altering the 
forms in which the Feuerbachian categoljT of alienation operates. 

What is the Feuerbachian theoretical field into which history 
in the Hegelian sense is introduced? The field of the speculary 
relation 'subject = Object', or 'Generic Essence of Man = objects 
of the human world as objectification of tlle Essence of Man'. 
This theoretical field is left as it is: it is dominated by a Subject, 
Man, whose essential forces are objectified in the alienation of 
his Objects (in the 1844 Manuscripts this means, by virtue of what 
\t\re have just said about the displacement of politics on to the 
categories of the Economists, in the products of human labour 
above all). 

Because we know what, of Hegel, is thus introduced into 
what we recognize to be Feuerbach's theoretical field, we can 
clearly state the result of this intervention. Once Hegelian His
tory, as a process of alienation, has been inserted into the speculary 
theoretical field 'subject (Man) = Object' (products of the human 
world with its various spheres: economics, politics, religion, 
ethics, philosophy, art, etc.), it inevitably takes the following 
form: History as the process of alienation of a Subject, Man. History 
in the 1844 Manuscripts is, in the strict sense this time - to repeat 
a phrase which, as we have already noted, cannot be Hegelian -
Ithe history of the alienation (and disalienation) of rnan'. This phrase 
rigorously expresses the effect of Hegel's intervention in Feuer
bach, because the Hegelian concept of history as a process of 
alienation (or dialectical process) is theoretically subjected to the 
non-Hegelian category of the Subject (Man). Here we are dealing 
with something that makes no sense at all in Hegel: an anthro
Pological (or humanist) conception of history . 

. This effect represents a considerable modification of the pre
ViOUS Feuerbachian schema. History enters it, and, with history, 
the dialectic (the negation of the negation, the Aufllcbung, and 
~~gativity all function comfortably in it). With history and the 
~alectic, the Hegelian conception of labour enters the schema as 
e ell, realizing, as Marx sees it, the miraculous theoretical 
i~COUnter between Hegel and Political Economy with the bless
h g of the Feuerbachian Essence of Man. Marx celebrates the 
atlllony prevailing at this Summit Conference of the Concept 
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in terms that are touching in their naivety; or, if you p 
their profundity. What has modem Political Economy ( refer; in 

· read· th Economists) accomplIshed? It has, says Marx, reduced l' e 
economic categories to their subjective essence: labour.\~lL the 
extraordinary exploit has Hegel achieved ein the Pheno ""nat 
ogy')? He grasps, says Marx, 'labour as the essence of ~~l. 
Subject, Man, Labour. Subject "" Man = Labour. Man i an .3ft 

Subject of history. The essence of Man is Labour. Labos t~e 
nothing other than the act of objectification of the ESSe urn IS 

Forces of Man in his products. The process of alienation of ~ al 
externalizing his essential forces in products by means of laboan 
is History. Thus everything enters into Feuerbach again, for~ 
very good reason: we have not left Feuerbach for a single second. 

There is nothing surprising about this. Feuerbach is the host. 
Political Economy and Hegel are his guests. He greets them and 
introduces them to each other, explaining that they belong to the 
same family (Labour). Everyone takes a seat, and the conver
sation begins: at Feuerbach's place. 

Is it seemly to disrupt this family reunion by pointing out that 
it is only thanks to a play on words that one can identify Smith's 
concept of labour with 'subjectivity', with Man as Subject, so as 
to make Smith 'the Luther of Political Economy/?3~ Is it decent to 
disrupt it by pointing out that if the concept of labour has its 
place in Hegel, it is never declared to be the essence of Man 
(even assuming that one can find a definition of the essence of 
Man in Hegel, whose definition makes man a 'sick animal', not 
a Ilabouring animal'), for the very good reason that, labour being 
a moment in the process of the alienation of Spirit, it is no more 
the origin or subject of History than Man is? But no ma~~ 
What counts is not the plays on words, but the theoretic f 
functions they fulfil. Their function is to seal the union .°1 
Political Economy and the Hegelian dialectic in a HumaJUS 
theory of History, as the alienation (and disalienation) of Mall, 
the Subject of History. . at 

The upshot is the most extraordinary piece of theor~:~a1 
ideology that Marx has bequeathed us, a text of excepti t of 
density and rigour: his only Hegelian text (in which the pures rt'S 
Hegelian dialectics is turned loose to go to work, to its ~eaiS a 
content, upon the categories of Political Economy). BU~ ~egel 
Hegelian text in Feuerbach: this means, since Feuerbach 15 
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d upside down, that it is the one text in which we have a 
ttJrtle. I in version' of Hegel. 

rx1an rvta if we want a sense of what has been termed the 
rt;~~~al Humanism with which Marx broke, we have to go 

fll~ to Feuerbac11 , If we wa,nt to unde~tand just ~ow far the 
ba.' of Feuerbach's Theoretical Humanlsm extends In Marx, we 
rel~ to recognize that, contrary to the self-interested. opinions 
h8\;ng the rounds in certain circles, the 1844 Manuscripts is the 
mat ~n which this conception culminates and triumphs, reaching 
:: height of i,ts po~er, ~asmuch ~~ it proves cap, able of subje~t
ing the HegelIan dIalectic and Pohtical Economy In person to Its 

laW. h · 1 · ·11 11 t . d f · No slick t eoretica manoeuvnng Wl a ow us 0 aVOl aCing 
up to these observations, which, though elementary, have far
reaching consequences. In particular, people must, for good and 
all, stop telling us tales about Marx's break with speculative 
anthropology,-I(I while making believe that that term designates 
Feuerbach's theory. For the break with speculative anthropology, 
the credit goes not to Marx, but to Feuerbach, who, from 
beginnulg to end, never ceases to proclaim the merits of the 
concrete, real, corporeal, whole man, his feet firmly planted on 
solid ground, exercising all the powers of his nature, and so 
forth - as opposed to abstract, speculative (and so forth) man. 
The true question is not that of speculation (denouncing specu
lation does not get liS very far: it rids us of certain myths, but 
does not yield, as such, any knowledge; the serious questions 
be~in to emerge only afterwards)1 but that of anthropology: a term 
Which masks the ideological enterprise we have discussed under 
th~ rubric Theoretical Humanism (History as the process of the 
ahenation of a subject, Man), and the corresponding philosophi
cal presuppositions. 
all In t~is perspec?ve, notwi!hstanding all its 'concretene~' a~d 
the the ,human' 'nchness' of Its analyses, the 1844 Manuscnpts lS, 

of orehcally speaking, one of the most extraordinary examples 
B ahtotal theoretical impasse that we have, If we take from Gaston 
":C, elard the idea that certain concepts, or certain ways of 
bl~~g, a problem, can constitute 'epistemological obstacles' that 
We ,In Whole or in part, the development of a theory, and if 
Illiz examine, from this point of view, the proposition that epito-

es the Mal1uscripts (History is the process of alienation of a 
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Subject, Man), we arrive at a highly edifying result Ali . 
Subject, Man: three concepts, three 'epistemological ob:tiOI\, 
Three concepts that will have to be cleared away so as to 0 cles'. 
a path for the one positive concept imprisoned in this U::~.uP 
conceptual system, that of process (which, freed of the tr!..n Illg 
of the subject and Man, will become' the process without a sub' e,ls 
It will be granted that a proposition comprising four con~ect). 
three of which are epistemological obstacles, represents a b;Pts, 
means ordinary ideological concentration and 'blockage' It ~o 
precisely, the extraordinary character of Marx's undertaking ~, 
the 1844 Malluscripts which constitutes the interest, and also: 
critical character, of the text. e 

By that, I do not mean to say that the Manuscripts has even 
the beginnings of objective critical value. I mean that it is the 
expression of a critical situation of extreme gravity, and that this 
critical situation of Theoretical Humanism is precipitated by 
Marx's undertaking itself, by his desire to think out to its logical 
conclusions the miraculous unity of this three-way encounter: 
Hegel and Political Economy in Feuerbach. Officially, everything 
comes off marvellously at this Summit Conference: Brother, 
behold thy Brother, says their common Father; be seated, and let 
us break the bread of the Concept. A Conference of Mutual 
Recognition and Unity, with full agreement about the World 
Revolution. In reality, this 'unitarian' conclave can only be 
explosive. For, as we have seen, the whole thing is rigged. 
Identities have been falsified: the Brother is not the Brother. As 
for the Father, who seems to have everything under control, he 
is in reality barely able to keep on his feet. At the moment in 
which Marx is delivering the extraordinary Discourse of U~ty 
known as the 1844 Manuscripts, the extreme theoretical tensIon 
of his discourse itself proves that it is a discourse not of criticis~, 
but of crisis. Everything is too beautiful; it can't be true. But this 
encounter, like this impossible Project, had to take place SO th~t 
the irresolvable crisis could come to a head and explode, an I 

this time, rock everything to its foundations. One might say, 
parodying the well-known sentence: it is no longer a critiqu~ 
but a radical crisis. To be radical is to grasp things by the rOO . 

the root of the crisis is the crisis of Man. s 
After the Manuscripts, it is all over with Feuerbach. It takes 

time, a long time. But it is over. Theoretical HumanisItl ha 
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itself for what it is: an imposture - not even a theoryl but 
5110~Jl ological makeshift. At the theoretical level, nothing: hot 
il~ '0:, rather, a major ~bstade. to theory, o~e that. will have to 
aIr. 1 ared away. On the IdeologIcal plane: an idle wIsh, unarmed 
tie c ~aJlgerous. The idle wish of the petty bourgeoisie, which 
l1ut Id like to see things change, but doesn't want the change to 
woualled _ or, rather, be - the Revolution. Theoretical Humanism 
tie ~ everything resembling it) is the theoretical disguise of run
:the-rnill petty-bourgeois moral ideology. Petty-bourgeois in 
the worst sense of the word: counter-revolutionary. 

3. The rupture commences. It will be a long time before it is, 
as they say, 'confirmed' For it is one thing to proclaim a rupture 
(which dates from the 'Theses on Feuerbach' and The Germa11 
Ideology); it is quite another to 'consummate' it. The 'rupture' 
will be consummated one step at a time over the long years that 
intervene between The German Ideology and Capital: a period 
punctuated in different ways by mutations that lead to the rise 
of the concepts of the new science and the categories of the new 
philosophy it bears within it. 

Let us single out and briefly gloss the essential moments of 
this punctuation, the history of the break with Theoretical 
Humanism. The '"Theses on Feuerbach', however brief (a few 
hastily scrawled, but deeply meditated sentences), show us what 
comes about [adrient], and how it comes about. Feuerbach is 
directly challenged, in propria persona, and in two respects which 
(this is a new phenomenon) are, for the first time, sharply 
distinguished: with respect to his conception of Man, and with 
respect to his basic philosoplzical categories. 

Man. Let us recall the Sixth Thesis: 'The essence of Man is no 
abstraction inherent in the isolated individual. In its reality, it is 
the ensenzble of social relations.' 

In the history of Marxism, this brief dictum has met and 
C~ntinues to meet, every day, the most edifying and the most 
a Surd fate imaginable. Calling it obscure and unintelligible 
:OUld create a scandal. Everyone considers it clear - clear 
ecause it is comprehensible. Not only does Marx say, in black 
~~ white, ~~at man .is ~O! abstract, is not an abstra~t esse~ce of 
A. ~lch the Isolated mdividuals' would be the subjects (m the 

r1stotelian sense)1 but he says something that 'rings true': the 
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human essence is the ensenlble of social relations. W 
familiar ground: at the heart of historical materialism. e are Or! 

Yet we need only compare the interpretations of this 
which are at all precise to convince ourselves that it ~, 
means clear; worse, that it is literally incomprehensi:l by 1\0 
necessarily so. The reasons for this have to do with the f e, and 
Marx could not state what he was trying to say - not only ~ct thai 
he did not yet know how to say it, but also because he pre:a~ 
himself from saying it by dint of the simple fact that he ;nted 
his first sentence with the phrase 'the essence of Man' When ~11 
the first word one utters, one obstructs, with a gigantic '~7~th 
mological obstacle', the path that one is opening up with ~ 
intention of striking out on it, one can only come to a standstiUe 

or make singular detours to get around the obstacle. Th~ 
detours are inscribed in this sentence, which necessarily goes 
uncomprehended, because it is incomprehensible. 

An example -- a famous one, because we find a trace of it in 
Engels himself (the parallelograms of forces),41 and, in black and 
white, in Gramsci.42 'The essence of man is the ensemble of 
social relations' has been read and interpreted as follows: the 
essence of a human individual is constituted by the sum of social 
relations that he maintains in the society he lives in. The individ
ual is at, or is, the point of intersection of 'multiple social 
relations' If you want to know the essence of Mr X, add up and 
collate his familial, professional, political, ideological, sporting, 
ornithological, etc., relations; Mr X is at their intersection, qUil 
their result I am not joking: much of contemporary sociology 
and psychosociology puts forward categories of this kind. Let ~ 
leave the absurd aspect of this interpretation to one side. I.t IS 

interesting despite this, because it reveals one of the n-zeanIPtgs 
covered by the term Man: that of individual. The kind of inte~re
tation I have just evoked draws the Sixth Thesis in the dir~tion 
of what we shall call the problem of the theory of indjvi~ua/ltY"ws 

It is clear, however, that in the sentence that consti~tes. d: 
Sixth Thesis, Marx has something completely different JIl ~y 
another meaning, a very different one, which is also cover U we 
the term Man. This meaning throws up what we shall ca 
problem of the theory of society and the History of societies·ocie/Y, 

Now Marx does not say: in order to produce a theory 0(5 aJ"ld 
it is necessary to consider, in their distinction, articulatiOn 
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ithe ensemble of the (various) social relations'. Marx says: 
LlttitYd r to produce a theory 'of the essence of Man' ... The 
if! oret~cal obstruction is to be found here, beginning with and 
t~eOr e first \vords. Once one has pronounced them, one can no 
j[1 tpes say anything that, taken literally, makes any sense what
looger -T~ give this theoretically contorted sentence a meaning, 
#"~:·s to retrace, in reverse, the detour it had to make simply 
~lne der to be pronounceable. This is the detour I mean. It is 
111 O~ary to have done with Feuerbach, and therefore with what 
(leC~ncludes in the human essence. It is not enough to saYI as in 
~I • 
1843: Man is the world of Man, SOCiety, the state. The world of 

an is not the objectification of his essence; it is not mere 
~bjects; it consists of altogether astounding realities: relations, 
taken in their 'ensemble' However, something of Feuerbach 
remains even in this innovation: namely, that which Feuerbach 
called the gelleric essence of man, the 'ensemble' of men, which 
the 1844 Manuscripts showed to be at work in the 'relations' of 
the division of labour and other practical categories of Political 
Economy. It is on account of this concept, which is absent from 
his sentence (the human genus), that Marx can write this imposs
ible sentence: IThe 11uman essence is no abstraction inherent in the 
isolated individual, but the ensenzble of social relations.'"') 'The 
human essence' clearly aims at (since it avoids the individual) 
the problem of the structure of society, but by way of the 
Feuerbachian c(\Jlcept of human genus. Unless this concept of 
human genus (whIch is itself a fine example of an epistemological 
obstacle) has been eliminated, it is only possible to produce 
Contorted sentences that are literally incomprehensible. 
d' ~ut We have gained something here: we have learned to 
lstruguis/z two problems: 

~~) the problem of a theory of society (and history); 
(11) the problem of a theory of individuality (of that which is 

Usually called the human individual). :e have also gained something from seeing that the access route 
ob these two problems was blocked by two epistemological 

~acles: the concept of Man and the concept of human genus. 
ba . ut something else happens in the 'Theses on Feuerbach': the Ii: P~ilosophical categories defining the field of Theoretical 

anlSm as that of the speculary Subject-Object relation are 
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called into question. Theses 1, 2, 5, 8 and 9 explicitly call into 
question the nature of the concepts that sustain this field: Subject 
and Object. 

rite Object: Feuerbach's failing is to have 'conceived sensuous
ness (die Sill11licI1keit) only in the form of the object . but not as 
concrete human activity , (First Thesis);' . he does not con .. 
ceive the sensuous world as man's concrete practical activity' 
(Fifth Thesis). 

Tire Subject: it must be conceived as historical and social praxis. 
The couple constituted by the categories Subject-Object is 

thus no longer originary. The Theses bring into play, at a deeper 
level than this couple, the category of Ilistorical praxis. 

Philosophically, this transformation is important. It effectively 
means that Marx is drawing certain conclusions from his break 
with Feuerbach's Theoretical Humanism, bearing on both the 
typical categories constitutive of the field of the speculary rela
tion and the operation essayed in the Manuscripts: Hegel in 
Feuerbach. Indeed, to go beyond the Feuerbachian couple 'sub
ject == Object' by means of historical praxis is to extricate Hegel 
from the narrow constraints of the couple 'subject = Object'; it is 
to set the Hegelian dialectic to work on the Feuerbachian con
cepts of Subject and Object themselves. Historical praxis is the 
concept of a theoretical compromise, in which, this time, the 
previous relationship is modified: historical praxis is what 
remains of Feuerbach in a certain Hegel; it is, very precisely, the 
transformation of the Subject into praxis, and the historicization 
of this subject as subject. 

This transformation is very important, for it provides the key 
to the philosophy that dominates the whole of The Gernla'1 Ideology: 
the historicism of the Subject. The category of the Subject is 
maintained. There is a subject, or there are several subjects, of 

I 

history. Tile Gernlan Ideology will say: it is individuals, it is 'men 
- read, real men - who are the subjects of history. But they are 
not abstract subjects standing outside history; they are them
selves historical in nature, and are affected by the historicity of 
the history whose subjects they are. This is a very special sort of 
theoretical compromise: history is no longer contained within ~e 
field delimited by Subject and Object; it transcends these litnlts 

(Subject-Object) and invests them with historicity, while resp~ct
ing their status of Subject and Object. What holds for the subject 
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IsO holds for the object. Every object is historicized in its tum: 
" "WfC is thoroughly historical, transformed by human praxis.4.I 
~(lt only nature, but also science itself; not only the subjects of 
history, but also the subjects of the knowledge of history, and 
the knowledge of history itself. 

The h;storicisnl of The Gerntan Ideology would later weigh very 
heavy on the history of Marxist theory. It is no historical accident 
that this historicism is always associated, wherever it is pro
fessed in Marx's name, with a Humanist Ideology. For, in the 
formation of Marx's thought, the historicism of the 'Theses on 
Feuerbach l and Tile Ger»lan Ideology is nothing other than a new 
relationship between a so-called 'Hegelian' conception of history 
and the Feuerbachian Humanist categories of Subject and Object. 
This new relationship is a modification of the old one (that of 
the Manuscripts). Hegel i11 Feuerbach becomes, in the Humanist 
Historicism of the ITheses' and The Gern1an Ideology, (what is left 
of) Feuerbach in (a certain) Hegel. 

4. Thus we can readily see which philosophical conception, still 
haunted by concepts which originate in the enterprise of the 
1844 Manuscripts, presides over The German Ideology. 

I mean, of course, the conception (not made explicit as such) 
that reigns in The German Ideology, not the conception of philos
ophy that The Gern1an Ideology puts forward in black and white. 
For Tile German Ideology makes no bones about the matter: it 
radically suppresses all philosophy as sheer ideological illusion, 
dream, chimera, bre~ by the alienation of the division of labour; 
and, in the space thus cleared, it installs science alone.-Is All that 
remains of what is declared to be philosophy comes down to the 
spontaneous ideology of science: that is to say, an empiricism of 
the given, facts, the 'real', the 'concrete l (it is still doing quite 
Well, thank you), baptized 'materialism' in The Gernlan Ideology. 
~Ve shall conclude from this that if The Gern-Ial1 Ideology is 
interesting from the standpoint of historical materialisnt, whose 
basic elements it expounds, albeit in what is still an extremely 
Confused form, it is distinguished by the total absence of what 
Will be called, in the Marxist tradition, dialectical materialisn-l, the 
new philosophy that Marx's great scientific discovery bears 
Within it. 

Indeed, what is to be said of the scientific concepts which, in 
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~he ~erman Ideo/~gy, announce ~he s~ienti,fic discovery tha 
SIStS ill the ~pen~g up of the .contI~ent. of History to t cOil. 

edge? What IS theIr state here, ill a sItuatIon dominated ~O\Yl. 
absence of any new philosophy whatsoever? Y the 

Between the 1844 Manuscripts and The German Ideology 
occurred a small event whose importance has been app; , ~h~ 
by only a small handful of specialists:d the publication ~l~~ 
ner's The Ego and I!is Own (1845). What in~erests us about t~' 
text? The fact that It helped shatter the Hegelran41> category of ~s 
breaking it down into two component elements: on the fl, 

hand, an empirical concept, the real, singular, concrete ate 
individual; and, on the other, the religious Idea of Man. s'~c .. 
arrives at this result by categorically accusing Feuerbach of nev: 
getting beyond the limits of religion, but simply replacing God 
with Himself in calling Him Man. In The Ego and His Own, this 
accusation takes the form of an argument which it is hard to 
refute; it shows that Feuerbachian Humanism (if not all human
ism), and therefore atheistic Hun-lanist11 (all atheistic humanism), 
is merely a form of religious ideology; the modern form of 
religion. Marx and Engels were deeply affected by this charge.47 

With Stimer's demonstration as a starting point, something new 
was acquired at the theoretical level: Man and Humanism were 
now seen to designate something which, contrary to what Marx 
and Engels had previously supposed, was the very opposite of 
the real, concrete, and so on; Man and Humanism were the stuff 
of priests' tales, a moral ideology of an essentially religiOUS 
nature, preached by petty bourgeois in laymen's dress. 

Man was thus dealt a mortal blow. The murder exposed the 
presence, under this old term constitutive of Theoretical Human
ism, of three realities, or probiemsi or indices of problems: 

(i) the individual (the problem of a theory of individuality); 
(ii) society (the problem of a theory of society and history);. 

(iii) an ideology (the problem of a theory of ideology - ~ 
particular, of the ideological concept of Man and 0 

Humanist Ideology, that is, of Humanism as Ideology)· 

d In France, Henri Arvon [Arvon, Aux sources de I'f'xistelltialisule: Max 5tirntr, 
PariSI 1954]. 
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. it ainst the background provided by the first stages of the 
It ,5 d~settling of accounts' [AbrecJlI1ul1g] now under way,4S and 
gtafl

h se noW established distinctions, that we must try to see 
bY t I:ments of the concepts of historical materialism produced 
the ~'" German Ideology. 
bY I have &aid that the subject of history was historicized in Tire 
.... 11a1l Ideology. Strikingly, it is no longer Man who, in Tile 
~:I/IUI Ideology, is the Subject of History, but real, empirical 
UtJ;t'idlla1s, endowed with certainJorces, living in concrete socio
~torical conditions, and producing, by putting 'their produc
tive forces' to work in 'relations of mutual commerce'4lJ 
[VerkellrSl'erJliilt'1isse, Verkl'hrsformen1, that with which to satisfy 
their own vital needs in their material-life-process [Lebel1sprozejl]. 

Over against these real, empirical, concrete, etc., individuals, 
who are the basic 'premisses' for the new conception of history 
(which is not 'devoid of premisses'),5l1 and are thus the always 
present origin, the always contemporaneous [actuel] subjects of a 
history that is their very production, in which they objectively 
externalize their 'essential forces' in a process of alienation that, 
as a result of the division of labour (instrument and name of 
alienation), separates them from their products and their con
ditions of existence, which then dominate them as an alien force 
(alienation effect) - in a word, standing over against these 
individuals, we no longer find Man. 

Man, in The Ger11lan Ideology, is an Ideology pure and simple. 
He is the 'slogan' and Irallying-cry' [mot d'ordre] of an impotent 
moral protest, that of the German petty-bourgeois intellectuals 
Who, incapable of making anything at all that looks like History, 
gain a form of verba~ assurance over it and take verbal revenge 
on it in the name of what they dream of being: Man, the essence 
of History. In short Man has ceased to be a fundamental, 
rational category that renders History intelligible; on the con-
~ary, M~n. is . an irr~tion~l, de~sory, hollow no~on, which, 
ecause it IS Ideological, IS by 1ts very nature Incapable of 

~~Pla~ning anything whatsoever, but has itself to be explained, 
. a.t IS, reduced to what it is: the religious impotence of a 
~dlCU~oUS 'wish' to take part in a History that does not give a 
. a~n~1 about the petty bourgeois who want to lay down the law 
In It. A vain, empty discourse, Man is, in essence, the diversion
ary tactic of a reactionary ideology. 
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Of course, things are not that simple - by which I me 
this does not yet settle the most important questions. The ~ that 
Ideology does n.ot say that the ~divi~ual (a category a~JJ 
divested of the Ideology of Man) IS the mdex and the nam last 
theoretical problem that must be posed and resolved. F: of a 
empiricism of The German Ideology, the individual is not a ; t~e 
lem for a single second; on the contrary, it is the solution itrol' 
but its own solution. The individual is that which one sets out frse f, 
the commencement, the given, the subject, that 'which g:' 
without saying', since he is a 'sensuously perceptible reality~ 
What does one 'see' in History? Individuals. 'Individuals hav 
always started out from themselves [von sic11 ausgegangen].'S2en: 
need only do the same. Let us, then, start out in our tum in the 
theory of individuals, and show 'what arises' when we follow 
their tracks [quand on les suit it la tracel, in an empirical genesis 
worthy of them - when we track the products of the utilization 
(externalization/alienation) of their 'productive forces' in their 
'life-process'. When we do this, we observe the genesis53 Cgene
tico-critical', 'genetico-empirical' - Feuerbachian expressions) of 
the Productive Forces and the Relations of Production, whose unity 
constitutes the nlode of production of the material life of the 
aforementioned individuals; we observe the genesis of property 
forms (relations of production), followed by that of social classes, 
the state, and Ideology (their Jconsciousness'). 

Despite these genuinely new words, which are the first ele
ments of the concepts of historical materialism, we are still 
caught in a transcription of what still subsists of Feuerbach. If the 
Productive Forces are so often said to be the 'productive forces 
of the individuals', this is because they are still bound up wi.th 
the Feuerbachian concept of the essential Attributes or essential 
Forces of the Human Essence, which has become the individual, 
the individuals. If the Relations of production are conceived only 
within the concept of Verkehrsverhiiltnisse; if, therefore, this tela: 
tion is conceived within the category of 'mutual commerce 
[Verkehr1, and thus of an inter-individual relation, it is because th: 
individuals are still vaguely or explicitly conceived as the su 
jects constitutive of all social relations. . 1 

Indeed, Man himself haunts even the extraordinary finaf 
theory of communism,'''' in which the individuals, at last freed ~1 
the alienatioll whose historical authors (subjects) they are, VI 
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he first time become truly 'free', non-'contingene individu
fO~ t onstituted by pure inter-individual relations - that is, deliv
al!>'dC frorn the Social Relations (of production, and other relations 
ere ell) in which they had heretofore made and, simultaneously, 
as W subjected to their history. 
td;ere is further reason to believe that Man continues, despite 

rVthing, to weigh heavy on the individual, even the histori
e~:d individual, of The German Ideology: it appears when we 
:serve that the n~tion of alie,~a~i~n is still present and active in 
thiS text in the gUise of the d,vIsIon of labour. In order that the 
indiVidual may be free at last, in order that the communist 
re,'o)ution can set him free, all the labour of History is required 
_ that is to say, all the labour of the process of alienation. In the 
diffuse Hegelianism of Tile Gernlan Ideology, we remain the 
prisoners of a notion of the necessity of alienation, hence of a 
teleology of the process, hence of a process with a subject. This 
subject is the individuals. They are, on the one hand, declared to 
be empirical and historical, and the definition of them proclaims 
that it can do without the idea of Man altogether. But because, 
on the other hand, the individuals are the subjects of a process of 
alienation, and thus of a teleological process, it is once again a 
question, necessarily, of History as the history of the alienation 
of a subject: the individuals. Man is, to be sure, condemned in 
the broad daylight of criticism. But he lurks behind the theoreti
cal scenes, constituting individuals as subjects of the process of 
alienation of their 'forces'. Thus he is waiting at the End of this 
process to welcome the individuals to the freedom whose con
cept he has been from the very start. 

Ultimately, the individuals cannot escape this discrete but 
~e~ribly effective control by h~an until Marx abandons his empir
ICIst convictions in order to think the individual, not as a subject 
or principle of explanation of the social structure that is in itself 
clear, but as an obscure object that needs to be defined and a 
~robl£'m that has to be resolved - to begin with, a pr~ble.~ that 
as to be properly posed. In order to understand the mdlvldual 

- and, a fortiori, the social structure - one must start out now, 
not from the individual, but from the social structure. The notion 
0; individual is therefore in its tum an epistemological obstacle 
o no mean proportions. 

That is why The German Jdeolo~1 is such an equivocal work. 
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Something new is certainly going on in it; Marx Was not . 
taken when he identified it as the place where his diSCovery Il'lis-. 
born, amid his rupture with 'his former philosophical ""as 
science' The novelty of The German Ideology finds expreSsi CO~_ 
concepts which, it is true, are christened with new names (~n In 
of production, productive forces, social relations, etc.), yet ode 
still governed by pl1ilosophical categories that have remained b ar.e 

aSl .. 
cally unchanged: after those of the Hegel-Feuerbach theoreti 1 
compromise (Feuerbach and a certain anthropological Hegeli~a_ 
ism), after the major crisis of the 1844 Manl/scripts in the 'Thes~ 
on Feuerbach', a historicist - that is to say, still Izumanist ~ 

• • • empIrIcIsm. 

In the light of this conclusion, one can doubtless readily see 
what is meant by what I have called the absence of dialectical 
materialism in The Gerl1lQI1 Ideology. In The German Ideology, the 
break with the past begins on the terrain of the science of history. 
But the break with the past on the terrain of philosophy has yet 
to begin. Presence, for the first time, of historical materialism; 
absence of [dialectical] materialism:55 one sees the effects of this 
in the confusion of the concepts ] have analysed. But the most 
pertinent effect of this unstable conjuncture is the theory of 
ideology that The German Ideology gives us. 

The German Ideology talks incessantly about ideology; that is 
its subject par excellence. And it proposes a theory of ideology: 
ideology is an effect of alienation (of the division of intellectual 
labour separated from manual labour). Ideology is literally 
nothing, the empty (and inverted: the carl1era obscura), exact 
reflection of what takes place in the real world. Once again, a 
re~ersal of. me~ning/direction [sens], with. this little su~~l~men~ 
this meanmg 15 perfectly superfluous. PrIor to the dIVISIon 0 

labour (manual and intellectual), there was no ideology. ~or 
will there be any ideology under communism (the end of ab/e~~ 
ation, thus the end of ideology and all the 'idealistic humbug ). 
The proof? We already have it in the proletariat, which long :;~ 
threw all ideology, religion, philosophy, etc., overboard. In. 15 

respect, it is already, in itself, communism. Like the proletana: 
who have rid their lives of Ideology, The GemJaI1 Id~ology p.~s, 
claims the elimination of philosophy. The end of all lde~l~fal_ 
the end of all abstractions: the real, the concrete, the emplt e is 
there you have truth, the only truth there is. No wonder ther 
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theory of science in Tire German Ideology: a theory of science 
.,0 be produced only in a philosophy. In all of this, with the 
calldification effected by a radical historicist empiricism which 
:~lares that Man is mere ideology, and that ideology is nothing, 
~ are still within the philosophical legacy of Feuerbach. 
~\he break with Feuerbach has been announced and initiated. 
Bot this break, too, is a process, which is only just beginning. It 
haS not yet been consummated. 

We can follow the stages of this process in The Manifesto, The 
poverty (~f Pililosoplzy, the Contribution, and Capital. ] shall not go 
into detail; I shall go straight to the end of the process. 

5. To present Marx's break with theoretical humanism, one 
can, as I have just done in broad outline, scan the essential 
moments in its history. But one can also, after first clearly 
establishing the theoretical contents which Marx took as his 
starting point, turn to the end of this history, and take an 
inventory [col1stat: literally, a bailiff's report] of the new theoreti
cal contents, noting the presence or absence of the concepts that 
originally featured in the system characteristic of Theoretical 
Humanism. 

It then becomes easy to show that - apart from a few isolated 
and isolatable, and in any case highly localized, survivals - the 
categories constitutive of Theoretical Humanism have in fact 
disappeared from Capital. This is a relatively simple question: all 
that is involved is a theoretical inventory. Obviously, it calls for 
t~e sort of bailiff who is thoroughly familiar with the special 
kind of object of which he must make an inventory, and can 
therefore be relied on not to take mere words for scientific 
Concepts or philosophical categories, as often occurs in polemics. 

Let us sum up the results of this inventory; anyone can verify 
them for himself. 

A. The science Of history. The science of history does not take as . ') 
Its object the essence of man, or the human genus, or the 

~ssence of men, and so forth. The object of the science of history 
IS the history of the forms of existence specific to the human 
SPecies. 

e The;' specific difference that distinguishes the forms of exist
;:ce of the human species from those of animal species is (1) 

at human beings live exclusively in social formations; and (2) 
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that these human social formations have specific histories hi. 
as such, are governed not by the biological and ecologi~: 1 ch, 
of the species, as 'animal societies' are, but by the 'social' la aws 
the production, and the reproduction of the conditions of p,W; Of 
tion, of the means of existence of these social formations. 0 Uc .. 

If we consider the theoretical system of its hmdamental 
cepts, the science. of hist0I?' i~ ~o more based on notions ~~~ 
man, human species, men, indIvIduals, and so on, than its ob· 
is the essence of Man, and so forth. The fundamental concep~ec; 
the theory of the science of the history of social formations :: 
the concepts of mode of production, productive forces an~ 
relations of production (and their unity), juridico-political super
structure, ideological superstructure, determination in the last 
instance by the economy, relative autonomy of the instances, 
and so on and so forth. 

We are plainly on a completely different 'continent' and in a 
completely different theoretical universe, one that no longer has 
anything to do with the ideological universe of the 1844 Manu
scripts, or even The Ger11tal1 Ideology, in which some of these new 
concepts do feature. It is no longer a question of saying that 
Man is the root of Man and the essence of all the Objects of his 
human world. It is no longer a question of 'starting out from 
individuals' who 'have always started out from themselves', as 
in The Ger'l1an Ideology, and tracing the effects of an empirical, 
constitutive genesis with a view to 'engendering', with 'the 
forces of individuals' as one's point of departure, Productive 
Forces, Relations of Production, and so on. It is no longer a 
question of starting out from the 'concrete' in theory, from the 
well-known 'concrete' concepts of Man, men, individuals with 
'their feet firmly planted on solid ground', nations, and so on. 
Quite the contrary: Marx starts out from the abstract, and says SC? 
This does not mean that, for Marx, men, individuals, and their 
subjectivity have been expunged from real history. It means that 
the notions of Man, etc., have been expunged front theory, for, 
in theory, no-one has yet, to my knowledge, met a flesh-andd 
blood man, only the notion of man. Far from being able to foun . 
and serve theory, these ideological notions have only one eff~ct. 
they foreclose theory. These notions of Theoretical HumaIUSJIl 

have been eliminated from Marx's scientific theory, and we 
have every right to eliminate them, root and branch - for the 
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. pie reason that they can act only as 'epistemological obstacles' 
SIJ1l 
there. 

To put it plainly: we need to say once and for all to all those 
nO, like Feuerbach and the Marx of the Manuscripts, and even, 

~I toO often, the Marx of The German Ideology (the most contrary 
a f these texts, because it is the hardest to handle and to quote 
~,jt1r total legitimacy [de plein droit]), are constantly harping about 
~an, men, the real and the concrete, and hope to impose the use 
of these notions in theory as the basic concepts of the science of 
history - we need to tell them once and for all that this idealist 
blackmail and unbearable, if not criminal, demagoguery have 
gone on long enough. For their jeremiads will never provide 
even the beginnings of the kind of knowledge that is useful to 
real men, with whom Marx continued to concern himself 
throughout his life; it was in order to provide them with real 
and not m·erely verbal services that he forged the concepts that 
are indispensable for producing the means of understanding 
their real existence, and really transforming it. For if these 
humanist discourses do not yield any knowledge, they certainly 
do have the catastrophic effect of dragging us back to pre-Marxist 
positiolls and a petty-bourgeois ideology which, in our day and 
age, cannot be anything but revisionist and reactionary. 

B. The same holds for Marxist philosophy. Its basic philosophi
cal concepts are not Man, the Subject, the Cogito (even in the 
plural - the 'we'), the actl the project, praxis and creation - all 
notions that people, communist philosophers incilided, are today 
haUling out of the old reserves of idealism: not of critical idealism 
(which at least had its grandeur, for it modelled itself on science), 
but of spiritualist idealism (the most reactionary form of idealism, 
because it is craven enough to model itself on religion).5H 

The basic categories of Marxist philosophy (dialectical mate
rialism) are materialism and the dialectic. Materialism is based, 
not On the ideological nL .. :ons of Subject and Object, but on the 
distinction between matter and thought, the real and knowledge 
o~ the real - or, to put it differently and more precisely, the 
dIStinction between the real process and the process of knowledge; 
on the primacy of the real process over the process of knowl
edge; on the knowledge-effect produced by the process of 
kno\rvledge in the process of correlating [dans Ie proces de n-lise ell 
correspondance] the process of knowledge with the real process. 
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As Lenin said, materialism studies the history of the 'passa 
from ignorance' (or ideology) to 'knowledge' ~or science), ange 
to that end, has to produce the theory of the dIfferent practi d, 

ces· 
those that operate in knowledge, those that serve as a basis f . 
theoretical practice, and so on. The dialectic determines the la Or 

which govern these processes (real process and process w~ 
knowledge) in their dependence (primacy of the real prOceso) 
and their relative autonomy, and so forth. S 

-' 

Given what has been said about the lag of Marxist philosophy 
with respect to the science of history, every informed Marxist 
philosopher is well aware that the danger of theoretical reVision .. 
ism always has been, and still is, greater in philosophy than in 
the science of history. Ideology abhors a vacuum, and since 
every 'lag' is a vacuum, it rushes to fill it. This is one more 
reason to struggle against ideology with lucidity and resolve, 
and to take back, inch by inch, in the face of all idealist and 
spiritualist inanities and the eclectic makeshifts and bricolages 
currently in fashion - compared with which Feuerbach/s incoher
ence is a high point of thought and a model of rigour - the 
ground that, by all rights, belongs to Marxist philosophy. Our 
primary theoretical, ideological and political (1 say political) 
duty today is to rid the domain of Marxist philosophy of all the 
'Humanist' rubbish that is brazenly being dumped into it. It is 
an offence to the thought of Marx and an insult to all revo
lutionary militants. For the Humanism in Marxist philosophy is 
not even a distinguislled form of the bourgeois philosophy that 
has taken up residence in Marx: it is one of the vilest by-products 
of the most vulgar modem religious ideology. We have long 
been aware that its effect, if not its objective, is to disarnl the 
proletariat. 

These, then, are the results of the method of taking an 
inventory Nothing for it: as Hegel himself said (but he had. th~ 
consolation of saying it as he stood looking up at the mountainS)· 
that is how it is. 

6. Before examining the theoretical consequences .of. f: 
inventory, I should like to consider once again the pnnc~p ~f 
that command, or are suggested by, my very brief analyslS.ott 
the moments punctuating the theoretical history of the forI11ab 

of Marx's thought. 
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1 said, before embarking on these analyses, that in order to 
ry them out with certainty, we should have to have at our 

~~posal the principles of a theory of the history of theories that /es not yet exist. But the conditions for producing this theory 
°nnot be reduced to extending to the history of theories (ideol

ca ies, sciences, philosophy) the conceptual system at our dis
o~sal for thinking the history of social formations. Of course, 
because what is involved is in every case a theory of history, we 
'haIl have to borrow, from what we already have by way of a 
~eory of the history of social formations, all that it can furnish 
1.15 for thinking the history of theories. Yet this work, pursued on 
the existing theoretical bases, can in no case provide us, by itself, 
the knowledge of our specific object. We must study this specific 
object .for itself, in its concrete formations; that is to say, we must 
\'w'ork on the concrete data of tile history of theories, giving 
preference to the examples and segments of this history which 
we have good reason to consider pertinent, that is, inherently 
rich in determinations that will provide us with the key to other 
phenomena. It is reasonable to suppose that those moments in 
the history of theories when new sciences irrupt, especially when 
these sciences are 'continental', are relevant to our purposes. 
That is Wh)T I believe that the study of the formation and 
transformations of Marx's thought can also be of direct relevance 
to the development of this theory of the history of theories tl.lt 
We require. 

I therefore propose very briefly to reconsider a few of the 
concepts that I have used in the analyses in which 1 have 
attempted to scan the history of Marx's thought: the opposition 
SCience/ideology, the 'break', and so on. I believe that I can, in 
this way, begin to respond to some of the often legitimate 
criticisms that have been addressed to me. 

To begin with, a word on the science/ideology opposition, 
;hich gives !h~ concept of 'episte~ological break' its ~eaning. 

Yen When It IS hedged round WIth all the precautions that :scue it from contamination by the 'Enlightenment' opposition 
.~tween truth and ideology,'" the opposition between science and 
It eo1ogy, crudely formulated, cannot not be generally under
s Ood as Manichaean and, therefore dogmatic. From the ideologi-

See Reading Capital, vol. I, p. 56 [RC 43]. 
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cal point of view I this opposition effectively fulfils its role-
of drawing, in the present conjuncture, a clear, authoritativ· ~t 
of demarcation between the scientific demands that Ma~.IIIt' 
should make and the easy options and demagoguery of eel 1S~ 
cism and theoretical revisionism.5~ Drawing this line of de:n
cation was an urgent necessity and there can be absolutely at
question of repudiating it. From a theoretical point of vie no 
however, it is essential that we do not content ourselves with w, 
formulation that is ideological in nature but, rather, advan a 
more precise propositions that are appropriate for thinking u: 
opposition, in that they provide a more specific account of it. 

Let us again take the example of the ideological nature of 
Theoretical Humanism. To begin with, it is clear that that which 
characterizes the fWldamental notions of Theoretical Humanism 
as ideological can be stated only retrospectively [apres coup]. If Marx 
had not produced the new concepts appropriate for thinking the 
object of his discovery, we would not be able to pronounce the 
Judgement of ideology that we apply to the notions with which 
he had to break. The ideology/science opposition is thus always 
based on a retrospection or recurrence. It is the existence of science 
itself which establishes the 'break' in the history of theories 
which can then serve as grounds for declaring the prehistory of 
science ideological. 

This break and this retrospection are, however, the correia .. 
tives of a real process, that of the constitution of science (born in 
ideology) through theoretical work that leads up to a critic~1 
point which explodes in a break, instituting the new field m 
which the science will establish itself. Whence a paradox: science 
is plainly born of ideology and in ideology - yet the ideology of 
which science is born as it tears itself away from ideology can be 
given the nanle of ideology only by the science born of it and 
separated from it. . 

A long train of important consequence follows. I will mention 
just two: . 

(i) The first has to do with the nature of the 'break' CertaUl 
pertinent signs that manifest both the extreme tension ~f ~ 
desperately sought, impossible synthesis (the 1844 Manuscrtptd 
and the sudden release of tension due to an unprecedente 1 

conceptual mutation (the 'Theses on Feuerbach' and rile Ge:nuJ~ 
Ideology) make it possible to assign the break something hke 
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t' (1845); but the break is never anything more than the 
dtl tt"oning of an event of very long duration which, in a sense, 
beg 
ever ends. 

(t Here, then, I would like to rectify what was obviously too 
t_and-dried in the indications I gave in my essay, for which I 

~ve quite rightly been criticized. Of course, the corrections I 
make here remain descriptive: they do not constitute even the 
rudiments of a theory of the break, on which one of us will soon 
publish an essay.6U However, what I have too briefly said about 
the 'Theses' and The German Ideology does show that if the 
Jliquidation' that Marx consciously announces is plainly set in 
motion in these texts, it is only just set in motion; the work 
essential for truly clearing the theoretical space in which, twenty 
years later, Capital will unfold has yet to be carried out. The 
'break' is therefore itself a process of very long duration com
prising dialectical moments; a detailed study of them, and com
parison with studies of the other great 'breaks' that we have 
enough documentation to broach (for example, the break 
effected by Galileo), will perhaps bring out what is typical of all 
of them, and what is specific to each. The study of the moments 
constitutive of a 'break' of this kind (the kind that inaugurates 
the opening of a new 'continent') could constitute a theory of the 
process of the 'break'; it could also bring out the n" "essity of the 
successive reorganizations (moments) or secondary breaks 
which, via the appearance, definition and resolution of a series 
of new problems, lead a science from its beginnings to its 
maturity by way of its maturation. 

This conception of the 'break' as process is not a backhanded 
way of abandoning the concept of the break, which certain critics 
are only too happy to invite us to do. t That it takes time for the 
~break' to be consummated in its process by no means prevents 
It from being well and truly an eve11t in the history of theory, one 
Whose beginnings, like those of any other event, can be dated with 
precision" In Marx's case, the date is 1845 (the 'Theses/, The 
Gerllzan Ideology). 

This event is an event of long duration, and if in one sense it 
clearly has a beginning, in another it has no end. For science, 
which is born in and of the ideology from which it tears itself 

I Semprun, Bottigelli, etc. 
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away, is not, once born, securely established in its domain . 
it inhabited some pure, closed world in which it had to d~ as If 
with itself. For as long as it lives, it works unceasingly on a Ott\y 
material that is always affected, in one way or another fa\\> 

ideology; and it expands only by conquering 'areas' or 'ob{ b~ 
designated by notions which its conquest makes it POSSiblects 
describe, retrospectively, as ideological. Thus the work of critic~ to 
and of the transformation of the ideological into the SCienti~1l'I 
which inaugurates any science, never ceases to be the appoin~ 
task of established science. No science is ever anything more than 
continuing Break, punctuated by further, internal breaks. it 

(ii) If this is correct, then we can tum back to the period 
'before' the break, and study the specificity of the process that 
produced it. Here, too, we come up against a very important 
theoretical problem; we can make progress towards solving it 
only at the price of meticulous investigations. What type of 
necessity produces, in the history of theories, the rise of a 
science? 

Permit me simply to call attention to a singular 'coincidence'. 
I have cited Lenin's thesis to the effect that historical materialism 
came about as an effect of the encounter of three disciplines: 
German philosophy, English political economy, and French 
socialism. This thesis may perhaps be related to the triple 
theoretical encounter which occurs in the 1844 Manuscripts, in the 
way I have described. Let us recall the names of the three 
theoretical personages present at this encounter: Hegel, political 
Economy, Feuerbach. The one item on Lenin's list that is missing 
here is French socialis111. But, in the light of the insistence with 
which Feuerbach proclaimed that the Human Revolution would 
be born of the union of revolutionary French materialism and 
German idealism, and in the light of the fact that he regarded 
himself as the philosopher of the heart (which is French and 
revolutionary) and declared himself a 'communist', it is n~t 
impossible to consider him, at least to some extent, as the symboh~ 
representative of French utopian socialism in the Encounter. 0 

the Manuscripts.hl One day, perhaps, we will be able to denv~ 
from this figure of the encounter certain elements for a theory 0 

the process by which the 'break' was produced. 
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"l1ou1d now like to begin to examine some of the real problems 
~at Marx's rupture with Theoretical Humanism has brought to 
Ii ht. This examination will concern not only Marx but also, as \! shall soon see, most of the 'theoretical' arguments advanced 
bV most of my critics. 
"What justifies the parallel? The fact that some modern 

'Humanists' have once again taken up precisely those notions that 
Marx had to eliminate from the field of his reflections as so 
many epistettl%gical obstacles: Man, the Human Genus, the indi
vidual, the subject, and so on. 

To avoid all ambiguity (experience proves that one can never 
take too many precautions in these matters), we need to be 
perfectly clear about the object and bases of this examination, as 
well as the justification for it. 

The examination I shall proceed to make is a purely theoretical 
one. I do not propose to examine the nature and social function 
of Humanism as an ideology, or to question Humanism's 'right' 
to exist as an ideology. I simply propose to examine, from a 
theoretical standpoint, the justification that the ideologues of The
oretical Humanism (the Young Marx, our moderns, etc.) invoke 
for assigning a theoretical role to ideological nor.?ns like Man, the 
Human Genus, and so on. It is, then, from the theoretical stand
point, and from that standpoint alone, that I shall be treating 
these notions as so many episten10iogical obstacles. 

To make this more precise, I must add two important 
stipula tions. 
. To say obstacle is to suggest a concept that is meaningful only 
in terms of a theoretical metaphor that can be formulated 
roughly as follows. Theory has struck out on a path that it must 
travel in order to attain knowledge of its real object or objects. 
At some point, this path is blocked by an obstacle that prevents 
the theory from approaching and attaining its object. Thus the 
metaphor of the epistemological obstacle signifies two things: (1) 
the theory comes up against an obstacle that prevents it from 
advancing; (2) this obstacle blocks a path and hides objects tflat 
are in sonle sense behind it. To eliminate the obstacle is to clear the 
Path and perceive the objects that were hidden by it. Thus there 
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is a twofold relationship between the obstacle and the P h 
the objects): on the one hand, a relationship of opp at .. (or 
[con tra riete] , but also, in a certain way, a relationship ofOSltion 
spondence [affinite] which, albeit hard to define, is unmista~O~e-. 
It is not just any obstacle that blocks just any path or 'hides~' Ie. 
any object. The history of theories shows that there is a ceJu.st 
relationship between the way of handling (eliminating) ~tn 
obstacle and therefore the nature of the obstacle, on the . e 
hand, and the path it blocks or the objects it 'hides' on the ot~ne 

In this commentary, I am merely stating a proposition tha~\ 
will develop later. It concerns one of the two aspects of th 
function of ideology: its function of allusion, invested in i~ 
function ~f illusion. It is ~ecau~e an ideological notion is always, 
to a certain extent, allusIve - In the very form of the illusion it 
imposes - that such a notion, which is an epistemological obsta
cle from the theoretical standpoint, corresponds to some extent 
[possede quelque affinite] to the real problems it recognizes in 
misrecognizing them. I shall do nothing more than apply this 
theory of allusion-illusion, or the recognition-misrecognition of 
ideology, to the epistemological obstacles I shall be discussing. 
This will make it possible to reveal the real theoretical problems 
concealed (when such is the case) by these epistemological 
obstacles by renloving them from our path. 

Second remark. The work of removing obstacles that we shall 
undertake below will not be, in most cases, a real labour of 
theoretical production, but a simple labour of critical repetition. 
For the most part, at least in principle, the work has already 
been done by Marx. We shall limit ourselves to going over tlJe 
SQ"ze ground. Although, on one or two points, we may find that 
we have to remove an obstacle which Marx did not have 
occasion to remove himself, we shall not, for the most part, find 
ourselves in the characteristic situation of a living science (WhiC~ 
has to discern and eliminate epistemological obstacles that ha 
previously gone unnoticed). We shall simply have to rep~at 
Marx's operation and to comment, if possible, on certain of Its 
consequences. 1 

Now that these methodological principles have been. clea~& 
defined, we can begin our examination. It will lead us to IdeJ1~ I 
the epistemological obstacles that the notions of Theore~cag 
Humanism place in the way of scientifically posing and solvifl 
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I problems, of identifying these real problems, and of thinking 
rea theoretical conditions f~r posing ~nd solving them. 
theour analyses of these epistemological obstacles and real prob-

1f.,ill also intersect most of the criticisms, objections or 
leJll5 . 
uestions that have been addressed to Ine In the debate about 

q . 
}-I uIllanlsm. 

I shall not be dealing with all the real problems involved in 
the dialectic 'epistemological obstacle/ real problems l

, but, 
broadly, ",rith those of direct interest to historical 'lzaterialisl1l, 
postponing the ~ul.k of the problems that fall to the province of 
dialectical rna terlallsm. 

The general theme that will guide us in our analyses may be 
described as follows. The essential epistemological obstacles in 
the basic system of the ideology of Theoretical Humanism (Le. 
Humanism with theoretical pretensions) are constituted by a 
number of notions that I have identified in the preceding 
analvses: 

" 

1. the notion of Man (the essence or narure of Man); 
2. the notion of the human species or Human Genus (Man's 

generic essence, defined by consciousness, the heart, inter
subjectivity, etc.); 

3. the notion of the 'concrete', 'real', etc., individual; 
4. the notion of the subject ('concrete' subjectivity, the subject 

constitutive of the speculary relation, th~ \process of aliena
tion, History, etc.); 

5. the notion of consciousness (for example, as the essential 
defining feature of the human species, or as the essence of 
the ideological); 

6. the notion of labour (as the essence of man); 
7. the notion of alienation (as the externalization of a Subject); 
8. the notion of dialectic (in so far as it implies a teleology). 

These are basic notions. It is not hard to match them up with 
~eir contemporary variants, traces of which appear in the objec
IOns to the thesis of Marx's theoretical anti-humanism: for 
~)(a1l1ple, the derivative notions of 'subjectivity', 'subject' or 'act', 
fC rea tion' , ' project' , I transcendence', ' social labour' , and so 
Orth. t)"\ 

It should be recalled that the scientific pretension of these 
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ideological notions resides in the presentation of them as 
thing they cannot be: scientific concepts that allow Us toSOllle.. 
and solve scientific problems in the open-ended theoretical ~0Se 
of scientific research, which produces discoveries. It should e~ 
recalled that the scientific pretension of these fundamental id 
logical notions is an imposture that hides their real function: th~ 
~nti-sci:ntific id~ological functi~n. It s~ould be r~cal1ed that ~~ 
Ideological functlon of these notIons WIth theoretical pretensio 
does not consist in posing real problems, and thus in opening :: 
the theoretical field in which real problems can be scientificaU~ 
posed; it consists, rather, in irnposing in advance - masked by 
fictitious problems devoid of scientific content - ready-made 
solutions that are not theoretical solutions, but merely theoretical 
statenzents of 'practical' solutions, social solutions that exist in the 
form of realities which i,ave been, or are to bel brought into 
existence [faits acconzplis au it acconlplirJ in a class SOCiety, and 
correspond to the Iproblems' of the economic, political or ideo
logical class struggle in that society. 

To put it scllematically, the ideological notions in question 
here are merely transcriptions, with theoretical pretensions, of 
existing states of affairs. In the final analysis, they depend on the 
balance of power in the class struggle: they are ideological prises 
de parti in favour-of certain moral, religious and political/values', 
and, by way of those values, certain political institutions, certain 
moral and religious prejudices, and the prejudice of morality 
and religion. 

Therefore, far from opening up the theoretical field in which it 
would be possible to pose real problems scientifically, these 
ideological notions, which are basically nothing but theoretical 
transcriptions of actually existing social solutions l have the func" 
tion of preventively closing off the field they pretend to open UPI 
thus making it impossible to pose any real problems or, conse
quently, make any pertinent discovery. Diderot demonstrated 
clear insight into the basic nature of ideology when he declar~d 
that he would believe in theology when someone showed him 
its 'discoveries' 

We could, with no trace of irony, ask those who have to~ay 
resolved to defend and propagate these shopworn ideolo~C~ 
notions to be so good as to show us the scientific Jdiscoverles 

that the philosophies of Man, the Subject (in all its avatarS, 
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Phenomenology included), the Act, Labour, Praxis, Alienation, 
and so on, have yielded or sparked in any field whatsoever, or the 
research that their miraculous 'categories' have made more 
fertile. Even a nodding acquaintance with what is currently 
going on in the 'Human Sciences', in which these categories find 
their field of predilection, will suffice to confirm not only the 
t'11tire sterility of their intervention, but also the retrogressive 
effects it provokes. Far from contributing to the 'progress' of the 
disciplines in which they itake an interest', these philosophical 
ideologies merely seek to 'domesticate' them and harness them 
to the apologetic service of the Great Causes whose agents they 
are. Bringing out real problems is thus not merely the last of 
their concerns; it is that which it is their function, precisely, to. 
preclude. 

Hence it is necessary to identify and then remove these 
epistemological obstacles in order to clear the path they block 
and then open up the theoretical field in which real problems can 
be identified, posed and examined. 

What real problems can we discern behind the notions of 
Theoretical HU1nanis11l, once their impostures and theoretical pre
tensions have been challenged? Let me mention the essential 
ones, correlating them with the main epistemological obstacles 
that 'correspond' to them: 

1. The problem of the definition of the human species - or of 
the specific difference that distinguishe~ the forms of exist
ence of the human species from those of animal species 
(obstacles: the notions of man's generic essence, of con
sciousness, etc4)4 

2. The problem of the structure of social formations (obstacles: 
the notions of Man l Man's generic essence, the 'heart' or 
intersubjectivity, consciousness, the subject, etc.). 

3. The problem of the dialectic of history as a process without 
subjects (obstacles: the notions of Man, Genus, subject, 
alienation, the teleological-dialectic). 

4. The problem of the forms of individuality (obstacles: the 
notions of Man, Genus, individual, subject, the concrete, 
etc.). 

5. The problem of the nature of the ideological (obstacles: the 
notions of Man, consciousness, subjectivity, etc.). 
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Each of these 'real problems' is said to be a 'real problem' . 
precise sense that needs to be made clear. ltl a 

These problems are not said to be 'rear in the empiricist 
of the word, as if it were enough to open one's eyes to id~ 
them - as if it would have been enough, from time immemori~tify 
have opened one's eyes to identify them. Most of OUr Q, to 
'Humanists' incessantly invoke, in incantatory fashion, the ,~~ 
which for them is the 'concrete', 'life', 'richer and more vibr: ' 
h i. d I·· I . nt t an any concept, 111 or er re IglOUS y to contrast It with Itheory' 

which is, as everyone knows - ever since the famous bOil rno; 
that, though it contains its grain of truth, can also be used to 
justify all kinds of resignation - ~always grey' It is not that 'real' 
that we mean, but the scientific 'real', which - as Marx com
pellingly demonstrated - has nothing to do with the 'concrete' 
or the 'real' of the obvious facts of everyday life, vvhich are given 
al1d imbued with the self-evidence of ideology. 

These problems are real because they are posited as real in the 
theoretical field conquered by the long theoretical labour that has 
culminated in the present state of scientific ktlowledge. Thus we 
are talking about the theoretical reality of theoretical problems, 
which as such pertain to the process of knowledge, and appear 
as such only within the process of knowledge, as a function of a 
given historical state of the theoretical concepts that constitute 
the problematic of a theory. 

Of course, the real (theoretical) problems generated by the 
process of knowledge have to do with realties that exist indepen
dently of the process of knowledge, and pertain to the real process 
or process of the real; the establishment of this correlation [eette 
n-zise en correspol1dance] constitutes, preCisely, the knowledge
effect produced by the process of knowledge. 

This distinction explains what empiricism cannot explain: the 
transformation in the way problenls are posed, and the transforma
tion of the objects of knowledge within the process of knowl .. 
edge; in other words, the appearance of new objects not. s~en 
previously. Empiricism thinks that knowledge is an act of VISiOn 

rune vue]: it is incapable of explaining the appearance of neW 
objects in the field of 'the seen' [Ie cha,np de la 'vue'], and thuS the 
fact that tllese new objects were not "seen' [vus] earlier. It does 
not 'see' that the seeing [Ia vue] of what one sees in science 
depends on the apparatus of theoretical vision, and therefore on 
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history of the transformations of the theory within the 
we eSS of knowledge. Thus what are called re,al problems derive 
r~ the reality of the process of knowledge, its apparatus of 
j1'O oretical vision at a given time, and its theoretical criteria of 
~~iftl. Reality is, in the precise sense in which we are using it, a 
.. tegory of the process of knowledge itself. 
La The same holds for the category 'problem' in the expression 
, eal problenl' In the everyday sense, the term 'problem' desig-
fateS any kind of difficulty. Everyone has his 'problems' - so 
~oe5 History, so do the Communist parties. In this sense, all 
problems are 'real' or 'concrete', as so many obstacles that the 
various 'projects', whatever they are, come up against. We need 
to set aside this vague sense of the word, which is much too 
broad and confused, in order to specify the precise sense in 
which we are employing it. 

Not every difficulty is a problem from the scientific point of 
view. Only those difficulties identified in the theoretical field of 
scientific research and susceptible of being posed as problems are 
scientific problems. The posing [position] of a difficulty as a 
problem must be understood in a precise sense that we can 
illustrate with the spatial metaphor of position. To pose a problem 
is to find, within the field of the existing theory, the precise place 
that rightfully falls to it, and so allows it to be conceived and 
treated as a problem. To assign it its place is simultaneously to 
identify it and to call it by its name. Assigning it its place, 
identifying it and stating it are of a piece. These three linked 
Operations are made possible only by reference to the theoretical 
concepts constitutive of the existing theoretical field. To pose a 
problem, then, is to assign it its place, give it its name, and so 
on, by confronting a difficulty that one has pinpointed with the 
concepts constituting the field of the theory that has enabled one 
to pinpoint it. 

This confrontation does not always allow one to pose in the 
f~rm of a problem every difficulty one encounters: there are 
dlfficulties that remain in the state of difficulties, and cannot be 
POsed as problems: they subsist in the state of ren1ail1ders. As a 
~Ule, one talks in this case about 'problems without a solution', 
~t this expression is not exact. It would be better to talk about 

dIffiCUlties that cannot be posed in the form of problenls when
eVer the arsenal of existing scientific concepts does not yet 111ake it 
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possible rigorously to pose these difficulties in the form of 
lerns. It also happens that certain problems can be posed th prob.. 
ically, although one does not possess all the theo eo~. 
instruments required to produce their solution. These are tetical 
lems that (for the time being) have no solution. Finally, i~r~h. 
happen that certain problems are 'posed' (and even resolved ~11 
practical fashion without being posed and resolved theoretic;'l~ 
this holds for what we may call practical inventions, which are y. 
advance of the corresponding theoretical solutions (discoveries~ 
Political practice offers some striking examples. . 

All these sproblems' relative to the conditions for posin 
difficulties as problems deserve to be posed correctly in thei~ 
turn. That task falls to philosophy. 

I have said enough about this to make my meaning clear. 
When I talk about the list of real problmls discernible behind the 
epistemological obstacles created by the notions of Humanist 
ideology, I am referring to scientific problenls in the strict sense, 
that is to say, difficulties that can be assigned a place, identified, 
and stated in function of the theoretical concepts of science in its 
present state: in the case to hand, in function of the existing 
concepts of historical materialism. Thus each of these problems 
can legitimately stand as the object of a theory. 

We shall see that, of the real problems I have listed, some can 
be posed rigorously in conditions that enable us to state the 
principle of their solution, on condition that serious theoretical 
research is carried out. Others, in contrast can for now merely 
be correctly posed, while we wait to acquire the theoretical 
elements lvhich ,oe do 110t yet possess, and without lvJzic11 u'e cannot 
envisage their solution. 

First problenl: the definition of the hunlan speciesM 

In order to state this problem and take its exact scientific meas
ure/ as well as to evaluate its ideological and scientific import, 
we have first to remove the epistemological obstacle blocl<?'8 
access to it. This epistemological obstacle depends on a notion 
fraught with ideological determinations, on account, precisely, 
of its age-old function, a function it continues to fulfill iJ1 

contemporary ideological struggles: for or against religion and 
idealism, for or against materialism. 
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I order to grasp the nature of this epistemological obstacle in 
~tate in which Marx found it before he cleared it from his 

t~~h, we have to go back to Feuerbach - to his conception of the 
P man Genus or the generic essence of Man. 
f{1.lf}1e theory of the Human Genus serves, in Feuerbach, to 
. und 'concrete' intersubjectivity (the I-Thou), which stands in 
~~r both the Transcendental and the Noumenal Subject in his 
"fork; it serves to found the speculary theory of the Absolute 
Horizon within which man encounters, in his objects, the reflec
tion of his Essence; it serves to 'think' History by distributing 
the Human Genus among all individual human beings, past, 
present and future - and is thus the name of the Future whose 
present st~nds in perpe~al need ~f a supplement in order to fill 
its theoretical vacuum; It serves, finally, to represent the 'heart', 
Man['s ] communitarian nature, which images the utopian figure 
of communism in advance. But - to come to what interests us -
the notion of Human Genus also serves to ground the old 
spiritualist distinction that privileges man over the whole natural 
kingdom. 

The human species, says Feu erbach, is not a species like all 
the others; it must be called a Genus, because it is the 'species of 
all the species', the universal species in the strict sense of the 
word l the species which, unlike the others (hedgehog, dragonfly, 
rhododendron), does not take as its object a finite 'world', a 
minuscule portion of the Universe, but the Universe itself in its 
totality. This is a disarming way of assigning the Absolute 
Horizon of the human species the dimensions of the Universe, 
and the subjectivity of the human species the attributes of 
objectivity - in a word, a way of repeating the old thesis that the 
distinguishing feature of the human species is Reason. 

But, in the good old idealist tradition, to say Reason is, of 
COurse, to say consciousness. The human species is, for Feuerbach, 
not just a species l but a Genus, because it is the only species in 
the world that can take itself as its own object. The hedgehog 
has many merits, and its 'horizon I (that of its Umwelt) has, even 
When it crosses roads,65 clear limits - but the poor beast does not 
Possess the privilege of making its species its object. It experi
ences it, but, as we have known since Pascal, knows nothing about 
the nlatter. Man knows what he is, for he belongs to a Genus that 
has the immediate privilege of making its species its object: 
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consciousness is this immediate presence of the Genus [Gen. . 
the individual. Consciousness of all kinds [en tout genre], if {e] III 
say so, but of course (for this is the crucial point), ntoral rna)' 
sciousness above all (and moral, in Feuerbach, means religz' con .. 

Ous) 
The notion of the human Genus thus has the function, n t · 

thinking, obviously, but of purely and simply proclaiming ~ of 
Grand Principles of Idealism (they can also be, depending ese 
their mode, the Grand Principles of critical idealism). In Feu on 
bach, they are the principles of spiritualist (religious) idealis er: 
Man is that exceptional being whose attributes are the Unive~· 
Reason, Consciousness (rational, morat and religious) and love: 
As we can readily see, where Grand Principles are involved 
there can be no question of going into particulars or offerin~ 
proof. It is enough to proclaim of them; Theoretical Humanism 
does not suspect the existence of the least little problem here. In 
its view, these are Established Solutions, established from all 
eternity. 

Under these conditions, one is not surprised to observe the 
extreme ideological importance of the question of the definition of 
the human species in its distinction from the animal species. In 
various explicit forms, this question long served and, in trans
posed forms, still massively serves as a symbolic issue whose 
stake is (to the extent that it is at stake here) the fate of religious 
and moral ideology - above all, the fate of religion, certain 
Institutions (the Churches and their powers) and the major 
political Interests tied to them (in the final analysis, relations of 
class domination). 

It would be a mistake to think that the ideological virulence 
of this question diminished on the day the Church's prerogatives 
diminished thanks to progress in the hard sciences, life sciences, 
and sciences of Man (human palaeontology, etc.). It was merely 
the ideological exploitation of the question that changed, in both 
its forms and its point of application: in philosophy on the one 
hand and sciel1ce on the other. 

1. In philosophy, this question is taken directly in han~ by 
spiritualist idealism, in forms that remain crude and ObVl0~ 
even when spiritualist philosophy tries to integrate the results 0 

the life sciences by I interpreting' them to its advantage. one 
need only think of Bergsonisffi, Teilhardism, or - because there 
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. 0 avoiding the subject - the echoes that this spiritualist 
~~ ~lOgy of matter, life and society has found even in certain 
Me odst circles. But these crude, philosophically discredited 
. :rns should not blind us to the more subtle forms in which 
t~tical philosophy, too, has simply taken over the great Division 
~at interests so many Interests - that is to say, since to divide is 
to rule, so many forms of Rule. 

Without going back to the Kantian Distinction between 
Nature and Freedom, whIch still commands Phenomenology 
and finally even haunts its own rejection in the Heideggerian 
problematic of Being and Dasei1t, let us consider the form in 
which this spiritualist heritage has been taken up by the philos
ophy of the 'sciences of Man' It appears in propria persona in the 
great idealist Distinction between the Sciences of Nature and the 
Sciences of Man. For example, it is manifest in Dilthey's the0rt~ 
of the difference between explanation (the Natural Sciences) and 
comprehension (the Sciences of Man). It is also manifest in the 
famous question of the legitimate object of the dialectic - to be 
very precise, in the question of the legitimacy or illegitimacy of 
a Dialectic of Nature. 

The thesis of the exclusively human (or historical) privilege of 
the dialectic (see Sartre, etc.),"7 like the thesis of the irreducible 
specificity of the form of intelligibility of 'human phenomena' 
(colllpreJlension, phenomenological description, and other herme
neutic variants), shows that spiritualism's defence of the religious 
privilege of the Nature and Destiny of Man is an ideological 
constant. It is against the background of this ideological struggle 
that the Marxist materialist thesis of the epistemological Unity 
of all the Sciences, the natural sciences as well as the sciences of 
man, takes on its full significance, as does the thesis of the 
Dialectic of Nature. 

At this level, these theses must be taken for what they are: the 
defence o.f ideological positions in the field of philosophy, that is, a 
radical refusal to adopt idealist-spiritualist positions (a refusal to 
privilege th'e virtues of 'comprehension', 'description', 'herme
neutics', etc. - a rejection of the idea of the non-dialecticity of 
Nature); and, at the same time, the affirmation of counter-theses 
calling for a fundamental transformation in the way the 'prob
lems' at stake in the debate are defined and posed. 

We have seen this in connection with the Dialectic of Nature. 
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It is no accident that the thesis that there is a Dialectic of Natu 
has made its way from Hegel into Marxism, and that :;: 
questioll is, even today, one of the absolute tOllchstones of th 
materialist party position in philosophy. The thesis that there .e 
a Dialectic of Nature was indispensable to Hegel's theory ~ 
History as a non-anthropological theory of History: it indicates, in 
the Hegelian context (which continues to bear the stamp of 
spiritualism in the teleology of the process of alienation), that the 
dialectic does not begin with Man, and that History is therefore 
a process without a subject. It is owing to the religious privilege 
conferred upon the Human Species that all notion of a dialectic 
of Nature disappears in Feuerbach: for the same fundamental 
theoretical reason, there can also be no Dialectic of Nature in the 
1844 Manuscripts or The Gernzan Ideology, in which history is 
anthropological, in whole or in part. It is no accident that, in 
Marxism, the thesis that there is a Dialectic of Nature comes to 
the fore during Engels's struggle against Dilhring's spiritual
ism,6~ which was attemptit1g to re-establish the religious privi
lege of the human species. 

But this justified 'revi\ral' of the Dialectic of Nature, which 
some modem Marxists, and by no means the least of them, 
condemn with incredible nonchalance, has more than just an 
ideological function. For epistemological reasons that we can 
now see, it is closely bound up with the fundamental philosoph
ical category on which Capital is based - the category of the 
process without a subject. The thesis that there is a Dialectic of 
Nature thus plays not only an ideological role (against spiritual
ism, for materialism), but also a positive epistemological role: 
against the category of the process of the alienation of a Subject, 
for the category of the process without a subject. 

The thesis of the Dialectic of Nature, in its present forl11, has to 
do less with such dialectics as exist in Nature (an area that is 
open to scientific and epistemological investigation) than with 
what is going on in the science of History on the one hand and 
at the junction of the Natural and Human Sciences on the other. 
For this threefold reaSOl1, ideological, philosophical and scien .. 
tific, it is today, and will long remain, a key thesis of Marxism 
on which no theoretical concession can be made if we are not to 
relapse into idealism and spiritualism. 

Such are the ideological and philosophical stakes whose 
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'te. is the question of the differential definition of the human 
51 
.pecies. 
!t 

2. But the debate has also taken, since the emergence of the 
life sciences (especially since Darwin), the form of an ideologico
~cientific debate pursued on the terrain of the sciences them
~lves; to be very precise, at tile borderline between the life 
sciences and the science of history. Are the sciences that take this 
borderline for their object capable of demonstrating the existence 
of a 11taterial continuity in the evolution of species from the animal 
to the human species? For spiritualism finds, as might be 
expected, one of its favourite arguments in what it regards as 
the 'fact" that there is an irreducible discontinuity here, which it 
loses no time in exploiting to religious ends. Of course, there is 
something to be gained from denyitlg it the possibility of using 
this argument. Whence the ideological importance, a function of 
the ideological struggle defined by the terms of contemporary 
spiritualism, of scientific discoveries about the nature of the 
borderline between animal species and the human species. 

It would, however, be peculiarly naive to believe that settling 
this question would leave spiritualism with nowhere to tum. As 
\,\'e know, it is even capable of taking the initiative and Idomes
ticating' any scientific discovery that might, at the scientific level, 
radically compromise the 'histories' [lzistoires] in Genesis: think 
of Teilhard's apologetic operation. Indeed, spiritualism, like any 
other ideology, not only does not take science seriously; that is 
what spiritualism is made for. Its function is always to 'domesti
cate' science, whatever its findings. One does not put paid to an 
ideology by 'countering' it on the terrain of science, for the very 
good reason that an ideology does not 'spring up' on that terrain, 
but on the terrain of class relations and their effects. Spiritualism 
has a bright future ahead of it, even after Darwin, even after the 
recent discoveries of human palaeontology.7() 

I should like to pause over this point, for when Marxists begin 
to display this kind of naivety about the basic nature of spiritu
alism, they not only misjudge the 'conclusive' ideological effects 
that they expect 'scientific discoveries' to have on the crucial 
question of the definition of the human species; much more 
alarmingly, they do not always manage to avoid the ideological 
Contamination that contact with the ideological 'arguments' of 
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the adversary often brin?s in its wake. wt:en one has to 'f 
the adversary' on to his own ground (Ideology), one ;UolV 
comes away unscathed, unless one is very well armed fr arel}! 
theoretical standpoint. °lll a 

There is, precisely, no lack of recent examples of iMa . 
who are only too happy to utilize the Recent Scientific Discl'XiSts· 
ies of human palaeontology to refute the arguments oF~er. 
ditional spiritualism without pausing to consider that, in hasti~' 
~ending these Recent Di~overies to ~e se~i;e of a Hum~ 
ideology, even one that IS dubbed MarxIst, they inevitabl 
lapse into modern spiritualism. Y 

I am referring specifically to the following situation. Recent 
discoveries have cast doubt on the classic Darwinian thesis of 
man's simian ancestry (a 'scandal' that spiritualism laughed to 
scorn). It has, it seems, been proven that man's ancestors did not 
descend from the most 'highly evolved' breeds of the simian 
species, that the pertinent sign of humanness is not brain size 
(this is a mechanistic materialist thesis which, moreover, still has 
an odour of spiritualism about it, since to say 'brain' is to say 
Ireason' or 'consciousness', etc.). Rather, it would appear that the 
'ancestor' of the human line was a creature which had only a 
modestly developed brain but was distinguished by the fact that 
it stood upright, so that its hands were free to fashion rudimen
tary tools under conditions which, it seems reasonable to sup
pose, were not lindividual' but social. We see straight away the 
interest that this discovery can hold for historical materialism. The 
object of historical materialism is the nature of the forms of 
historical existence characteristic of the human species: namely, 
the structure of social formations, as the condition for the pro
duction, and for the reproduction of the conditions of produc
tion, of men's material means of existence. The Recent , 
Discoveries supposedly make it possible to 'bridge the gap 
between present-day human societies and the animal origins of 
the human species, since they seem to show that the human , 
species comprised, front its beginnings, creatures living 'together 
and producing rudimentary tools. 

Marxists have not been slow to draw parallels between these 
discoveries and a famous text by Engels (Dialectics of Nature) oll 

the feature that distinguishes the human species from the most 
advanced animal species - namely, labour - as well as the role 
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labour played in the 'creationl of the humanness of the 
that an species." Marx had already pointed to this distinguish
~Il~eature in Capital, citing a phrase of Franklin's that defines 
Iflg n as a 'toolmaking animal'.72 
(!'laThe Recent Discoveries are of undeniable ideological, scientific 

d philosophical interest. We need, however, to spell out the 
~~lifica/1ce and limits of this interest. 
~I, From the ideological standpoint, they render the task of 
$piritualist apologetics more difficult. Such apologetics can no 
longer make as demagogic a use of the arguments of derision 
which decried the Darwinian 'scandal' (the ape!) in an appeal to 
a crude common sense flattered in its religion by the solacing 
thought that man could not decently be the son of an ape. But 
we can count on spiritualist ideology: it will always land on its 
feet - since, like any good ideology, it does not have any. 

From the scientific standpoint, the Recent Discoveries are of 
undeniable interest. But they add nothing at all to the conceptual 
content of historical materialism, which did not have to wait for 
either Darwin or modem palaeontologists in order to emerge 
and develop, and cannot hope to learn anything about the 
fundamental problems of the development of its own theory 
from their revelations. The hypothesis that man is a 'toolmaking 
animal' living in groups, and that labour transforms 'human 
nanlre', has been in general circulation since the eighteenth 
century/?; but has remained altogether unproductive. Historical 
materialism does not spring from it; as we know, it was pro
duced on the basis of very different 'premisses' Indeed, what 
can we expect the scientific solution of this kind of 'borderline 
problem' to contribute to the scientific content of a discipline 
whose object is authentic social formations, not these groups 
which a profound qualitative difference probably sets apart from 
the social formations that historical materialism studies? A bor
derline problem: it must still be demonstrated that the borderline 
in question clearly ;s the one that runs between ecological and 
biological laws on the one hand and, on the other, the social 
laws of history that make human history properly so called what 
it is - and that it is not a borderline internal to the prehistorical 
realm, that is, one which is still subject to bio-ecological rather 

~ Pace Suret-Canale. 
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than social laws. On this point, the question is far frOIn b . 
closed. el1lg 

From the philosophical point of view, these discoverie h 
a much broader interest. For they constitute, on one; ~ld 
point, the edict revoking a genetic conception of the evoluij re~ 
process, and therefore an evolutionist ideology of genesis. o~ry 
offer a totally different image of the dialectic from the teleol ey 
cal dialectic of evolutionism, which is merely the poor rn~~' 
Hegelianism: a dialectic of non-genetic mutations. n s 

What, however, do we see? Certain Marxists rush to embra 
these discoveries and put them to the kind of ideological u: 
which, although it is dir~cted against certai~ spiritu~list argu
ments, throws the door wide open to a new kind of spIritualism: 
that of Theoretical Humanism. The notion on which this ideo
logical enterprise turns is either that of labour (the essence of 
Man is labour) or the apparently more 'Marxist', but in fact 
equivalent, notion of 'social labour' The ideological operation I 
wish to denounce is simple. It consists in giving Theoretical 
Humanism a new 'lease on life' by reactivating the ideological 
notion of 'labour' against the background provided by the 
following theoretical complex: Essence of Man = labour (or social 
labour) = the creation of Man by Man = Man, Subject of History 
= History as a process whose Subject is Man (or human labour). 
It looks very much as if the Recent Discoveries of human 
palaeontology had here given the 'green light' to a 'revivaYof 
Theoretical Humanism. 

Since those who profess this spiritualist ideology are not 
necessarily aware of the implications of their argument, and 
since their argument gives itself the theoretical benefit of 
expressions with a Marxist resonance, it is essential that we go 
into some detail here. I take the liberty of quoting Suret-Canale,~3 
whose argument will enlighten us, precisely in so far as It 
explicitly relates the recent discoveries to the 1844 Manuscripts: 

Thus what is still mistaken or inadequate in the 1844 Manuscripts 
is their philosophical (speculative) approach. , 

I believe that Althusser, too, thinks this. But his interpretation 
also seems to reject as 'ideologicar, that is, speculative or mistaken, 
the very conception of a universal essence of man, or, if you li~e.-:; 
put the same thing in everyday language - any general definlti 
whatsoever of the human species. 
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Stich a rejection is unjustified, as is any rejection of the general 
theory to the sole benefit either of a particular ~cience or .o~ ~ertain 
. ientific laws taken separately (an approach typIcal of positivism). 
SC The core of the general definition of man in the 1844 Manuscripts 
i5 perfectly valid. I would, even go so. far as to say that this definition 
of n1iln in terms of soclal labour IS one of Marx's fundamental 
disCO\'cries, without which everything that follows - the theory of 
modes of production, the analysis of capitalism - would have been 
inconcei\rable. Marx never disowned it; on the contrary, he built on 
it (for example, in Volume 1 of Capital,7-1 by showing what basically 
distinguishes man from animals), EngelsJ too, developed this defini
tion in Dialectics of Nature. 

May I be permitted a parenthetical remark? We have all the less 
reason to call this general conception into question in that it has 
today been strikingly confirmed by the discoveries of science, of 
human palaeontology. This is quite recent; it dates from the last ten 
years, [There follows a resume of Leroi-Gourhan's theses.] It has 
been proven that it is social labour, the distinctive sign of which is 
toolmaking, which originally led to hominization, not the other way 
round. 

But let us rum back to the subject at hand. The definition that 
Marx gives in the 1844 Manuscripts, one that has been confirmed and 
enriched by science, cannot be put on a par with the speculative, 
erroneous definitions (which are idealist at their root) advanced by 
Feuerbach or the eighteenth-cenhlry philosophers who, for their part, 
set out to deduce the essence of man from the appearance of the 
bourgeois and petty-bourgeois individual of their day. 

To the extent that, in 1845, Marxis break with his earlier concep
tions bears essentially on the speculative nature of his approach, not 
\vith his general conception of man, the terminology 'theoretical 
humanism/theoretical anti-humanism' seems to me to be unjustified. 
It does not get at the essence of the matter. 

I shall not reiterate themes that cannot be seriously defended. 
What is essential about a scientific discovery is not the break 
With speculation. Infinitel~1 tnore is required than this simple 
prerequisite; otherwise, Feuerbach, who spent his life breaking 
~ith speculation, would have been a great man of science. What 
lS essential about a scientific discovery is that it contribute 
SOmething new to the content of a theory (not its forni, speculative 
Or not). I agree with the statement - albeit with major reser
Vations which I shall go on to explain - that the novelty of 
Marx's discovery is not unrelated to what an expression like 
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'social labour' can mean for us, retrospectively, and on conditi 
that it is subjected to a radical critique. But I do not at aU agron 
with (1) the statement that this discovery is contained in t~ 
1844 Manuscripts; or (2) the idea that it can be designated by lh e 
terribly equivocal (I mean un-Marxist) expression 'social labour~ 
Yet one cannot defend the thesis that Marx's discovery is Con
tained in the 1844 Manuscripts unless one considers this 
expression Marxist. 

The 1844 Manuscripts defines Man in terms of labour (after 
Hegel and Smith, who are reconciled and given a theoretical 
blessing whose edifying whys and wherefores I have already 
discussed). The Manuscripts defines this labour in terms of its 
originary act, the (Feuerbachian) externalization of the Essential 
Forces of the individual producer. Everything takes place 
between a Subject (labouring Man, the worker) and his products 
(his Object). On the Feuerbachian definition, the individual's 
'absolute essence' is the species; he is therefore Genus in his very 
essence, and that is why his individual act is, primordially, a 
generic act. Hence the ideological deduction, which the Manu
scripts develops for us with admirable rigour, of the social effects 
of this originary act of self-extemalization/ self-manifestation of 
the Human Essence (for the individual is, as Man, generic in his 
essence) in the material production of the worker/individual: 
property, classes, capital, and so on. The adjective 'social' in the 
expression 'social labour' forged by Suret-Canale designates, in 
the Manuscripts, the effect or phenomenon or manifestation (the 
Hegelian in-itself-for-itself) of the generic character of Man con
tained in the originary act of extemalization/alienation of the 
essence of Man, which is present [in] the worker's labour (the 
Hegelian in-itself). A close reading of the Manuscripts leaves no 
room for doubt on this score. Everything that is 'social' desig
nates, not the structure of social conditions and the labour-process 
or the process of the realization of value, but the extemalizationl 
alienation (via as many mediations as you like) of an originary 
essence, that of Man. 

That, incidentally, explains why Marx can come up with a 
perfectly idealist formulation about 'the action [acte] of world 
history' that is man's birth act [acte]75 - which is originary in the 
precise sense of all philosophies of the origin, that is, of the 
essence as constitutive Subject. Here 'origin' signifies, not the 
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i~i"S, that is, the beginning, but the present, etemat constitutive 
ll' ~ence that produces, out of its constitutive depths, all the 
e5..-
heJ10mena of history. 

P Let us extend the scope of the debate. If the expression 'social 
labour' is ambiguous, it is because 'social' is here simply the 
adjective (in the Manuscripts, the Phenomenon, the extemaliza
tion, the in-itself-for-itself) associated with a noun that is its 
inner essence (its in-itself): labour. If we draw the conclusions 
that follow from this, we have to state plainly, in the face of 
God-only-knows-how-many appearances and authorities, that 
the concept of labour, in the ambiguity that constantly tempts 
one to establish it as a basic concept of the theory of historical 
materialism, is not a Marxist concept. Quite the contrary: the 
concept of labour is itself a major epistemological obstacle block
ing the development of Marxist theory. 

One can easily convince oneself of this a posteriori by exam
ining all the ideologies of labour, all the idealist interpretations 
of Marxism as a philosophy of labour - whether they rehearse 
the themes of the 1844 Manuscripts or set out to construct a 
Phenomenology of 'praxis'.h But it will be objected that what is 
involved here is philosophical ideology, not historical materialism, 
which situates itself elsewhere, on the terrain of science. 

Very well then; let us talk about historical materialism. If we 
do, we cannot but admit that Marx's whole critique of classical 
Political Economy consisted in exploding the concept of labour 
accepted by the Economists, in order to suppress and then 
replace it with new concepts in which the word 'labour' figures, 
to be sure, but always in conjunction with other words that 
confer a distinctive meaning upon the new concept, a meaning 
that can no longer be confused with the ambiguous meaning of 
the Simple concept of 'labour' 

The concept of labour, when it lexplodes', breaks down into 
the following concepts: labour-process, the structure of the social 
conditions of the labour-process, labour-power (not labour), 
value of labour-power (not of labour), concrete labour, abstract 
labour, utilization of labour-power, quantity of labour, and so 
on. All the products of this 'explosion' are merely the precise 
forms thanks to which the e11ormous t7'iste1noiogical obstacle that 

I. In Italy, the work of Enzo Paci. 
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the simple, originary notion of labour constituted for hist . 
materialism is cleared from the path of the science of his~rZCaI 
And when Marx talks, in Capital, about the 'social' characte°ry, 
labour or the ever more extensive socialization of labour rt~f 
word labour in these expressions does not refer us to a ba ,e 
concept that is theoretically prior, and thus scientific in and Sl~ 
itself - the concept of Labour - but, rather, to the new, complO 
concepts of which I have provided a brief list. e.t 

That is why Suret-Canale's expression 'social labour' is 
ambiguous, especially in view of the fact that he explicitly refers 
to the 1844 Manuscripts in his comments on it. Of course, this 
expression has an advantage over others (such as 'the essence of 
man is labour'): it introduces the adjective 'social' as a 'supple
mentary', 'remedial' element indispensable to designating 
Marx's discovery of labour. But Marx's discovery bears, pre
cisely, on the nature of the object designated by the adjective 
'social': namely, society. What is involved is not a 'supplement'; 
it is the essence of the matter. Marx's discovery has the effect of 
rel)ersing the order adjective-noun that expresses a phenomenon
essence relationship perfectly adapted to the theses of the Man
uscripts, and of bringing out the fact that, in order to think the 
nature of 'labour', one has to begin by thinking the structure of the 
social conditions (social relations) in W11ich it is mobilized. Labour 
then becomes labour-p0'lver, mobilized in a labour-process subject 
to, and defined by, the structure of social relations. It follows 
that the feature distinguishing the forms of existence of the 
human species from those of animal species is not 'social labour', 
but the social structure of the production and reproduction of 
the existence of social formations l that is, the social relations that 
preside over the mobilization of labour-power in the labour
process, together with all their effects. 

This makes it easy to see the ideological ambiguity 011 which the 
entire 'revival' of Humanism is based, as is any attempt whi~h 
sets out to ground the 'humanist' character of Marxist theory In 
the fact that Marx talks about }zu1lzan societies, not animal socie
ties. There are two possibilities here: what is in question is. a 
truism that is beneath comment; it would have it that one is qUite 
as much a humanist because one produces a theory of human 
History as one is a mechanist because one writes a treatise o~ 
general mechanics, or a monk because one produces a theory 0 
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eligion. This alternative is not serious. What is, however, serious 
~ but in this case we are dealing with the seriousness of an 
iJ1lposture - is to p.roduce, as the differ~n~ial concept distinguish
jog the forms of eXlstence of human socIeties from those of animal 
societies, a concept on whose ambiguity and connotations one 
then proceeds to play (labour, social labour) in order to base a 
theoretical-Humanist interpretation of Marxist science or philos
ophy on that concept's moral overtones. 

I do not - I repeat - mean by this that the problem of the 
origins of the human species is not a scientific problem, or that 
it is not of some interest to historical materialism. A materialist, 
scientific theory of human palaeontology certainly does matter 
to historical materialism, because it does away with a whole set 
of alibis for the spiritualist ideologies of history that are con
stantly being opposed to historical materialism. But historical 
materialism managed to emerge without benefit of the scientific 
basis provided by the findings of modern human palaeontology 
(it was barely ten years ago that .) and Capital was conceived 
some time before the Dialectics of Nature, that is to saYI before 
Engels/s celebrated text on the difference between man and the 
apes?h If historical materialism could manage without the 
palaeontologists, that is because its object is autonomous with 
respect to the findings of human palaeontology, and; as such, 
can be treated in perfectly independent form. 

But we must go even further. Although, as will readily be 
granted, the 'revival' of Theoretical Humanism is no more based 
on the Recent Discoveries of palaeontology than the lucubrations 
of the next Teilhard who happens to come along will be (he will 
have no trouble at all 'domesticating' the famous Discoveries in 
an apologetic enterprise of the same stripe), and although this 
'revival' of Theoretical Humanism is explained, in the final 
analysis, by factors that have everything to do with the political 
Conjuncture and precious little to do with scientific rigour, we 
still have to get to the heart of the matter, and ask for what 
reasons - not only political, but also theoretical reasons - serious 
Marxists (I am not talking about the jugglers) succumb so easily 
to this temptation. For I am convinced that, in their case, it is not 
Only a matter of the political conjuncture but, first and foremost, 
of theoretical conviction. 

Let us therefore go to the root of this conviction. It is insepar-
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able from what these Marxists conceive to be the requir 
of materialisnl. ernents 

Let me tum back for just a moment to the ideological ad 
tages of the Recent Discoveries. Their function is to 'mi~n. 
vacuum [vide] in the materialist 'conception of the World'. In a 
doing, they offer 'proof' that the world is 'continuous', and th So 
there is not, between the materiality of life and human existe at 
the discontinuity of that 'transcendence' in which the ma~ce. 
signifiers of religion find their niche but, rather, the unity er; 
materiality itself. This is important. But we have to reco~ 
that even in our day, another preoccupation can slip in undee 

cover of this preoccupation with 'filling a vacuum' (ideolo~ 
rushes to fill a vacuum), and that it is not unrelated to some of 
the master-signifiers of religious ideology. 

It is, indeed, a remarkable fact that the 'empty spaces' [vides] 
in which religious ideology takes a special interest are the empty 
spaces of Origins that are merely the small change of the big 
Empty Space of the Origin. The Origin of Man, the Origin of 
Life, and so on, are for religious ideology merely exemplars, 
among hundreds of others, of the Origin of the World, that is, of 
Creation. It is - let me say in passing - no wonder that some, 
precisely in connection with the origins of Man, spontaneously 
speak the language of creation.77 The example they embody will 
be rejected as irrelevant, and I am happy to agree that it is. But 
there is a certain way of rejecting the problematic of Creation 
and the Origin which, while overtly challenging it, in fact 
remains subject to it. . 

That this problem of the Origins (of life, man, etc.) haunts, In 

particular, many Marxists who are convinced that they .are 
engaged in philosophical (and not merely ideological) work IS a 
fact that can already serve us as a clue. This clue is immediately 
corroborated by the kind of theoretical principle such Ma~~ts 
bring to bear in order to 'resolve' these problems of the OrlgUll 
problems of which they are especially fond. I 

Here I would like publicly to denounce the 'spontaneoUS. 
persistence (in the Leninist sense of 'spontaneity') of a co~cet 
tion that cannot resist associating materialism with genes~5. (t

broad circles of Marxist materialism, among not only phi1o~e 
phers, but also Marxis.t ~cien~sts (the latter case is by fa~thit' 
more frequent), materialism lS spontaneously thought w 
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through the category of genesis. That is why problems of the 
Jt1~ 'n hold so important a place in the prevailing conception of 
~(Ife~tical materialism. For the Origins are, par excellence, the 
dl i1 e where the ideological schema of genesis can operate 

laC 
P cnecked. 
ut1 10 say genesis is to say, from the depths of an age-old 

IigioUS ideological tradition, filiation; the possibility of tracking 
~,j{lrC Ii la trace] the effects of a filiation; the assurance that one 
.:' dealing with the same individual, the same lineage, whose 
~an5formations can be followed step by step. At the heart of 
every genesis is the need for assurance/ for a fundamental ideo
logi~al guarantee (every ideology has the function, among others, 
of producing a guarantee-effect): that one will never lose sight, 
through all its transformations, of the initial Subject; the guaran
tee that one is always dealing with the sante Subject. In religious 
Genesis: that one is always dealing, in everything that happens, 
with one and the same Subject, God. In materialist genesis: that 
one is always dealing, whatever its transformations, with one 
and the same Subject, matter. The association of materialism and 
the genetic thus ultimately rests on an ideological schema of 
guaral1 tee. 

This ideological schema 'spontaneously' takes the form of 
m'piricisl1l. When it comes to tracking the transformations of the 
originary Subject, nothing works better [than] to provide, step 
by step, an exhaustive tally of what becomes of him amid his 
very transformations. And when he is transformed, one must be 
able to reconstruct all the details of the process which, even as it 
transforms him, maintains the originary Subject'S Identity (in 
every sense of the word). When it comes to not losing sight of 
the individual whom one has thus identified, nothing works 
better than never losing sight of him. Empiricism adopts and 
Spontaneously 'lives' this singular logic of filiation in its practice 
of tailing [filature].7t~ 
. I maintain that the concept of genesis, constantly 'practised' 
10 the spontaneity of scientific ideology, is currently one of the 
~eatest epistemological obstacles to the development not only 
~ dial~ctical materialism, but also of historical materialism and 

e majority of the sciences that depend on it, as well, doubtless, 
~ the life sciences and quite a few other natural sciences. It is 

reaking havoc in psychology, history, and so on. This concept 
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is constantly practised; yet its theoretical claims to validity h 
never been tested, so crushing and so slight is the weight :ye 
'obviousness', that is, its ideological weight. 0 Its 

Consider the tremendous power of this genetic prejudice 
the very moment when the Recent Discoveries compel u· At 
recognize, in tile realm of the facts, that matters can, betweenS ~o 
animal and the human kingdoms, unfold in accordance With e 
schema that is quite different from that of the dialectic of th a 
genesis of man-from-the-ape (the guarantee that, on conditio e 
that the ape is properly 'tailed', one will, without losing sight o~ 
him for a moment, see him turn into a man); at the very moment 
when it appears that, on the contrary, it is necessary, in order to 
understand man, to set out from a result without a genesis (Le. 
without a filiation in which the identity of one and the same 
Subject is preserved), to set out from this creature-that·is-not_ 
the-son-of-an-ape, which stands upright, and whose brain (too 
small) is likewise not a brain of the type son-of-the-brains-of-ape 
(it is much too big for genetic prejudices to function smoothly 
amid this scandalous downsizing) - at this very monlel1t, there is 
a rush to embrace genesis in the human realm. For one has at 
last sighted the guilty party, the Originary Individual; he has 
been identified, he makes 'tools' of some unspecified sort, he 
lives in groups: he's the one, all right. We've got hi"' this ti111e. It is 
enough to 'tail' (filer] him, to track him, not to lose sight of him, 
since one is sure that at the end of this manhunt (filature], one 
will rediscover both the 1844 Manuscripts and Capital! No less. 
At that point, we will finally learn what this thing is made of
this thing that was obviously still quite vague prior to the Recent 
Discoveries - this thing we call a society and history. We shall, 
into the bargain, finally learn what Capital and Marxism are 
made of, deep down. Finally, we shall learn, on the same 
occasion (a rather profitable one), what to think of Humanism 
and Theoretical Anti-Humanism. 

I may perhaps be pardoned for packing a bit of punch in~O 
what I say. What is required, what will be required to shake this 
ineradicable genetic prejudice, are storms of a very different order. 
Of course, I know what I am in for. Well-intentioned folk have 
wasted no time in telling me:7\) not only philosophers, for whoIll 
dealing in (transcendental) genesis is all part of the job, but, alas, 
historians too, although they deal with something quite unlike 
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." tractions', for they constantly work on results produced by a 
Ii scess [proces] without a subject (i.e. the very opposite of a 
"l'~esis). Yet that concept is overwhelmed by the ideological 
geejudiCeS of the Subject. The verdict is in: I sacrifice 'genesis' to 
r~ctures' I am in line for this endlessly repeated trial [proces]. 
S I shall not reply, for my accusers must be given their chance: 
fter all, Man can also think. But, precisely because we are 
~ealing with men and monkeys, and in order to remain within 
range of the sound waves generated whenever the troublesome 
rock of the man-monkey relation is cast into the ideological 
pond, l, too, shall take the liberty of utilizing (just this once) a 
FamouS Quotation: the short, very clear sentence in which Marx 
tells us that it is not the ape who is the key to understanding 
man, but man who is the key to understanding the ape.so 

Naturally, our good materialists have, for decades, been put
ting this quotation to all the geneticist uses they can think of. 
Marx meant, did he not, just like Hegel, that we see in man the 
development of what is i11 embryo in the ape - of what was 
already, even in the ape's day, the Man in the ape. It's a simple 
matter of making the text easier to read: as in Plato, there are 
passages in small print, the hard ones, and passages in big print, 
for the short-Sighted. Everybody knows that when you put a 
short-sighted detective on a suspect's tail, you're better off 
assigning him a tall one or a fat one. Marx's sentence is, in sum, 
the proof in reverse of filiation/ tailing ffiliationlfilature]: for, in 
man, there is never anything to be understood except the future 
of man, even in his ape of a father. 

In another text,Xl I put forward the idea that it is difficult to 
leave this short, very clear sentence standing in the context of 
the Contribution and Capital unless one construes it in a com
pletely different, non-historicist and therefore non-geneticist, 
Way. But one always has to say things several times, varying 
one's discourse, if need be. In the text in question, I discussed, 
above all, the epistemological significance of the short sentence: to 
Wit, that knowledge only ever sets out from a result, and that the 
knowledge of the result (the knowledge of the mechanisms of 
capitalist society), to the extent that it plainly has to begin as the 
knowledge of a result, and a highly complex one, provides, for 
this reason, the keys needed to acquire knowledge of other, 
earlier, 'simpler' results (pre-capitalist societies). To change tack, 
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let us now discuss this short sentence with respect to th 
result as such; let us, in other words, talk about the dialecti e Teal 

I think Marx's text indicates that capitalism is a resuJ~' 
that, like any result, it is the result of a historical proc ' and 
everything that we have written, it has never been a ques~ss. In 
anything other than History, which 'They' call, in their lan~n of 
genesis. But capitalism is the result of a process that does not ~g~ 
the form of a genesis. The result of what? Marx tells us sev a I 
times: of the process of an encounter of several distinct, de~~a 
indispensable elements, engendered in the previous histOric ej 
process by different genealogies that are independent of eac~ 
other and can, moreover, be traced back to several Possible 
'origins': accumulation of money capitat 'free' labour-power, 
technical inventions, and so forth. To put it plainly, capitalism is 
not the result of a genesis that can be traced back to the feudal 
mode of production as if to its origin, its 'in-itself', its 'embryOnic 
form', and so on; it is the result of a complex process that 
produces, at a given moment, the encoWlter of a number of 
elements susceptible of [propre a] constituting it in their very 
encounter. Evolutionist, Hegelian or geneticist illusions notwith
standing, a mode of production does not contain, 'potentially'l 
'in embryo', or 'in itself'l the mode of production that is to 
'succeed' it. If it did, we would be unable to understand why so 
many examples of social formations governed by the feudal 
mode of production failed to 'give birth' to the capitalist mode 
of production. 

Obviously, since things are always 'happening/, and, above 
all, since things have always-already happened, the half-pint 
historian can, at no great cost, afford himself the 'theoretic~l' 
pleasure of tracking them back through time and taking this 
succession for a filiation, in line with the good old religion of 
genesis. As Voltaire said a long time ago, if all sons have fathe~s, 
not all fathers have sons. But Voltaire/s critique was still 
beholden to a dialectic of filiation that is doubtless not unrelated 
to familial ideology; to be very precise, the juridical familial 
ideology of 'succession' (read: of inheritance rights). We rnus~ g~ 
much further, and say that the Sons who count in the historiC 
process have no father, because they need several, and these 
fathers are in their turn the sons not of a single father (or we 
would be going round in circles), but of several, and so on. 
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I do not think that one loses history in this business. One 
tainly does lose genesis, but that is a good loss. One also loses 

'~{ the things that are obvious for historical empiricism, but that 
~ an excellent loss. One gains, quite simply, the possibility of 
I'nderstanding History, and that does, after all, present certain 
tJdvantages. And one also gains a few important perspectives on 
:he dialectic, whose rudiments we shall expound some day. 

I come back to our man and ape. If man can provide the key 
to the ape, the reason is above all that, setting out from man, 
what we can understand of the ape is how it was possible to 
make an ape, when one understands that man is not the son of 
the ape. That is how I would interpret Marx's short sentence. 
Understanding man provides the key to understanding the ape 
by showing that neither - the ape no more than the man - is the 
result of a genesis, that is, of a filiation that begins with a Subject 
who is identified with the origin, and whose authentic origin is 
guaranteed [garanti d'origine]. It's a pretty safe bet that those who 
throw themselves into the ideology of the genesis of the human 
societies discussed in Capital, starting out from the miracle 
identified by the Recent Discoveries, are in for a disappointment 
or two if they try to put a tail on this latter-day miracle. No 
doubt the dialectic of processes (which are not geneses) holds a 
few surprises in store for them, of the sort that have already 
devastated - theoretically, of course - all those who have under
taken to put a tail on a mode of production in order to trace its 
transformation into another mode of production, in a birth 
without (or with) labour pains. 

That, then, is the point I think one has to arrive at in order to 
track down to its last refuge the ideological argument that 
sustains, even in the case of serious Marxists, a kind of reasoning 
Which others - who are also Marxists, but not serious ones -
hasten to transform into a spiritualist Plea for Marxist Human-. 
Ism. I apologize for having had to go into such detail. But 
political experience (for lack of other kinds: but politics is an 
excellent teacher in this respect) teaches that it is not possible to 
~ake the slightest concession to ideology. Marx pointed that out 
~ his Critique of the Gotha Programme: one can make concessions 
In politics - that is known as compromise - one can forge unions . 
In politics, but one can never forge a union with ideology. Marx 
added that one is especially well advised to respect this absolute 
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rulel 11laking no concessions whatsoever, above all when . 
Union is the order of the day. Duly noted. POUtiCctl 

German Social Democracy, 'so as not to stand in the 'W 

unity' with the Lasalleans, 'so as not to disappoint them' bay. of 
this text of Marx's for fifteen years. For the sake of Unity~82 \trIed 
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essay 'Marxism and Humanism' is not among the 'inevitable omissions' 
that Frooun names and 'regrets' in his Introduction (p. xiii). [TrailS.] 

5. Erich Fromm, letter of 27 September 1963 to Louis Althusser. Althusser 
kept a file of his correspondence with Erich Fromm; it confirms every
thing he says here. 

6. 'In fact, the objective of the revolutionary struggle has always been the 
end of exploitation and hence the liberation of man, but, as Marx 
foresaw, in its first historical phase, this struggle had to take the form of 
the struggle between classes. So revolutionary humanism could only be 
a "class humanism" , JMarxism and Humanism', FM 221. See also ibid., 
pp.121-2n. 

7. In a letter dated 18 November 1963, Althusser thanks Jean Laugier for 
his fine translation, which has not been preserved in Althusser'S 
archives. 

8. Erich Fromm, letter of 8 January 1964 to Louis Althusser. 
9. Cahiers de l'ISEA, June 1964; Critica Marxista, no. 2, 1964. 

10. Jorge Semprun, 'L'humanisme socialiste en question', Clarter January 
1965, reprinted in lA Nouvelle critique, no. 164, March 1965, pp. 22-31-

11. Jorge Semprun, The Lo'lg Voyage, trans. Richard Seaver, New York, 1964. 
12. In the context of the 'split in the international communist movement', 

the line followed by the 'Italians' rather closely reflected ideas defended 
by the Italian Communist Party, in opposition to the leadership of the 
French Communist Party and also to various 'ultra-left; and pro-Chinesf 
tendencies. The 'Italians' took the helm of the Union des etudiants 
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mmunistes (UEC) for a brief period in 1963-64, before the Communist 
~~rty leadership reasserted its control over the organization in 1965. 
J cques Ranciere, La Le,O'2 d' Althusser, Paris, 1975 (partially translated as 
J~ the Theory of Ideology: The Politics of Althusser', in Radical PJ,ilos
opltl/ Reader, ed. Roy Osborn and Roy Edgley, London, 1985, pp. 102-36), 
off~rs an interesting analysis of the 'Althusserians" position and the 
tactics adopted by the leaders of the Communist Party in response to 
the conflicts within the UEC. 

r~. As Althusser learned from Michel Verret's letter of 24 January 1966, the 
.. discussions at the IJoum~s d'etude des philosophes communistes' 

(23-24 January 1966), a conference attended by the entire Political 
Bureau of the Communist Party, focused on the most recent of Roger 
Garaudy's books, From Anathema to Dialogue, trans. Luke O'Neill, Lon
don, 1967 (1965), as well as FM and Re. Unable to attend for health 
reasons, Althusser asked Verret to read the first part of "fI'PI'F' at the 
conference. Verret's forty-five pages of handwritten notes on the pro
ceedings have been preserved in Althusser's archives, together with a 
revised written version of Garaudy/s presentation, a typed seventy-five
page document that begins with the words I A hmdamental problem has 
be'en posed: in the name of science, an attack has been laWlched against 
Marxist humanism.' Garaudy/s sharp attack on Althusser and his disci
ples provoked an equally sharp reply from Pierre Macherey, among 
others. 

14. The Central Committee meeting on 'ideological and cultural problems' 
held in the Paris suburb of Argenteuil on 11-13 March 1966 (for the 
proceedings, see Cahiers du commu'l;sme, nos 5-6, May-June 1966 and 
Annaies, passim) marked an important stage in the development of the 
French Communist Party's strategy for the union of the French left and 
the 'peaceful transition to socialism' The meeting focused on the theme 
of the autonomy of 'culture' and cultural production Cto reject or hinder 
the experimental demands of literature and art is to strike a serious 
blow to the development of culture and, indeed, the human spirit in 
general debate and research are vital to the development of science. 
The Communist Party has not the least intention of thwarting such 
debate or interfering in it in order to assert predetermined truths, much 
less of abruptly closing off, in authoritarian fashion, ongoing debate by 
specialists.') The resolution adopted at the end of the discussion reflected 
the controversy then raging around the theme of 'Marxist humanism'; 
virtually every contribution to the discussion made reference to Althus
ser's essay 'Marxism and Humanism' The final resolution included the 
follOWing passage: 

There is a Marxist humanism. Unlike the abstract humanism which the 
bourgeoisie mobilizes to mystify social relations and justify exploitation 
and injustice, this humanism derives directly from the historical task of 
the working class. To uphold such humanism is by no means to reject an 
objective conception of reality in favour of an impulsive emotionalism. 
On the contrary, Marxism is the humanism of our times because it is 
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based on a rigorously scientific conception of the WOrld; but . 
divorce its attempt to understand reality from its resolve to ~ciOes nat 
the benefit of all men. ge it fOr 

Althusser responded to this text in a typed twenty-seven_ a 
addressed to 'the comrades of the Central COmmiHee of ~ ~ letter 
Communist Party', in which he affirmed, in essence: (I) that the rel\ch 
tion was self-contradictory, because it effectively, albeit tacitl; r~u_ 
off an ongoing debate; and (2) that it conflated political comp ~ 
which was necessary, with theoretical compromise, Whi~Otntse, 
unacceptable. Was 

15. There follow Althusser's introductory notes to the indiVidual texts h 
had initially planned to publish in the form of a Jdossier' on the deb t~ 
about humanism, notably his conunentary on Jorge Semprun's con~~ 
bution to the debate. Since this 'dossier' is not included here, neither ar 
Althusser's introductory notes. (See the Editors' introdUction to 'Th: 
Humanist Controversy'.) 

16. The phrases Althusser quotes are taken from Semprun, 'L/humanisme 
socialis te en question'. 

17 Althusser expands on this idea in LP. 
18. Here Althusser intended to insert a note that he seems never to have 

written. It would probably have been a reference to JThe Historical Task 
of Marxist Philosophy', pp. 169-80 above. 

19. RC 119. 
20. Althusser incorporated a slightly modified version of the following 

section of 'The Humanist Controversy' (pp.233-41) into the paper he 
presented at Jean Wahl's Hegel seminar in February 1968; the paper was 
published in 'Sur Ie rapport de Marx a Hegel', in Jacques d'Hondt, ed., 
Hegel et la pensee rnoderne, Paris, 1970, and reprinted in Lelline et III 
ph ilosoph ie, suivi de Marx et Lhzine devant Hegel, Paris, 1972 (see the 
Editors' Introduction to 'The Humanist Controversy'). The translation of 
the passage given here closely follows Ben Brewster's ('MRM' 176-85), 
except, of course, where the text of 'Sur Ie rapport de Marx a Hegel' 
departs from that of 'The Humanist Controversy' One or two minor 
errors in Brewster's translation have been corrected, and a few changes 
made for the sake of stylistic consistency. 

21. See 'On the Young Marx', FM 49-86. This essay was dedicated to 
Auguste Cornu, author of the monwnental Karl Marx et Friedrich Engels, 
Paris, 1958-70. 

22. In the version of ISur Ie rapport de Marx ~ Hegel' published in Unint et 
la philosophie (Paris, 1975, p.62), Althusser modified this sentence to) 
read: 'Cut the head off a duck and it keeps rwming all the same.' [Tratls. 

23. See 'On Feuerbach', pp. 85-154 above. 
24. The parenthetical phrase becomes 'Man-Nature-Sillnlichkeit' in the ver

sion of 'Sur Ie rapport de Marx a Hegel' in Unine et fa philo50phie. [Trans} 
25. GattUtlg, a word that represents - as Althusser notes in 'On Feuerbach I 

p. 137 - a 'headache' for translators. The headache is compoWlded here 
by the fact that, first, Gattungswesen in Marx is usually translated as 
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J pecies being', and, second, that the expression Althusser most often 
s5es to translate die nlenschliche Gattung, Ie genre humain (the human 

U enus), can also mean 'the human race' (Ie genre humain is used in this 
~nse in the chorus of the llntemationale', for example). [Trans.] 

6 Althusser is quoting freely from Friedrich Engels's Ludll'ig Feuerbac/z and 
2 . tlte EJld of Classical German Philosophy. 
27. See 'On the Materialist Dialectic', FM 200n.: 

One further word on the 'negation of the negation'. Today it is official 
convention to reproach Stalin with having suppressed the 'laws of the 
dialectic', and more generally with having turned away from Hegel, the 
better to establish his dogmatism. At the same time, it is willingly proposed 
that a certain return to Hegel would be salutary. One day perhaps these 
declarations will become the object of some proof. In the meantime, it 
seems to me that it would be simpler to recognize that the expulsion of 
the 'negation of the negation' from the domain of the Marxist dialectic 
might be evidence of the real theoretical perspicacity of its author. 

28. See 'Letter to Jean Lacroix', SH 197-230. 
29. See, for example, Jacques Derrida, 'De la Grammatologie', Critique, no. 

223-4, December 1965-January 1966; the revised and expanded version 
of this text released in 1967 has been translated as On Grannnnto-iogy, 
trans. Gayatri Chakaravorty Spivak, Baltimore, MO, 1976. Althusser 
heavily annotated both the offprint of the first version of this work, 
given to him by Derrida, and his copy of Derrida's 'Freud et la sc~ne de 
l' ecriture', Tel Quel, no. 26, sununer 1966 ('Freud and the Scene of 
Writing', in Writing and Difference, trans. Alan Bass, Chicago, 1978, 
pp. 196-231). Generally speaking, Derrida had a far greater influence on 
Althusser's thinking than this solitary reference to him in the works 
Althusser published in his lifetime might lead us to suppose. Althusser's 
library contained many heavily alUlotated offprints of texts by Derrida. 

30. The section of 'The Humanist Controversy' included in 'MRH' ends 
here. See Note 20 above. 

31. Engels, Ludwig Fellerbach, p. 364. 
32. Marx, 'Contribution to the Critique of Hegel's Philosophy of Law: 

Introduction', trans. anon, CW 3: 182. 
33. Ibid., p. 175. 
34. Marx, 'Contribution to the Critique of Hegel's Philosophy of Law', trans. 

Martin Milligan and Barbara Ruhemann, CW 3: 31. See also IOn the 
JeWish Question', trans. Clemens Dutt, CW 3: 154. 

35. The Deutsch-Frallzosische JahrbUcher (German-French Annals), only one 
issue of which saw the light, in February 1844. 

36. Marx, Letter of September 1843 to Arnold Ruge, trans. Clemens Dutt, 
CW 3: 144-5, translation modified. See also Ludwig Feuerbach, Intro
duction to The Essence of Christianity, in FB, 109-10: 'Religion is the 
soleIlUl unveiling of man's hidden treasures, the avowal of his innermost 
thoughts, the open confession of the secrets of his love.' 

37. Ee, 112-3: 

The doctrine of the Creation in its characteristic significance arises only 
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on that standpoint where man in practice makes Nature tne 1 
servant of his will and needs. When, on the contrary, manre Y the 
himself only on the practical standpoint and looks at the worll:ces 
thence, making the practical standpoint the theoretical one also, h .. o~ 
disunion with Nature; he makes Nature the abject vassal of his e ~I;~ 
interest, of his practical egoism. Utilism is the essential theo 5e1t:1h 
~d~~. ry~ 

38. Marx, Economic and Philosophical Manuscripts of 1844, trans. Martin Mil1i 
gan and Dirk J. Stroik, CW 3: 333. .. 

39. Ibid., p. 290. 
40. See, for example, Michel Simon's contribution to the debate on 'Marxism. 

and Humanism', La Nouvelle critique, no. 165, April 1965, pp. 96-132; see 
also Jean Kanapa's intervention at the Central Conunittee meeting held 
at Argenteuil, Cahiers du communisme, nos 5-6, May-June 1966. 

41. Letter of 21-22 September 1890 from Engels to Joseph Bloch, in Marx 
and Engels, Selected Correspondence, ed. S. W. Ryazanskaya, trans. I. 
Lasker, 3rd edn., Moscow 1975, pp. 394-6. This letter is analysed in 
'Appendix to I'Contradiction and Over-Determinationll

', FM 117-28. 
42. Antonio Gramsci, 'The Study of Philosophy', in Selections from the Prison 

Notebooks, ed. and trans. Quintin Hoare and Geoffrey Nowell Smith, 
New York, 1971, p. 353: 'Each individual is the synthesis not only of 
existing relations, but of the history of these relations. He is a prkis of 
all the past.' Althusser heavily annotated his copy of Gramsci, CEUVTes 
choisies, Paris, 1959. 

43. The wording of Althusser; s translations of the Sixth Thesis varies, as 
does his use of capital letters. The expression he usuaUy translates as 
'the essence of Man' is das menschlicJJe Wesen. [Trans.] 

44. Althusser intended to insert a note here that he seems never to have 
written. It would probably have been a reference to GI 45: I As though 
[nature and history] were two separate "things" and man did not always 
have before him an historical nature and a natural history.' 

45. Althusser intended to insert a note here that he seems never to have 
wriHen. It would probably have been a reference to ibid., pp. 43, 253: 

Where speculation ends, where real life starts, there consequently beginS 
real, positive science, the expounding of the practical activity, of the 
practical process of development of men. When reality is describedl a 
self-sufficient philosophy loses its medium of existence. At best its place 
can only be taken by a summing-up of the most general results, abstrac
tions which are derived from the observation of the historical develop
ment of men. .. One has to 'leave philosophy aside' one has to l~ap 
out of it and devote oneself like an ordinary man to the study of actuality· 

46. No doubt an error for IPeuerbachian' [TraJls.] 
47 Althusser intended to insert a note here that he seems never to have 

written. It would probably have been a reference to The German Ideology, 
vol. 2, part 3. 

48. Althusser had made plans to write a book 'settling accounts with ~ur 
former philosophical consciousness' (see Marx, Preface to A Contribution 
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tt1 the Critique of Political Economy, trans. anon, CW 29: 264). Only the first 
fj\'e pages have been preserved in a folder that bears the title '66-67 
(unfinished) liLa coupurell [The break]' Dated January 1967, Althusser's 
text begins with the words: 'This book is a seHling of accounts: 
Abrech Pi ung.' 

49. Althusser's translation is 'rapports de commerce mutuel'; the English 
. translation of Tire Gern.an Ideology usually cited in the present volume 

has 'forms of intercourse' [Trails.] 
50. GI47 
51. Written above the phrase Idoesn't give a daum about' [se fout], in a hand 

that is probably not Althusser's, is the alternative Icouldn't care less 
about' [se moque]. Se fout has not been crossed out. 

52. GI 263; see also 463. 
53. Ibid., p. 61: 

This conception of history comprehend[sl the form of intercourse 
connected with and created by this mode of production as the basis 
of all history; and describ[es] it in its action as the state, and also 
explain[s] how all the different theoretical products and forms of con· 
sciousness, religion, philosophy, morality, etc., etc., arise from itl and 
trace[s] the process of their formation from that basis. 

Althusser's translation has 'gen~se', genesis, for Iprocess of their forma
tion' The Gennan is Entstehungsprozej1. 

54. Ibid., pp. 89-92. 
55. We have emended the text, which reads 'historical materialism', an 

obvious error. 
56. GI 61; the German is idealistische Flausen. Althusser's translation has 

billevesees, a word which is not fOWld in the translation published by the 
Party publishing house ~ditions sociales, the text Althusser usually cites, 
but is used in the PI~iade edition. 

57 This and the following paragraph also appear in SISS 66. 
58. See 'The Philosophical Conjuncture and Marxist Theoretical Research' 

above. 
59. Althusser intended to insert a Inote on Lenin' here that he seems never 

to have written. 
60. See Note 48 above. 
61. Althusser intended to insert a note here that he seems never to have 

written. 
62. Part II of IThe Humanist Controversy', unlike Part I, is untitled. More

over, the most recent typed version of the text does not indicate that 
what follows is the second part; a horizontal line has simply been drawn 
across the page here. We have introduced this subdivision on the basis 
of an older version of the text - the only one, in all probability, that 
Althusser typed himself (see the Editors' Introduction to 'The Humanist 
Controversy'). 

63. Althusser intended to insert a note here that he seems never to have 
written. It would probably have consisted of a few extracts from 
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the texts he takes issue with. We shall limit ourselves to gi . 
example: Vlllg one 

~ranscendence, if ~e take the word. in the strict etym~logical sens 
rISe above something - has, as apphed to man, who rises ahoy e - to 
and also constantly rises ?bove himself,. rises above his proper ~~ture. 
perfectly acceptable mearung. I am convmced that the ChriStians' ere, a 
tion of transcendence is the awareness, in mystified fonn, of once~ 
voca~~n ~o :ise above natu~e. To the Ch.ristians' . question ~an.s 
mysnfied m Its very formulation), we can provIde a vahd response. ~t 
theory of transcendence has already been produced: it is everything th e 
has already been acquired by Marxism, even if some things remain to :t 
added. Oean Suret-Canale, 'Marxism is Both a Science and a Humarus ~ 
published version of a presentation at the Central COntmiHee mee~' 
held at Argenteuil, CalJirrs dll COmltlUtl;Sme, nos. 5-6, May-june 19J 
pp. 245-61) , 

64. Of the six Iproblems' listed by Althusser, only the first is discussed here. 
Althusser nevertheless felt that he had made sufficient progress on the 
text to have a secretary type it (see the Editors' Introduction to 'The 
Humanist Controversy'). 

65. Althusser intended to insert a note here that he seems never to have 
written. 

66. See especially Wilhelm Dilthey, Introduction to the Hun-zan Sciellces, trans. 
Ramon J. Be tanz os, Detroit 1988. Althusser extensively annotated his 
copy of the first volume of this work. 

67. Let us note that Althusser had been attacked on this point by Merleau
Ponty (The Adventures of tlte Dialectic, trans. Joseph Bien, Evanston/ 0, 
1973 (1955), p. 63n, translation modified): 

Going from Engels to Plekhanov, one easily arrives at the views of 
contemporary orthodoxy, which are that the dialectic is not a sort of 
knowledge; it is rather a group of verifications; and it is valid only in its 
Igeneral content' (interaction, development, qualitative leaps, contradic
tions) (SH 248]. This mixture of positive spirit and dialectic and positiv
ism transfers into nature man's way of being: it is nothing less than 
magic. 

68. Althusser intended to insert a Inote on Kojevel here that he seems never 
to have written. 

69. Friedrich Engels, He" Eugen Dii1iri1lg's Revolution in Science (Anti-Diihr
iug), trans. Emile Burns, CW 25: 125 and passim. 

70. Althusser intended to insert a note here. He probably had the work of 
Andre Leroi-Gourhan in mind (for example, Gesture and Speech/ trans. 
Anna Bostock Berger, Cambridge, MA, 1993). 

71. See, for example, the following passage: 

Labour is the source of all wealth, the political economists assert. And. it 
really is the source - next to nature, which supplies it with the materl~1 
that it converts into wealth. But it is even infinitely more than this. It 15 

the prime basic condition for all human existence, and this to such an 
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extent that, in a sense, we have to say that labour created man himself. 
(Friedrich Engels, Dialectics of Nature, trans. Clemens Dutt, CW 25: (52) 

12- MarX, CapitalJ trans. Samuel Moore and Edward Avelingl New York, 
1967, vol. 1: 179. 

13. 5t1r.et-Canale, Presentation at the Central ConuniHee meeting at Argen
teud, pp. 246-8. 

74. Althusser intended to insert a note here that he seems never to have 
written. 

75. Marx, Economic arId Plrilosophical Manuscripts, pp. 2971 336. This phrase 
comes in for high praise in the article by Suret-Canale that Althusser 
analyses here. [The word rendered by acte in Althusser's translation of 
the 1844 Manuscripts and I action' or I act' in the Collected Works of Marx 
and Engels is Akt in the original German. -Trans.] 

76. Engelsl IThe Part Played by Labour in the Transition from Ape to Man', 
in Dialectics of Nature, pp. 452-64. 

77. Althusser intended to insert a note here that he seems never to have 
wriHen. 

78. This passage exploits the verbal links betweenfiliation;filature or 'tailing', 
in the sense in which a detective 'tails' a suspect; and filer, 'to tail' 
[Trans.] 

79. Althusser intended to insert a note here that he seems never to have 
written. 

BO. Marx l Introduction to the Critique of Political Economy, trans. Ernst 
Wangermann, CW 28: 42: 'The anatomy of man is a key to the anatomy 
of the ape. On the other hand, indications of higher forms in the lower 
species of animals can only be understood when the higher forms 
themselves are known.' 

81. Althusser intended to insert a note here that he seems never to have 
written. In all probability, he would have referred the reader to RC 
124 ff. 

82. The text, which is probably unfinished, ends here. 
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